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Investigation of interlayer coupling in †FeÕCr‡n magnetic multilayer structures by the
ferromagnetic resonance method „Review …

N. M. Kreines*
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~Submitted December 28, 2001!
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The properties and nature of the interlayer coupling and the possible types of magnetic ordering
in magnetic superlattices and sandwiches remain topical questions in the physics of
magnetic phenomena. The existing models describing the interaction between ferromagnetic
layers via the nonferromagnetic spacer layer and the predicted temperature dependence of the
coupling constants in those models are briefly reviewed. The effectiveness of the
ferromagnetic resonance method for investigating the interlayer coupling is discussed. A review
of recent experimental studies of the interlayer coupling in superlattices and sandwiches
of the Fe/Cr system by this method over a wide range of temperatures is presented~including
original papers by the author and co-workers!. The experimental data are analyzed on
the basis of the existing theories. The regions of applicability of these model for describing the
properties of such systems. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1511701#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Metallic magnetic multilayer systems, or superlattic
which are periodic structures consisting of alternating t
layers of a ferromagnetic metal~Fe, Co, Ni, ...! and a non-
ferromagnetic metal~Ag, Au, Cr, Cu, Mn, ...!, form a special
class of materials with unusual physical properties. The
covery of the giant magnetoresistance effect in the Fe
system1,2 has led to a sharp growth in interest in the who
set of these objects and has stimulated intensive researc
the magnetic, magnetoresistive, and other properties inhe
to such structures. There have been many theoretical
experimental studies devoted to the interaction betw
neighboring ferromagnetic layers in a superlattice. The
sults of these studies have been written up in a numbe
review articles~see, e.g., Refs. 3–9!. It has been shown ex
perimentally that, depending on the thickness of the non
romagnetic spacer in the multilayer or three-layer~sandwich!
structure, a ferromagnetic, antiferromagnetic, or noncollin
ordering of the magnetic moments of the neighboring fer
magnetic layers can be realized. The interaction energy
scribing these magnetic structures is generally represente
a sum of two contributions, bilinear and biquadratic in t
magnetizations of the neighboring layers. The competition
these two contributions can, generally speaking, lead to
arbitrary angle between the magnetizations of the neigh
ing ferromagnetic layers in zero magnetic field. The nec
sity of taking into account the second term in the express
for the interaction energy arose in connection with t
experimentally observed 90-degree magnetic ordering
Fe/Cr/Fe~Ref. 10! and Co/Cu/Co~Ref. 11! samples. Subse
quently the biquadratic exchange has been detected ex
mentally in many superlattices, but the mechanism giv
rise to it has not been conclusively established. The la
5811063-777X/2002/28(8–9)/11/$22.00
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value obtained for the biquadratic in comparison with t
bilinear exchange in a number of experiments raises do
about whether the term quadratic in the magnetization
being taken into account correctly in the expression for
energy. There is also a large discrepancy between the ex
mentally measured value of the bilinear exchange and
results of calculations from first principles. Not enough
tention has been paid to the study of the temperature de
dences of the two exchange constants. It would appear th
comparison of these with the theoretical predictions wo
permit reaching more definite conclusions as to the mec
nism giving rise to the biquadratic exchange and to answ
number of other important questions. All of these proble
are stimulating further experimental and theoretical resea
on multilayer magnetic metallic structures.

Extremely diverse experimental techniques are used
study the properties of superlattices, e.g., measurement o
magnetization curves with the use of Kerr, vibrational, a
SQUID magnetometry, measurement of the magnetore
tance, determination of the magnetic structure by the neu
diffraction method, determination of the magnetic excitati
spectra by the method of inelastic light scattering, and inv
tigation of the quality of the interfaces by the method
Mössbauer spectroscopy.8 Recently the quality of three-laye
sandwich structures and the magnetic interactions in th
have been investigated by modern methods of scanning
neling microscopy, magnetic force microscopy, and scann
electron microscopy with polarization analysis~see also
Refs. 5 and 12!.

Among this large set of experimental methods of stud
ing magnetic superlattices, an extremely simple and ra
effective method is to investigate the ferromagnetic re
nance~FMR! spectrum. This method has been used repe
edly by different groups~see the reviews cited as Refs. 3 a
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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13 and also Refs. 14–22! both for determining the uniaxia
and in-plane magnetic anisotropy and for determining
coupling between neighboring ferromagnetic layers.

In this article we attempt to show the possibilities of t
FMR method for studying the interlayer exchange in sup
lattices. Since there is a vast amount of published experim
tal material on this topic, we shall restrict discussion mai
to the data for the Fe/Cr system. This restriction~or choice!
is also motivated by the circumstance that the author
co-workers have studied superlattices of this system.17–22

Those results will be presented in greater detail.

2. MODELS OF THE INTERLAYER EXCHANGE INTERACTION

Let us briefly discuss the main theoretical models
scribing the interlayer coupling in multilayer magnetic stru
tures.

As was mentioned in the Introduction, the energy of
teraction between two ferromagnetic layers across a non
romagnetic spacer is customarily written as a sum of t
contributions:

E52J1 cosu2J2 cos2 u, ~1!

whereu is the angle between the magnetic moments of
neighboring ferromagnetic layers, andJ1 and J2 are phe-
nomenological constants. The first term describes the bilin
exchange interaction of a Heisenberg nature. Depending
the value of the constantsJ1 , this term leads to collinea
parallel or antiparallel ordering of the neighboring magne
moments. The second term, which characterizes the bi
dratic exchange, gives a preferential 90-degree ordering
negative values of the constantJ2 .

2.1. Bilinear interaction

There are a number of theoretical models describing
nature of the bilinear exchange interaction. One of the fi
used the Ruderman–Kittel–Kasuya–Yosida~RKKY ! theory,
which had been developed previously for describing the
teraction between magnetic impurities in a nonmagnetic
trix. In the case of superlattices this theory is used to treat
interaction between the magnetic moments of the layers
the spins of the conduction electrons of the spacer laye
predicts the presence of an oscillatory dependence of
interaction on the thickness of the spacer and determines
values of the possible oscillation periods, but it encount
difficulties in estimating the value of the interaction itself.
another theoretical approach the interlayer coupling is de
mined by the dependence on the spin direction of the am
tude of electron reflection at the interface between the sp
and ferromagnetic layers. In both approaches the value o
period is determined by the extremal size of the Fermi s
face ~the critical spanning vector! of the spacer material in
the direction normal to the surface of the sample. It is kno
that for the Fe/Cr/Fe system when the chromium is param
netic, two oscillation periods are observed: short,LS;3 Å
(;2.11 chromium monolayers!, and long,LL;18 Å (;12
chromium monolayers!. HereJ1 can be written in the form
~see Ref. 5 for more details!

J15~1/nt!AS sin~2pnt/LS1FS!

1~1/n2t2!AL sin~2pnt/LL1FL!. ~2!
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Here AS , AL and FS , FL , which are respectively the am
plitudes and phases of the short- and long-period oscillatio
are determined by the geometric features of the Fermi
face of the spacer material and the probabilities of reflect
of electrons from the interfaces. The dependence of the
plitude of the short- and long-wavelength oscillations on
thicknesst of the spacer layer is shown by the respect
multiplicative factors in formula~2!.

To acquire more familiarity with the details of the abov
and other models of the bilinear exchange, the reader is
ferred to two relatively recent review articles.6,7 We note
only that the many experimental results obtained at ro
temperature are described fairly well in the framework of t
existing approaches.

The majority of the models6,7 also predict an extremely
simple form for the temperature dependence ofJ1 :

J1~T!5J1~0!
T/T0

sinh~T/T0!
, ~3!

whereJ1(0) andT0 are constants that depend on the para
eters of the corresponding part of the Fermi surface. Acco
ing to estimates, formula~3! implies a weak temperatur
dependence of the bilinear exchange.

The approach developed in Ref. 23 takes into acco
the influence of thermal spin fluctuations in the ferroma
netic films on the temperature dependence of the effec
exchange interaction in the superlattices. As a result, the
change between the ferromagnetic layers can be written
product of functionsf SW(T) and f e(T), where f e(T) is de-
scribed by formula~3!, in accordance with the RKKY theory
and f SW(T) is a renormalizing factor that arises due to t
presence of thermal spin fluctuations at the interface an
proportional toT3/2.

A comparatively small number of detailed experimen
studies of the temperature dependence ofJ1(T) for different
systems do not yet permit reaching unambiguous conclus
as to the regions of applicability of the existing theories.

2.2. Biquadratic interaction

Contrary to the bilinear interaction, the nature of whi
is rather reliably described using theories based on the c
cept of collectivized~itinerant! electrons,6,7 the nature of the
biquadratic interaction has not been established with c
tainty. The RKKY theory predicts the presence of a biqu
dratic termJ2 in the expression for the magnetic energy of
ideal superlattice~intrinsic mechanism!.7 According to calcu-
lations, its valueuJ2u is substantially less thanuJ1u. There-
fore, it should only be manifested at those spacer thickne
for which uJ1u is close to zero. The values of the biquadra
exchange constants obtained experimentally for practic
any thicknesses of the spacer layer are in the majority
cases of the same order as the bilinear exchange constan
eliminate this contradiction a number of theoretical mod
have been proposed, which take into account the presenc
various kinds of defects existing in real samples~extrinsic
mechanisms! and can give sufficiently large values of th
biquadratic exchange constant. A detailed review of t
topic is given in Ref. 4. Let us briefly list the ‘‘extrinsic’
mechanisms that have been considered in the literature.
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The fluctuation mechanismproposed by Slonczewski,24

has its origins in the presence of a terrace or step at
interface between layers, causing fluctuations of the th
ness of the nonferromagnetic spacer layer. The fluctuat
DJ1 of the bilinear exchange that arise in this case give
to a biquadratic termJ2 in the expression for the magnet
energy. In the simplest case the relation between these q
tities is expressed by the formula

J252
4~DJ1!2L

p3A
cothS pD

L D , ~4!

whereA is the exchange stiffness of the ferromagnetic lay
of thicknessD, andL is the width of a terrace one mono
layer high. If DJ1;1/t, then a dependenceJ2}1/t2 is ob-
tained.

Another mechanism, also proposed by Slonczewsk25

attributes the appearance of the biquadratic exchange to
presence of amagnetic impurity (‘‘loose spin’’)inserted in
the nonferromagnetic spacer layer of the sandwich. T
mechanism leads to an exponential temperature depend
for the exchange constant:I 2}exp(2aT).

We should also mention themagnetic dipole mechanism4

of formation of biquadratic exchange. It originates from t
dipole fields arising at nonuniform interfaces in layer
structures. It was found that the dipole fields arising at n
uniformities fall off with distance much more slowly than
the case of ideally smooth surfaces and, accordingly,
give rise to biquadratic exchange.

Alternative models for the mechanism of biquadratic e
change for magnetic structures with spacer layers of ch
mium and manganese are also considered. The autho
Ref. 26, in considering the@Fe/Cr#n system, indicate that it is
necessary for a peculiar sort of domain structure to form
such a superlattice in the case when sufficiently large ato
cally smooth parts of the iron–chromium interface exist.

To explain the noncollinear magnetic structure in t
case of chromium or manganese spacer lay
Slonczewski27 proposed a ‘‘proximity magnetism’’ model
which assumes a different form of the interaction energy
neighboring iron layers in the structure as compared to
biquadratic exchange:

E5C1~u!1C2~u2p!2. ~5!

Hereu is the angle between the magnetizations of the ne
boring ferromagnetic layers, andC1 and C2 are phenom-
enological constants. Such a form of the energy arises
result of the presence of magnetic stiffness of the spacer
a strong exchange interaction across the boundary with
neighboring ferromagnetic layers.

The fact that the experimental data are discussed in
literature in the framework of the different models describ
above attests to the lack of a unified approach to the ex
nation of the nature of the biquadratic exchange in differ
systems.

3. ANALYTICAL CALCULATION OF THE STATIC
MAGNETIZATION AND FERROMAGNETIC RESONANCE
SPECTRUM OF A SUPERLATTICE

We present the results of an analytical calculation of
magnetization curves and FMR spectrum for superlattice
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the biquadratic exchange model with the fourth-order anis
ropy taken into account, in the case when the external m
netic fieldH lies in the plane of the film. In general form thi
calculation was done by the authors of Ref. 20 in applicat
to the system@Fe/Cr#n , the elements of which have cubi
symmetry. As in the other similar calculations, it was a
sumed that the magnetization of each ferromagnetic laye
uniform over the volume of the layer and equal toMS re-
gardless of the value of the external field, and the magn
moment of each such layer precesses as a whole. The in
expression for the magnetic part of the energy of a multila
structure per unit are of the film is written in Ref. 20 in th
form

E52d(
j 51

n

~H•M j !2
J1

MS
2 (

j 51

n21

~M j•M j 11!

2
J2

MS
4 (

j 51

n21

~M j•M j 11!21d
Nzz

2 (
j 51

n

~M j•z!2

2d
Ku

MS
2 (

j 51

n

~M j•z!22d
Ha

4MS
3 (

j 51

n

@~M j•x!4

1~M j•y!41~M j•z!4#, ~6!

whereJ1 and J2 are the bilinear and biquadratic exchan
constants,M j is the magnetization of thej th layer of ferro-
magnetic metal,d is the layer thickness,Nzz is the demag-
netizing factor,Ku describes the uniaxial anisotropy,Ha is
the effective fourth-order anisotropy field, with easy axesx,
y, andz, the axisz coinciding with the normal to the surface
andn is the number of ferromagnetic layers in the structu
Below for convenience we introduce an effective coefficie
of surface anisotropy

keff5Nzz22Ku /MS
2. ~7!

We consider the limit of an infinite superlattice (n
→`), since only under that condition can the analytical c
culation be carried through to the end. The calculation
done for the two most symmetric cases, when the exte
magnetic field is applied along the easy or hard axis of
isotropy in the film plane. Here it turns out that in a rath
wide range of magnetic fields the condition of minimum e
ergy leads to two-sublattice ordering of the ferromagne
moments of the layers, with the sublattice magnetizatio
arranged symmetrically with respect to the external field.
this case one can obtain analytical expressions for the m
netization curves:

for HC
E,H,H,HS

E,H

H5S 2
4J128J2

dMS
2 6

Ha

MS
D M1S 2

16J2

dMS
4 72

Ha

MS
3D M3, ~8!

for H.HS
E,H

M5MS . ~9!

Here the upper and lower signs and the superscriptsE andH
correspond to magnetic field directions along the easy
hard axes of anisotropy, respectively. TheM (H) curve de-
termined by the implicit equation~8! describes a state with
nonzero angle between the sublattice magnetizations. S
tion ~9! pertains to a state of saturation, when the magn
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zations of all the layers are oriented along the magnetic fi
The value of the field at which saturation occurs is written
the form HS

E,H52(4J118J2)/dMS7Ha . The magnetic
field regions in which the solutions~8! and~9! correspond to
a minimum of the system energy are discussed in deta
Ref. 20.

For calculating the oscillation spectrum of the syste
under consideration we used the Landau–Lifshitz equa
without a dissipative term:

g21~]M j /]t !5M j3~]E/]M j !d
21, ~10!

whereg is the gyromagnetic ratio. For solving Eq.~10! the
magnetizationM j is written as the sum of the static magn
tization and a small correction in the form a wave propag
ing along the normal to the film plane:

M j5M j
~0!1mj exp$2 i ~vt2 jq !%. ~11!

The quantityq is the product of the wave vector and th
superlattice period. It can be regarded as the phase differ
in the precession of the magnetizations of neighboring fe
magnetic layers;q50 corresponds to an acoustic mode, a
q5p to an optical mode.

After substituting~11! into ~10! and linearizing the re-
sulting equations with respect tomj , we can use the condi
tion of nontriviality of the solution to find the oscillation
frequencies as functions ofq and of the magnetic fieldH: for
HC

E,H,H,HS
E,H

vq
2

g2 5F ~A1BM2!cos2
q

2
1Keff1

3H1

4MS
6

Ha

MS
3 ~MS

22M2!G
3F ~A1BM2!M2 cos2

q

2
1~A13BM3!~MS

22M2!

3sin2
q

2
6

Ha

MS
3 ~MS

22M2!~MS
226M2!G ; ~12!

for H.HS
E,H

vq
2

g2 5FH2HS
E,H sin2

q

2
1KeffMS1

3Ha

4
6HaS cos2

q

2
2

3

4D G
3S H2HS

E,H sin2
q

2
1Ha cos2

q

2 D , ~13!

where we have introduced the notation

A52
4J128J2

dMS
2 , B52

16J2

dMS
4 . ~14!

For Ha50 formulas~8!, ~9! and ~12!, ~13! go over to the
corresponding expressions from Ref. 18, and forH50 they
go over to the results of Ref. 28. We again stress that
formulas obtained are valid in the case of two-sublattice
dering of the magnetic moments, with a symmetric arran
ment of the sublattice magnetizations with respect to
magnetic field, i.e., at large fieldsHC ~see Ref. 20!.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1. Types of samples and methodological notes

The term ‘‘multilayer magnetic structure’’ or ‘‘superlat
tice’’ applies to samples of two types.
d.

in

n

t-

ce
-

d

e
r-
-
e

First, the so-called ‘‘sandwich’’ structures, consist of tw
layers of a ferromagnetic metal separated by a nonferrom
netic metal. The main advantages of working with san
wiches include, as a rule, higher sample quality and co
paratively simple interpretation of the experimental data.
the other hand, in such samples the value of the magn
anisotropy in the plane of the sandwich~film!, as a rule, is
comparable to the interlayer coupling effects. As a res
either a collinear or a 90-degree ordering of the magn
moments of the ferromagnetic metal layers is realized
them. In some cases this can complicate the experime
determination of the interlayer exchange constants. In a
tion, the small total thickness of the ferromagnetic layers
the samples requires highly sensitive instrumentation in
der to obtain reliable experimental results.

The second type of sample is a ‘‘superlattice,’’ i.e.,
periodic structure consisting of a large number~in practice
up to several tens! of identical layers of a ferromagneti
metal, separated by a nonferromagnetic spacer. Since ea
the ferromagnetic layers interacts simultaneously with t
neighbors, in such a structure the effects of the multila
exchange are expressed much more strongly and are co
erably larger than the anisotropy in the film plane. For e
ample, the magnetic field required to ‘‘collapse’’ the ma
netic moments of all the layers into a collinear structure in
@Fe/Cr#n superlattice can exceed 10 kOe19,20,29at a value of
the fourth-order anisotropy field in the iron of around 5
Oe. In this situation, even in the absence of an external m
netic field, the direction of the magnetization vector in ea
of the ferromagnetic layers cannot coincide with the axis
easy magnetization — the ‘‘easy’’ axis of the magnetic a
isotropy. Its direction is determined, first, by the minimum
the interlayer interaction energy. As a result, a so-cal
‘‘canted’’ or noncollinear magnetic structure is observe
wherein the magnetic moments form two sublattices with
mutual ordering angle different from 0, 90°, and 180°~Refs.
20, 30, and 31!. The large number of layers, including th
ferromagnetic metal layers, in a superlattice eases the
quirements on the sensitivity of the instrumentation us
However, this same circumstance complicates consider
the interpretation of the experimental results, both from m
netization and resonance measurements. In addition,
quality of multilayer samples is obviously somewhat low
than that of sandwiches on account of the large numbe
layers and interfaces.

The FMR spectra have been studied for both sandwic
and superlattices. Essentially all the experiments have b
done under conditions where the external magnetic field
applied in the film plane. From what we have said~see Sec.
3! it is clear that the most reliable way of determining t
interlayer coupling from FMR experiments is to register n
only the uniform resonance mode but all nonuniform mod
including optical. The uniform resonance mode is excited
an rf field applied perpendicular to the external magne
field. The excitation of nonuniform modes is done under co
ditions of parallel pumping, i.e., in an experimental geome
such that the rf magnetic field is parallel to the static fie
Thus, to obtain the total FMR spectrum of a superlatt
requires both methods of exciting resonance. However,
intensity of the absorption lines in the nonuniform modes
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low, since those modes can be excited only owing to
finite number of layers of ferromagnetic metal in the stru
ture or a small nonuniformity in their thickness~see Refs. 13
and 32 for details!. Therefore, it is often impossible to reg
ister all of the possible modes experimentally. In the case
nonidentical thicknesses of the ferromagnetic layers the
tensity of the absorption line in the nonuniform modes
creases, and they become easier to observe, but the the
ical interpretation of the spectrum of such a system beco
more difficult.

In the experimental study of the interlayer coupling
the FMR technique either a wide range of microwave f
quencies and magnetic fields is used in order to excite a
the modes of the resonance spectrum of the superlattice~see,
e.g., Refs. 13 and 18–22! or the uniform and nonuniform
modes are excited at a single frequency and the anisotrop
their resonance fields in the plane of the sample is stud
~see, e.g., Ref. 16!. The experimental data obtained are pr
cessed in accordance with the corresponding theore
model.

4.2. FMR in three-layer „sandwich … samples

A large fraction of the experimental studies of the FM
spectrum have been done on three-layer samples. In the
studies~on the observation of the biquadratic contribution
the energy of a superlattice! the processing of the measure
spectra was done without taking the the biquadratic
change into account. A rather complete review of the d
obtained in this way is presented in Refs. 8 and 13.

Below we discuss the results of more recent studies
were not included in the reviews mentioned above and
which the experimental data were processed using the bi
dratic exchange model.

A series of studies of the interlayer coupling in Fe/Cr/
sandwiches with different thicknesses of the chromi
spacer~5–25 Å! in the temperature range 2–300 K was c
ried out by Brazilian scientists.14–16 The samples used in
those studies were grown both by molecular epitaxy a
magnetron sputtering. The ferromagnetic resonance was
cited at a frequency of 9.4 GHz, and the acoustic and opt
modes were recorded. For both modes the resonant valu
the magnetic field was studied as a function of its direction
the plane of the sandwich. The results of the measurem
were discussed in the framework of the biquadratic excha
model. To determine the exchange constants at room t
perature the authors used additional data obtained in a s
of the magnetization curves and the inelastic~Brillouin!
light-scattering spectra. Analysis of the whole set of resu
obtained atT5300 K led the authors to conclude that th
model used describes the experimental data quite well.
the series of Fe/Cr/Fe samples investigated in those stu
with thicknessestCr of the chromium spacer layer corre
sponding to the first antiferromagnetic maximum in the
linear exchange, the value of the biquadratic energy cons
J2 decreases monotonically with increasingtCr and varies
over the limits 0.05820.019 erg/cm2 and 16.uJ1 /J2u.10.

The temperature dependence of the interlayer coup
in the samples discussed above was investigated in Ref
and 16 using only the FMR method. In Ref. 15 theJ1(T) and
J2(T) curves are presented for two samples with spa
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thicknesses of 11 and 15 Å~Fig. 1!. The behavior of the
biquadratic exchange constants is the same for both sam
and conforms well to a quadratic temperature depende
J2(T)5J2(0)(12T/T0)2, where T05790 K and J2(0) is
the value of the exchange constant forT50 K. The tempera-
ture dependence of the bilinear exchange constantJ1(T) for
the two samples cannot be described by a single law. For
sample with tCr515 Å J1(T) conforms well to the same
dependence asJ2(T), with the same value of the characte
istic temperatureT0 . However, the results obtained for th
second sample are better described by a dependence de
from the RKKY theory:6,7 J1(T)50.633(T/340)/
sinh(T/340). In a more recent paper16 in which the FMR
method was used to study the temperature dependence o
interlayer coupling for three samples withtCr511, 13, and
15 Å, the experimental data obtained are discussed in
framework of the renormalization theory proposed in Ref.
~see Sec. 2.1!. A comparison of the temperature dependen
of the exchange parameterHex(T)/Hex(10 K) ~Fig. 2! deter-
mined from the FMR experiments as the difference of
frequencies of the acoustic and exchange modes with
predictions of the theory mentioned above led the author
Ref. 16 to conclude that the main contribution to this dep
dence is from spin fluctuations in the ferromagnetic film
Thus it follows from Refs. 15 and 16 that at the present ti
the temperature behavior of the interlayer coupling in sa
wiches remains an open question.

Let us mention one more result from an unconventio

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the bilinearJ1 ~m! and biquadraticJ2

~n! exchange coupling for Fe(40 Å)/Cr(11 Å)/Fe(40 Å)~a! and
Fe(40 Å)/Cr(15 Å)/Fe(40 Å)~b!. The curves are the result of a calculatio
~see text!.15
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FMR study of the interlayer coupling in a sandwich. In R
33 the influence of optical irradiation at wavelengthl
50.5145mm on the interlayer coupling was observed in
Fe/Si/Fe three-layer system. The change of the resonant
under the influence of the irradiation was studied for diff
ent thicknesses of the silicon spacer in the temperature ra
from 77 to '300 K. The observed change of the magne
state of the sample under irradiation was attributed by
authors to changes in the semiconductor spacer: a chan
the concentration of charge carriers, which convey the in
action between the magnetic layers, and a change in
structure of the electron density of states function. It w
noted in Ref. 33 that at low temperatures the photoindu
contribution to the coupling is always antiferromagnetic.

4.3. FMR in superlattices

The most comprehensive FMR investigation of the int
layer coupling in@Fe/Cr#n superlattices, to the best of th
author’s knowledge, was done by him and his co-workers
a series of studies.17–22 In this Section we shall discuss th
results in detail.

The @Fe/Cr#n superlattices studied in Refs. 17–22 we
grown by molecular-beam epitaxy on the Katun’ S appara
at the Institute of Metal Physics~IMP!, Urals Branch of the
Russian Academy of Sciences. The@001# crystallographic
axis of the iron and chromium films coincided with the no
mal to the plane of the sample. The samples used were c
acterized by the following parameters: the number of pairs
layers,n, varied from 8 to 24, the thickness of the chromiu
spacer varied from sample to sample in the range
214 Å, and the thickness of the iron layers in differe
samples varied from 20 to 48 Å.

The FMR spectra were studied over a rather wide ra
of frequencies~9.5–37 GHz! in the temperature interva
2–400 K both with longitudinal and transverse excitation

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the normalized effective exchang
rameterHex for Fe(40 Å)/Cr(tCr)/Fe(40 Å) samples with different thick
nessestCr , Å: 11 ~1!, 13 ~2!, and 15~3!. The symbols are experimental dat
the curves are the results of a calculation.TC is the characteristic tempera
ture below which the spin-wave approach is valid.16
.
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the resonance. The external magnetic field was always
plied in the plane of the sample along the hard@110# and
easy @100# crystallographic axes of the anisotropy of th
iron.

4.3.1. Measurements of the FMR spectra at room
temperature

Let us first discuss the experimental results obtained
room temperature. In Refs. 17–20 the magnetization cur
for all the samples were measured together with the F
spectra. It was deemed important to compare the value
the exchange constants obtained independently by mean
these two experimental techniques.

Analysis of the magnetization curvesM (H) measured at
the IMP for all of the superlattices studied shows that in
absence of an external field the magnetic moments of
iron layers lie in the film plane. In a field applied parallel
this plane the form of the magnetization curves indicates
presence of an appreciable biquadratic exchange. For s
of the samples even in zero field there was a large magn
momentM0 , which indicates the existence of noncolline
magnetic ordering in them. The corresponding angleu0 be-
tween the magnetizations of neighboring iron layers is eq
to 2 arccos(M0 /MS), whereMS is the saturation magnetiza
tion. In the other samples the magnetization curves ha
nonlinear approach to saturation. As an example, Fig
shows the magnetic-field dependence of the magnetiza
for three different samples.

In all the samples the FMR study revealed the prese
of several nonuniform modes in addition to the unifor
acoustic mode of the FMR. Figure 4 shows a series of
perimental curves of the derivative of the absorption lin
obtained at different frequencies for one of the samp
(@Fe(21 Å))/Cr(10 Å)#12) in the case of longitudinal exci
tation of the resonance. The intense absorption line co
sponds to the acoustic resonance mode, and the weake
broader lines to excitation of nonuniform oscillations of t
magnetization. The frequencies of the experimentally

pa-

FIG. 3. Magnetic field dependence of the magnetization for three samp
@Fe(33 Å)/Cr(10 Å)#16 ~1!, @Fe(48 Å)/Cr(7.6 Å)#16 ~2!, and @Fe(20 Å)/
Cr(10 Å)#20 ~3!. The symbols are the experimental director. The so
curves were calculated using formulas~8! and~9!, and the dashed curves b
a numerical calculation. Inset: The low-field part ofM (H) for the sample
@Fe(48 Å)/Cr(7.6 Å)#16 on an expanded scale.20
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served FMR modes for one of the superlattices are show
Fig. 5 ~points! as functions of the external magnetic fiel
applied both along the easy and hard axes of anisotrop
the sample.

For the purpose of determining the interlayer exchan
from the experimental data, the FMR spectra for the sam
were calculated according to formulas~12! and ~13!. The
values of the constantsJ1 , J2 , andMS used in constructing
the vq(H) curves were obtained as the result of a fitting
the experimental magnetization curves in a field paralle

FIG. 4. Derivative of the microwave power absorption versus the magn
field H for different frequencies of excitation under longitudinal pumpi
for the samples@Fe(21 Å)/Cr(10 Å)#12 ~Ref. 20!.
in

of

e
es

f
o

the film plane by formulas~8! and~9!. The values ofHa and
Keff were chosen so as to best describe the acoustic bran
the resonance measured along the easy and hard ax
magnetization. The results of the calculation are shown
the solid curves in Fig. 5. The curves are given for modes
oscillation corresponding to values ofq from 0 to p with a
step ofp/(n21), wheren is the number of iron layers in the
superlattice. It is immediately apparent that the number
experimentally observed resonance branches is conside
smaller than the number of iron layers in the structure. T
is because all of the modes except the acoustic and op
modes can be excited only owing to the finite number of ir
layers in the structure or a small nonuniformity of the
thickness. This suggests that the observed modes corres
to the excitation of standing spin waves with wave vect
perpendicular to the film plane. Thus the proposed the
demonstrates qualitative agreement with experiment. H
ever, it does not always permit a good quantitative desc
tion of the experimental spectra, since it does not take i
account the influence of the finite value of the number of ir
layers in real samples.

To take into account the real experimental situation
numerical calculation of the spectrum of eigenmodes w
carried out for a magnetic superlattice with a finite numb
of magnetic layers~see Ref. 20 for details!. Here the mag-
netic part of the energy of the system, as in the analyt
calculations, was written in the form~6!, but the summation
was done over the finite number of layers contained in
real samples. Such an approach leads to the result th
structure with a finite number of layers has a more comp
magnetic ordering in a magnetic field than does the tw
sublattice model structure considered in Sec. 3. The magn
moments of the outer layers are more strongly canted t
the others, and a distribution of angles between neighbo
ferromagnetic layers is established over the whole supe
tice, the values of the angle depending on the number of
layer. The numerical calculation of the FMR spectra mad
possible to improve the agreement of the theoretical cur
with the experimental results for all of the samples studi
For example, Fig. 6 shows the results for t

ic
ta;
FIG. 5. FMR spectra along the hard~a! and easy~b! axes of magnetization for an@Fe(48 Å)/Cr(7.6 Å)#16 sample. The symbols are the experimental da
the lines were calculated according to formulas~12! and ~13! for the following parameter values:J1520.58 erg/cm2; J2520.50 erg/cm2, MS51590 G,
Keff512, Ha5300 Oe.20 ~d! Acoustic modes of resonance.
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FIG. 6. FMR spectra in a field directed along the hard~a! and easy~b! axes of magnetization, for an@Fe(48 Å)/Cr(7.6 Å)#16 sample. The symbols are th
experimental data; the lines the result of a numerical calculation with the following parameter values:J1520.67 erg/cm2, J2520.47 erg/cm2, MS

51590 G,Keff512, Ha5300 Oe.20 ~d!—Acoustic modes of resonance.
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@Fe(48 Å)/Cr(7.6 Å)#16 sample discussed earlier~see Fig.
5!.

As a result, it turned out that the difference in the valu
of the exchange constantsJ1 andJ2 extracted from the mag
netization curves and independently from the FMR spe
for the same sample~see Fig. 7! is not more than 10–20%
Thus it has been shown that the interlayer coupling in sup
lattices can be quite reliably determined from FMR expe
ments.

Let us briefly discuss a feature of the absolute values
the interlayer coupling obtained from the FMR experime
for superlattices and sandwiches at room temperature.
bilinear exchange constants of nonferromagnetic spacer
the same thickness are practically the same for the two ca
s

a

r-
-

f
s
he
of
es.

The biquadratic exchange constants, on the other hand,
differ considerably, as they are apparently determined, b
for sandwiches and superlattices, by the substrate mat
and the sample growth method and conditions. These q
tions have been discussed in detail in the literature.4,5,8

As an example, the data taken from Refs. 3, 15, and
are shown in Table I.

4.3.2. Measurements of the FMR spectra at intermediate
temperatures

To elucidate the nature of the biquadratic exchange
seemed useful to investigate the temperature dependen
the interlayer coupling constants in superlattices experim
re
.

ti-

n
i-
FIG. 7. FMR spectra in a field di-
rected along the hard~a,c! and easy
~b,d! axes of magnetization, for an
@Fe(21 Å)/Cr(10 Å)#12 sample. The
points are experimental; the curves a
the results of a numerical calculation
For graphs ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘b’’ the param-
eters were extracted from the magne
zation curve:J1520.42 erg/cm2, J2

520.24 erg/cm2, MS51620 G, Keff

511, Ha5300 Oe; for graphs ‘‘c’’
and ‘‘d’’ the parameters were chose
so as to give the best fir to the exper
mental spectrum: J1520.38 erg/
cm2, J2520.19 erg/cm2, MS

51620 G,Keff511, Ha5300 Oe.20
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TABLE I. Bilinear and biquadratic exchange constants.
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Note: Fe* is an iron whisker.
tally and to compare the data obtained with the prediction
the theory ~see Sec. 2.2!. With this goal the author and
co-workers21,22 investigated the FMR spectra of two sampl
in the frequency range 17–37 GHz in the temperature ra
2–400 K. The experiments were done with both transve
and longitudinal excitation of the resonance, and the exte
magnetic field was applied in the film plane. For illustrati
of the rather strong influence of temperature on the interla
coupling, Fig. 8 presents the FMR spectra taken at
and 293 K ~Fig. 8! for one of the samples
(@Fe(30 Å)/Cr(10 Å)#10/MgO). It is seen that the influenc
of temperature is reflected most strongly in the behavior
the optical branch.

The processing of the experimental spectra obtaine
different temperatures by numerical calculation in the biq
dratic exchange model permitted the authors to obtain
temperature dependence ofJ1 and J2 and of the saturation
field HS . The results of this processing are presented in F
9 and 10. It should be stressed that the values of all
calculated constants increase with decreasing tempera
The experimental results on the temperature dependenc
the bilinear energyJ1 for both of the samples studied we
approximated by formula~3!, which derives from the RKKY
theory6,7 ~solid curves in Fig. 9!. Although these formulas, a
first glance, give a fair description of our experimental
sults, it must be said that the same data are described r
well by a dependence of the formJ1(T)}T3/2, which derives
from the renormalization theory.23 Unfortunately, it must be
acknowledged that the large error of determination of
constants makes it impossible to discern any preference
one model or the other.

For analysis of the temperature dependence of the biq
dratic exchange constantJ2 we used the two models pro
posed by Slonczewski: fluctuation and ‘‘loose spin.’’ It
seen from Fig. 9 that the observed dependence differs
stantially from the exponential form predicted by the ‘‘loo
spin’’ theory but is approximated rather well by the expre
sion J2(T)5J2(0)(12T/T2)2 ~the solid curves in Fig. 9!,
which follows from the fluctuation model under certain co
ditions ~see Ref. 15!. For this reason the authors of Ref. 2
stated a preference for the fluctuation mechanism for the
gin of biquadratic exchange. However, these same data
J2(T) are fairly well described, within the experimental e
ror, by a linear temperature dependenceJ25a(12T/b) ~the
dashed lines in Fig. 9!. A dependence of the latter form wa
obtained by this same group of authors in a study of
interlayer coupling in an Fe/Cr/Fe sample with a wedg
f
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shaped chromium spacer in the temperature interval 77–
K by the method of Kerr magnetometry~unpublished data!.
A linear temperature dependence of the biquadratic excha
constant has not yet been discussed in the literature.

A numerical comparison of the temperature behavior
the exchange parameter obtained for sandwiches in Ref
~see Fig. 2! with the temperature dependence of the norm
ized saturation field for superlattices from Ref. 22~see Fig.
10! was not made, but it is seen that the data of these stu
are not inconsistent with each other.

Unfortunately, it must be said that the accuracy of det
mination of the exchange constants in the biquadratic
change model from FMR experiments, just as from the m
netization curves taken on a Kerr magnetometer, is not v
high. Because of this circumstance the form of the tempe

FIG. 8. FMR spectra for an@Fe(30 Å)/Cr(10 Å)#10 /MgO sample for two
different temperatures in a magnetic field applied along the hard axi
anisotropy of iron in the film plane. The symbols are the experimental d
points, and the curves are the result of a numerical calculation.22
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ture dependence of the exchange constants cannot as y
reliably determined. However, as a preliminary conclus
with allowance for the data obtained by the method of K
magnetometry it can be posited that the fluctuation a
‘‘loose spin’’ models of Slonczewski do not describe the e
perimentally obtained temperature dependence of the bi
dratic exchange constant in the Fe/Cr/Fe system.

5. CONCLUSION

The study of multilayer Fe/Cr systems by the FM
method shows that the magnetic structure of this system
described rather well by the biquadratic exchange mo
This result agrees with the conclusions drawn on the bas
measurements made by other experimental methods
should be noted, however, that the large value of the cons
uJ2u, which reaches, and for a number of samples even
passes, the value ofuJ1u, may raise doubts about the correc
ness of the model used.

Attempts to describe the experimental data for@Fe/Cr#n

superlattices with the use of the Slonczewski magnetic pr
imity model have shown that it is unsuitable for this syste
The shape of the FMR spectrum obtained in that mode

FIG. 9. Temperature dependence of the coupling constantsJ1 ~circles! and
J2 ~rhombi! for two samples. The symbols are data calculated from
spectral spectrum:s, L—for an @Fe(30 Å)/Cr(10 Å)#10 /MgO sample,d,
l—for an @Fe(20 Å)/Cr(11 Å)#8 /Al2O3 sample. The curves are describe
in the text.22

FIG. 10. Temperature dependence of the normalized saturation
HS(T)/HS(0) for multilayer structures of@Fe(30 Å)/Cr(10 Å)#10 /MgO
~s! and@Fe(20 Å)/Cr(11 Å)#8 /Al2O3 ~d!. The curves are described in th
text.22
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fundamentally different from that observed experimenta
~see Fig. 4 in Ref. 34!. The calculated field dependence
the magnetization also disagrees with the measured de
dence~see Fig. 7 in Ref. 20!. We note, however, that, accord
ing to Refs. 12 and 34, this model gives a good descript
of the properties of magnetic superlattices with a mangan
spacer.

Unfortunately, the authors of Ref. 26, who linked th
magnetic order in an@Fe/Cr#n superlattice to a specific do
main structure, did not give concrete formulas for compa
son with experiment.

Thus at the present time the experimentally obser
properties of@Fe/Cr#n superlattices are best described by t
biquadratic exchange model.

The temperature dependence of the interlayer excha
interaction in these objects remains an open question.
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Purely antiferromagnetic spin waves „antimagnons … in tetragonal magnets and ways
of exciting them

E. A. Turov* and I. F. Mirsaev
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620219 Ekaterinburg, Russia
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Purely antiferromagnetic oscillations~antimagnons! in tetragonal magnets with the crystal-
chemical structure of the trirutiles (Fe2TeO6, etc.! are investigated theoretically. These oscillations
were considered by Ukrainian physicists back in 1988, but not for tetragonal crystals and
only in the case of an antiferromagnetic~AF! structure. In the present study, besides the AF phases
the ferromagnetic phase in the same system of four magnetic sublattices is also considered.
Ways of exciting the antimagnons, which are a fourth form of spin waves~in addition to the
ferromagnons, quasiferromagnons, and quasiantiferromagnons!, are also discussed.
Independently of the means of excitation~electric or magnetic field, hypersound!, antimagnons
are defined as spin waves for which the total local ferromagnetic vectorM (r ) does not
take part in the oscillations, but only the AF vector~or vectors! L (r ). The eigenfrequencies and
the corresponding susceptibilities are calculated. The presentation of this material is
prefaced by a review of the status of the problem on the whole. It is noted that in the majority
of cases the effects under consideration arise as a dynamic manifestation of the
magnetoelectric and antiferroelectric interactions, even in magnets for which the static
magnetoelectric effect is absent. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1511702#
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INTRODUCTION

In 1988 Ukrainian physicists~including V. V. Eremenko!
opened up a new chapter in the spin dynamics of magne1–5

by predicting the existence of so-called electroactive s
waves, excited not by a magnetic fieldH(t) but by an rf
electric fieldE(t), and of the corresponding antiferroelectr
resonance~AFER!. The most surprising thing was that the
fundamental articles went practically unnoticed~or underap-
preciated! by even the Ukrainian and Russian magnetolog
as well as by the rest of the world~judging from the literature
known to us, at least!. The authors of the present article mu
confess to being among them. This explains~but does not
excuse!! the ‘‘rediscovery’’ of this new type of magnons, i
which only the antiferromagnetic~AF! vector~or vectors! L
takes part in the oscillations while the total local magneti
tion M remains in a state of equilibrium, by one of the a
thors~E.T.! at the end of the year 2000.6 The latter property
means that such magnons can be excited only by a fieldE(t)
~they areelectroactive! owing to the magnetoelectric~ME!
and antiferroelectric~AFE! interactions~corresponding to
terms of the type

MLE and LLE ~1!

in the thermodynamic potential!.
The fact that the authors were unpardonably ignoran

Refs. 1–5 did, however, play a certain positive role. Th
looked at the problem from a somewhat different angle a
with a different methodological approach, using the mac
scopic Landau–Lifshitz and Onsager equations~instead of
the quantum equations in Refs. 1–5!. In this way, of course,
they examined some new aspects of the problem~had the
5921063-777X/2002/28(8–9)/9/$22.00
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author of Ref. 6 known about the detailed studies of Re
1–5, he would not have decided to study this topic!.

In Ekaterinburg it all began with attempts by the autho
of Refs. 7 and 8~see also Ref. 9, a new book by a group
authors! to classify the types of spin waves according to t
degree to which theM andL vectors participate in them and
accordingly, by the means of their excitation, using an
tremely simple algorithm for separating the oscillatory va
ables with respect to independent modes~spin-wave repre-
sentations!. Three types of spin waves~magnons! were
known: ferromagnons~only two components of the vectorM
oscillate!; quasiferromagnons~besides these two componen
of M , the components of the vector~s! L also oscillate!; and,
finally, quasiantiferromagnons~in addition to the oscillations
of L , one component ofM also oscillates!. It was natural to
ask, why can’t there exist oscillations of only the vector~s! L
without the participation ofM? It turns out that such oscil
lations can exist, and this follows from the aforemention
analysis of the spin-wave representations.7–9 Here it is im-
portant that the magnetic atoms occupy definite position
manyfold points~in any case, not onefold!.

The author of Ref. 6 called such purely antiferroma
netic spin oscillationsantimagnons~the term ‘‘antiferromag-
nons’’ suggested itself, but that is sometimes used as a
eral reference to all magnons in antiferromagnets!.

Finally, it would be desirable to demonstrate what w
have said on the simplest magnet with a twofold position
the atoms6 and then to progress to more complex, fou
sublattice cases.10,11 A progression from simple to comple
was followed in Ref. 12, which was intended as a sort
supplement to the book9 to amend its unfortunate oversigh
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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‘of Refs. 1–5 and give the authors of those papers their d
What was new in the studies done at the Institute

Metal Physics as compared with Refs. 1–5~not forgetting, of
course, that our work was much later!?

1. Antimagnons exist not only in antiferromagnets~the
only objects considered in Refs. 1–5 and 11! but also in
ferro- and ferrimagnets.6,13 The simplest and most obviou
case is the two-sublattice ferromagnet with magnetic ato
in twofold noncentrosymmetric position in which the do
bling occurs precisely on account of the center of symme
1̄ ~space inversion!. Figure 1 shows schematically the tw
possible types of oscillations~precession! for such a two-
sublattice ferromagnet with a ground state withM1↑↑M2 :
type A ~ferromagnon! is a precession of the total magnetiz
tion

M5M11M2 , ~2!

and type B~antimagnon! is a precession of an antiferroma
netic vector that arises upon excitation,

L5M12M2 . ~3!

For waves with wave vectorkÞ0 the phase of the precessio
varies from point to point. Then the dispersion relation
quadratic in both cases—for ferromagnons a
antimagnons.10,12 The energy gap for ferromagnons is rel
tivistic ~on account of the magnetic anisotropy and exter
static magnetic fieldH0), while for antimagnons it is of an
exchange nature. This agrees with what was found in R
1–5 for antimagnons in four-sublattice antiferromagnets
an antiferromagnetic two-sublattice ground state w
M1↑↓M2 there are no antimagnons! At first glance the si
ation is paradoxical: purely AF oscillations~antimagnons!
exist in a purely ferromagnetic~FM! phase. The obvious
physical cause of this is seen in Fig. 1: the excitation oL
entails an overcoming of the exchange interaction to br
the parallel alignment ofM1 andM2 .

2. According to Refs. 1–5, antimagnons can also exis
an AF phase, provided that the magnetic structure is fo
sublattice or higher~see also Refs. 11 and 12!. Such AF
structures are essentially the subject of those papers. Fo
timagnons to be excited (DLÞ0), it is necessary that ther
exist invariants of the form~1!, in which one of the magnetic
vectors~M or L ! is centrosymmetric~CS! while the other is
centroantisymmetric~CAS! (1̄L52L ); M is always CS
(1̄M5M ).

FIG. 1. Diagrams of two possible types of precession for a two-subla
ferromagnet with magnetic atoms in a twofold noncentrosymmetric posit
e.
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This pertains to electroactive antimagnons, which can
excited only by a fieldE(t). However, the first invariant in
~1! also affords the possibility of exciting antimagnons by
magnetic fieldH(t) for E5E05const if M→H(t). In this
caseH(t) excitesL (t).12,13 What shall we now call such
oscillations ofL (t): electro- or magnetoacitve? It is impo
tant to note that for bothE5E(t) and H5H(t) ~but in the
latter case forE5const) only oscillations ofL (t) are excited,
and in both cases this is due to the ME interaction. In ad
tion, as was shown in Ref. 12, in certain cases there can e
purely AF oscillations, excited not by an electric or magne
field but only by hypersound~and, of course, heat!.
Characteristically, in such cases, contrary to the general
stated in Refs. 1–5, in such cases the position of the m
netic atoms can even be centrosymmetric. Therefore
considered it advisable to keep the name ‘‘antimagnons’
being more general, grouping together all magnons sha
a single trait, viz., those in which oscillations ofM are
absent, regardless of the means of their excitati
Thus antimagnons—electroactive, magnetoactive,
acoustoactive—make up a fourth type of spin waves com
mentary to ferromagnons, quasiferromagnons, and quasi
ferromagnons.

3. The use of the Onsager equations permitted the
thors of Refs. 6 and 10–13 to treat antimagnons having
admixture of longitudinal oscillations and also purely long
tudinal antimagnons~longitudinal with respect to the main
basis vector:M or one of theL ’s!.

4. The authors of Refs. 6 and 10–13 introduced n
susceptibilitiesb̂(v) and d̂(v), specifying a linear relation
of the form

L5b̂E and L5 d̂~v,E0!H. ~4!

After calculating these with allowance for dissipation, o
can also find easily the thermal losses due to excitation
antimagnons.

5. Antimagnons in ferrimagnets with three and four ma
netic sublattices have also been considered.12,13 In the latter
case this was the ferrimagnetic compound Mn2Sb.

6. Coupled antimagnon–electromagnetic waves h
been investigated for the simplest case of a two-sublat
ferromagnet.12 The possibility of these was mentioned ba
in Ref. 2. It was shown in Ref. 12 that this coupling can le
to a resonant~at the AFER frequency! Faraday effect for
light.

7. Almost all of the effects mentioned above are dynam
manifestations of the ME~or AFE! interaction. They occur
most often in magnets which lack a static ME effect~which
can in general be forbidden by symmetry, as in hematite,
example!. Although all of these effects have been discuss
for frequencies in the exchange region~near the antimagnon
resonance frequency!, it turns out that these interactions ca
also be manifested in low-frequency phenomena; for
ample, according to Ref. 12, in the excitation of NMR by
electric fieldE(t), whereE(t) andL (t) are connected by a
quasiequilibrium relation. In particular, this pertains to hem
tite, orthoferrites, and other magnets with a CS excha
magnetic structure~EMS!, provided that the position of the
magnetic atoms is itself not CS.

e
.
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TABLE I. Transformation rules for the vectors M and Lj (j5a,b,c) under the action of symmetry elements of the groupsPnmmand
P42 /mnm. Also indicated are the magnetic point groups of the phases, specified by the rowsG i .
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8. It has been shown that~low-frequency!! antimagnons
can exist in multilayer superstructures with a certa
symmetry.12

9. The magnets considered in Refs. 1–5, with an
EMS, belonged to the rhombic, rhombohedral, and hexa
nal systems. Tetragonal crystals were not considered. S
crystals will be the subject of this article. We are talking n
only about four-sublattice magnets with AF CAS structur
which are characteristic of the trirutiles~compounds of the
Fe2TeO6 type! with easy-axis~EA! and easy-plane~EP!
states, but also, for elucidating the physical picture of
phenomena and for future reference, the CS ferromagn
and antiferromagnetic EMSs in a crystal with the sa
crystal-chemical structure. In addition, the use of the sp
wave representations in Refs. 8 and 9 and its developme
application to uniaxial magnets~with allowance for the mag-
netic symmetry as well! will make it possible to bridge ove
from the rhombic and tetragonal crystals to the rhombo
dral and hexagonal crystals12 discussed in Refs. 1–5.

1. CRYSTALLINE AND POSSIBLE MAGNETIC STRUCTURES,
THERMODYNAMIC POTENTIAL

Let us consider a tetragonal crystal with symme
P42/mnm (D4h

14), in which the magnetic atoms occupy
fourfold position 4e ~see Fig. 2.14 in Ref. 9!. To the four
magnetic sublattices with magnetizationsM n (n51,2,3,4)
there correspond 4 basis vectors~one ferromagnetic and
three antiferromagnetic!:

M5M11M21M31M4 ,

La5M11M22M32M4 ,
~5!Lb5M12M21M32M4 ,

L c5M12M22M31M4 .

The first two of these are CS, and the rest are CAS. Tak
the elements 1̄, 21x , and 42z as generators of the group, w
can write the permutation codes of the position 4e as12

1̄S 1 – 2
3 – 4D21xS 1 – 4

2 – 3D42zS 1 – 3
2 – 4D . ~6!

The dashes connect the labels of the atoms which are in
changed by the corresponding symmetry element. From~5!
and~6! one can see not only the CS or CAS character of
F
o-
ch
t
,

e
tic
e
-
in

-

g

er-

e

basis vectors but also whether or not these vectors cha
sign in the permutations brought about by the other symm
try elements (21x and 42z).

Without giving a table of permutation transformations
the vectors~5!, we write out directly the table of transforma
tions of the components of these vectors, taking into acco
not only the permutation but also rotations~and reflections!
produced by the elements of~6!. This is in fact the table of
irreducible representations of the space groupD4h

14 .
We note that column III in Table I gives the rules fo

transformations under the action of elements 1,̄ 21x , and 2z ,
which are generators of the rhombic groupPnmm, which is
a subgroup of the tetragonal groupP42 /mnm ~‘‘ 11’’ and
‘‘ 21’’ indicate whether or not the function changes sign!.
Column IV gives additional rules for transformations und
the action of the element 42z , which complements the grou
Pnmmto P42 /mnm. In addition, the last column gives th
magnetic point groups with respect to which the functions
column II, which determine the corresponding phases for
group Pnmm, are invariant. We recall thatg85g18 ~where
g is an element of the point group and 18 is the operation of
time inversion!.

Table I allows us to write an invariant expression for t
thermodynamic potential densityF. For brevity we limit
consideration to the bilinear approximation with respect
the vectors~5! ~although, generally speaking, this is not a
ways sufficient12!, adding only the ME and AFE interaction
and sometimes also the Zeeman energy in a static field.

Thus,

F5Fmag1FME1FAFE . ~7!

Here

Fmag5
1

2
AMM21

1

2 (
j

AjL j
21

1

2
KM~Mx

21M y
2!

1
1

2 (
j

Kj~Ljx
2 1Ljy

3 !1r ~LbxLcy1LbyLcx!

1p~MxLay1M yLax!2M "H ~8!

is the magnetic energy, whereAM andAj (j5a,b,c) are the
exchange constants, and the remaining terms are relativ
Further,
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4M0FME52s1~MxEx1M yEy!Lbz2s2~MxLbx

1M yLby!Ez2s3Mz~ExLbx1EyLby!

2s4MzEzLbz2d1~MxEy1M yEx!Lcz

2d2~MxLcy1M yLcx!Ez2d3Mz~ExLcy

1EyLcx! ~9!

gives the magnetoelectric interaction, and

4M0FAFE52 f 1Laz~ExLby1EyLbx!2 f 2Laz~ExLcx

1EyLcy!2 f 3~LaxEy1LayEx!Lbz

2 f 4~LaxEx1LayEy!Lcz2 f 5LazLczEz ~10!

the antiferromagnetic interaction. We note that for concr
magnetic structures only individual terms of the general
pressions~9! and ~10! remain; M0 is the modulus of the
sublattice magnetization vector.

We note immediately that inFmag ~8! we will be mainly
confined to the exchange approximation, keeping only
terms withAM and Aj and the Zeeman term.~For now we
are mostly concerned with the fundamental side of thing!.

From the equal-modulus model,M n
25M0

2 , which corre-
sponds to the condition

M21(
j

L j
25~4M0!2,

we find

M•La1Lb•L c50,

M•Lb1La•L c50, ~11!

M•L c1La•Lb50,

and also the Landau–Lifshitz~LL ! equations

~12!

whereg is the absolute value of the gyromagnetic ratio.
An important consequence of Eqs.~12! ~it is also con-

tained in conditions~11!, which are integrals of the motion
for these equations! is that if in the ground state only one o
the basis vectors~5! is nonzero, then other vectors can on
undergo oscillations that are perpendicular to it; there are
longitudinal oscillations. It can be shown that for transve
oscillations essentially the same results are obtained from
linear kinetics of the Onsager equations.12,13
e
-

e

o
e
he

2. PHASES AND SPIN-WAVE REPRESENTATIONS „MODES
OF OSCILLATION …

From the standpoint of the aforementioned rhom
group, every row in the table corresponds to a certain m
netic structure~phase! in which only the components liste
in that row are nonzero in the ground state. With the addit
of the 42z axis, these phases can, of course, be combined
one phase which includes those components which are a
ciated with this axis. For example, the phasesG1 andG2 can
comprise a single phaseG12(Mx ,Lay ,M y ,Lax). However,
they can also exist by themselves, depending on the conc
form of the magnetic anisotropy energy and the magnitu
and direction of the magnetic field. From now on we sh
consider only those phases which are characteristic for rh
bic symmetry. The presence of a 42z axis will only come into
play in leading to a definite relation between the constant
the thermodynamic potential and equality of the eigenf
quencies of the magnons for the two phases associated
this axis.

Turning now to the oscillatory modes and their eigenf
quencies, we note that here we have used the concep
spin-wave representations,9,14,15 which makes it possible to
divide the oscillatory variables into independent groups e
before the equations of motion are written. The correspo
ing algorithm for this was formulated in Refs. 8 and 9 on
for rhombic crystals. It is surprisingly simple: to the sam
spin-wave representation of a phaseGn , associate variables
from the two rowsGm and Gm8 of the table for which the
products of the numbers (11 or 21) give the numbers of
the row Gn ; schematicallyGmGm85Gn . Here m5m8 is a
possible case.

Let us consider for example the phaseG6(Laz
0 ), which

will be discussed below. For it, each of theGmm is a spin-
wave representation. In particular, these will
G44(DLbx ,DLcy) and G55(DLby ,DLcx) ~the superscript 0
denotes the ground state, and the symbolD denotes the varia-
tional variables!. What effect does the 42z axis have when
one goes to the case of a tetragonal crystal by adding
axis? At first glance it would appear to mix the modes c
responding to the representationsG44 and G55, giving a
single mode with the representationsDLbx , DLcy , DLby ,
and DLcx . However, that is not the case: the mod
G44(DLbx ,DLcy) andG55(DLby ,DLcx) remain independent
The latter follows merely from the circumstance that t
variables of rowsG4 and G5 have different magnetic
symmetry—1̄82x82z8 and 1̄82x2z8 , respectively—as a result o
which the equations of motion for the pairsDLbx ,DLcy and
DLby ,DLcx , are different. The requirement that these eq
tions be invariant with respect to the magnetic group of
ground state,G6(Laz

0 ), including the 4z8 axis, reduces simply
to the fact that these equations then go over to each o
under this transformation.

Analysis of the spin-wave representations for the ot
phases will be done directly during the discussion of ea
~We note that the question of obtaining spin-wave repres
tations for tetragonal and other uniaxial crystals by mean
a modification of the algorithm that is stated above for t
rhombic case is set forth quite fully and clearly in Ref. 12!.

Let us consider easy-axis and then easy-plane struct
~phases!.
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3. EASY-AXIS STRUCTURES

3.1. The G6„L az
0
… phase „magnetic group 1 ¯2x4z8…

This CS AF phase withLa
0iZ, according to Table I, has

the following spin-wave representations~modes!: the anti-
magnon modes

G44~Lbx ,Lcy!, G55~Lby ,Lcx! ~13!

and the quasi-AF modesG11(Mx ,Lay), G22(M y ,Lax).
Let us consider only the first two~the second two are no

excited by an electric field!.
This phase is realized only forAa,0 and Ab ,Ac.0

(M50). Using the first of equations~11! to eliminate the
term containingLa

2 , we obtain from~8! ~in the exchange
approximation! and ~10! the quadratic formF2 in the spin-
wave variables~13!:

F25
1

2
@Ãb~Lbx

2 1Lby
2 !1Ãc~Lcx

2 1Lcy
2 !#

2 f 1~LbxEy1LbyEx!2 f 2~LcyEy1LcxEx!. ~14!

HereÃb5Ab2Aa andÃc5Ac2Aa , and we have taken into
account thatLaz

0 54M0 . As a result, the LL equations~12!
reduce to two independent systems:

L̇bx52v0~ÃcLcy2 f 2Ey!,
~15!

L̇cy5v0~ÃbLbx2 f 1Ey!

and

L̇by5v0~ÃcLcx2 f 2Ex!,
~16!

L̇cx52v0~ÃbLby2 f 1Ex!,

wherev054gM0 . In a fieldE(t)}exp(2ivt) their solution
gives

Lbx5
v0~ f 1Ãcv02 iv f 2!

vL
22v2 Ey ,

~17!

Lcy5
v0~ f 2Ãbv01 iv f 1!

vL
22v2 Ey ,

Lby5
v0~ f 1Ãcv01 iv f 2!

vL
22v2 Ex ,

~18!

Lcx5
v0~ f 2Ãbv02 iv f 1!

vL
22v2 Ex .

Here vL is the frequency of the antimagnons~the AFER
frequency in the terminology of Refs. 1–5!, which is given
by the expression

vL
25v0

2ÃbÃc . ~19!

It is of an exchange nature, as in the case of the other cry
systems considered in those papers. Taking into accoun
relativistic terms in~8! gives only small corrections, withou
altering the essence.

We call attention to the fact that Eqs.~15! and ~16! and
their solutions~17! and~18! are invariant with respect to th
magnetic group 1̄2x4z8 of the phase under study,G6(Laz

0 ).
Here the primed axis 4z8 takes~15! into ~16! and ~17! into
tal
he

~18!. ~In the second case it should be remembered that
time inversion operation 18 changes the sign ofv.! The fre-
quency turns out to be the same for both modes~13!. This is
also a consequence of the presence of the symmetry axis2z

in the space groupD4h
14 . Incidentally, formulas~18! are ob-

tained from~17! by switchingx↔y and lettingv→2v.
At first glance the results~17! and ~18! seem somewha

surprising: the tensor of the linear relation betweenE andL
~which was called the antimagnon–electric susceptibi
tensorb̂ in Ref. 6! is complex-valued. This does not mea
however, that absorption occurs~without having dissipation
taken into account!!. Simply, the absorption is determined b
another tensor—the effective electric susceptibility. Inde
the AFE interaction~10! can be written in the form

FAFE52PxEx2PyEy . ~20!

Here Px5 f 1Lby1 f 2Lcx and Py5 f 1Lbx1 f 2Lcy are compo-
nents of the effective polarization vector. SubstitutingLbx ,
Lby , Lcx , andLcy from ~17! and ~18!, we obtain

Px5kEx and Py5kEy , ~21!

where

k5
v0

2~ f 1
2Ãc1 f 2

2Ãb!

vL
22v2

is a real function ofv.
If dissipation is taken into account~for example, accord-

ing to Bloch, which reduces to the simple replacementv
→v1 iG in this expression!, we then obtaink5k81 ik9
~we shall not write out the obvious formulas for the real a
imaginary parts ofk!. Also, we can find the thermal losse
due to the excitation of antimagnons:

Q52~PxĖx1PyĖy!

~the overbar denotes averaging over a timet@2p/v). The
result is again obvious:

Q5
1

2
vk9~ uExu21uEyu2!. ~22!

3.2. The G7„L bz
0
… phase „magnetic group 1 ¯82x4z…

This AF phase with a CAS main basis vectorLb
0iZ

(Lbz
0 54M0), according to Table I, has two transver

quasi-AF representations:

G15~Mx ,Lay ,Lby ,Lcx! ~23!

and

G24~M y ,Lax ,Lbx ,Lcy!, ~24!

which remain independent even after the 42z axis is taken
into account. In addition, generally speaking, the longitu
nal modesG38(Mz ,Lcz) andG67(Laz ,Lbz) can also exist, but
we shall not consider them here.

Although there are no transverse antimagnons in
phase, and the modes in Eqs.~23! and~24! are quasi-AF, we
shall nevertheless give approximate results for them. F
becauseG7(Lbz

0 ) is the structure of an actual CAS antiferro
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magnet, Fe2TeO6 ~see Sec. 7.2 of Ref. 9!, with TN

5219 K. Second, Eqs.~23! and ~24! are quasi-AF modes
with a comparatively low frequency

vAF5gA2HEHA ~25!

~semiexchange, semirelativistic!, excited by an electric field
E(t) owing to the ME interaction~the first term in~9!!.

In this case one should setAb,0, AM.0, Aa.0, Ac

.0, andKb.0 in Eq. ~8!. When Eq.~11! is taken into ac-
count, the quadratic formF2 becomes

F25
1

2
@ÃM~Mx

21M y
2!1Ãa~Lax

2 1Lay
2 !1Ãc~Lcx

2 1Lcy
2 !

1Kb~Lbx
2 1Lby

2 !#1p~MxLay1M yLax!

1r ~LbxLcy1LbyLcx!2s1~MxEx1M yEy!

2 f 3~LaxEy1LayEx!, ~26!

where ÃM5AM2Ab1KM , Ãa5Aa2Ab1Ka , and Ãc5Ac

2Ab1Kc . It is natural that the relativistic interactions b
taken into account here, since we are seeking the quas
oscillations and their frequencies.

Thus we first consider the mode in Eq.~23!. The solution
of equations~12! shows that the corresponding susceptib
ties to the fieldE(t) have two poles—one at a quasi-A
frequency of the form~25!, or, more precisely,

vAF
2 5v0

2ÃMKb , ~27!

and the other at an exchange frequency of the formvE

5gHE . Here

vAF
2 @vE

2>v0
2ÃaÃc . ~28!

Near the frequenciesvAF the principal effective compo
nents areMx andLby ~it is for them that the correspondin
eigenfrequency of the oscillations equals zero if the
change approximation is used!. This means that for this
mode the other two componentsLay andLcx of the set~23!,
which have a pole at the exchange frequency~27!, follow
along behind the first in a quasiequilibrium manner. Con
quently, the pairLay , Lcx can be expressed in terms ofMx ,
Lby from the equations]F2 /]Lay5]F2 /]Lcx50. As a re-
sult, we find

Lay52
p

Ãa

Mx and Lcx52
r

Ãc

Lby , ~29!

and, after substituting these values into~26!, we obtainF2 in
terms of the variablesMx andLby only. The final solution of
the LL equations~12! for them can be written in the form

Mx5axxEx , Lby5byxEx , ~30!

where

axx>
s1* v0

2Kb*

vAF
2 2v2 , byx> iaxx

v

v0Kb*

are components of the magnetoelectric and antiferroele
susceptibility tensors. The asterisks ons1* and Kb* denote
their renormalization due to the ‘‘loading’’ byLay and Lcx

from ~29!:
F

-

-

ic

s1* 5s12
f 3p

Ãa

, Kb* 5Kb2
r 2

Ãc

.

In an analogous way, small relativistic corrections for bo
Kb and ÃM appear in formula~27! for the frequency of the
quasi-AF resonance. The susceptibilities for the other t
components,Lay andLcx , can of course also have a pole
the frequencyvAF , but their value, according to~29!, is less
than that ofMx andLby by a factor of the order ofpM0 /HE

~or rM 0 /HE).
The corresponding calculation for the variablesM y ,

Lax , Lbx , Lcy of the modeG24 in ~24! give an analogous
result: it is necessary only to switchx↔y and v→2v in
formulas~30!. Here the total heatQ with allowance for dis-
sipation is again determined by a formula of the form~22!,
but in which nowk5s1* axx (ayy5axx).

3.3. The G8„L cz
0
… phase „magnetic group 1 ¯82x84z8…

In this phase there are two spin-wave representations
the transverse ~to L c

0) modes of oscillation:
G14(Mx ,Lay ,Lbx ,Lcy) andG25(M y ,Lax ,Lby ,Lcx).

For G14 one should use formulas~27!–~30! with the sub-
stitutions s1→d1 , Ex→Ey , and switch the indicesb↔c.
Here, of course, one has

vAF
2 >v0

2ÃMKc ,

whereAM5AM2Ac1KM .
The corresponding modes forG25 are obtained fromG14

by interchangingx↔y and lettingv→2v.

3.4. The G3„Mz
0
… phase „magnetic group 1 ¯2x84z…

In this purely FM phase withM0iZ Table I gives for the
transverse oscillations the spin wave representatio
G12(Mx ,M y,Lax ,Lay)—quasi-FM modes, and
G45(Lbx ,Lby ,Lcx ,Lcy)—antimagnon modes. The first one
are not excited by an electric field~the are no correspondin
ME invariants!, and we shall therefore consider only the se
ond ones.

Keeping in mind that in the given caseAM,0 and
Ab , Ac.0 (La50, since this vector appears neither in t
ground state nor among the oscillatory variables!, in the ex-
change approximation we obtain from~8! and ~9!

F25
1

2 (
j

Ãj~Ljx
2 1Ljy

2 !2s3~LbxEx1LbyEy!

2d3~LcxEy1LcyEx!2MzHz . ~31!

In the sum,j takes on two values,b and c, and Ãj5Aj

2AM . Here the external static fieldHiM0iZ, and in the
other cases we shall~when possible! direct the fieldH so that
it does not alter the symmetry of the ground state. The fi
term in ~31! gives a contribution to the quadratic form, b
cause it follows from the equal-modulus conditions~11! that

Mz>Mz
02

1

2Mz
0 ~Lbx

2 1Lby
2 1Lcx

2 1Lcy
2 !, ~32!

whereMz
054M0 .
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Taking ~31! and ~32! into account and solving the LL
equation, we find

Ljx5bxx
j Ex1bxy

j Ey ,
~33!

Ljy5byx
j Ex1byy

j Ey ~j5b,c!,

where

bxx
b 5byy

b 5
v0

2Ãbs3

vb
22v2 , bxy

b 52byx
b 52

ivv0s3

vb
22v2 ,

~34!

bxx
c 52byy

c 52
ivv0d3

vc
22v2 , bxy

c 5byx
c 5

v0
2Ãcd3

vc
22v2 .

Here

vj5v0Ãj1gHz ~35!

is the antimagnon~AMG! resonance frequency, andj
5b,c.

Typically in the approximation under consideration~i.e.,
the exchange approximation! there exist two independen
AMG modes with different frequencies—the vectorsLb and
L c oscillate independently. However, when the relativis
terms ~in this case, the terms containingr in Eq. ~8!! are
taken into account, these oscillations are coupled. Then
course, the magnetic anisotropy must be taken into acc
in Eq. ~8!. As a result, bothLb andL c and also the exchang
frequenciesvb andvc acquire relativistic corrections. Her
the corrections from the coupling interaction are determin
by a quantity quadratic in the small parameterr /Ãj . ~The
magnetic anisotropy leads only to a slight renormalization
the constantsÃj : Ãj→Ãj1Kj .)

We now note that the FM phaseG3(Mz
0), generally

speaking, is not realized in trirutiles, which are the subjec
discussion here. However, it can be obtained from an
phase~e.g., from the phaseG7(Lbz

0 ) realized in Fe2TeO6; see
Sec. 7.2 of Ref. 9! if a field Hz strong enough to bring abou
a phase transition of the spin-flip~collapse! type is applied.
In this caseAb,0 and AM.0, and formula~35! for vb

should be rewritten as

vb5g@Hz24M0~AM2Ab!#. ~36!

From this it is seen that this mode is stable only in fields

Hz>Hflip54M0~AM2Ab!.

This situation is interesting in that it permits one to o
tain an arbitrarily low AMG frequency as the fieldHz ap-
proachesHflip from above. For this it is necessary, of cours
to have fieldsHz of the order of the exchange fields.

4. EASY-PLANE CASE

If the main basis vectorL0[L'
0 ~or, generally speaking

M'
0 ) lies in the basal planeXY, then one is dealing with a

magnet of the easy-plane type.

4.1. The centrosymmetric phases G1„Mx
0 ,L ay

0
… and

G2„My
0 ,L ax

0
…

According to Table I, in the rhombic case it is possible
particular to have phasesG1(Mx

0 ,Lay
0 ) and G2(M y

0 ,Lax
0 )

which are slightly noncollinear structures: an AF wi
of
nt

d

f

f
F

,

L'
0 '4M0 and an admixture of weak ferromagnetismM'

0

!L'
0 , or a FM with M'

0 '4M0 and an admixture of weak
antiferromagnetismL'

0 !M'
0 ~Fig. 6.21 of Ref. 9!. When the

42z axis is taken into account, these two phases become i
tical ~in energy! and can be combined into one mixed pha
G11G2 with magnetic group 1̄2z8 ~consisting of elements
common to the phasesG1 andG2). Incidentally, the noncol-
linearity is due to the relativistic term with the coefficientp
in ~8!.

The CS phases indicated can have both quasi-FM
quasi-AF modes and also AMG modes, but we shall
consider them in the present article.

4.2. Centroantisymmetric phases G4„L bx
0 ,L cy

0
… and

G5„L by
0 ,L cx

0
…

The easy-plane trirutiles of interest to us, such
Cr2TeO6 (TN5105 K), Cr2WO6 (TN569 K), and V2WO6

(TN5370 K), are CAS structures with vectorsLb
0 andL c

0 in
the ground state. They correspond to the AF pha
G4(Lbx

0 ,Lcy
0 ) andG5(Lby

0 ,Lcx
0 ). In a tetragonal crystal thes

phases are energetically equal, so that they can be comb
into a single phaseG41G5 with the magnetic group 18̄2z8 .

Unfortunately, no experimental information on the orie
tation ofLb

0 andL c
0 in the basal plane has been reported~see

the discussion in Sec. 7.2 of Ref. 9!. This combined phase
G41G5 corresponds to a spin-wave representation of
quasi-AF type:

DLbx ,DLcy ,DLby ,DLcx ,Laz ,Mz . ~37!

However, investigation of the thermodynamic potent
F ~8! for the indicated tetragonal phaseG41G5 , in which,
generally speaking, a biquadratic anisotropic term of the t
Lbx

2 Lby
2 , etc. should be added, shows~at least for the equal-

modulus model! that the minimum ofF corresponds to the
same phasesG4(Lbx

0 ,Lcy
0 ) or G5(Lby

0 ,Lcx
0 ) as in the rhombic

case, and also the diagonal phases withLb
0i@110#, L c

050 or
L c

0i@110#, Lb
050. For the first two, Table I gives 4 mode

each:
— in the phase G4(Lbx

0 ,Lcy
0 ) these will be the

AMG mode G46(DLbx ,DLcy ,Laz) and the quasi-AF
modes G35(Mz ,Lby ,Lcx), G18(Mx ,Lay,Lcz), and
G27(M y ,Lax ,Lbz);

— in the phaseG5(Lby
0 ,Lcx

0 ) they will be the analo-
gous modes G56(DLby ,DLcx ,Laz), G34(Mz ,Lbx ,Lcy),
G17(Mx ,Lay ,Lbz), and G28(M y ,Lax ,Lcz). What we have
said can be verified from the requirement that the equati
of motion be invariant with respect to the magnetic grou
1̄82x82z8 and 1̄82x2z8 for G4 andG5 , respectively. We conside
only the AMG modes.

We note that the phasesG4(Lbx
0 ,Lcy

0 ) and G5(Lby
0 ,Lcx

0 )
and also the modes corresponding to them in terms of s
metry are equivalent: they are obtained from the oth
by means of the 42z axis. Therefore it is sufficient to do
the calculations only for one of the phases; let this
the G5(Lby

0 ,Lcx
0 ) phase with the AMG mode

G56(DLby ,DLcx ,Laz).
Here there can be two cases: the main basis vector isLb

0

~a! or L c
0 ~b!. Case~a! corresponds to Cr2TeO6, and case~b!

to Cr2WO6 and V2WO6 ~see Table 7.1 in Ref. 9!.
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Let Lb
0iY (Lby

0 '4M0). Then from the requirement tha
Fmag ~8! be minimum we find that for the ground state und
consideration~with allowance for the conditionsAb,0, Aa

.0, andAc.0)

Lcx
0

Lby
0 >2

r

Ac2Ab
!1. ~38!

In this case the LL equations~12! reduce to the system

L̇cx5gLby
0 @ÃaLaz2 f 1Ex#,

~39!
L̇az52gLby

0 ÃcDLcx ,

whereÃa5Aa2Ab , Ãc5Ac2Ab . It follows from the non-
collinearity of the ground state~the admixture of the vecto
Lcx

0 ) and conditions~11! that here the oscillatory compone
parallel toLb

0 is also nonzero:

DLby52
Lcx

0

Lby
0 DLcx . ~40!

However, because of the relativistic smallness of the ra
~38!, it is small.

The corresponding equations for the phaseG4(Lbx
0 ,Lcy

0 )
are obtained from equations~39! by operating on the latte
with 42z , which has the effect shown in Table I. Note that w
are talking about the operation of the crystal-chemical sp
group, which takes one phase into another.

Ultimately the result is as follows:

for Lb
0iY for Lb

0iX:

DLcx5
ivv0f 1

vLb
2 2v2 Ex , DLcy52

ivv0f 1

vLb
2 2v2 Ey , ~41!

Laz5
v0

2Ãcf 1

vLb
2 2v2 Ex , Laz5

v0
2Ãcf 1

vLb
2 2v2 Ey ;

for L c
0iY for L c

0iX

DLbx5
ivv0f 2

vLc
2 2v2 Ey , DLby52

ivv0f 2

vLc
2 2v2 Ex , ~42!

Laz5
v0

2Ãbf 2

vLc
2 2v2 Ey , Laz5

v0
2Ãbf 2

vLc
2 2v2 Ex .

Here the upper pairs of formulas~41! correspond to the cas
when the main basis vector isLb

0 for both phases:Lb
0iY ~left!

and Lb
0iX ~right!. Also given are the formulas for the cas

whenL c
0 is the main basis vector for both phases (L c

0iY and
L c

0iX). For these two cases, respectively, the AMG re
nance frequency is given by the expressions

vLb
2 5v0

2ÃaÃc , ~43!

whereÃa5Aa2Ab , Ãc5Ac2Ab , v05gLb
0 ,

and

vLc
2 5v0

2ÃaÃb , ~44!

where nowÃa5Aa2Ac , Ãb5Ab2Ac , andv05gLc
0 . For

the second case there is also a relativistic longitudinal~with
respect toL c

0) component, analogous to~40!. For example,
for L c

0iX it is equal to
r

io

e

-

DLcx52
Lby

0

Lcx
0 DLby .

We shall not give the results pertaining to the mix
phaseG41G5 , even for the most interesting case, whenLb

0

or L c
0 is directed along a diagonal of the basal square,@110#.

This case is interesting because, first, it is possible that
phase, and not the phase considered above, is realized i
easy-plane trirutiles mentioned.~As we have said, experi
ment does not permit making an unambiguous choice.! In
addition, this orientation state is characterized by being c
linear. In that case, at least in the equal-modulus model,
have only two possibilities~see Sec. 7.2 of Ref. 9!:

Lb
0i@110#, L c

050 or L c
0i@110#, Lb

050.

In formulas~41! and ~42! ~and in ~34!, by the way! the
dissipation and then the thermal lossesQ should have been
taken into account. However, this can be done, if desired
the interested reader~e.g., on the pattern of Sec. 4.1!.

CONCLUSION

Let us discuss some specific results of this study wh
pertain mainly to trirutiles.

For the easy-axis AF structureG7(Lbz
0 ), which is char-

acteristic for Fe2TeO6, perhaps the most interesting result
the existence of a low-frequency~quasi-AF! mode with fre-
quency ~27! and susceptibility~30!, excited by an electric
field E(t).

For detection of the low-frequency antimagnons the F
phaseG3(Mz

0), obtained artificially as a result of a phas
transition of the spin-flip type in a sufficiently strong ma
netic fieldHz , is also of interest. After the spin flip in field
Hz.Hflip the antimagnon frequency~36! can be made arbi-
trarily low. The susceptibility to a fieldE(t) is given by
formulas~33! and ~34!.

In the case of an easy-plane state~Sec. 4.2! we consid-
ered the CAS phasesG4(Lbx

0 ,Lcy
0 ) and G5(Lby

0 ,Lcx
0 ). Their

AMG frequencies for the modesG46(DLbx ,DLcy ,Laz) and
G56(DLby ,DLcx ,Laz) is found in the exchange region. If th
main basis vector isLb

0 ~as for Cr2TeO6), then the AMG
frequency is given by formula~43! for Lb

0iY and Lb
0iX.

When the main basis vector isL c
0 ~as for Cr2WO6 and

V2WO6), then it corresponds to the frequency~44!.
In trirutiles, which comprise an extremely large class

AF compounds, it is mainly the static ME effect that h
been studied up till now. Of course, it would be very des
able to observe the AFER in them as a dynamic manife
tion of the aforementioned ME and AFE interactions, whi
were discussed in detail in Sec. 4.

In this last remark the authors have in fact turned to
question of further studies in the region of dynamic pheno
ena associated with theE field in magnets. One naturally
wonders whether there exist some phenomena of the i
cated ME and AFE nature in the low-frequency region.
turns out that such phenomena do exist, and not only th
which were mentioned above~low-frequency electroactive
magnons!. There is an effect in which the NMR is excited b
an electric field at a frequencyv'vn!vL . This effect was
demonstrated for extremely simple examples in Ref. 12
would be desirable to do such a study for a series of spe
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magnets. This would include the trirutiles discussed in
present article, the ground state of which is CAS, and e
the CS magnets such as hematite and the orthoferrite
which the excitation of NMR is possible because the fi
E(t) excites oscillations of the CAS vectorsL ~which do not
exist in the ground state!.

Turning to Secs. 3.2 and 3.3, in which we discussed
possibility of resonance in an electric fieldE(t) at the
quasi-AF mode with a frequency of the form~25!, we should
call attention to an interesting paper16 reporting the experi-
mental discovery of such a resonance in the tetragonal
Nd2CuO4. However, that compound has an exchan
noncollinear magnetic structure~of the ‘‘rectangular cross’’
type!, which we have not considered here.

In Ref. 12 some 15 problems were stated and touted
further study, not only in connection with antimagnons b
also with other manifestations of the ME and AFE intera
tions. In particular, the present paper gives the solution
one of these problems. Perhaps we should mention just a
of the more important problems from the list given in Re
12: first, surface AMG waves and ways of exciting the
~here we can also include the surface NMR!; second, coupled
AMG electromagnetic waves and AMG elastic waves.
the experimental side, we would like to point out that t
experimental detection of the effects considered in Refs.
and in the present study is of fundamental importance.

Finally, we should say a few words about the intensity
the AMG resonance~of the values of the corresponding su
ceptibilities! in comparison, e.g., with the ordinary AFMR
At the same frequency their relative value is determined
the static magnetizations caused by the electric field,ME

5aE ~the ME effect with susceptibilitya! and by the mag-
netic field MH5x0H (x0 is the AF susceptibility!. Their
ratio

ME

MH
5

a

x0

E~ t !

H~ t !

serves to some degree as a characteristic of the relativ
tensity of the AMG resonance and AFMR. Since at the a
nodes of the electromagnetic waveE(t) andH(t) are iden-
e
n
in

e

F
-

or
t
-
o
w

.

n

5

f

y

in-
i-

tical, and a and x0 can also be of the same order
magnitude~e.g.,a;x0;1023; see Ref. 9!, the intensities of
these resonances can be comparable in value.
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On the conditions for the existence of 1D magnetic solitons with frequency
characteristics falling in the continuous spectrum
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Solutions of a modified~with higher-order dispersion taken into account! sine-Gordon equation
in the form of a double soliton~4p kink! and a pair of spatially separated bound kinks
are investigated. An analytical condition for the absence of radiation from the soliton at large
distances is formulated. The previous finding of the existence of a discrete set of
nonradiative composite solitons is confirmed. The physical meaning of this result is that at
certain distances between kinks the radiation generated by one of the kinks completely quenches
the field of the other kink outside the soliton as a result of ordinary interference of waves
in antiphase. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1511703#
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1. One of the basic equations describing the nonlin
dynamics of one-dimensional~1D! systems is the sine
Gordon ~sG! equation. It is used for analysis of nonline
excitations in quasi-1D ferromagnets, antiferromagnets,1 and
chains of Josephson junctions.2 We will be interested in the
soliton solutions of a slightly modified sG equation conta
ing higher-order dispersion:

]2u

]t2
5

]2u

]x2
1b

]4u

]x4
2sinu, b.0. ~1!

Equation~1! is curious in that, unlike the usual sG equ
tion, where among the nonlinear elementary excitations
set of moving 2p kinks, it has an exact solution in the form
of a 4p kink moving with a completely determined velocit

V056A12A4

3
b. ~2!

This solution was first obtained in Ref. 3 and agrees with
numerical results of Refs. 4 and 5. However, in Ref. 5,
sides a soliton moving with velocity~2!, a spectrum of simi-
lar solitons with a definite discrete set of velocities was o
tained numerically. In Ref. 6 an analytical method
perturbation theory was developed that made it possibl
show that the solitons of Eq.~1! can be treated as boun
states of a pair of 2p kinks of the sG equation.

The dynamical solitons of Eq.~1! are unusual in that
while being spatially localized excitations of a 1D syste
they have frequency characteristics that fall in the continu
spectrum of elementary excitations of the linearized eq
tion. It is ordinarily assumed that a localized excitation ca
not exist in such a situation, since its presence in a nonlin
medium will give rise to the radiation of small~harmonic!
oscillations of the system. However, it has been shown7 that
localized excitations are strictly forbidden only when the l
earized equation is of second order with respect to the sp
derivatives~a wave equation or Schro¨dinger equation!. The
situation is altered if the linearized equation contains high
order spatial derivatives~in other words, if higher-order dis
6011063-777X/2002/28(8–9)/5/$22.00
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persion is taken into account!. In Ref. 7 the physical condi-
tions for the existence of localized nonlinear excitations w
frequencies falling in the continuous spectrum were form
lated, and the connection between these conditions and
form of the linearized equation was pointed out. It is easy
understand qualitatively why such conditions arise.

We consider for simplicity an equation of the nonline
Schrödinger type:

2 i
]C

]t
5

]2C

]x2 1g
]4C

]x4 1F~ uCu2!C, ~3!

where g52ugu,0, and F(u) is a nonlinear function for
which F(0)50. The linearized equation has eigen solutio
of the form

C~x,t !5exp~ ikx2 ivt !, ~4!

which correspond to a dispersion relation

v5k21uguk4, ~5!

all the frequencies of which are positive (v.0).
Let us assume that Eq.~3! has a soliton solutionCs

5 f s(x)e2 ivt, wheref s(x)50 for x→6`. At what frequen-
cies is this possible?

The fall-off of the amplitude off s(x) at infinity means
that at large enough distances it will be described by
linearized equation, and its form will correspond to eigen
lutions with dispersion relation~5!. If g50, then it follows
from ~5! that to a fixed frequencyv there corresponds a pa
of valuesk56Av. Consequently, forv.0, waves~4! of
nonzero amplitude will exist at infinity~a perturbation local-
ized at finitex and having frequencyv will inevitably gen-
erate radiation at that frequency!. However, for v,0 we
havek56 iAuvu, and therefore at infinity the solution wil
behave asf s(x)5e2Auvuuxu. This means that dynamical sol
tons localized in space can exist only if their frequencies
outside the continuous spectrum of the dispersion rela
v5k2. Analogous conditions for the existence of dynamic
magnetic solitons of the Landau–Lifshitz equation are d
cussed in Ref. 8.
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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If gÞ0, then the situation is fundamentally altered. No
to a fixed positive frequencyv there correspond two pairs o
values: a pair of realk,

k25
1

2ugu ~A114uguv21! ~6!

and a pair of purely imaginaryk5 ik,

k25
1

2ugu ~A114uguv11!. ~7!

This means that at large distances from the center of
soliton ~where the equation is linear! there can simulta-
neously exist both a solution that is decaying with increas
coordinate@corresponding to the parameter~7!# and also a
solution propagating as a wave with wave vector~6!. While
the first corresponds to a localized~solitonic! part of the
perturbation, the second is caused by the radiation of
dynamical soliton. Generally speaking, the radiation exist
the presence of any dynamical localized perturbation in s
a system. However, it was shown in Ref. 7 that radiation
absent for suchk5k(v) when the spatial Fourier compone
of the last term in~3!, due to the soliton solution, goes t
zero:

E eikxF~ u f s~x!u2! f s~x!dx50. ~8!

It is clear that there can only be a discrete set of frequen
~and wave numbers! for which condition ~8! can hold. It
turns out that the possibility of such a situation finds
explanation in the study of the properties of the lineariz
system and its wave solutions. In particular, in the case
composite soliton solution analogous to a bound state of
moving simple solitons~in our case kinks!, a curious obser-
vation was made.9,10 For such a soliton radiation is absent
the distance between its two constituents is equal to an
number of half waves of the radiation field of the lineariz
equation. The meaning of this condition is physically simp
linear waves radiated by each member of the pair under s
a condition quench one another outside the boundaries o
soliton as a result of interference.

As an example, let us confirm the statements and c
jectures made above with an analysis of the existence co
tions of nonradiative solitons of Eq.~1!.

2. Working on the basis of the results of Ref. 3, we se
a soliton solution of Eq.~1! for b.0 in radiationless form:

us~x2Vt!52us
0~x2Vt!. ~9!

Here us
0(x) is a kink solution of the ordinary sG equatio

~obtained by settingb50 in Eq. ~1!!:

us
0~x!54 arctg exp~2x/ l !, ~10!

where the soliton velocityV satisfies the conditionV,1.
To understand the physical meaning of the problems

arise in such a choice of solution, we have drawn a grap
the dispersion relation~see Fig. 1! of the linearized equation
~1!, viz., of the relation

v2511k21bk4, ~11!

and we write ~9! in the form a packet of linear wave
~‘‘phonons’’!:
e

g

e
n
h
s

es

d
a
o

dd

:
ch
he

n-
di-

k

at
of

us~x2Vt!5(
k

C~k!eik~x2Vt!, ~12!

whereC(k) are Fourier components of the of the functio
under study.

We see that this packet is formed by ‘‘phonons’’ with
dispersion relation

v5kV, ~13!

a graph of which crosses that of dispersion relation~11! at a
point with wave numberk0 .

The presence of this crossing means that the interac
of the soliton with the spectrum of harmonic oscillatio
described by the linearized equation~1! causes the radiation
of waves with wave numberk0 , i.e., the Cherenkov radiation
of real phonons will occur. Consequently, the steady mot
of soliton ~9! with a constant velocityV turns out to be
impossible forV,1.

However, it is stated in Ref. 7 that there are values of
parametersV and l of solution ~9! such that radiation is
absent. Let us find these parameters from the condition
there be no radiation of linear waves. We shall use the
lowing relations:

1! For x@1 we haveus
0(x)54 exp(2x/l)!1, and there-

fore the relation between the parametersV and l can be
found from the linearized equation~1!:

~12V2!l 21 l 42b50. ~14!

2! We rewrite equation~1! in the form of a linear equa-
tion with a right-hand side equal to sinu and we substitute
u5us(x2Vt) into the right-hand side:

]2u

]x2 1b
]4u

]x4 2
]2u

]t2 5sinus~x2Vt!5sin 2u0
s~x2Vt!.

~15!

We treat the function on the right-hand side of Eq.~15! as a
localized forcef s(x2Vt), which is a source of the fieldu(x)
of the linear equation:

f s~x!5
sinhx~12sinh2 x!

cosh4 x
. ~16!

FIG. 1. Graph of the dispersion relation of the linearized equation~1!.
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At large distances (x@Vt) the localized part of the soliton
solution vanishes, and the fieldu(x) can be nonzero only on
account of the radiation given by the expression

u~x,t !5E G~x2x8! f s~x82Vt!dx8, ~17!

whereG(x) is the Green’s function of the equation

]2u

]x2 1b
]4u

]x4 2
]2u

]t2 50. ~18!

The wave ~nondecaying with distance! part of the
Green’s function of equation~18! has the obvious form

Gv~x!5A~v!eikx, ~19!

wherek is related to the frequency by the dispersion relat

v25k22bk4. ~20!

Substituting~19! into ~17!, we obtain

u~x,t !52A~v!eik~x2Vt!E
2`

`

eikj f s
0~j!dj. ~21!

We see that the role of the frequency, as expected, is pla
by v5kV, and therefore the wave numberk appearing in
~19! is related to the velocity by an equation derived fro
~20!:

V2512bk2. ~22!

Thus the radiation field is absent if

Q~k![E
2`

`

eikj sinus~j!dj50, ~23!

where the integrand in the Fourier component is given
formula ~16!.

The integral~23! can be evaluated in explicit form:

Q~k!5
p~k2l 222!

2 coshS klp

2 D . ~24!

From requirement~21! it follows directly that

k2l 252. ~25!

Equations~14!, ~22!, and ~25! enable us to find the basi
parametersV and l of the soliton. In particular, it turns ou
that the soliton velocityV is exactly equal to the value give
by Eq. ~2!, which was obtained in Ref. 3.

Thus we have shown that the physical condition for
absence of radiation by a soliton with certain frequency ch
acteristics that fall in the continuous spectrum of the h
monic oscillations is indeed the condition that the cor
sponding Fourier component of the driving forcef s(x,t) be
equal to zero.

3. Besides solitons~9! in the form of a double kink of
the sG equation, the nonlinear equation~1! has a discrete
series of solitons of a more complex structure, viz., solito
consisting of two spatially separated bound kinks.6,7 Let us
elucidate the conditions under which a soliton excitation
this type does not cause radiation.

Following Ref. 6, we write the desired solution of equ
tion ~1! in the form
n

ed

y

e
r-
r-
-

s

f

us~x2Vt!5us
0~x2D2Vt!1us

0~x1D2Vt!, ~26!

where 2D is the distance between the centroids of the t
kinks, which at the frequencies of interest to us is assume
be independent of time.

Repeating the arguments of the previous paragraph,
arrive at the same conditions~14!, ~22!, and ~23!, but the
latter corresponds to the Fourier component of the functi

f s~x!5 f s
0~x2D!1 f s

0~x1D!, ~27!

where the soliton velocityV satisfies the conditionV,1.
Finding the Fourier component of interest with allowance
the symmetry of expression~26! reduces to the evaluation o
the following integral:

Q~k!5E @sinus
0~x1D!cosus

0~x2D!

1sinus
0~x2D!cosus

0~x1D!#sinkxdx. ~28!

It is easy to see that

sinus~x!52
2 sinhx

cosh2 x
; cosus~x!512

2

cosh2 x
, ~29!

andQ(k) is equal to the sum of two integrals:

Q~k!5I 1~D!1I 2~D!, ~30!

where

I 1~D!54E sinh
j1D

l

cosh2
~j1D!

l

sinkjdj52
4p l 2 coskD

cosh
klp

2

;

~31!

I 2~D!524E sinh
j2D

l
1sin

j1D

l

Fcosh2
j2D

l
cosh2

j1D

l G2 sinkjdj

5216 cosh
D

l E
sinh

j

l
sinkjdj

Fcosh
2j

l
1cosh

2D

l G2

5

4p l cosh
D

l

cosh
klp

2
sinh2

D

l

F cosh
D

l
sinkD

sinh
D

l

2kl coskDG .

~32!

Substituting~31! and~32! into ~30!, we obtain an expression
for the Fourier component which we seek:

Q~k!5

2p l cosh2
D

l

cosh
klp

2
sinh3

D

l

F2 sinkD2kl sinh
2D

l
coskDG .

~33!

The requirement thatQ(k)50 reduces to the relation
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kl•sinh
2D

l
52 tan~kD!, ~34!

which, together with~14! and ~22!, allows us to find all the
soliton parameters: velocityV, the distance 2D between its
constituent kinks, the effective widthl of the soliton, and the
value of the wave numberk ensuring a radiationless regim
of soliton dynamics at a specified value of the nonlinea
parameterb. It is clear that three relations are insufficient f
determination of these four parameters. However, by eli
nating two of them, we can establish a relation between
remaining two. Let us discuss the relation between the
rametersk and D. Substituting~22! into ~14!, we obtain an
equation that gives the dependence ofl on k:

l 225
1

2b
~Ab4k814b2b2k4!. ~35!

Relations~34! and ~35! can be used to establish a rel
tion betweenD and k. However, one can do a qualitativ
analysis of this relation by proceeding directly from Eq.~34!,
rewriting it in a somewhat different form:

q sinh
2kD

q
52 tan~kD!, q5kl . ~36!

It is clear that forD→0 this goes over to relation~25! ob-
tained earlier.

The graphical solution of this equation forDÞ0 reduces
to finding the points of intersection of the graphs of the le
and right-hand sides of~36!. Assuming that in the paramete
region of interest one can setq;1, we see that the graph o
the left-hand side of~36!, which increases monotonicall
with increasing argumentkD, intersects the graph of th
functions tan(kD) at an infinite number of points, the heigh
of which increases rapidly with increasing argument. Th
are the points at which

kD'
p

2
~2n11!, n50, 1, 2,... . ~37!

As an illustration, Fig. 2 shows the graphs of the le
and right-hand sides of~36! for three values ofq correspond-

FIG. 2. Intersection of the graphs of the functionq sinhpkD/q @q50.5 ~1!,
q51 ~2!, q53 ~3!# with the graphs of the function 2 tan(pkD/2) ~4!.
y

i-
e

a-

-

e

ing to several different values ofb. It is clearly seen in the
figure that the points of intersection of the graphs appro
the straight lines~37!.

For a machine calculation of the unknown quantitykD
we substitute~35! into ~34! and obtain the explicit depen
dence ofk on D in the form

kF 1

2b
~Ab4k814b2b2k4!G21/2

3sinhH 2DF 1

2b
~Ab4k814b2b2k4!G1/2J 52 tankD.

~38!

By specifying various fixed values ofq, one can find the
corresponding solutions of equation~38!.

A numerical calculation shows that for the first roots
equation~36! the difference of the exact values from th
estimate~37! reduces to the following values:

q50.5 q51 q53

n50
p

2
2kD50.01592 0.3169 1.57

n51
3p

2
2kD51026 3.2•1024 0.0602

n52
5p

2
2kD55.8•1027 ,1025 0.00713

n53
7p

2
2kD,1•10210 ,1028 8.7•1024

Consequently, starting withn52, condition~37! can be
replaced by the equality

kD5
p

2
~2n11!, ~39!

which has a very curious physical meaning and simple in
pretation. An individual moving kink can in principle gene
ate radiation whose wave numberk is determined by the
soliton velocityV. The kinks are separated by a distance 2D,
and therefore condition~39! means that the waves radiate
by the first and second kinks are in antiphase. Conseque
the radiation from one of the kinks completely quenches
field of the other kink outside the soliton as a result of or
nary interference of waves in antiphase. This result can
regarded as an illustration of the possibility of existence o
composite nonradiative soliton, which was stated in Ref.
To some degree a solution of the type~27! is in fact a solu-
tion of Eq. ~1!, which was discussed in Ref. 6.
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The results of experimental research on the magnetic and resonance properties, heat capacity,
muon spin relaxation, and neutron scattering of single-crystal copper metaborate CuB2O4

are reviewed. The results of a symmetry analysis and of modeling by the method of the
phenomenological thermodynamic potential are presented. The magnetic structure of the
crystal in various temperature intervals of the magnetic ordering region is discussed. ©2002
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INTRODUCTION

The discovery of high-temperature superconductiv
has stimulated a heightened interest in research on the m
netic properties of copper oxide compounds that, though
superconducting, have fragments of crystal structure ide
cal to those of high-Tc superconductors~HTSCs!. A peculiar-
ity of the divalent copper ion is that it forms a greater dive
sity of magnetic structures than any other chemical elem
As an example of the wide range of magnetic properties
copper oxide compounds we can cite the oxocuprates w
we investigated previously, among which one encounte
three-dimensional antiferromagnet with a four-spin excha
interaction (Bi2CuO4),1 a spin-Peierls chain magne
(CuGeO3),2,3 a two-dimensional antiferromagnet with a br
ken ladder structure (LiCu2O2),4 and a spin glass
(CuGa2O4).5 Research has begun on the triclinic magn
Cu5Bi2B4O14, which has a ferro- or ferrimagnetic structure6

We have recently grown single crystals of copper m
taborate CuB2O4. The first studies of the physical propertie
of this compound show that in the temperature region be
20 K it has a complex state diagram, in certain regions
which the compound has a modulated~incommensurate!
magnetic structure. In the majority of cases such structu
arise as a result of a competition of exchange excitations7 In
these cases the crystal structure does not impose any re
tions on the possibility of realization of such magnetic stru
tures. Dzyaloshinski� first pointed out the possibility for
modulated structures to arise on account of relativis
interactions.8 The physical cause of the onset of incomme
surate structures in these cases is an antisymm
6061063-777X/2002/28(8–9)/7/$22.00
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Dzyaloshinski�–Moriya exchange interaction. Formally suc
magnetic structures can be described by including in
thermodynamic potential a Lifshitz invariant7 containing lin-
early the first derivatives of the two-component order para
eter with respect to the coordinates. It should be noted tha
this case an important restriction is placed on the symm
of the crystal: the Lifshitz invariant can be included in th
thermodynamic potential only for crystals lacking a center
inversion.

The incommensurate structure arising in copper meta
rate belongs to this less-common type of modulated struc
due to relativistic interactions. It is therefore of great inter
to do comprehensive studies of such structures on h
quality single crystals.

In this paper we present the results of experimental st
ies of the magnetic and certain other physical properties
copper metaborate CuB2O4 and discuss the magnetic stru
ture of the crystal in different temperature intervals of t
magnetic ordering region.

EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The technology for growing large, high-quality sing
crystals of copper metaborate is set forth in Ref. 9. X-ray a
neutron diffraction studies10 at room temperature have show
that CuB2O4 is a tetragonal crystal, space groupI 4̄2d, with
lattice parametersa511.528 Å andc55.607 Å. The unit
cell contains 12 formula units~Fig. 1!. The copper ions Cu21

occupy two nonequivalent positions: Cu(b)—the 4b posi-
tion, point symmetryS4(0,0,1/2), and Cu(d)—the 8d posi-
tion, point symmetryC2(0.0815,1/4,1/8). The Cu(b) ion is
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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located at the center of a square formed by four oxygen io
the Cu(d) ion is surrounded by six oxygen ions localized
the vertices of a distorted octahedron. A special hig
resolution neutron diffraction study10 showed that the crysta
does not undergo any structure phase transitions down
temperature of 1.5 K.

Magnetic measurements made on the crystals sho
that the magnetic susceptibility has sharp features at the
peraturesTI510 K andTN520 K. The results of a magneti
susceptibility measurement11 on a SQUID magnetometer fo
orientations of the magnetic field along and perpendicula
the tetragonal axis of the crystal are shown in Fig. 2. O
notices the sharp anisotropy of the susceptibility. For a m
netic field applied in the basal plane of the crystal a jump
the susceptibility is observed at a temperature of 20 K,
the susceptibility grows rapidly as the temperature is
creased further. At the temperatureTI the susceptibility de-
creases abruptly by approximately an order of magnitude
then increases monotonically on further decrease of the t
perature to 4.2 K. For a magnetic field applied along
tetragonal axis of the crystal the temperature dependenc
the susceptibility is smooth throughout the whole tempe
ture range. The paramagnetic Curie temperature and th
fective magnetic moment of the copper ion, determined fr
the high-temperature part of the magnetic susceptibility, h
the valuesu529.5 K andmeff51.77mB , respectively.

The field dependence of the magnetization measured
a vibrating magnetometer12 with a magnetic field up to 60
kOe oriented along the tetragonal axis of the crystal
smooth throughout the investigated temperature interval
the same time, for a field orientation in the tetragonal pla

FIG. 1. Crystal structure of copper metaborate.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility of a co
metaborate single crystal. The magnetic field was parallel to the tetrag
axis of the crystal~1! and to the basal plane of the crystal~2!.
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there are kinks on the magnetization curves~Fig. 3!. In the
temperature region 10–18 K the magnetization curves a
to the existence of a spontaneous magnetic moment in
basal plane of the crystal. The value of the spontaneous
ment ism050.56 emu/g atT510 K. When the temperature
is lowered belowTI the spontaneous magnetization vanish
and a feature appears on the magnetization curves at hi
magnetic fields. The linear approximation of the high-fie
linear parts of the field dependence of the magnetization
the temperature interval 4.2–10 K shows that above th
fields a spontaneous magnetic moment again appears in
crystal.

The anomalies of the magnetic susceptibility describ
above are accompanied by features of the temperature de
dence of the heat capacity~Fig. 4!.11 The temperature depen
dence of the heat capacity exhibits two anomalies at te
peratures coinciding with the anomalies of the magne
susceptibility. In addition, at a temperature below 4 K t
heat capacity has a feature in the form a broad maximum

The data of muon spin relaxation~mSR! measurements
in Ref. 11 also confirm the presence of magnetic transform
tions at temperatures of 20 and 10 K. Later measuremen13

down to temperatures;0.1 K reveal an additional magneti
transformation at a temperature below 2 K~Fig. 5!. It can be

er
al

FIG. 3. Field dependence of the magnetization forH'c.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the heat capacity of a single cryst
copper metaborate: the unfilled circles are experimental,11 and the curves
are: 1—the result of the modeling,2—the Debye contribution,3—an
anomaly of the Schottky type,4—the Landau contribution,5—the Ginzburg
estimate.
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assumed that this temperature also corresponds to a re
nization of the spin system of copper metaborate.

Magnetic resonance in CuB2O4 has been investigated i
a wide range of frequencies, magnetic fields, a
temperatures.14 Figure 6 shows the frequency–field curves
the magnetic resonance in CuB2O4 measured atT54.2 K for
two orientations of the magnetic field:Hic and H'c. For
Hic the dependence is smooth and almost linear. For
orientationH'c, however, a jump of the frequency is ob
served atHc'512 kOe as the field is increased~see inset
‘‘a’’ !. This jump is due to a phase transition from the lo
temperature state 1 to a state 2 with a field-induced spo
neous magnetic moment atH5Hc' . Inset ‘‘b’’ shows the
temperature dependence of the resonance field measur
different frequencies forH'c. For measurements at freque
cies of 10.6 and 28.65 GHz in the low-temperature reg
one observes sharp changes of the resonance field tha
also consistent with a phase transition. The temperature
which these changes occur decreases with increasing
quency. For the measurement at frequency 56.59 GHz
anomalies of the resonance field exist down to 4.2 K.

Figure 7 shows theH' –T phase diagram obtained from
the data of the resonance and magnetic measurements

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the muon spin relaxation in co
metaborate.

FIG. 6. Frequency–field curves of the magnetic resonance atT54.2 K for
Hic andH'c. Inset ‘‘a’’ shows a fragment of the frequency–field curve f
H'c. Inset ‘‘b’’ shows the temperature dependence of the resonance
for frequenciesv @GHz#: 56.59~1!, 28.65~2!, 10.6 ~3!.
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dashed line corresponds to a transition from the param
netic state to the magnetically ordered state 2. It is clear fr
the phase diagram that the absence of low-tempera
anomalies of the resonance parameters at frequency 5
GHz is due to the fact that atT54.2 K the CuB2O4 crystal is
already found in state 2, since the resonance field co
sponding to this frequency,H'18 kOe, is higher than the
critical valueHc'512 kOe. In addition, analysis of the reso
nance and magnetic data have shown14 that at the transition
from state 2 to state 1 the magnetic moments of the cop
ions remain in the basal plane, but the spontaneous mag
moment vanishes. In this study we have made the assu
tion that a helicoidal~modulated! magnetic structure is real
ized in the low-temperature state 1 of CuB2O4. A helicoidal
magnetic structure in the low-temperature state of CuB2O4 is
evidenced by the absence of angular dependence of the
nance parameters in the basal plane in fields belowHc' and
the presence of angular dependence in fields aboveHc' ~Fig.
8!. For a simple helix in the absence of external magne
field the local antiferromagnetic vectors are distributed u
formly over all directions in the basal plane. An extern
magnetic field deforms the helix, transforming it into a fa
structure in which the antiferromagnet vectors are distribu
within a sector with angular sizea. If the value of a is
comparable to the period of the tetragonal angular dep
dence,p/2, then averaging over all the local positions w

er

ld

FIG. 7. H' –T phase diagram of the states of copper metaborate: magn
~s! and resonance~d! measurements; the data of Ref. 15~m!.

FIG. 8. Angular dependence of the resonance field and of the linewidt
the tetragonal plane atT54.2 K and frequencies@GHz#: 41.51 ~s,n!;
29.008~d,m!.
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lead to the absence of angular dependence of the reson
parameters in the basal plane.

To investigate the magnetic structure of copper meta
rate CuB2O4 in various regions of the phase diagram, ne
tron diffraction studies were done on a single crystal gro
with the boron isotope 11B to reduce the neutron
absorption.10,13,15

The intensities of some of the Bragg peaks, especi
those of the forbidden reflections~110! or ~002!, increase
with decreasing temperature in the region 10–20 K, indic
ing that an antiferromagnetic structure is realized in CuB2O4

in this temperature interval. In reciprocal lattice space suc
structure is described by a propagation vectorq50, so that
the magnetic and crystal-chemical cells coincide. In this s
the magnetic moments of the Cu(b) and Cu(d) ions are or-
dered differently: atT512 K the magnetic moments of th
ions equal about 1mB per atom for Cu(b) and about 0.25mB

for Cu(d). A detailed description of the magnetic structure
CuB2O4 in state 2 will be given below.

In the temperature region belowTI magnetic satellites
appear near the magnetic peaks on the neutronogram
CuB2O4; these satellites are located at symmetric positi
with respect to the reciprocal lattice points of the comm
surate phase~Fig. 9!. Here the magnetic structure of copp
metaborate becomes incommensurate along the tetrag
axis of the crystal and is described by a spin-density w
with phase modulation.10 The period of the spin modulatio
increases continuously fromq'0 near 10 K to q
5(0,0,0.15) at a temperature of 1.8 K~Fig. 10!. At this
temperature the modulation of the spin structure is charac
ized by a periodc/0.15'40 Å. The temperature dependen
of the magnitude of the wave vector of the incommensur
phase of the spin structure obeys a power law:

q~T!5A~TI2T!0.5. ~1!

Relation~1! gives a good description of the temperature d
pendence of the wave vector of the incommensurate ph
throughout the investigated temperature range~the solid
curve in Fig. 10!.

In a fitting of the magnetic structure atT52 K the best
agreement is obtained for a simple helix with a magne
moment 0.7mB for Cu(d).

A strong diffuse scattering superimposed on the Bra
peaks for neutron scattering vectorQ0 along the crystallo-
graphic direction@001#. The intensity of the diffuse scatte

FIG. 9. Temperature dependence of the position of the magnetic sate
(3,3,01q) and (3,3,02q).
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ing increases as the temperature is increased from 1.8 K
reaches a maximum value near the temperatureTI ~Ref. 10!.
The diffuse scattering is observed even at the lowest t
perature reached in the experiment. This behavior diff
markedly from the usual behavior of the spin subsystem
three-dimensional magnets with localized spins, for wh
critical fluctuations are limited to a small temperature reg
near the phase transition.

In addition to the first-order magnetic satellites corr
sponding to the wave vectorq of the helix, higher-order
satellites, the position of which corresponds to a wave vec
3q, appear on the magnetic neutronogram near the temp
ture TI of the phase transition from the incommensurate
the commensurate structure~Fig. 11!.10

The strong diffuse scattering of neutrons and the app
ance of higher harmonics of the magnetic satellites near
temperatureTI attest to the fact that the modulated structu
is a lattice of magnetic solitons. Unlike a simple helix, su
a magnetic structure can be represented in the form a h
with a nonconstant spatial rate of change of the phase of
modulation. If one moves along thez axis along the helix,
there will be regions of slow variation of the phase, whi
can be attributed to domains, and regions of ra
variation—domain walls. This character of the modulation
the magnetic structure is due to magnetic anisotropy in
tetragonal plane of the crystal.

The neutron results presented above were obtained in
absence of an applied magnetic field. However, on the cu

es

FIG. 10. Temperature dependence of the wave vectorq of the incommen-
surate structure. The solid curve was constructed from the power law~1!,
and the dashed curve is the result of modeling by the method of the
nomenological thermodynamic potential.

FIG. 11. Principal magnetic satellites (1,1,q) and (1,1,2q) and their higher
harmonics atT59.35 K.
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of the field dependence of the magnetization measured
temperature interval 10–20 K in a magnetic field applied
the tetragonal plane of the crystal~Fig. 3!, one observes a
kink, the critical field of which increases with increasin
temperature. Thus in this temperature interval in low fie
there exists a transition from state 2 to a state 3~see Fig. 7!
in which there is no spontaneous magnetic moment. We
sume that in this state the magnetic structure will also
modulated, but the modulation vector is considerably sma
than the resolving power of neutronography, so that it
impossible to distinguish between states 2 and 3 by neu
scattering.

Neutron-scattering studies15 done at T54.2 K in the
presence of a magnetic field of up to 15 kOe applied in
tetragonal plane confirmed that a transition from an inco
mensurate to a commensurate phase occurs at a fiel
around 13 kOe. It is seen in Fig. 12 that in the transit
region there is a certain interval of fields in which on t
neutronogram the central peak~0,0,2!, characteristic for the
high-field commensurate phase, coexists with a magnetic
ellite (0,0,22q), which belongs to the incommensura
state. Thus the transition in field from the incommensur
phase 1 to the commensurate phase 2, in contrast to
analogous transition in temperature in the absence of m
netic field, is a first-order transition. This conclusion is co
firmed by the field dependence of the wave vector of
helix, which decreases in a jump to zero when the magn
field reaches the critical value 13 kOe. It should also
noted that in the presence of a magnetic field of 10 kOe
higher harmonics of the magnetic satellites are obser
throughout the temperature region in which the incomm
surate state exists and not only near the phase transition
perature, as in the experiment with no magnetic field.

Neutron diffraction studies of the magnetic structure
CuB2O4 have also been done in the low-temperatu
region,13 where anomalies of themSR and heat capacity ar
observed. It was found that the magnetic satellites are
served down to temperatures of;0.2 K, i.e., the magnetic
structure remains incommensurate, and no anomalies o
temperature dependence of the wave vector of the struc
are observed in this region. However, the temperature de
dence of the intensity of the magnetic satellites (3,3,02q)

FIG. 12. Field dependence of the intensity of the reflections~0,0,2! and
(0,0,22q) in copper metaborate atT54.2 K.
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and (3,3,01q) at a temperature of 1.8 K exhibits a down
ward jump of approximately 40%~Fig. 13!. This indicates
that the magnetic structure at 1.8 K undergoes a transfor
tion, the nature of which is not yet understood.

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The set of experimental data presented above indic
that rearrangements of the spin system of copper metabo
occur at temperatures of 20, 10, and 2 K. While the data
insufficient for analysis of the last of these phase transitio
we can draw the following conclusions about the first two

In the commensurate phase 2 the magnetic structur
that of a weak ferromagnet. The propagation vectorq50
corresponds to a coincidence of the magnetic and crys
chemical cells. The point group of the crystal is 42̄m, which
contains eight symmetry elements:16 1, 4̄3

1, 43
2, 4̄3

3, 41
2, 42

2,
m4 , andm5 . At q50 this group has five irreducible repre
sentations. Four of them,G1 , G2 , G3 , and G4 , are one-
dimensional, and one of them, denotedG5 , is two-
dimensional. The decomposition of the representation
copper metaborate givesG4b5G11G212G5 , andG8d5G1

12G212G31G413G5 . The magnetic modesSb1z1Sb2z

and Sb1z2Sb2z , which correspond, respectively, to the re
resentationsG2 and G1 of the 4b position, permit one to
describe the ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic order
along the tetragonal axisc. The modes associated with th
representationG5 , viz., (Sb1x1Sb2x ,2Sb1y2Sb2y) and
(Sb1y2Sb2y ,Sb1x2Sb2x), describe a noncollinear magnet
structure in the tetragonal plane. For the 8d positions the
magnetic modes are:

G1 : Sd1x1Sd2y2Sd3x2Sd4y ;

G2 : Sd1y2Sd2x2Sd3y1Sd4x and

Sd1z1Sd2z1Sd3z1Sd4z ;

G3 : Sd1y1Sd2x2Sd3y2Sd4x and

Sd1z2Sd2z1Sd3z2Sd4z ;

FIG. 13. Temperature dependence of the intensity of the magnetic re
tions in copper metaborate.
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G4 : Sd1x2Sd2x2Sd3y1Sd4y ;

G5 : ~Sd1x1Sd3x ,2Sd2y2Sd4y!,

~Sd2x1Sd4x ,2Sd1y2Sd3y! and

~Sd2z2Sd4z, Sd1z2Sd3z!.

Analysis of the neutron diffraction pattern,10 including
25 purely magnetic peaks, showed that the spins of b
Cu(b) and Cu(d) of copper metaborate form a noncolline
magnetic structure~Fig. 14!. In the spin subsystem of Cu(b)
the antiferromagnetic vector in the tetragonal plane is do
nant, and the vectors orthogonal to it—the ferromagne
vector in the tetragonal plane and the antiferromagnetic v
tor along thec axis—are relatively small. In the spin sub
system of Cu(d) the antiferromagnetic vector along thec
axis is dominant, and the orthogonal antiferromagnetic v
tor in the tetragonal plane is relatively small. The ferroma
netic vector in the plane is not detected within the expe
mental error limits. The magnetic moment of Cu(d) in the
commensurate phase is much smaller than the magnetic
ment of Cu(b). All of the vectors listed can be matched u
with magnetic modes obtained from a symmetry analysis
should be noted once again that, in spite of the fact that
magnetic structure presented is based on analysis of the
tron diffraction data obtained in the temperature range 10
K in the absence of an applied magnetic field, it correspo
to the state 2 induced by a small magnetic field on the ph
diagram of Fig. 7. This conclusion is confirmed by the d
of Ref. 13, in which a refinement of the magnetic structu
was done atT512 K in a magnetic field of 400 Oe applie
in the tetragonal plane. In accordance with the phase
gram, this field is sufficient to induce a transition of th
crystal to state 2 at a temperature of 12 K.

FIG. 14. Antiferromagnetic structure of copper metaborate in the comm
surate state: Cu(b) and Cu(d) are represented by the dark and light sym
bols, respectively.
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In the incommensurate phase 1 atT,10 K the magnetic
structure is ordered in the form of a helix. For theoretic
analysis of the magnetic properties of copper metaborate
the method of the phenomenological thermodynamic pot
tial it is important that there is no center of inversion̄
among its symmetry elements. It enters only in combinat
with a 90° rotation about thec axis: 4̄3

1 and 4̄3
3. Therefore, it

is permissible for the thermodynamic potential to contain
invariant of the Lifshitz type bilinear in the two-compone
order parameter and its spatial derivative.

In Ref. 17 such properties of a crystal as the tempera
dependence of the wave vector of the modulation of
magnetic structure and heat capacity were analyzed in
framework of a phenomenological approach. The thermo
namic potential was written in the form of a functional
two two-component order parameters, (hA1 ,hA2) and
(hB1 ,hB2):

F5E H aA

2
hA

21
bA

4
hA

41
gA

4
hA

4 cos~4wA!

1
dA

2
@~¹hA!21hA

2~¹wA!2#2sAhA
2wA81

aB

2
hB

2

1
bB

4
hB

41
gB

4
hB

4 cos~4wB!1
dB

2
@~¹hB!2

1hB
2~¹wB!2#2sBhB

2wB81khAhB cos~wA2wB!J dV,

~2!

where

aA5aA0~T2TA!, aB5aB0~T2TB!,

hA
25hA1

2 1hA2
2 , wA5arctan~hA2 /hA1!,

hB
25hB1

2 1hB2
2 , wB5arctan~hB2 /hB1!,

aA0.0, aB0.0, bA.0, bB.0, dA.0, dB.0, ¹ is the del
operator, andf 8[d f /dz. Both parameters transform accor
ing to the representationG5 , and they differ by a linear com
bination of magnetic modes transforming according to t
representation. The parameterhA is associated with the tran
sition at 20 K and, according to the magnetic and neutr
diffraction data given above, consists primarily of the mod
(Sb1x1Sb2x ,2Sb1y2Sb2y) and (Sb1y2Sb2y ,Sb1x2Sb2x).
The description of the helical magnetic structure below 10
is achieved by including in the thermodynamic potentia
Lifshitz invariant constructed from the two-component p
rameterhB . The presence in~2! of other order parameters i
not decisive for the description of the evolution of the sta
in copper metaborate as the temperature is lowered from
paramagnetic phase above 20 K to the incommensu
phase below 10 K.

The analysis is done in the approximation of a const
modulus of the order parameter, which is suitable for
case when the Lifshitz invariants and the invariants of
anisotropy and the interaction between subsystems are
tively small in comparison with the remaining invariant

n-
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The resulting relations can be used to model the tempera
dependence ofhA , hB and the wave numberq52p/l ~the
dashed curve in Fig. 10!, and, with the aid of the standar
relation Cp52T]2F/]T2, the temperature dependence
the specific heatcp5Cp /V of the crystal for the following
parameters of the thermodynamic potential:

aA51.6~T220!, bA52.7, gA50,

dA50.16, sA50, k50.01,

aB54~T29.6!, bB52, gB50.01,

dB50.16, sB50.1.

The values of the parameters are given in kelvins. As we
from Fig. 15, in the temperature region 10–20 K the ord
parameterhB is small compared tohA and it increases rap
idly with decreasing temperature below 10 K. The analog
growth of the wave vectorq[2p/l in Fig. 10 agrees with
the experimentally observed behavior~Figs. 9 and 10! but
differs qualitatively in thatq is nonzero already at tempera
tures below 20 K: in the temperature region where the
variants of the anisotropy are small compared with the L
shitz invariants, it it equal to

q's/d, where d5dAhA
21dBhB

2, s5sAhA
21sBhB

2,

and forsA50 it varies basically in the same way ashB .
In calculating the heat capacity we took into account

only the jump~described by Landau theory! at the transition
and the Ginzburg estimate for the contribution of therm
fluctuations of the order parameter but also the contributi
of acoustic phonons and anomalies of the Schottky type.
temperature of 20 K the fluctuation contribution inherent t
second-order phase transition, with a maximum at the tr
sition point is dominant. The experimental curves of the te
perature dependence of the heat capacity of a CuB2O4 single
crystal~Fig. 4! have a step-like feature at 9.6 K. It is due
the rapid growth of the order parameter in the second s
subsystem, which is nonzero already at temperatures be
20 K because of the bilinear interaction with the first su
system. The field induced by this interaction suppresses

FIG. 15. Modeled temperature dependence of the moduli of the order
rameters:uhAu ~solid curve! and uhBu ~dashed curve!.
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thermal fluctuations in the second subsystem. For this rea
the latter were not taken into account in the calculation.
note that the step at 9.6 K is observed against the backgro
of a broad maximum that increases with decreasing temp
ture; this maximum can be attributed to a Schottky-ty
anomaly not described in the phenomenological approa
The deviation of the experimental from the calculated dep
dence of the heat capacity as the temperature is lowered
low 3.5 K is due to the approach to the transition near 2

Thus a comprehensive set of experimental and theo
cal studies has shown that in the temperature region 10–2
the CuB2O4 crystal has a long-period modulated magne
structure with a small propagation vector along the tetra
nal axis of the crystal. Under the influence of a weak~less
than 1 kOe! magnetic field applied in the tetragonal plane
transition occurs to a commensurate noncollinear magn
structure that is formed by two subsystems of copper i
and is characterized by the presence of a spontaneous
netic moment. Below 10 K the magnetic structure of th
compound is an incommensurate soliton lattice with a pro
gation vector directed along the tetragonal axis of the crys

This study was supported by the Russian Foundation
Basic Research, Grant 01-02-17270.
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The immiscibility phase diagrams of systems exhibiting the cooperative Jahn–Teller effect are
investigated. It is found that the Jahn–Teller mechanism of interaction between ions is
capable of describing the main topologically different types of immiscibility phase diagrams in
quasibinary systems. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1511705#
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is known from the theory of phase equilibria th
phase transforms of the first or second order~structural, mag-
netic, spin-reorientation, and other types! in multicomponent
systems are accompanied by the appearance of two-p
regions on the temperature–concentration phase diag
~see, e.g., Ref. 1!. For example, upon any substitutions in
system with a first-order structural phase transition, a co
istence region of phases with high and lowered symmetrie
immediately formed.2 The phase diagrams of mixed co
densed systems with limited solubility of the components
characterized by great topological diversity. The problem
their microscopic description and the identification of t
mechanisms responsible for the characteristic features o
diagrams remains topical to this day. In this connection, cr
talline systems containing Jahn–Teller~JT! centers are idea
objects for modeling the various phase transformations
systems with cooperative interactions. The JT mechanism
interparticle interaction is responsible for phase transform
tions to the JT glass phase,3,4 structural transitions with ferro
and antiferrodistortive ordering,5 and transitions of the spin
reorientation type.6,7 It can also be considered establish
that stabilization effects due to the splitting of degener
states of ions in the field of the surrounding charges will le
to separation~decomposition! of mixed condensed system
~see, e.g., Refs. 8–10!.

The problem addressed in the present study is to
scribe the topologically distinct immiscibility phase di
grams. Here the same model should be usable for analys
several phase transformations at once: structural, s
reorientation, and decomposition.

An extremely simple model for describing a region
limited solubility in JT systems was used in Refs. 9, 11, a
12. There, in a calculation of the free energy of the JT s
system, the three lowest vibronic levels corresponding
minima of the adiabatic potential of ions with anE term in
6131063-777X/2002/28(8–9)/8/$22.00
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the ground state were taken into account. Tunnel splitt
effects were assumed to be negligible against the backgro
of the splittings of these levels by the cooperative JT int
action. The parameters of this model are the constants o
linear and harmonic interaction of the degenerate center w
the JT deformations. The temperature of the structural ph
transition, the tetragonal JT deformation in the low
temperature phase, and the values of the jumps of the o
parameter and enthalpy at the structural phase transition w
expressed in terms of those parameters. However, this m
has proven to be less than fully adequate for describing
other kind of system in which the character of the pha
transformations can change when the JT ions are replace
orbitally nondegenerate ions or by JT ions of a different s
cies.

It is therefore of interest to clarify whether it is possib
to describe topologically different immiscibility phase di
grams in the framework of a rather simple model that ta
into account only the JT interaction in the system. For tre
ing the JT subsystem we use the model proposed
Kanamori,5 in which the harmonic interactions are treated
relatively weak compared to the JT interactions proper.
such a model one can describe both first-and second-o
structural phase transitions. In that case, in systems with
ordering of the ferrodistortive type it is the anharmonic i
teractions that determine the value of the jump-like chan
of the order parameter at a first-order phase transition. Wi
suitable choice of JT constants for the initial compound
should be possible to describe all of the investigated imm
cibility phase diagram even without adjustable fitting para
eters. The effectiveness of this approach has been confir
in our analysis13 of experimental data for the crysta
Mn32xAl xO4 and Mn32xCrxO4.

In the present paper we focus our attention on an an
sis of the conditions for the appearance of topologically d
ferent immiscibility phase diagrams in crystalline syste
containing 3d ions and having degenerate or qua
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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degenerate ground states. We consider quasibinary sys
in which the JT ion are replaced by orbitally nondegener
ions or by other JT ions. It is shown that a simple micr
scopic model that takes into account the various JT inte
tions in the system turns out to be sufficient for describ
several types of phase transformations at once: struct
spin-reorientation, and decomposition. It is found that the
mechanism of interparticle interaction permits description
the great diversity of immiscibility phase diagrams, at le
in systems of the quasibinary type, and many of the res
obtained here can be used for qualitative analysis of the
perimental phase diagrams with phase separation, not
for substances with JT ions but also for other mixed c
densed systems.

2. MODEL OF STRUCTURAL PHASE TRANSITIONS
BROUGHT ABOUT BY THE COOPERATIVE JAHN–TELLER
EFFECT

The simplest model description of structural phase tra
formations in a cooperative JT system was proposed
Kanamori.5 According to Ref. 5, the Hamiltonian of the J
subsystem of a cubic crystal with a structural phase trans
mation of the ferro type can be written in the form

H5(
s

~l^ss
z&1Ve1pVKe2!ss

z , ~1!

for an E term ss
zS 21 0

0 1D ,

for a T term ss
z5S 21 0 0

0 1/2 0

0 0 1/2
D ,

where l is the molecular field parameter,ss
z is the orbital

~pseudospin! operator defined in the space of ground st
functions at sites ~a doublet for anE term or a triplet for a
T term!; V is the interaction constant of the JT ions with t
uniform strain e[eJT5ezz2(exx1eyy)/2; p is the anhar-
monic interaction parameter,V is the volume of the crysta
per orbitally degenerate ion;K is the ‘‘bare’’ elastic modulus
describing the elastic energy of the crystal for a straine
[eJT in the absence of the JT subsystem; the summatio
over all degenerate ions with indicess. The molecular field
parameterl in ~1! is determined by all types of intercente
interactions that depend on the orbital state of the ions ex
for the interaction via the uniform JT deformation@the sec-
ond term in~1!#. Singling out that term can be justified on
in the case of JT ferroelastics, where for given concentrati
of JT ions it is known beforehand that a ferrodistortive pha
forms in the process of ordering at low temperatures. In
luted JT systems with competing interactions the use
Hamiltonian ~1! inevitably leads to physically incorrect re
sults ~see Ref. 3!.

The free energy of the system per JT ion in the abse
of effects of substitution of the JT ions is described by
following expression:

FJT5F02kBT lnS (
i

expH 2
Ei

kBTJ D , ~2!
ms
e
-
c-
g
al,
T
f
t
ts
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ly
-
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e

is

pt

s
e
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f

e
e

F05
1

2
KVe21p1KVe3,

wherekB is Boltzmann’s constant,T is the absolute tempera
ture,Ei is the energy of splitting of the degenerate levels
the cooperative interaction,F0 is the elastic energy of the
crystal due to the straine[eJT , andp1 is the parameter of
the anharmonic interaction with the strains in the crystal
the absence of orbital degeneracy.

For the sake of brevity, unless otherwise stipulated,
shall from now on consider the case of a ground orbital d
blet. Then

FJT5
1

2
KVe21p1KVe3

2kBT lnS 2 cosh
l^sz&1Ve1pVKe2

kBT D . ~3!

The minimum of the free energy~3! is reached at the
equilibrium value of the uniform straineeq, which is deter-
mined by the equation

z5
112pz

113p1z
tanh

z1nz~113p1z!~112pz!211pz2

t
,

n5lKV/V2. ~4!

Here we have introduced the relative strainz5eeq/e0

(e05V/(KV) is the strain atT→0 K) and the dimensionles
temperaturet5kBT/Ve05KVkBT/V2.

In the absence of anharmonicity~for p5p150) this
model for JT ions with a twofold degenerate ground st
describes a second-order structural phase transition. Fp
Þ0 the phase transition occurs by a first-order transform
tion, and the jumps in entropyDS, enthalpyDH, and tetrag-
onal JT deformationDe turn out to be larger for larger ab
solute values of the anharmonicity parameter. Figure 1 sh
how the temperature and entropy of the structural transi
and the order parameterz depend on the value of the anha
monic interaction.

FIG. 1. Dependence of the transition temperaturetD , transition entropy
DSD /kB , and jump of the order parameters(tD)5z(tD)/@112pz(tD)# on
the value of the anharmonicity parameterp.
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A characteristic feature of the model of a cooperative
effect of the ferro type~see Fig. 2! is the presence of a rathe
large existence region of the metastable ‘‘superheated’’
tragonal state withzÞ0 in the temperature region above th
temperatureTD of the structural transition.

In systems with threefold degenerate JT ions an effec
the ferro type occurs as a first-order phase transforma
independently of whether one-center anharmonic interact
proportional to the parametersp and p1 are present in the
system.5

3. QUASIBINARY SYSTEMS WITH SUBSTITUTION
OF JT IONS BY ORBITALLY NONDEGENERATE IONS

The generalization of the Kanamori model to the case
quasibinary systemsAXJT

B12XJT
(XJT is the concentration o

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the free density~a! ~a is the cubic and
b the tetragonal phase! and of the tetragonal JT deformation~b,c!.
T

e-

f
n

ns

f

JT ions in the solution! does not present any difficulties. I
this approximation one can treat multicomponent solid so
tions in which substitution occurs only in the sublattice
the JT ions.

The contribution of the splitting effect of degenera
centers to the free energyF of the solid solution should
obviously be proportional to their concentrationXJT in the
quasibinary system. Here the free energyF includes the con-
figurational contribution, which can be approximated as
ideal solution. As a result, when the JT ions are replaced
orbitally nondegenerate ions we have

F5Ve0f , f 5 f JT1 f id , ~5!

f JT5
z2

2
2XJTt lnS 2 cosh

z1pz2

t D
z5XJT~112pz!tanh

z1pz2

t

f id52t@XJT ln XJT1~12XJT!ln~12XJT!#, ~6!

whereXJT5NA /N, with N being the total number of cation
in the sublattice under consideration (N5NA1NB), NA and
NB are the numbers of Jahn–Teller ions (A) and substituent
ions (B), respectively. For simplicity and to reduce the num
ber of parameters of the theory, the quantitiesn andp1 in ~5!
are assumed equal to zero.

In analyzing the free energyF and its various deriva-
tives, we first solved Eq.~4!, which describes the compos
tion dependence and temperature dependence of the tet
nal JT deformationeeq5ze05zV/(KV). The concentration
dependence of the equilibrium JT deformation and of
free energy of solution calculated with the use of expressi
~5! and~6! for a quasibinary system with a random distrib
tion of mixed ions is shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The free ene
curves clearly display the regions of ‘‘concavity’’ which ar
characteristic of systems that undergo phase separation
the width of these regions increases with decreasing temp
ture.

FIG. 3. Concentration dependence of the JT deformation at a fixed temp
ture t50.5 and different values ofp50.3 ~1!, 0.2 ~2!, and 0.1~3!.
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Region of absolute instability of a solid solution

Expressions~5! and ~6! can be used to calculate th
chemical potentialsmA and mB of the components and th
exchange chemical potentialmex of a quasibinary solid
solution:14

mex5
]F

]XJT
[mA2mB , ~7!

mex

kBT
52 lnS 2 cosh

z1pz2

t D1 lnS XJT

12XJT
D ,

mA5F1~12XJT!mex

mA

kBT
5

z2

2t
2 lnS 2 cosh

z1pz2

t D1 ln XJT .

The spinodal~absolute! instability of the solid solution is
determined by the equation2

]2F

]XJT
2 5

]mex

]XJT
50, → ~8!

t2~112pz!@XJT~112pz!22z2#50.

It is clear that the spinodal curve should lie complete
in the low-symmetry tetragonal phase. Then the formal so
tion of equation~8! can belong to both the regions of th
equilibrium and metastable ‘‘superheated’’ tetragonal sta
The latter solution forXJT→1 tends toward the uppe
boundary of the existence region of the ‘‘superheated’’ lo
symmetry phase of the pure compound. As a result, forXJT

→1 there occurs a crossing of the tetra branch of the s
odal with the curve of the concentration dependence of
temperature of the structural phase transitions of the s
solution. The typical shape of the region of absolute~spin-
odal! instability of a solution is shown in Fig. 5. It is see
that, unlike systems with a second-order structural ph
transition, the apex of the region of spinodal instability of t
solution does not coincide with a critical point of lines
phase decomposition.

Configuration of the two-phase region

The binodals, the boundaries of the phase coexiste
region, are determined by the standard system of equatio

FIG. 4. Concentration dependence of the free energy of mixingf M

5 f (XJT)2XJT
f (1)2(12XJT) f (0) for p50.1 and temperaturest50.4 ~1!, 0.5

~2!, and 0.75~3!.
-

s.

-

n-
e
id

se

ce
—

equality of the chemical potentials of the componen
mA(t,XJT ,z) and mB(t,XJT ,z), in the low- and high-
symmetry crystalline states. To these two equations we m
add Eq.~4! for the tetragonal deformationz of the lattice at
T,TD , so that the total system of equations for calculati
the two branches of the binodal,Xa(t) and Xb(t), take the
form

H mA~ t,Xa,0!5mA~ t,Xb ,zb!,
mB~ t,Xa,0!5mB~ t,Xb ,zb!,
zb5Xb~112pzb!tanh@~zb1pzb

2 !/t#.
~9!

The binodals calculated for systems with different values
the parameterp are shown in Fig. 6. In the case of a secon
order structural phase transition (p50) the phase-separatio
region is dome-shaped, with a tricritical point~1/3,1/3! on
the t2XJT phase diagram. Above the temperaturet51/3 a
complete mixing of the components occurs. ForpÞ0 the

FIG. 5. Boundaries of the region of absolute~spinodal! instability of the
system for a value of the anharmonicity parameterp50.3. The solid curves
show the upper boundary of the existence region of the metastable tet
nal phase and the branch of the spinodal curve corresponding to Eq.~8!. The
dotted curve shows the concentration dependence of the temperature
structural phase transition. The shaded area is the region of absolute
bility of the solid solution.

FIG. 6. Phase diagrams for mixed JT systems. The calculated bino
correspond to different values of the anharmonicity parameterp: 0 ~a!, 0.1
~b!, 0.2 ~c!, 0.3 ~d!. The indicesa and b refer to the cubic and tetragona
phases, respectively.
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diagram takes the typical form for systems with a first-ord
structural phase transition. It is seen that the two-phase
existence region of the cubic and tetragonal phases wid
with increasingupu, while the region of homogeneity of th
tetra phase narrows considerably. We also note the spe
~retrograde! configuration of the boundary of the tetra phas

The model considered here enables one to describe
corresponding fragments of the phase diagrams of multic
ponent systems containing JT ions. Examples of such
grams for oxides of the form Mn32xAxO4 with the spinel
structure are presented in Fig. 7.15

The typical phase diagram of systems containing JT i
with a threefold degenerate ground state is shown in Fig
We consider only the casep15p50, when the region of the
metastable tetragonal state is extremely narrow, and the
tropy of the transition is a quantity of the order ofDS
'0.23kB .

4. QUASIBINARY SYSTEMS WITH SUBSTITUTION OF ONE
KIND OF JT IONS BY ANOTHER

Let us now analyze the behavior of mixed crystalli
systems in which one type of JT ion is replaced by anoth
i.e., by JT ions with different parameters of the Hamiltoni
~1!. For simplicity we restrict discussion to a change of on
one parameter for the new JT ions, viz., the anharmoni
parameter, which we denote byp2 . Then the limiting com-
positions of the JT systems withX50 and X51 differ at
least in respect to the temperatures of the structural ph
transformations. This is seen, in particular, from the Land
expansion for the free energy in the case of comparativ
small values of the anharmonicity parameters:

tD5tD
0 $116@p12pX2~12X!p2#2%, ~10!

FIG. 7. Experimental phase diagrams as functions of the concentratio
the JT ion Mn31 in the octa positions of the solution Mn32xAxO4 ~Ref. 15!:
Mn–Ti–O ~1!, Mn–Al~Cr!–O ~2!, Mn–Co–O ~3!, Mn–Ni–O ~4!, Mn–
Mg–O ~5!. S is the spinel~cubic! phase, H is the Hausmannite phase w
tetragonal Jahn–Teller deformation of the crystal lattice, and H1S is the
two-phase region.
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wheretD
0 51 is the temperature of the second-order structu

phase transition in a system with negligibly small anharm
nicity parameters. The characteristic of the JT deformation
these compositions remains the same only whenp andp2 are
of the same sign. If the signs of the parametersp andp2 in
the JT subsystem are different, then a configurational ani
ropy arises, and, as a consequence, there can be a p
transition of the spin-reorientation type with the onset o
canted phase.6

The free energy and chemical potentials of the ions to
mixed in such systems with a chaotic distribution of ato
are described, in analogy with~7!, by the expressions

mA

kBT
52 lnS cosh

z1pyz2

t D1 ln X,

mB

kBT
52 lnS cosh

z1p2yz2

t D1 ln~12X!,

mex

kBT
52 lnS cosh

z1pyz2

t Y cosh
z1p2yz2

t D1 ln
X

12X
,

F5XmA1~12X!mB , y5cos 3w,

cotw5
2ezz2exx2eyy

)~exx2eyy!
, ~11!

where the quantityy determines the character of the resulta
JT deformation of the crystal. The parametery, unlike the
examples considered earlier, can turn out to be unequa
61. The corresponding equations for determining the eq
librium values of the order parametersz andy have the form

113p1zy2X
113pzy12~pz!2

E~z,y!
tanhS E~z,y!

t D
2~12X!

113p2zy12~p2z!2

e~z,y!
tanhS e~z,y!

t D50,

p12
Xp

E~z,y!
tanhS E~z,y!

t D2
~12X!p2

e~z,y!
tanhS e~z,y!

t D50,

of

FIG. 8. Theoretical phase diagram for systems containing JT ions wi
three-fold degenerate ground state. The dotted line is a line of phase tr
tions in a single-phase system with randomly distributed ions;a andb are
the cubic and tetragonal phases, respectively.
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E~z,y!5zA112pyz1~pz!2,

e~z,y!5zA112p2yz1~p2z!2. ~12!

The boundaries of the phase states are determined b
standard equilibrium conditions—equality of the chemic
potentials of the atoms in the coexisting phases.

Immiscibility in the absence of competing interactions

Of course, the simplest form of the immiscibility pha
diagrams obtains in the case of identical types of deform
tions at the JT ions being mixed together. A typical pha
diagram is shown in Fig. 9. We see that the two-phase reg
has a cigar-shaped form in the high-temperature region of
diagram and a dome-shaped form in the low-temperature
gion. Here the region of the low-temperature spinodal ins
bility can be described to good approximation by the expr
sion

ts54X~12X!~p2p2!2@122~Xp1~12X!p2!#23.
~13!

The apex of the spinodal and dome of phase decom
sition in the low-temperature region coincide~at the critical
point tc , Xc).

Another form of phase diagram, different from Fig.
obtains when the critical temperature of the limiting comp
sitions withX50 andX51 are very different~by an order of
magnitude or more!. In that case, with decreasing transitio
temperature of one of the components of the ‘‘cigar’’ initial
becomes wider and then it crosses with the rising dome
the asymptotic limit tD(0)/tD(1)→0 this diagram corre-
sponds to the case of the dilution of a JT system by non
generate ions~see Fig. 6!.

FIG. 9. Phase diagram of a quasibinary JT system in the absence of
peting anisotropy (p50.3, p250.5, p150). The dashed line in the uppe
part of the diagram is a line of structural phase transitions in a system
a random distribution of two types of JT ions. The dot-and-dash line in
lower part of the diagram shows the curve of absolute—spinoda
instability of the system.
the
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Immiscibility in systems with competing interactions

A characteristic feature of mixed JT systems with co
peting anharmonic interactions is the formation of a s
called intermediate or canted phase.6,7 It is of interest to elu-
cidate how such states transform under conditions w
phase decomposition can occur. Let us consider for simp
ity a solution with two types of JT ions, differing only in th
sign of the anharmonicity parameters:p252p. In such a

FIG. 10. Phase diagrams of a quasibinary JT system with competing an
ropy: p50.25 ~a!, 0.3 ~b!, 0.35 ~c!. The solid curves are phase boundarie
The dashed curve in the upper part of the diagram shows a line of struc
phase transitions in a system with a random distribution of two types o
ions. The dot-and-dash line in the lower part of the diagram is the boun
of the canted phase. Numbers 1 and 2 denote points of three-phase eq
rium.
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system with a random distribution of JT ions the line
first-order structural phase transformations has a parab
shape, and the vertex of the parabola (tc51,Xc51/2) is the
critical point, where a second-order structural phase tra
tion occurs. Here, at temperatures in the region below
critical temperaturet<tc51, i.e., in the ferrodistortive
phase, there occur~second-order! phase transitions of the
spin-reorientation type from states withy521 ~at X,1/2)
or y51 ~for X.1/2) to an intermediate~in the respect to the
type of distortion! phase withuyuÞ1.

Typical phase diagrams for these systems are show
Fig. 10. It is seen how the topology of the phase states a
in particular, the shape of the immiscibility regions are
tered as the anharmonicity parameterp is varied. The single-
phase regions of orbital ordering on the left-hand side of
diagrams correspond to valuesy521 and those on the right
to y51. The cigar-shaped two-phase regions in the up
parts of the diagrams represent equilibria of the para–fe
type ~cubic and tetragonal phases of a ferroelastic!. In the
lower part of the diagram the two-phase regions are ass
ated mainly~‘‘a’’ and ‘‘c’’ completely, and ‘‘b’’ partially !
with the equilibrium between ferrodistortive states with d
ferent types of tetragonal distortion, i.e.,y521 andy51.

It is interesting to note that the canted phase of a s
solution with a random distribution of JT ions always li
inside the region of the two-phase state of the system, wh
phases with angular parametersy51 andy521 coexist. In
other words, in the equilibrium state the decomposition
the solution is preferable to the formation of a canted pha
It is expected that in systems where, because of kinetic li
tations the equilibrium state is not realized, the tendency
ward decomposition should be manifested in the format
of complexes with a higher concentration of one or the ot
of the constituents of the mixture in the corresponding c
centration intervals.

The segment of the phase diagram withp50.3 ~Fig.
10b! illustrates the specifics of the transition of the topolo
of the phase diagram from one type to another: from az
tropic to eutectic. It is seen that in a comparatively narr
temperature interval neartc51 there are new two-phase an
three-phase equilibria of the ferro–ferro and para–fer
ferro types in each half of the phase diagram (X>1/2 and
X<1/2). Accordingly, additional points of three-phase eq
libria are manifested both above and belowtc51. These fea-
tures of the phase diagrams can be understood from the
centration dependences of the exchange chemical pote
and free energy of a solid solution with a random distribut
of ions ~Figs. 11 and 12!.

Near the critical point (X51/2, t51) one can expand
the thermodynamic potential in a series in the order par
eters and find the character of the critical temperature de
dence of the difference of the concentrations in the coex
ing phases. Thus for the lines of equilibrium of the cub
Xb(t) and tetragonalXa(t) phases at temperaturest.tc51
we have the following temperature dependence of the c
centration differenced(t)5Xa(t)2Xb(t) ~the order param-
eter for the decomposition phase transitions!:

d~ t !>33/2221/2p~ t21!3/2. ~14!

Analogous temperature dependence of the concentra
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difference in the coexisting phases,;(12t)3/2, is also ob-
served for the equilibrium of two low-temperature phas
(t,tc) with different signs of the tetragonal deformation
Thus the character of the critical behavior of the order
rameterd(t) near the point (X51/2, t51) differs substan-
tially from the conventional linear temperature dependen
of the order parameter for decomposition phase transiti
near critical temperatures~temperatures of structural phas
transformations of systems withX50 andX51).2

5. CONCLUSION

The analysis in this paper has shown that the phen
enon of limited solubility is a characteristic property of d
generate systems, and the JT model of cooperative in
center interactions enables one to describe a wide clas
immiscibility phase diagrams. We have established that
topological features of the decomposition phase diagram
JT and other similar crystalline systems are determined
anisotropic, anharmonic interactions. It is clear that the
troduction of asymmetry in the framework of the model
JT systems with competing anisotropy permits description
all the basic types of immiscibility phase diagrams for qu

FIG. 11. Concentration dependence of the exchange potential at a tem
ture t51.0175. The dotted line shows the Maxwell construction for t
boundaries of the phase decomposition region.

FIG. 12. Concentration dependence of the free energy of a solid solutio
temperaturest50.9, 0.91, and 0.92;y51 for X.1/2 andy521 for X
,1/2.
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sibinary systems. We have also shown that the so-ca
canted phases in systems with competing anisotropy can
respond only to a metastable state of the solution, since
decomposition into phases with opposite types of domin
anisotropy is thermodynamically favorable. We have d
scribed the possible types of two- and three-phase state
the solution, involving para and ferro phases of differi
concentration. Thus the model developed can become a b
for calculating the phase equilibria in complex systems c
taining 3d ions with different electronic structure, charg
and character of the distribution over nonequivalent po
tions.

The presence of degenerate or pseudodegenerate
can lead to limited-solubility effects even in systems w
topological disorder. However, in them the mechanism
sponsible for the splitting of the degenerate 3d states is ra-
dially different from that considered previously for crysta
with the cooperative effect. For example, in the case of
lutions with different types of 3d ions in an anionic environ-
ment it is due to the random~and fluctuating in time! devia-
tion of the configuration of the nearest-neighbor an
environment of the 3d ion from the high-symmetry configu
ration. As a result, the stabilization of the electronic sta
and the character of the phase diagram should be determ
by the random fields and the concentration dependenc
their dispersion. Nevertheless, for both types of solutio
~crystalline with the cooperative JT effect and molten! the
presence of degenerate states can stimulate phase deco
sition.

The authors are grateful to K. Yu. Shunyaev and Yu.
Golikov for interest in this study and helpful discussions.
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Possibility of formation and reversible rearrangement of equilibrium domain structure in
antiferromagnets
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It is shown that the magnetoelastic interaction can play a substantial role in the formation of the
equilibrium domain structure in antiferromagnets having two or more equivalent easy
directions of the axis of magnetic anisotropy. It is demonstrated with the use of the methods of
nonlinear theory of elasticity in the framework of a phenomenological model that the
surface of the crystal can and does serve as a source of fictitious ‘‘elastic charges’’ of
incompatibility, which have consequences analogous to those of the magnetostatic charges that
arise on the surface of ferromagnetic crystals and lead to the formation of domains. Here
the surface of the crystal is treated as a special phase with its own magnetic, elastic, and
magnetoelastic properties. The field of the ‘‘elastic charges’’ is long-ranged, and,
accordingly, its contribution to the stray~‘‘detwinning’’ ! energy, which plays the main role in the
formation of the equilibrium domain structure, is proportional to the volume of the sample
rather than its surface area. The formation of the domain structure is nothing more than the
restoration of the initial global symmetry of the crystal in those cases when the phase
transformation that breaks this symmetry is described by an order parameter which is conjugate
to the shear strain. The conditions for the absence of ‘‘elastic charges’’ inside the sample
impose certain restrictions on the morphology of the magnetoelastic domain structure in
antiferromagnets. It is shown how the character of the equilibrium state of the crystal is
influenced by disclinations arising at places where three or more domains come together. ©2002
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1511706#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The problem of the origin and description of the doma
structure in antiferromagnetic~AFM! crystals has a long his
tory ~starting with the work of Ne´el1! and has been discusse
repeatedly in the literature~see, e.g., Refs. 2–5!. This prob-
lem is intimately related to the problem of the origin of d
main walls in materials in which the phase transitions
accompanied by the onset of spontaneous shear strains
tensor of which has the same symmetry as the primary o
parameter~the so-called ferroelastic or thermoelastic tran
tions!. Ordinarily at such a transition the spontaneous stra
appear simultaneously with the reorganization of the e
tronic structure of the material~as, e.g., in martensitic phas
transformations! or with the onset of a vector/tensor ord
parameter of a magnetic, polarization, or other nature.

In the case when there are several crystallographic
equivalent directions for the vector that is the primary ord
parameter, so that the strain tensor is also degenerate
domain structure is in a state of thermodynamic equilibri
and changes reversibly under the influence of an exte
magnetic field and/or mechanical stresses. External fields
also bring the sample completely into a single-domain st
6211063-777X/2002/28(8–9)/9/$22.00
e
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-
s
-
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r
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but the domain structure will nevertheless be restored a
the field is removed.

The nature of the equilibrium domain structure in ferr
and ferrimagnets with opposite directions of the magneti
tion vectors in adjacent domains, has been studied for a l
time and in detail~see, e.g., Ref. 6!; its formation is attrib-
uted to the finite size of the sample and to demagnetiz
effects due to the formation of fictitious magnetic charges
the surface of the sample~or at an interface of two media
with different magnetic properties!. However, for magnetic
media that do not have an uncompensated magnetic mom
~e.g., AFMs! or materials with vanishingly small spontan
ous magnetizations~weak ferromagnets! the origin of the
experimentally observed7–10 equilibrium domain structure
essentially remains an open question.

In Refs. 11 and 12 we proposed a possible mechan
for the formation of the equilibrium domain structure, bas
on surface effects: it was proposed that the change in
shape of the sample due to the onset and rearrangeme
the domain structure leads to a lowering of the surface
ergy. Despite the extremely good qualitative and quantita
agreement with the experimental results from measurem
of the magnetostriction of the easy-plane AFM CoCl2 in an
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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external magnetic field,7 the region of applicability of this
model is limited to crystals of sufficiently small size or
samples with a well-developed surface~such as films!, for
which surface effects can play a substantial role.

In this paper we attempt to generalize the results
tained previously11,12 and to show that the formation of
thermodynamically equilibrium domain structure in th
course of a thermoelastic~ferroelastic! phase transition can
be explained by the influence of a rather rigid~slightly de-
formable! surface of the crystal and, what is particularly im
portant, that the corresponding contribution to the energy
the sample depends on its volume and not on the sur
area, and for this reason the domain formation is indepen
of the size of the crystal.

It is a great honor for us to dedicate this article
the outstanding Ukrainian experimental physicist Prof. V.
Eremenko, whose contributions to the physics of low te
peratures, magnetic phenomena, and magnetooptics an
particular, to the development of methods of visualizing
domain structure in magnetic media~see, e.g., Refs. 3, 13
and 14! are widely known and universally acknowledged.

2. MODEL

Consider a sample having a volumeV and bounded by a
surface of areaS. We assume that at a temperature above
temperature of the magnetic phase transition the samp
unstressed and unstrained. Below the critical temperature
crystal lattice becomes unstable with respect to the onse
spontaneous strains induced by fluctuations of the prim
order parameter~the magnetization, polarization, etc.!. The
spontaneous strains, as in the case of martensitic phase t
formations and transitions to an AFM state, may also be
to nonlinear elastic effects. We emphasize that in both ca
there are no demagnetizing effects.

In an unbounded sample the spatial distribution of
spontaneous strain tensorû(r ), wherer is the radius vector
of a given point, is described by an equation obtained fr
the condition that the elastic~and magnetoelastic! energy
f elas(û) of the crystal be minimum with respect to the va
able û:

] f elas~ û!

]û~r !
50. ~1!

Equation~1! is equivalent to the condition that there b
no internal forces: divŝ(r )50, whereŝ is the stress tensor
Furthermore, in the analysis of the equilibrium elastic st
in terms of the strain tensor it is necessary to consider
additional condition—the compatibility of the strains in th
absence of internal defects.1! In the approximation of the
linear theory of elasticity the condition of compatibility ca
formally be written as the condition that a certain tens
vanish~see, e.g., Ref. 15!:

h~r ![2curl~curl û~r !!T50,

h i l 52ei jkelmp¹j¹mukp , ~2!

where ei jk is the Levi-Civita symbol, and the operationT
corresponds to transposition. In a homogeneous unboun
crystal the elastic energy densityf elas(û) is independent of
-

f
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.
-
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the spatial derivatives of the strain tensor, and as a resul
equilibrium strains are also uniform, and condition~2! is
trivially satisfied.

The situation changes radically in the presence of a s
face, which is specified in parametric form by the equat
r5rS . The surface of the crystal has special elastic, m
netic, and magnetoelastic properties different from those
the bulk, and it can be treated as a separate phase.2! By virtue
of the inhomogeneity that arises in this way, the unifo
strains given by Eq.~1! inevitably lead to additional stresse
in the crystal. The contribution of the corresponding, pur
surface energy to the total energy of the crystal is descri
by term of the type16

Fsurf5E dSFaS1b̂SûS~rS!1
1

2
ûS~rS!c9SûS~rS!G , ~3!

whereaS andb̂S are coefficients of surface tension,c9S is the
tensor of the surface elastic constants, andû(rS) is the sur-
face strain tensor. We note that the first two terms in expr
sion ~3! are responsible for the establishment of the equi
rium shape of the sample~corresponding to the minimum
surface energy at a fixed volume!, and the last term can b
important in the analysis of phase transitions accompan
by the onset of spontaneous strains.

Below we shall assume that the properties of the surf
of the sample are specified by the preparation process
that the surface itself is rather inert in the sense that it d
not relax when external fields are applied and varied. In t
model one can eliminate the influence of the surface tens
~3!, since we are actually assuming that the energy bar
determining the change of the equilibrium shape of the cr
tal in the presence of spontaneous strains is quite high
comparison with the change of the thermodynamic poten
at the phase transition, and the corresponding relaxation
is rather long compared with the characteristic time for re
rangement of the crystal structure. This approximation is j
tified for transitions to an AFM state by virtue of the sma
ness of the magnetic energy and the derivatives of
spontaneous strains~the maximum value of the spontaneo
strain at a magnetic phase transition is not more th
'1023), and also for a series of thermoelastic martens
transformations occurring at rates close to the sound velo

Near the surface the spontaneous strains arising in
course of the thermoelastic phase transition can be writte
a sum of three terms:

û~r !5
1

3
1̂Tr û1ûshear1@~nSû! ^ nS1nS^ ~ ûnS!

2nS^ nS~nSûnS!#, ~4!

where1̂ is the unit matrix,nS is the normal to the surface o
the crystal at the given point, and the symbol^ denotes the
direct tensor product of vectors. The first term in~4! de-
scribes a relative change in volume which preserves
shape of the sample~isomorphous striction!. The three terms
in square brackets form the components of the strain ten
corresponding to displacements along the vector norma
the surface,nS , and the second term, which is made up
such a way that its trace is zero, corresponds to the s
~with respect toS) strains. The first term is important fo
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describing magnetic phase transitions~it can influence the
positions of the transition point! but can be dropped in a
treatment of thermoelastic phase transitions, since it is
associated with a change of symmetry of the crystal a
hence, cannot affect the processes of establishment and
rangement of the domain structure of a magnetoela
and/or purely elastic origin. For this same reason we can
neglect the last term in~4!. Thus, in what follows we shal
consider only the shear part of the strain tensor,3! ûshear, and
define the strained state relative to the state with isom
phous striction, which can be taken into account rather tr
ally.

For the simplest assumption, that of an absolutely ri
surface which does not deform at the phase transition,
for c9S5`, the boundary conditions at the surface of t
sample reduce to the conditions of the absence of stress

H ] f elas~ û!

]û J
rPS

nS~rS!50, ~5!

and the absence of strain,

nS~rS!3û~rS!3nS~rS!50,

ei jkelmpujm~rS!nS
k~rS!nS

p~rS!50, ~6!

which are easily obtained from the definition of the tange
tial component of the strain tensor. The vectornS(rS) defines
the normal to the surface of the sample at the given poin

Consequently, the problem of establishing the spa
distribution of strains in a sample of specified shape upon
transition through the critical point can be stated as follow
the equilibrium strain fieldû(r ) must satisfy Eqs.~1! and~2!
in the bulk of the sample (r PV \S) and Eqs.~5! and ~6! on
its surface (r5rSPS).

At a thermoelastic phase transition or a transition to
AFM state, spontaneous strains inevitably arise in the c
tal, breaking its local symmetry. Here the appearance of
form strains in a sample of arbitrary shape leads to a vio
tion of condition~6!, at least at some points of the surfac
The only exception is for a sample of a special shape
very thin disk or slab cut in such a way that the surface of
slab coincides with the plane of the uniform shear.4!

3. STRAY ENERGY

To elucidate the character of the distribution of the no
uniform strains~e.g., magnetoelastic domains in an AFM! we
use an analogy with the well-known problem of the form
tion of domains in a ferromagnet. We assume that the e
librium ~and, generally speaking, nonuniform! shear strain of
the crystal, which satisfies condition~6!, consists of two
parts:

ûshear~r !5ûms~r !1ûch~r !. ~7!

The term ûms(r ) corresponds to the spontaneous stra
which is due to the transition to a magnetically ordered st
and is determined from the condition of minimum free e
ergy ~1!. The termûch(r ) gives additional strains created b
‘‘elastic charges’’ generated by the incompatibility at the s
face of the crystal:

êelas~r !52nS3ûms~rS!3nSd8@nS~r2rS!#, ~8!
ot
d,
ar-
ic
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whered8 is the derivative of the Dirac delta function wit
respect to its argument. The functionûch(r ) is a solution of
the equation~the details may be found in Teodosiu’s book15!

rot~rot ûch~r !!T5êelas~r !. ~9!

The particular solution of Eq.~9! has the form

ûch~r !5
1

4p E
V
dr1

êelas~r1!21̂Tr êelas~r1!

ur2r1u

5
1

4p E
S
dS

~n,r2rS!

ur2rSu3 Û~rS!5
1

4p E dV rÛ~rS!,

~10!

where dV r is the element of solid angle under which th
surface pointrS is viewed from the given pointr inside the
crystal. The quantity

Û~rS![ûms~r !1nS^ nS Tr ûms~r !2nS^ ~ums8 ~r !nS!

2~ ûms~r !nS! ^ nS

introduced in Eq.~10! can be interpreted as a ‘‘charge’’ den
sity on the surface of the crystal which creates an additio
stress field that leads to twinning@by analogy with ferromag-
nets, in which the magnetic charges create a stray~‘‘demag-
netizing’’! field, these stresses may be called stray~‘‘detwin-
ning’’ ! stresses#:

ŝ~r !5c9 ûch~r !, ~11!

wherec9 is the tensor of elastic constants. The distribution
the equilibrium strains in the presence of an undeforma
surface can be found from the equation

] f elas~r !

]û~r !
5c9 ûch~r !, ~12!

which is obtained by combining Eqs.~1! and~11!. It is easy
to see that Eq.~12! can also be obtained by variation of
free-energy functional with respect to strain tensor com
nents under the condition of compatibility of the strains~2!
in the bulk of the sample:5!

F5E
V
dr f elas~r !2Fstray, ~13!

where we have introduced the stray energy

Fstray5
1

4p E
V
drE

S
dS

~n,r2rS!

u~r2rS!u3
û~r !c9 Û~rS!, ~14!

which we did not consider in Refs. 11 and 12.
The approach developed above allows one to solve

complex problem of the equilibrium domain structure in
nonlinear medium in the presence of an external magn
field in terms of the strain tensor, which, unlike the displac
ment vector, is an observable quantity and has a symm
related to the symmetry of the primary order parameter of
phase transition.

Continuing the analogy with the problem of the doma
structure of a ferromagnet, we call attention to certain f
tures of the internal twinning fields in thermoelastic crysta
First of all, it follows from formulas~10! and ~11! that the
‘‘elastic charges’’ due to the incompatibility of the strains o
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the surface create additional strainsûch and the macroscopic
stresses corresponding to them, the value of which will
pend substantially on the shape of the sample. The st
field created by these charges, like the Coulomb field
long-ranged, and therefore its contribution to the energy
proportional to the crystal volumeV. Thus the domain-
formation effect under consideration is not a surface eff
and does not depend on the dimensions of the sample.

Contrary to the case of ferromagnets, for which the fi
titious magnetic charges on the surface are scalar quant
the ‘‘elastic charges’’~including those in an AFM! have a
tensor character@see, e.g., Eq.~8!#, which substantially com-
plicates the problem. However, when the sample is in
form of a thin slab, the twinning stresses inside the crys
are uniform, and the problem can be solved completely. T
is the case that we shall consider below. The additio
~magneto!elastic strain field~10! has another remarkabl
property: it is scale invariant. In other words, the distributi
of the strains inside the sample depends only on the ang
which the part of the surface containing the ‘‘elastic charg
is viewed from a given point of the crystal. Consequen
any transformation that preserves the shape of the sam
will not be reflected in the distribution of the addition
strains.

From what we have said above, we can draw a rat
general conclusion. In the case of phase transitions bro
about by a change in temperature, the macroscopic symm
of the crystal as a whole does not change. While on
microscopic level the transition takes place with a sponta
ous breaking of symmetry, and the microscopic order par
eter ~e.g., the antiferromagnetic vector in an AFM! is
symmetry-conjugate to the shear components of the st
tensor, the locally broken symmetry is restored on aver
through the formation of a domain structure of elastic orig

4. EQUILIBRIUM DOMAIN STRUCTURE

As we see from expressions~13! and ~14!, below the
temperature of the magnetic phase transition the shape o
sample is substantially influenced by the distribution of eq
librium strains. Let us consider this effect in more detail f
the simple example of when the sample is in the form o
thin slab and the corresponding twinning stresses are
form.

Let the orientation of the surface of the sample be sp
fied by the vector normalnS , the coordinates of which ar
defined in relation to the crystalline axes in the hig
symmetry~paramagnetic! phase. The transverse dimensio
L in the plane of the slab will be assumed to be substanti
larger than its thicknessd. Then the main contribution to th
stray energy~14! is from the magnetostriction averaged ov
the volume of the crystal:

^ûms&5
1

V E
V
dVûms~r !. ~15!

Substituting~15! into ~10! and ~11!, we obtain a simple ex-
pression for the stresses created by the ‘‘charges’’:

ŝmacro5c9 ^Û~rS!&. ~16!
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in final form the stray energy is obtained from Eqs.~14! and
~16!

f stray5L2d$^ûms&c9 ^ûms&1nS^ nSTr^ûms&

2nS^ ~^ûms&nS!2~^ûms&nS! ^ nS%. ~17!

If we restrict discussion to shear strains only, i.e.,ûms

5ûshear, as was done above@see Eqs.~4! and ~7!#, then the
stray energy takes the form

Fstray5L2d^ûms&c9 ^ûms&>0, ~18!

which explicitly implies the positive definiteness of this e
ergy for shear strains of any type. As in the case of fer
magnets, in the absence of external field~for a sample whose
shape in the paramagnetic phase does not lower the cr
symmetry! the stray energyFstray can be minimized only by
having the average shear strains vanish. We note that exp
sion ~18! agrees with formula~2! of our previous paper,11

which was derived exclusively on the basis of phenome
logical considerations.

The value ofFstray ~18! depends in an obvious way o
the shape of the sample, in this case on the orientation of
surface of the slab with respect to the crystallographic ax
In particular, if the normalnS to the surface of the sample i
directed along a principal axisCn of the crystal (n53, 4, or
6!, then the macroscopic symmetry of the sample will co
cide with the symmetry point group of the crystal and sho
not change at the phase transition. This means that for su
geometry all types of domains should be represented in e
measure.

The calculations done above show convincingly that
onset of uniform spontaneous shear strains in a sampl
finite size should lead to a substantial increase in the ene
of the crystal as a whole, and therefore is energetically
favorable. There is a close analogy between the onse
long-range elastic fields in materials undergoing a ph
transition with spontaneous strains and the dipole fields
ferromagnets~the analogy between the equations for t
electromagnetic fields in matter and the equations of
theory of elasticity was noted by de Wit more than 40 ye
ago17!. The case of a weak ferromagnet requires spe
treatment, since in such a material the domain structure
be formed on account of both the weak~of the order of the
small magnetization! dipolar and the long-range magnet
elastic interactions. Investigation of the competing contrib
tions is beyond the scope of this paper.

Another important question arising in the analysis of e
pression~17! is basically whether it is in fact energeticall
favorable for the domain~twin! structure to be established a
a magneto- or thermoelastic phase transition. The poin
that a nonuniform strain distribution inevitably involves a
increase in the energy of the domain walls~even if the do-
main boundaries are coherent!. To compare the energy ad
vantage of ‘‘detwinning’’~18! to the energy cost due to th
domain-wall contribution, let us follow the procedure used
the case of ferromagnets~see, e.g., Ref. 18!. We consider a
regular domain structure consisting of alternating domains
two types, which are characterized by strain tensorsû1 and
û2 . We assume that the perioddDS of the domain structure is
much smaller than the thickness of the slab,dDS!d, that the
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domains are coherently joined, and there are no ‘‘closin
domains~i.e., near the surface the strain inside a domain
the same as in the bulk!.

Standard manipulations based on expressions~13! and
~14! show that the contribution from the ‘‘elastic charges’’
the free energy is given by6!

Fch5L2dDSj1j2~ û12û2!c9 ~ û12û2!cosq, ~19!

whereq is the angle between the plane of the surface of
slab and the boundary between domains, andj15(12j2) is
the volume fraction of domains of the first type.

The contribution of the domain walls to the total ener
is given by the expression

FDW5L2sDW

d

dDS
, ~20!

wheresDW is the surface energy per unit area of one dom
wall.

The total energyF5Fch1FDW is minimum with respect
to the period of the domain structure when

dDS
opt5

AsDWd

Aj1j2~ û12û2!c9 ~ û12û2!cosq
}AsDWd

f elas
. ~21!

The quantity in the denominator of the first fraction in e
pression~21! is essentially the energy density of the ‘‘elas
charges’’~cf. formula~19!!, which, in turn, is proportional to
the elastic energy densityf elas5ûc9 û/2.

The energy associated with the appearance of a dom
structure with the optimum period~21! will be

F52L2Aj1j2~ û12û2!c9 ~ û12û2!cosqsDWd

}L2d felasAa

d
. ~22!

Here we have adopted the following estimate for the surf
energy of a domain wall:sDW} f elasa, wherea is the thick-
ness of the transition layer.

Thus the contribution due to nonuniform strains and
short-wavelength distribution of ‘‘charges’’ is proportional
the ratiodDS /d}Aa/d!1 and is therefore much less tha
the stray energy~17!, which for a uniform strain, as we hav
said, is proportional to the volume of the crystal and to
elastic energy of the spontaneous strains. This means tha
sufficiently large samples the formation of the domain str
ture in magneto- and thermoelastic crystals lowers the en
of the crystal by an extremely significant amount.7!

5. DOMAIN STRUCTURE IN AN ANTIFERROMAGNET
WITH ANISOTROPY OF THE EASY-PLANE TYPE

Let us now illustrate the role of the stray energy for t
simple example of a two-sublattice AFM in the form of
thin slab whose surface is perpendicular to a principal axi
the crystal and coincides with the easy plane for the m
netic vectors~spins!. Good examples of such a system a
single crystals of CoCl2 ~symmetry groupD3d) or of the
underdoped compound YBa2Cu3O61x with x<0.3 ~symme-
try groupD4h). For these crystals the stray energy~17! takes
the form
’’
is

e

n

in

e

e

e
for
-
gy

f
-

Fstray5L2dF1

2
c11~^uxx&

21^uyy&
2!1c12̂ uxx&^uyy&

12c66̂ uxy&
2G , ~23!

where theZ axis is chosen along the principal symmetry ax
Cn ~and perpendicular to the plane of the slab!. The free
energy of the crystal in an external magnetic fieldH ~the
weak demagnetizing effect due to the small field-induc
magnetic moment is neglected! can be written in genera
form as

F5L2d(
k

jkFEan1
M0

2HE
~H"lk!

2

1M0
2ûkl9 melk^ lk1

1

2
ûkc9 ûkG1Fstray. ~24!

Expression~24! contains the magnetic anisotropy ener
densityEan and the magnetoelastic energy, determined by
fourth-rank tensor of coefficientsl9 me, and we have intro-
duced the following notation:M0 is the saturation magneti
zation, 2HE is the spin-flip field of exchange origin,lk andûk

is the antiferromagnetic vector and the spontaneous ma
tostriction tensor in thekth domain (k51, 2, 3 for CoCl2 and
k51,2 for YBa2Cu3O61x), jk is the volume fraction of the
kth domain, and the angle brackets denote averaging ove
volume of the crystal:̂ û&5(kjkûk ~recall that(kjk51).

Minimizing expression~24! with respect to the compo
nents of the AFM vector, the strain tensor, and the dom
fraction jk , we find that as a result of a redistribution of th
domains, the effective magnetic field inside the sample
equal to zero up until the external field reaches a criti
value equal to

uHu5HMD[leffM0AHEM0

ceff
, ~25!

whereleff andCeff are certain combinations of magnetoela
tic and elastic constants which depend on the symmetry
the particular crystal. The quantityHMD can be interpreted a
the field at which the sample is brought to a single-dom
state ~the ‘‘monodomainization field’’!;11,12,20 this field is
well measured in experiment~see, e.g., Refs. 9, 10, and 21!.

In fields less thanHMD the shear strain

^ushear&5
leffM0

2

Ceff
H H

HMD
J 2

5u0H H

HMD
J 2

~26!

is a quadratic function of the magnitude of the external m
netic field, expressed in units ofHMD . ~In Eq. ~26! u0 is the
value of the spontaneous shear strain.!

Thus in the framework of the adopted model the lo
field dependence of any macroscopic characteristic tha
determined by the fraction of elastic domains should sat
the law of corresponding states, i.e., forH,HMD it should
have a universal character as a function of the reduced c
dinateH/HMD . We have studied universality8! of this type
for the example of the field dependence of the magnetos
tion in the underdoped compound YBa2Cu3O6.3 in Ref. 20.

We note that in our description it was implicitly assum
that the magnetic characteristics of the surface~e.g., the ori-
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entation and value of the sublattice magnetizations! do not
change when an external magnetic field is applied. A cha
of the properties of the surface in the course of the rearran
ment of the domain structure under the influence of the fie
and also the presence of defects pinning the domain w
can lead to partial irreversibility and hysteresis in the dep
dence of the macroscopic characteristics of a crystal on
external magnetic field. A detailed analysis of this topic
beyond the scope of this paper.

6. MORPHOLOGY OF THE DOMAIN STRUCTURE

Finally, let us discuss the particulars of the microstru
ture of an AFM in the presence of domains of an elas
nature and what brings it about. Direct observatio
show21–23that the morphology and mutual positioning of th
domains in many AFMs are very similar to the morpholo
of twins and twin variants in martensites. As a rule, the d
mains are plane-parallel slabs of approximately equal~or
comparable! thickness, which adjoin one another along
boundary parallel to crystallographic planes of symme
When an external magnetic field is applied, the domain w
are displaced parallel to the initial plane while maintaini
the plane-parallel structure of all the domains. In cryst
having more than two easy AFM directions22 one sometimes
observes a herringbone or parquet structure in which th
exist several systems of ‘‘twins,’’ corresponding to differe
pairs of magnetoelastic domains. These systems, in turn
also found in a twin relationship, and the boundaries betw
them are in large measure planar, but their thickness is of
order of the thickness of the individual domains.~We stress
that, unlike martensites, in which the domains can hav
wedge-shaped or acicular form, and the martensitic ph
can exist as a lenticular inclusion in an austenitic matrix,
an AFM only plane-parallel systems of domains have b
observed.!

For interpretation of the observed morphology of the d
main structure, let us turn to a model of ‘‘elastic charge
arising at internal interfaces. Generally speaking, the pr
lem of the distribution of the magnetization~AFM vector!
inside a domain wall with the magnetoelastic strains ta
into account is quite complicated, since, in particular, it
quires solving a system of partial differential equations
the three components of the displacement vector, which c
not be reduced to a single equation because of the isotro
ity and long-ranged nature of the elastic forces. Howev
following the technique proposed in Ref. 24, we shall
sume that the boundaries between domains are sufficie
narrow that in the analysis of the domain structure of
sample one does not have to worry about the details of
distribution of the AFM vector inside the domain wall. I
this case for analysis of the optimum orientation of the d
main wall ~assuming that it is planar or, at least, a relative
smooth surface with a large radius of curvature! it is suffi-
cient to use equations~7!–~10! in which the normalnS

should be understood to be the normaln12 to the boundary
between domains 1 and 2, and in place ofûms in formula ~9!
we should take the difference of the spontaneous strain
the adjacent domains:

êelas52n123~ û12û2!3n12d8@n12~r2r12!#. ~27!
e
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As we see from Eq.~27!, ‘‘elastic charges’’ do not arise
(êelas(r )50) if the tangential~with respect to the boundary!
components of the strain tensor in adjacent domains
equal; in that case the strains in adjacent domains are c
patible and do not create additional long-range stresses.9! In
the theory of elasticity, walls of this type are called Ny
walls ~see Ref. 25!. They are reminiscent of the Bloch wall
observed in a ferromagnet in the sense that the latter an
gously do not contain magnetic charges creating a long-ra
fields. If the fields did not compensate each other, the inco
patible strains at the wall would create uncompensated ‘‘e
tic charges’’ which, according to formula~10!, would give
rise to a long-range strain field giving a nonnegative con
bution ~10! to the energy of the crystal and would thus i
crease the surface energysDW of a domain wall. Continuing
the analogy with magnetism, we could call such bounda
Néel walls. It is clear that from an energy standpoint t
formation of walls of the Nye type is preferable, and sin
the conditions of compatibility hold only for certain symme
ric directions ofn12, these walls should be planar, as h
been observed experimentally.21–23

Another example we might consider is the domain w
in the CoCl2 . As we have said above, in the paramagne
phase the symmetry group of the crystal isD3d , and the
magnetic structure in the uniform state in fields much le
than the exchange fields is uniquely described by the angf
between the AFM vector and the twofold axis~the X axis!
lying in the basal plane~it is assumed that the magnetic fie
H is perpendicular to the principal axisC3 of the crystal!.11

The spontaneous strains,ûms(r ), which are determined from
the condition that the free energy~1! be minimum, have the
following form:

uxx
ms2uyy

ms52L1 cos 2f, 2uxy
ms52L1 sin 2f,

uxz
ms5L2 sin 2f, uyz

ms5L2 cos 2f,

uxx
ms1uyy

ms52M0
2 2c13l312c33~l111l12!

~c111c12!c332c13
2 ,

uzz
ms52M0

2 c13~l111l12!2~c111c12!l31

~c111c12!c332c13
2 ,

L154M0
2 c44l6612c14l41

c66c442c14
2 ,

L252M0
2 c14l6612c66l41

c66c442c14
2 , ~28!

where the components of the fourth-rank tensorl̂me intro-
duced in~24! are written in the Voigt indices, the first inde
being associated with the elastic variables and the sec
with the magnetic variables. As we see from expressi
~28!, only the shear components of the strain tensor dep
on the orientation of the AFM vector, in accordance w
what we have said above.

In the absence of magnetic field~external or effective
internal! the equilibrium magnetic configuration correspon
to three different equivalent values off: 0 ~domain of type
1! and62p/3 ~domains of types 2 and 3!, corresponding to
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an orientation of the AFM vector along one of the thr
twofold axis. At the boundary separating domains 2 and 3
componentsuxy

ms anduxz
ms have jumps:

Duxy
ms[uxy

~2!2uxy
~3!5
)

2
L1 ,

Duxz
ms[uxz

~2!2uxz
~3!52)L2 . ~29!

Substitution of~29! into ~27! shows that in the case when th
plane of the domain wall is perpendicular to the twofo
symmetry axis~the axisn23iX), the elastic charge density a
the boundaryêelas50, i.e., the domain wall is a Nye wall. Fo
any other orientation of the plane of the domain wall t
tensorêelasÞ0; for example, ifn23iY, a ‘‘charge’’ compo-
nent (êelas)xz52)L2 appears, and the wall will be of th
Néel type.

Analysis of the spatial distribution of the domains r
quires special attention. It follows from all we have sa
above that if only two types of AFM domains, differing i
the orientation of the AFM axes, can exist in the crystal,
e.g., in YBa2Cu3O61x , then a sandwich consisting of do
mains 1 and 2 alternating periodically through a plan
parallel slab will create the minimum internal stresses, wh
are localized either inside the domain walls or near the s
face of the sample in a layer of the order of the period of
domain structure. If three or more types of domains can
ist, as in the AFMs CoCl2 , NiO, KCoF3 , etc., then the ques
tion of an alternative structure arises, e.g., one in which e
domain is in the form of a triangular prism. In such a stru
ture the domain walls as before do not create additio
stresses, but, according to Refs. 24–26, in the region w
three domains come together a disclination should ar
which in turn creates additional strain fields that decay lo
rithmically with distance, and they would inevitably increa
the energy of the crystal as a whole.

Let us consider in more detail the formation of disclin
tions and the fields they create, taking as an example a rh
bohedral AFM of the CoCl2 type. The coherent junction o
domains 2 and 3 along a plane withn23iX is possible only if
in addition to the strain there is a small rotation, specified
a vectorv directed along a principal axis of the crystal:

vz5exyzDuxynx
252

)

2
L1 , ~30!

whereDuxy is defined in~29!. In the case when only two
domains are adjoining and the boundary is infinite, a rela
rotation of the crystalline axes will not cause addition
stresses. However, when three domains join together,
cause of the rotation of each of them, a defect known a
disclination must arise in an unstrained crystal~with a
wedge-shaped region of a shortage or excess density of
terial; see Fig. 1!.

In an ideal lattice without discontinuities the absence
such a defect is compensated by the stresses necessa
bring the sides of the wedge together. We assume that
mains 1, 2, and 3 border each other along planes perpen
lar to the three twofold symmetry axes, and all three pla
intersect along a line parallel to theZ axis. Since the domain
walls are Nye walls, the junction is an edge disclination.25,26
e
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The Frank vectorV for this disclination is given as the sum
of the vectors of rotation on each of the boundaries, ta
with the opposite sign:

Vz5
3)

2
L1 . ~31!

The sign of the vectorV is determined by the sign of th
magnetostriction constant. By convention26 a negative value
of V corresponds to a shortage of material~see Fig. 1!. As
we see from formula~31!, the three-domain junction unde
discussion gives rise to disclinations of only one sign.

The general formula for the strain field of such an ‘‘is
lated disclination line’’ was derived in Ref. 26. Substitutin
expression~31! into that formula, we obtain, in cylindrica
coordinatesr, Q,

uxx
disc1uyy

disc5
3)L1~c6622c12!

4p~c662c12!
~ ln r12!,

uxx
disc2uyy

disc52
3)L1c66

8p~c662c12!
cos 2Q,

2uxy
disc52

3)L1c66

8p~c662c12!
sin 2Q. ~32!

A comparison of formulas~28! and~32! shows that the pres
ence of the junction gives rise to additional strains having
same order of magnitude as the spontaneous magneto
tive strains. The isomorphous part@the first expression in
~32!# depends logarithmically on the distancer to the discli-
nation. The shear component@the second expression in~32!#
does not depend on the distance at all but does depend o
direction and, as a result of the magnetoelastic interactio
can alter the local magnetic anisotropy fields and lead t
substantially nonuniform distribution of AFM vectors aroun
the disclination. The presence of the disclination subsys
can lead to partial compensation of the shear compone
but it nevertheless entails the onset of unavoidable isom
phous strains, the energy contribution of which, on acco
of the long-ranged character, is proportional to the volume
the sample, and it is therefore energetically less favora
than the regular structure consisting of pairs of domains
different types. When an external field is applied, the u
pinned disclinations, which are topological defects, sho

FIG. 1. Disclination at the junction point of three domains in a crystal of
CoCl2 type. The two-headed arrows correspond to directions of the A
vectors in each of the domains. The arrow indicates the wedge-shaped
continuity due to the rotations of each of the domains at the transition to
magnetically ordered state.
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tend to come out to the surface.~We note that for the ex-
ample considered there can be no processes of annihila
of disclinations, since all of the disclinations are of the sa
sign.! If the disclinations are pinned by defects of anoth
type ~e.g., impurity atoms, vacancies, etc.!, their position un-
der the influence of the external field does not change, bu
account of the displacement of the domain walls the dis
bution of additional strains~32! created by the disclination
can change. After removal of the external field the pinn
disclinations can serve as nuclei for the formation of d
mains of a definite type and thus, just as the ‘‘elas
charges’’ on the surface of the crystal, they can bring ab
reversible behavior of the domain structure in an exter
magnetic field.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The model proposed in this paper for description of
formation of an equilibrium and reversible domain structu
in AFMs and materials undergoing phase transitions acc
panied by substantial spontaneous shear strains is base
the assumption that the surface of the crystal has spe
magnetic, elastic, and magnetoelastic properties diffe
from those of the bulk, which may be due to both dime
sional effects and to defects on the surface. The absolute
highly rigid surface creates fictitious ‘‘elastic charges’’
incompatibility. These charges serve as sources of long-ra
stress fields which are analogous to the demagnetizing fi
in ferromagnets and lead to the formation of a domain str
ture. The energy contribution from these fields is prop
tional to the volume of the sample, since the value of
field increases in inverse proportion to the distance from
‘‘charge.’’ Consequently, the domain structure that arises
tails a substantial decrease in the total energy of the cry
For macroscopic samples~the thickness of which exceeds th
optimum period of the domain structure! the energy cost due
to the contribution of the domain walls is substantia
smaller than the advantage due to the formation of the n
uniform state, and this leads to thermodynamic stability
the domain structure. An external magnetic field leads t
reversible rearrangement of the domain structure, and in
low-field region the dependence of the macroscopic cha
teristics of the crystal on the ratioH/HMD should be of a
universal character~the law of corresponding states20!. The
characteristic fieldHMD at which the sample will be brough
to a single-domain state is determined by the magnetos
tion constant, while its temperature dependence is gove
by the structure of the stress field, the density of defe
~including in the paramagnetic phase!, and, possibly, the pre
history of the sample. In an ideal~defect-free! crystal the
formation of a regular stripe structure consisting of altern
ing domains of two types is preferred. The formation of jun
tions of three or more domains causes a disclination to fo
which creates long-range stress fields and thus increase
energy of the crystal. The details of the morphology of t
domain walls, their motion in the process of bringing t
sample to a single-domain state, and the formation of
domain structure at phase transitions would be useful
interesting to study by the visual magnetooptical meth
developed and tested by V. V. Eremenko and his co-work
on
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This would confirm~or refute! the model developed here an
would sharpen the conclusions as to the nature of the dom
structure in AFMs.
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1!In essence this condition reduces to the following. The change of
elastic state of the crystal is described by a displacement vector tha
three independent components. In experiments one does not directly
sure the displacement of the points of the crystal but rather the rela
displacement, i.e., the strain tensor. A symmetric strain tensor has six c
ponents, but obviously only three of them are independent. The condit
of compatibility serve as additional relations which reduce the numbe
independent components to three and reflect the absence of discontin
and ‘‘folds’’ in the sample.

2!The difference of such characteristics as the ordering temperature in
bulk of the crystal and on the surface follows from the obvious differen
of the coordination number of the atoms or dimensional effects. Diff
ences can also be due to the fact that, as a rule, defects and impu
segregate from the bulk of the crystal onto its surface, substantially alte
the chemical and physical properties of the latter.

3!We note that the isomorphous striction and shear strain form a bas
different irreducible representations of the symmetry group of the cry
in the paramagnetic phase~the isomorphous striction always transform
according to the identity representation, while the shear strain is assoc
with a lowering of the symmetry of the paramagnetic phase and can
transform according to the identity representation!. The separate treatmen
of the contributions of the isomorphous and shear strains essentially m
that we are neglecting in the free energy of the crystal the small terms
to anharmonicity.

4!Such a situation arises, for example, in pure cobalt at the fcc–hcp s
tural phase transition. The phases are transformed to each other by a s
ing of the close-packed planes, and so the interphase boundary is coh
~i.e., the compatibility of the strains of the fcc and hcp phases is
disrupted! even on the microscopic level. The conditions of compatibil
between the strained volume and the surface also holds in a trivial ma
when the normal to the surface of the sample is oriented along a direc
of compression~dilatation! spontaneously arising at a phase transitio
However, for a sample of finite size, incompatibility arises on the late
surface of the crystal.

5!Equation~12! in divergence form can also be obtained by variation of t
functional~13!, ~14! with respect to the three components of the displa
ment vector. In that case the compatibility conditions will obviously
satisfied automatically.

6!An analogous expression was obtained in Ref. 19 by proceeding f
Saint-Venant’s empirical principle.

7!If the thickness of the sample is of the order of the optimum period~21! of
the domain structure or less, then a state with uniform strain is prefer
from an energy standpoint.

8!The universal dependence of the magnetostriction on the field norma
to the spin-flip field (H/2HE) which was observed in Ref. 9 pertains to th
high-field part and to the single-domain state.

9!We note that an analysis with allowance for the structure of the dom
wall in an AFM shows that ‘‘elastic charges’’ of opposite sign are localiz
inside the wall at distances of the order of the characteristic scale of
magnetic nonuniformity, but at large distances from the boundary the fi
of these changes compensate each other.
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Role of paramagnetic ions in the formation of the low-temperature current
through a molecular wire

É. G. Petrov*

N. N. Bogolyubov Institute of Theoretical Physics, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine,
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The mechanism of formation of the inelastic current through a molecular wire is considered
under conditions of strong interaction between the electrons being transported and rapid vibrational
and spin relaxation within each electron localization center in the wire. It is shown that
paramagnetic ions with ‘‘frozen’’ orbital moments in the electron localization centers are capable
not only of giving rise to a spin-polarized current but also of blocking the current
itself. © 2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1511707#
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is now clear that further miniaturization of the bas
elements of electronics will involve the use
semiconductor1 and molecular2 nanostructures. The latter ar
exceptionally promising in connection with the possibility
synthesizing molecules with prespecified properties, open
up a way of constructing different types of compact mole
lar transport and conversion systems~molecular wires,
switches, diodes, amplifiers, etc.3–7!. A great leap in molecu-
lar electrons occurred in the second half of the 1990s, w
it became possible to measure the current through an i
vidual molecule found between microelectrodes~see, e.g.,
Refs. 8–10!. In this case the molecule plays the role of
molecular wire with a markedly nonlinear current–volta
characteristicI (V). Various theoretical model are now bein
developed to explain the nonlinearity of the current in sh
molecular wires and to elucidate the mechanisms of reg
tion of the current by an electric field.8,11–14

We note, however, that a magnetic fieldh can also play
a large role in the regulation of the interelectrode current.
example, the study of the transport properties of granu
magnetic solids15 and antiferromagnetically coupled ma
netic multilayers16,17 has revealed the presence of a gia
magnetoresistance due to reorientation of the spins by a m
netic field. Another important effect is due to the appeara
of a large spin polarization of the electrons in the process
their tunneling either through a layer of a ferromagne
insulator in metal–insulated–metal18,19and metal–insulator–
vacuum20 systems or through ferromagnetic semiconduc
heterostructures.21,22 The observation of a coherent spin cu
rent due to electrons and holes has made it possible to
about the start of a new field of solid-state ele
tronics—spintronics.23,24The spin polarization effect is theo
retically predicted for metal–molecular-wire–metal syste
in which the molecular wire contains structural groups w
paramagnetic ions.25–27 It has been shown25,26 that if the or-
bital moment of paramagnetic ions in the ground state
‘‘frozen,’’ then at low temperatures an elastic mechanism
formation of the interelectrode current leads to strict pol
ization of the electrons that have passed through the w
and the currentI (h) reaches a saturation value as the m
6301063-777X/2002/28(8–9)/9/$22.00
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netic field h is increased. If the formation of the current
due to an inelastic mechanism, then at low temperature
complete blocking of the interelectrode current can occu27

In the papers cited the situation considered was one in wh
the states of the transported electron on the paramagn
ions lay higher than the Fermi level of the electrodes, a
these states played a virtual role, providing~together with the
nonmagnetic centers of the wire! a superexchange couplin
either directly between the electrodes25,26 or between widely
separated terminal groups of the molecular wire.27

The goal of the present study is to examine the mec
nism of formation of inelastic interelectrode current throu
a molecular wire under conditions such that the motion
the electron along the wire occurs by hops between elec
localization centers on paramagnetic ions. These ions ca
constituents of the terminals or internal structural groups
the wire. Examples of such molecular wires are oligoporp
rin linear structures6,28 and also molecular chains containin
transition-metal complexes.5,29,30

2. KINETIC MODEL OF THE INTERELECTRODE CURRENT

The mechanism of formation of the interelectrode c
rent through a molecular wire depends substantially on
relationship between the characteristic times of the dyna
and dissociative processes in the entire transp
system.11,13,26,27In the case of weak dissipation a purely ela
tic mechanism of tunneling is realized, whereas strong in
term relaxation in the molecular wire~i.e., relaxation be-
tween vibrational sublevels of electronic terms belonging
the structural groups of the wire! will lead to the formation
of an inelastic interelectrode currentI ~see Fig. 1!. The hop-
ping mechanism considered here refers to the inelastic e
tron transport process, which is characterized by the rate
transition between each of the electrodes and the corresp
ing terminal group of the wire~the ratesxL , xR and x2L ,
x2R) and also between the electron localization centers
the wire ~ratesk1 and k2 , Fig. 1a; org1 , g2 ,...,gN21 and
r 2 , r 3 ,...,r N , Fig. 1b!. The rates are calculated by th
formula
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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kn→m5
2p

\ (
$v%,$v8%

(
$M %,$M8%

u^m~$M 8%$v8%!uV̂un~$M %

3$v%!&u2Wn~$M %$v%!d@En~$M %$v%!

2Em~$M 8%$v8%!#, ~1!

where^m($M 8%$v8%)uV̂un($M %$v%)& is the transition matrix
element between statesun($M %$v%)& and um($M 8%$v8%)&,
which correspond to finding an electron at centersn andm.
The quantity

Wn~$M %$v%!5exp@2En~$M %$v%!/kBT#

3F (
$M %,$v%

exp@2En~$M %$v%!/kBT#G21

~2!

(kB andT are Boltzmann’s constant and the temperature! is
the statistical weight of the stateun($M %$v%)&, which, like
the corresponding energyEn($M %$v%), is characterized by a
set of magnetic$M % and vibrational$v% quantum numbers
In the next Section we will give concrete expressions for
rates; here we will only note that the structure of formula~1!
reflects the presence of fast relaxation in both the system
vibrational levels and in the system of magnetic sublev
Therefore, the results obtained in this paper pertain to tra
port systems in which the vibrational and spin–lattice rel
ation times are much shorter than the time for an electro
hop between localization centers.

Rapid relaxation means that the position of the elect
at any centern is characterized by an integral occupati
number of the center,Pn(t). The kinetic equations are writ
ten for thePn(t) (n51,2,...,N) and for the number of elec

FIG. 1. Kinetic scheme of formation of an interelectrode current throug
molecular wire containingN centers of localization of the transported ele
tron. L andR are the left and right electrodes, separated from the term
groups of the wire by structures B1 and B2 . The electron localization center
n51,2,...,N are connected together by bridge structures. In the case of
widely separated centers~a! the limiting stage is the long-distance tunnelin
of an electron through the bridge between centers, which occurs by a s
exchange mechanism at ratesk1 andk2 , and not the hopping of the electro
between the electrodes and the adjacent terminal groups of the wire~the
forwardxL(R) and backwardx2L(2R) rates!. In the case of a large number o
centers~b! the distancec between electron localization centers can be sm
and so the tunneling rates for forwardgN and backwardr N hops of the
electron between centers can exceed the ratesxL(R) andx2L(2R) .
e

of
s.
s-
-
to

n

tronsNL(R)(t)5(s561/2NL(R)s(t) occupying the conduction
band of each of the electrodes~s is the projection of the
electron spin, equal to61/2). Since in the system unde
study the paramagnetic ions are assumed to be isolated
each other, the influence of the magnetic field can be m
fested only at low temperature, when the electron hops oc
by a tunneling mechanism in accordance with the sche
illustrated in Fig. 2. For molecular nanoelectronics the m
lecular chains of interest are short. In that case, however,
role of the Coulomb interaction between electrons be
transported through the wire becomes important. We us
model in which the Coulomb repulsion is so strong that o
single electrons can pass through the wire. Thus, if ther
even one electron being transported in the wire, then an
ditional electron cannot enter the wire.13 The interelectrode
current can be found from the expressionI 5eṄL(t)
52eṄR(t), wheree is the charge of the electron andṄL(t)
is the number of electrons that go from electrodeL to the
molecular wire (ṄR(t) is the number of electrons that g
from the wire to electrodeR). In this model

ṄL~ t !5xLW0~ t !2x2LP1)
j 52

N

Pj~ t !;

ṄR~ t !5xRW0~ t !2x2RPN )
j 51

N21

Pj~ t !,

whereW0(t)5P j 51
N (12Pj (t)); xL and xR are the rates a

which an electron goes from the electrodes to the nea
terminal centers of the wire, andx2L andx2R are the rates
at which an electron goes from the terminal groups to
electrodes. To find the populations we use the following s
tem of nonlinear equations:13

Ṗ~ t !52ÂB~ t !1R~ t !, ~3!

where B(t)[U(t)W0(t), R(t)[CW0(t). The components
of the vectorsP(t) and U(t) are the populationsPn(t) and

a

l

o

er-

,

FIG. 2. Diagram of the tunneling hops of an electron in the formation of
interelectrode current under conditions of a large potential differenceV be-
tween electrodes. The energy distance to the Fermi level of the right e
trode,DER , is always positive and increases with increasingV, while that
for the left electrode,DEL decreases to zero and under conditions of t
resonance transition (V5Vres) becomes negative. The energy levels in t
conduction band which are occupied~unoccupied! by electrons are denoted
by solid ~dashed! horizontal lines. The electron energy levels in the molec
lar wire are represented by the single horizontal lines. At low temperatu
one-way transport is achieved in which all of the reverse processes~denoted
by dashed arrows! are suppressed.
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the auxiliary quantitiesUn(t)[Pn(t)/(12Pn(t)), respec-
tively. The componentsCn of the vectorC and the elements
Anm of the matrixÂ are defined as

Cn5xLdn,11xRdn,N ; ~4!

Anm5@~x2L1g1!dn,11~gn1r n!~12dn,1!~12dn,N!

1~x2R1r N!dn,N#dn,m2gn21~12dn,1!dn,m11

2r n11~12dn,N!dn,m21 . ~5!

In Eq. ~5! gn and r n are the rates of the forward and bac
ward hops of an electron between the nearest localiza
centers in the wire.

The nonlinearity of the system of equations~3! is due to
the factorW0(t)5P j 51

N (12Pj (t)) that characterizes the sta
tistical weight of the state of the molecular wire when the
are no electrons being transported in the wire. Below
analyze the dependence of the current on the magnetic
under steady-state conditions, whenṄL(t)52ṄR(t)5const
and the populationsPn(t) are constants. The steady-sta
populations will be denoted byPn . SettingṖ(t)50 in ~3!,
we see that under steady-state conditions the quantity

J5xL2x2LU1

5g1U12r 2U25g2U22r 3U35...5x2RUN2xR , ~6!

which plays the role of the flux of particles, is conserve
The interelectrode current is given by the formula

I 5eW0J, ~7!

from which we see that the quantity

W05)
j 51

N

~12Pj !5)
j 51

N

~11U j !
21 ~8!

plays the role of the transmission~blocking! factor. An ana-
lytical expression for the flux is

J5
1

Det~N!
xLg1 . . . gN21x2R2xRr N . . . r 3r 2x2L , ~9!

where Det(N) is the determinant of the matrixÂ. Using
formulas~6! and~9!, one can find the auxiliary quantitiesUn

~and, hence,Pn) in analytical form. For example, in the cas
of a molecular wire with two electron localization cente
~Fig. 1a! we have

J5
xLx2Rk12x2LxRk2

x2Lx2R1x2Lk21x2Rk1
; ~10!

U15
xLx2R1~xL1xR!k2

x2Lx2R1x2Lk21x2Rk1
;

U25
x2LxR1~xL1xR!k1

x2Lx2R1x2Lk21x2Rk1
. ~11!

Let us also give analytical expressions for a regular mole
lar wire, when

a5g15g25...5gN21 ,

b5ga5r 25r 35...5r N . ~12!

Here the ratio of the backward and forward rates for
hopping of an electron between adjacent units of the wir
n

e
ld

.

-

e

g5exp~2eVc/ lkBT!, ~13!

is expressed in terms of the potential drop over the lengtc
of a hop. The overall potential drop over the entire length
the molecular wire,l 52d1(N21)c ~see Fig. 1b!, is equal
to V. Taking relations~12! and ~13! into account, we obtain

J5
jxLzL@12exp~2eV/kBT!#

j~12gN21!1zL~j1gN21!~12g!
; ~14!

Un5
xL

x2L

3
j~12gN2n!1lgN2n21@j~12gn21!1zL~11j!~12g!#

j~12gN21!1zL~j1gN21!~12g!
,

~15!

where we have introduced the rate ratios

zL[a/x2L , j[xL /xR ~16!

and the parameter

l5exp~22eVd/ lkBT!. ~17!

The general formulas~6!–~9! and their particular ana
lytical forms ~10! and ~11! ~for a wire with two electron
localization centers! and ~14!–~16! ~for a wire with N iden-
tical localization centers! are sufficient for a quantitative
analysis ofthe functionI (h) for different particular cases. I
is necessary only to specify the type of paramagnetic i
present in the electron localization centersn51,2,...,N and
then to determine the dependence of the electron hop
rates on the magnetic fieldh.

3. SPIN DEPENDENCE OF THE TRANSITION RATES

In real systems the electronic configuration of the pa
magnetic ion and its electronic terms are formed by the co
bined effects of the internal exchange and spin–orbit in
actions with allowance for the crystalline field acting on t
electrons.31,32 In this paper we restrict consideration to ele
tron transport processes involving the participation of pa
magnetic ions of the iron group with ‘‘frozen’’ orbital mo
ments in the electronic ground state. In this case the sp
orbit interaction is small, and so the spinS of the ion and its
projectionM onto the direction of the applied magnetic fie
h are good quantum numbers. In addition, we assume th
the paramagnetic ion is found in the electronic ground st
the attachment of an additional electron will make the spin
the ion equal toS85S21/2. This decrease of the spin ap
plies to ions for which the number of electrons in the unfill
3d shell is equal to or greater than the number of on
electron 3d states. For example, the ground state of the io
Mn21 (Fe31) and Ni31 have the electronic configuration
t2g
3 eg

2 and t2g
6 eg

2 , with the corresponding spinsS55/2 and
S51.31,32 ~The symbolst2g and eg denote the one-electro
states in an octahedral crystalline field.! The capture of an
additional electron transforms the initial electronic config
rations into the configurationst2g

4 eg
2 and t2g

6 eg
3 , with spins

S852 andS851/2, respectively. As we shall show below
this decrease of the spin of the ion leads to some spe
electron transport effects~see also Refs. 25–27!.
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We consider a tunneling hopping mechanism of elect
transport along the molecular wire under conditions wh
the terminal groups 1 andN of the wire are separated from
the electrons by special nonmagnetic structures B1 and B2 ,
and the paramagnetic ions of the wire are coupled to
another via nonmagnetic bridge groups B. Here the hopp
of an electron between localization centers on the wire
the exchange spin–spin coupling between the ions
brought about by a superexchange mechanism. The ener
this exchange and the spin dipole–dipole inter-ion coupl
will be neglected in comparison with the energy of the Ze
man splitting and the energy of the single-ion spin anis
ropy. Thus we are considering a model of identical nonin
acting magnetic centers in which the spin states of eachnth
paramagnetic ion are specified either by the quantum n
bers Sn5S, Mn52S,...,1S ~if the ion does not contain
an additional electron! or Sn85S21/2, Mn852(S
21/2),...,(S21/2) ~if the ion has captured an electron bein
transported!. Taking the spin–orbit coupling into account b
the energy of the axial single-ion anisotropyK(Sz

2) ~Refs. 31
and 32! and denoting the energy of the ion in the absence
an additional electron by the symbol 0, we write the ene
of thenth paramagnetic ion in the two cases, respectively

«n
05En$vn%

0 1En
0mag~Mn!,

En
0mag~Mn!52mBghMn1K0Mn

2, ~18!

«n5En$vn8%1En
mag~Mn8!,

En
mag~Mn8!52mBghMn81K~Mn8!2, ~19!

whereEn$vn%
0 and En$vn8% are the vibrational energies of th

terms of thenth center, andEn
0mag(Mn) and En

mag(Mn8) are
the magnetic energies of the paramagnetic ion in this ce
with allowance for the axial single-ion anisotropy. For io
with a ‘‘frozen’’ orbital moment the anisotropy parameterK0

is small ~of the order of 1022 cm21; Ref. 32!. If the ion
captures an additional electron, however, a partial ‘‘thawin
of the orbital moment occurs, and the single-ion anisotro
constantK increases by several orders of magnitude, rea
ing values of 0.1– 1 cm21 ~Refs. 29 and 30!. Therefore, in
calculating the transition rates it is sufficient to take t
single-ion anisotropy into account only for ions with an e
cess electron.

For calculating the transition matrix elements appear
in the general expression for the rate~1!, we shall use the
Condon approximation, according to which the electro
and vibrational states are separable, so that

^m~$M 8%$v8%!uV̂un~$M %$v%!&

'^$vm8 %u$vm%&^$vn%u$vn8%&^~Sm8 Mm8 !

3~SnMn!uV̂u~Sn8Mn8!~SmMm!&, ~20!

where^$vm8 %u$vm%& is the overlap integral between the vibr
tional states of themth center when that center contains
excess electron ($vm8 %) and when it does not ($vm%). The
dependence on the spin state of the centers is determine
the second, purely electronic, matrix element of express
~20!. In Refs. 25 and 26 it is shown that in the case when
ion spin and its projection are good quantum numbers,
n
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matrix element̂ (Sm8 Mm8 )(SnMn)uV̂u(Sn8Mn8)(SmMm)& can be
calculated using the method of 6j symbols.33 Let Smn and
Mmn be the total spin and the total projection of two cente
then, following Ref. 26, we obtain

^~Sm8 Mm8 !~SnMn!uV̂u~Sn8Mn8!~SmMm!&

5VmnF~Sm8 Mm8 ;SnMnuSn8Mn8 ;SmMm!, ~21!

where Vmn is the reduced matrix element, which does n
depend on the spin state of the pair of ions. The depende
on the spin state is concentrated in the spin factor

F~Sm8 Mm8 ;SnMnuSn8Mn8 ;SmMm!

5 (
SmnMmn

C
S

m8 M
m8 SnMn

SmnMmn C
SmMmS

n8M
n8

SmnMmn dMmn ,M
m8 1Mn

3dMmn ,M
n81Mm

~21!Sm1Sn1Sm8 1Sn8

3A~2Sn811!~2Sm8 11!H Sm 1/2 Sm8

Sn Smn Sn8
J , ~22!

whereCJ1M1J2M2

JM and $...% are the Clebsch–Gordan and 6j

symbols, respectively.33

The reduction of the transition matrix element~21! to a
product of spatial and spin factors makes it possible to s
plify expression~1! substantially. Here we note that since th
energy of the paramagnetic ion is the sum of vibrational a
magnetic energies@see expressions~18! and ~19!#, the over-
all statistical weight~2! can be represented as a product
the statistical weights for the vibrational states

Wn
0vib~$vn%!5~Zn

0vib!21 exp~2En$vn%
0 /kBT!,

~Zn
0vib!215(

$vn%
~2En$vn%

0 /kBT!; ~23!

Wn
vib~En$vn8%!5~Zn

vib!21 exp~2En$vn8% /kBT!,

~Zn
vib!215(

$vn8%

~2En$vn8% /kBT! ~24!

and the statistical weights for the magnetic states

Wn
0mag~E0mag~Mn!!5~Zn

0mag!21

3exp@2E0mag~Mn!/kBT#,

~Zn
0mag!215 (

Mn52S

S

exp@2E0mag~Mn!/kBT#; ~25!

Wn
mag~Emag~Mn8!!5~Zn

mag!21exp@2Emag~Mn8!/kBT#,

~Zn
mag!215 (

Mn852S8

S8

exp@2E0mag~Mn!/kBT#. ~26!

In the absence of spin–spin interactions the magnetic en
of the ion is not more than a few reciprocal centimeters, e
in high magnetic fields (h'5 T), and therefore the magneti
energy in thed function in expression~1! can be neglected in
comparison with the vibrational energy of the term. As
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result, the transition ratekn→m(h) reduces to a product o
two factors:kn→m(h)5Qn→mFnm(h), where the first factor
is independent of the magnetic fieldh.

In the investigated hopping model for the formation
the current through a regular molecular wire it is sufficient
elucidate the magnetic-field dependence of the transi
ratesa and xL(R) only. The transition ratesb and x2L(2R)

are related to the former by relations~13! and

xL~R!5~Z1~N!
vib /Z1~N!

0vib !exp@2DEL~R! /kBT#x2L~2R! . ~27!

In Eq. ~27! the quantities

DEL5DE02eVd/ l[e~Vres2V!d/ l ,0

and

DER5DE01eVd/ l[e~Vres1V!d/ l .0

are the energy gaps between the lowest energy levels o
electron localized on the left and right terminal centers of
wire, respectively, and the Fermi level of the correspond
electrode~see Fig. 2!. Here DE05E1$v1850%2E1$v150%

0 2EF

5EN$vN8 50%2EN$vN50%
0 2EF is the energy gap in the absen

of a potential differenceV. Since we are considering tunne
ing transitions at low temperatures, it is assumed that
energy gapsuDELu andDER are much greater than the the
mal energykBT. ~Since for observation of magnetic effec
the magnetic energy of an ion must not exceed the ther
energy, we have dropped the small magnetic energy from
definition of the gapsDEL andDER .)

The ratexL is the sum of the partial ratesxLks of tran-
sition of an electron from electrodeL to the left-hand termi-
nal group 1 when the electron on the electrode has spin
jection s and wave vectork. This means that in the matri
element~21! it is necessary to setn5Lk, m51, Sn851/2,
Mn85s, Sm5S, Mm5M1 , Sm8 5S21/2, Mm8 5M18 , Sn50,
Mn50, and the summation in~22! is over the fixed value
Smn5S21/2 with allowance for the fact thatMmn5M11s
5M18 . As a result, we obtain

xLk[kLk→15QLkFL~h!, ~28!

where

QLk5
2p

\ (
v1 ,v18

u^$v18%u$v1%&u2W1
0vib~$v18%!

3nF~ELk2eVd/1!@ELk1E1$v1%
0 2E1$v18%# ~29!

(nF(E)5@exp((E2EF)/kBT)#21 is the Fermi distribution
function!, and

FL~h!5(
s

hs ,

hs5 (
M152S

S

W1
0mag~E0mag~M1!!ucSM1~1/2!s

~S21/2!M11su2. ~30!

In deriving ~30! we have taken into account thatCJM00
JM 51.

We note that the spin-independent factor~29! contains only
one overlap integral of the vibrational function
^$v18%u$v1%&, since the electron transition under considerat
involves only one electron localization center. The struct
of the spin-dependent factor~30! reflects the fact that the
n

an
e
g

e

al
he

o-

n
e

occupation of thekth state of the conduction band by a
electron in the external magnetic fields under considera
is practically independent of the electron spin projectio
This is due to the smallness of the magnetic energymBgh in
comparison with the Fermi energyEF ~Ref. 26!.

For finding the spin dependence of the ratea it is nec-
essary to take into account that the overlap of the electro
wave functions of the magnetic ionsn and m5n11 is
brought about via a nonmagnetic bridge B~Fig. 1!, i.e., the
hopping of an electron occurs by a superexchan
mechanism.11,26,27 This means that the electron passes in
virtual manner from the paramagnetic ionn to the nonmag-
netic ligand l 1 , from ligand l 1 to the next nonmagnetic
ligand l 2 , etc., until the passage of the electron from liga
l r to the paramagnetic ionm5n11 ~the ligands are not
shown in Fig. 1!. To find the dependence of the correspon
ing electronic matrix elementVmn on the spin state of the
paramagnetic ions, we note that for a small value of
matrix elements of the indicated transition
Vl 1n ,Vl 2l 1

,Vl 3l 2
,...,Vmlr

~in comparison with the energy dif
ferenceDEl j

for an electron on any ligandl j and on the
paramagnetic ion!, the superexchange coupling leads to t
expression

Vmn5Vmlr
Vl 1n)

j 52

r

Vl j l j 21
/DEl j

.

All of the matrix elements of the transition of an electro
between ligands are spin-independent quantities. Only
matrix elementsVmlr

andVl 1n depend on the spin state, an
this dependence is easily found from formulas~21! and~22!.
Here the structure of the matrix elementVmlr

is identical to
that ofxLk if Lk is replaced byl r and 1 is replaced bym. To
find the matrix elementVl 1n it is necessary to setm5 l 1 in

Eqs. ~21! and ~22! and to take into account thatSn85S
21/2, Mn85s1Mn , Sm5Sl 1

50, Mm5Ml 1
50, Sm8 5Sl 1

8

51/2, Mm8 5Ml 1
8 5s, Sn5S, Smn5S21/2, andMmn5Mn

1s5Mn8 . Thus we find~for m5n11)

a[kn→m5Qn→mFS~h!, ~31!

where

Qn→m5uVnm
0 u2

2p

\ (
vn ,vn8

(
vm ,vm8

u^$vn8%&$vn%u2

3u^$vm%u$vm8 %&u2Wn
0vib~$vn%!Wm

vib~$vm8 %!

3d@En$vn8%1Em$vm%
0 2En$vn%

0 2Em$vm8 %#; ~32!

FS~h!5(
s

(
Mn852S8

S8

(
Mm52S

S

Wn
mag

3~Emag~Mn8!!Wm
0mag~E0mag~Mm!!

3uC
SMn~1/2!s

~S21/2!Mn8C
SMm~1/2!s

~S21/2!Mm8 u2dM8n,Mn1s
dM8m,Mm1s

.

~33!
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4. DEPENDENCE OF THE CURRENT ON THE MAGNETIC
FIELD

Let us illustrate the general theoretical results for so
particular examples.

4.1. One paramagnetic ion in a molecular chain

Suppose the molecular wire contains one electron lo
ization center with a paramagnetic ion having spinS. This
means that only the ratesxL , x2L , xR , andx2R are respon-
sible for the formation of the interelectrode current~7!.

The corresponding steady-state currentI and steady-
state populationP1 of the paramagnetic ion are determin
by the expressions

J5
xLx2R@12exp~2eV/kBT!#

x2L1x2R1xL1xR
,

P15
xL1xR

x2L1x2R1xL1xR
. ~34!

According to relation ~27! and the conditionsDEL,0,
DER.0 ~see Fig. 2!, the inequalitiesxL@x2L , xR andxR

!x2R hold. Then the occupation of the paramagnetic ion
an electron being transported,P1'xL /(xL1x2R), may be
large or small. Let us examine the particular case when
low temperatures exp(2eV/kBT)'0, and the limiting stage o
the transport process is the departure of an electron from
paramagnetic ion to electrodeR, so thatxL@x2R . Then
P1'1, and the expression for the current is expressedI
5ex2R5e(ksx2Rks . The partial hopping rate of an elec
tron from the paramagnetic center to the right-hand electr
x2Rks is calculated the same way as the ratexLks . There-
fore x2Rk5QRkF2R(h), whereQ2Rk is given by formula
~29! but with W1

0vib($v18%) andnF(ELk2eVd/ l ) replaced by
W1

vib($v1%) and 12nF(ERk), respectively. The dependenc
on the spin state of the ion is carried by the factorF2R(h)
5(sns(h), where

hs~h!5 (
M185~S21/2!

S21/2

W1
mag

3~Emag~M18!!uC
S~M1821/2!~1/2!s

~S21/2!M18 u2. ~35!

With the introduction of~35! the interelectrode current ca
be written as

I 5(
s

I s , I s5I 0hs~h!, ~36!

whereI 0[e(kQ2Rk is a factor independent of the magne
field. Figure 3 shows the characteristic steplike behavio
hs and, hence, of the low-temperature currentI s as a func-
tion of magnetic field. We note that after passing through
molecular wire the current becomes spin polarized. The p
ence of the step~plateau! can be explained as follows. At low
temperature only the lowest energy level of the paramagn
ion is occupied. In the absence of single-ion anisotropy
level in a fieldhÞ0 corresponds to an ion spin projectio
M1852(S21/2). In the presence of anisotropy, howev
under conditions such thatK.0, there is a competition be
tween the Zeeman energymBghM18 and the anisotropy en
ergy K(M18)

2. Therefore the minimum values of the tot
e
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magnetic energy~19! of the ion will depend on the value o
the magnetic fieldh. These minimum values will correspon
to negative values of the spin projection lying in the interv

21/2>M18>2~S21/2!. ~37!

A change of the minimum value occurs under the condit
Emag(M18)5Emag(M1821), which also determines the mag
netic fields at which switching between adjacent plateaus
curs:

h0~M18!5K~122M18!/mBg. ~38!

The spin polarization is determined by the quantit
h11/2(h) and h21/2(h). In magnetic fields exceeding th
saturation fieldh0s5h0(M1852S11/2), it follows from
~35! that h11/2(h)52S/(2S11) and h21/2(h)51/(2S
11). Therefore, in the current coming out of the molecu
wire the number of electrons with spin projections511/2
is larger than the number of electrons with spin project
s521/2 by a factor of 2S. This means that, e.g., fo
S55/2 (Mn21 and Fe31 ions! the fraction of electrons with
s511/2 is about 83%.

4.2. Two localization centers for the transported electron in
a molecular wire

In the presence of two electron localization centers~Fig.
1a! the flux of particles is determined by formula~10!. Be-
cause centers 1 and 2 are far apart, the potential drop
the lengthc is quite large compared to the thermal ener
kBT. Therefore the ratek1 for the transition of an electron
from center 1 to center 2 is much higher than the ratek2

of the reverse transition. As a result, when the inequa
k1@k2 is taken into account, expression~10! reduces to

FIG. 3. Dependence of the low-temperature interelectrode currenI s

5I 0hs(h) on the magnitude of the magnetic fieldh at one paramagnetic
center under the conditionsxL@x2L , xR andxR!x2R . The formation of
the current is limited by the ratex2R . A strong polarization of the curren
coming out of the wire is observed. Herehs was calculated according to
formula ~35! for K50.8 cm21.
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J'
xLk1

x2L1k1
, ~39!

while

U15
xL

k11x2L
, U25

xL

x2R

k1

k11x2L
. ~40!

At low temperatures the ratex2L is small compared toxL . It
can also be small compared to the hopping ratek1 . In that
case the current~7!, in accordance with formulas~8!, ~39!,
and ~40!, can be written in the form

I'exL

1

11xL /k1

1

11xL /x2R

'H ek1

11xL /x2R
, ~xL@k1!,

exL

11xL /x2R
, ~k1@xL!.

~41!

The long-distance character of the superexchange hop
between centers 1 and 2 makes for a low ratek1 , which can
be much less than the ratexL . Therefore, in the case of
large distance between centers 1 and 2 one can expec
inequalityxL@k1 to hold. If the bridge B1 is longer than the
bridge B2 , one can also expect thatxL!x2R , which leads
to a simple expression for the current:

I 5ek15I 0h~h!. ~42!

In expression~42! the magnetic-field-dependent factorh(h)
is determined by the spin state of centers 1 and 2. The
lytical form of the componentI 05ea0 , which is indepen-
dent of the magnetic field, is determined by the ratea0 ,
which is given by expression~32! for n51 andm52.

Current between nonmagnetic and paramagnetic centers

Suppose that of the two electron localization cente
only center 2 contains a paramagnetic ion. Thenh(h)
5(shs(h), where

hs~h!5W1~s! (
M152S

S

W2
0mag

3~Emag~M2!!uCSM1~1/2!s
~S21/2!M11su2. ~43!

Here the quantity

W1~s!5exp~2mBgh/kBT!/( ~2mBgh/kBT!

determines the weight of the spin state of the excess elec
arriving at the nonmagnetic center 1 from electrodeL. Using
the distribution~25! and substituting the explicit form of th
Clebsch–Gordan coefficients33 into ~43!, we obtain

h61/2~h!5W1~61/2!
S

2S11
~16BS~mBghS/kBT!!,

~44!

where

BS~x!5
2S11

2S
cothS 2S11

2S
xD2

1

2S
cothS x

2SD
ng

the

a-

,

on

is the Brillouin function.~In deriving the analytical form~44!
we setK0'0, since for ions with a ‘‘frozen’’ orbital momen
the magnetic anisotropy energy, as we have said, is smal! It
follows from formula~44! that in high magnetic fields, when
exp(2mBgh/kBT)!1, a complete blocking of the interelec
trode current occurs. The physical explanation of this is t
at high magnetic fields and low temperatures the only sta
that remain occupied are those with the minimum spin p
jections both for the electron at the nonmagnetic centers
521/2) and for the paramagnetic ion (M152S). Taking
into account that in the transfer of an electron to center 2
total spin projectionM185M11s is conserved, we necessa
ily obtain M1852(S11/2). However, for the type of para
magnetic ions considered here, the capture of an additio
electron by the ion necessarily decreases the total spin o
ion, and therefore only the minimum total spin projectio
equal to M1852(S21/2), can be realized, and notM18
52(S11/2), i.e., in a high magnetic field the transport
an electron becomes spin forbidden. Mathematically this
lows from the fact thatBS(x)→0 for x→0. Figure 4 illus-
trates the onset of current blocking as the magnetic field
increased.

If only center 1 contains a paramagnetic ion, then
magnetic component of the currenths(h) is determined by
expression~35! found above. The difference is that, eve
though the electrons entering center 2 are spin polarize
proportion toh11/2(h)/h21/2(h), the rapid spin relaxation a
center 2 eliminates this polarization, reducing it to the st
dard Boltzmann factorW2(11/2)/W2(21/2).

Current between two paramagnetic centers

Suppose that both centers contain identical paramagn
ions and that the magnetic fieldsh1 and h2 acting on the

FIG. 4. Blocking of the current by a magnetic field under conditions wh
the molecular wire contains two electron localization centers, and the li
ing stage of the current formation is the hopping of an electron from
nonmagnetic center 1 to the center 2 containing a paramagnetic ion. Herhs

was calculated according to formula~43! for K050.
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paramagnetic ions can have the same or different directi
Then the factor that determines the magnetic-field dep
dence of the interelectrode current~42! looks like

h~h!5 (
M1 ,M18

(
M2 ,M28

W1
mag~Emag~M18!!

3W2
0mag~Emag~M2!!uF~M1 ,M28 ;M18 ,M2!u2,

~45!

where

F~M1 ,M28 ;M18 ,M2!

5(
s

C
~1/2!sSM2

~S21/2!M28C
~1/2!sSM1

~S21/2!M18ds1M1 ,M
18
ds1M2 ,M

28
.

~46!

Figure 5 shows the steplike behavior of the magnetic co
ponent of the current, which determines the interelectr
current, as a function of the field strengthh; this behavior is
due to the presence of single-ion anisotropy of the ion t
captures an excess electron during electron transport thro
the molecular chain. Since, in the absence of an excess
tron the single-ion anisotropy is weak (K@K0), the plateau-
switching field is determined by expressions~37! and ~38!.
One notices in particular the sharp decrease of the cur
with increasing magnetic field when the local magnetic fie
acting on the magnetic ions have different directions. Un
conditions of saturation, whenh.h0s5h0(M1852S
11/2), the analytical expressions for the magnetic fact
have the form

FIG. 5. Regulation of the current by a magnetic field under conditions w
the molecular wire contains two centers with identical paramagnetic i
and the limiting state of the current formation is the hopping of an elec
from center 1 to center 2. Changing the direction of the magnetic field ac
on the paramagnetic ion 2 will lead to a sharp drop of the value of
current. Herehs was calculated by formulas~45! and ~46! for K050, K
50.8 cm21.
s.
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h~h!5
~2S!2

~2S11!2 , ~h1↑↑h2!

h~h!5
2S

~2S11!2 , ~h1↑↓h2!, ~47!

and so the current decreases by a factor of 2S when the
direction of the magnetic field is changed.

4.3. N paramagnetic electron localization centers

The general expressions~6!–~15! found above can be
used to investigate various cases of the formation of an
terelectrode current passing through a molecular chain.
us consider the regime of one-way electron transport, w
the current is formed by hops of an electron from left
right, i.e., when

x2L5r 25r 35...5r N5xR50. ~48!

A similar situation is realized whenV.Vres. Under condi-
tion ~48! the flux ~9! is given by the simple expressio
J'xL , while Un>xa /gn (n51,2, ...,N21) and UN

>xL /x2R . Then the current~7! takes the form

I 5exL

1

11xL /x2R
)
n51

N21
1

11xL /gn
. ~49!

In contrast to a wire with two centers, where the brid
length between centers was assumed large, for a wire
N.2 the distances between electron localization centers
be less than the distances between the electrodes and
corresponding terminal groups. Then the inequalityxL!gn

can hold, which means that the limiting stage of the int
electrode electron transport process is the hopping of
electron from electrodeL to the terminal center 1 and from

FIG. 6. Spin polarization of the current coming out of electrodeR under
conditions of a one-way transport of electrons through a molecular w
containingN centers. The limiting stage of the kinetic process is the hopp
of an electron from electrodeR to terminal group 1. Herehs was calculated
according to formula~50! for K050.
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the terminal centerN to electrodeR. The corresponding ex
pression~49! for the current reduces toI .eXLX2R /(xL

1x2R). Let the bridge B2 be shorter than B1 , so thatxL

!x2R . Then the currentI .exL5I 0FL(h), where I 0

5e(kQLk , and the magnetic-field-independent quantityQLk
is defined in~29!. Since the magnetic factorFL(h) is speci-
fied by expression~30!, the current can be represented in t
form ~36!, where now

h61/2~h!5
S

2S11
@16BS~mBghS/kBT!#. ~50!

Figure 6 shows that at high magnetic fields only the electr
entering from electrodeL and having spin projection
s511/2 can be captured by terminal group 1. Therefore
low temperature the current coming from electrodeL will
immediately be sharply polarized.

If the formation of the interelectrode current is limite
by the hopping of the electron between localization cen
in the wire, then theI (h) dependence will have a compl
cated character, which will be given in a separate paper.
note only that on different parts of the wire the spin pol
ization of the current can be substantially different.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have examined one possible scheme
the regulation of the interelectrode current by a magn
field in a microelectrode–molecular-wire–microelectro
nanostructure when the molecular wire contains param
netic ions with a ‘‘frozen’’ orbital moment. The regulation
due to the influence of statistical and dynamical factors. T
statistical factor determines the predominance of the we
of the state with the minimum projection of the spin of t
paramagnetic ion. The dynamical factor determines the qu
tum probability of capture of the electron being transpor
by the paramagnetic ion and of escape of the electron f
the paramagnetic ion. The probability of capture and esc
is determined by the spin conservation laws, and limitatio
thus arise on the realization of hopping in the nanostruc
under study. The spin conservation laws lead to both
blocking of the current by a high magnetic field and the s
polarization of the current. In this paper we have conside
the situation where there is no spin–spin interaction betw
paramagnetic ions. Therefore the indicated effects of
magnetic field can be manifested only at low temperatu
(.1 K). These same effects become possible at much hig
temperatures if instead of individual paramagnetic ions
uses exchange-coupled clusters of several paramagnetic
Then the spin state of each ion will be formed in the rat
high magnetic field produced by the other ions of the clus
In that way one can expect to make progress in molec
spintronics.

This study was performed as part of the Russia–Ukra
Project on Nanophysics and Nanoelectronics and the
gram of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine ‘‘R
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Results are presented from magnetic and magnetooptical studies of the magnetic configurations
in a three-layer film Fe~30 Å!/Si~14 Å!/Fe~30 Å! in which ferromagnetic and biquadratic
exchange between iron layers is observed and which also possesses cubic and uniaxial anisotropy.
These studies were done at temperatures of 300 and 10 K. It was found that in the absence
of magnetic field a noncollinear magnetic structure, the form of which changes with temperature,
is observed in this system. A calculation of the stable noncollinear configurations is done on
the basis of a model in which it is assumed that both the exchange interaction constant and the
cubic and uniaxial anisotropy constants in the iron layer change with temperature. The
values of the angles characterizing the magnetization direction in the iron layers in the stable
noncollinear configurations are determined on the basis of a comparative analysis of the
experimental data and the results of the calculation. It is shown that both the angle between the
magnetization directions in the two iron layers and the direction of the easy axis of the
system as a whole change with temperature. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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Noncollinear magnetic structures in the layered syst
Fe/Si has been studied rather intensively in recent year1–7

These studies are motivated by the diversity of both
stable configurations themselves and the phase transi
between them, which are observed in a magnetic field o
changes in temperature. It is known that this diversity ste
from the presence of a bilinear and a biquadratic excha
interaction between the iron layers and by the competit
between these exchanges and between the exchange an
magnetic anisotropy. Layered structures of this type in wh
antiferromagnetic and biquadratic exchange exist simu
neously are now quite widely studied. On the other ha
until now there have been practically no experimental stud
of the magnetic structures arising in Fe/Si layered structu
which have ferromagnetic together with the biquadratic
change. It is therefore of interest to consider the results
Ref. 8, in which a three-layer Fe~30 Å!/Si~14 Å!/Fe~30 Å!
film was studied by the ferromagnetic resonance~FMR!
method at temperatures of 300 and 4.2 K. Analysis of
angular dependence of the FMR presented in Ref. 8 reve
the presence of bilinear and biquadratic ferromagnetic
changes in the system. It was also shown that cubic
uniaxial anisotropy are present in the iron layers, and
easy axes of the uniaxial anisotropy in the two layers h
different directions. It was observed that the cubic a
uniaxial anisotropy constants have different temperature
pendences in the two iron layers on account of the differe
of the coefficients of thermal expansion of the materials
the films ~Fe, Si! and substrate~GaAs!.

The goal of the present study was to carry out magn
6391063-777X/2002/28(8–9)/3/$22.00
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and magnetooptical investigations of the magnetic confi
rations in a three-layer Fe~30 Å!/Si~14 Å!/Fe~30 Å! film, in
which ferromagnetic and biquadratic exchange exist toge
with cubic and uniaxial anisotropy.

We present the results of measurements on an Fe~30 Å!/
Si~14 Å!/Fe~30 Å! film grown by magnetron sputtering on
single-crystal GaAs substrate cut parallel to the~001! plane.
The experiments were done at temperatures of 300 and 1
with the aid of a magnetooptical setup utilizing the longit
dinal Kerr effect and an MPMS-5 Quantum Design SQU
magnetometer. In the magnetooptical experiments, light fr
a He–Ne laser reflected off the surface of the film, pas
through an analyzer, and fell on a photomultiplier. The e
ternal magnetic field was applied simultaneously in the pla
of incidence of the light and the film plane,~001!. As a result
of the experiments we obtained the field dependences of
rotation angleF of the plane of polarization of the ligh
reflected from the sample for different directions of the ma
netic field in the film plane. The value of the rotation ang
F in this experimental geometry is proportional to the pr
jection M* of the magnetization of the system on the ma
netic field direction. In the experiments on the SQUID ma
netometer the magnetic field was again applied in the fi
plane. The magnetic measurements gave the field de
dences ofM* for different directions of the magnetic field i
the film plane. The magnetooptical and magnetic-field
pendences were normalized to the valueFS of the rotation
angle in the saturated state and by the saturation magne
tion MS , respectively.

Figure 1 shows examples of the field dependencesF/FS
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Field curves of the projection
of the magnetization on the magneti
field direction~points! and of the angle
of rotation of the plane of polarization
of reflected light~curves! for two mag-
netic field directions in the film plane:
a5245° ~a! and 90°~b!. The magne-
tooptical curves were measured atT
5300 K.
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4.2

t
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and M* /MS for two directions of the magnetic field. Th
anglea is measured from the@100# direction. The problem
addressed in the present study was to determine experim
tally the magnetic configuration of the system in the abse
of magnetic field. For this reason during the analysis of
experimental results, our attention was directed toward fi
ing out how the normalized projection of the magnetizat
MR* /MS and the normalized rotation angleFR /FS of the
plane of polarization measured in zero magnetic field var
with the anglea at the two temperatures investigated.

Figure 2 shows the dependence ofFR /FS on the angle
a at 300 K and the dependence ofMR* /MS on that angle at
300 and 10 K. The experimental angular dependences
described rather well by the functiona cos(a2b) ~the dotted
curves in Fig. 2!. Herea50.99 andb526° at 300 K, and
a50.99 andb57° at 10 K. Analysis of the experimenta
results on the assumption that the magnetic moments in
the two iron layers are ordered ferromagnetically and that
magnetization in the first and second iron layers make an
of u1 andu2 with the@100# direction~see the inset in Fig. 2!,
we can draw the following conclusion. The fact that the e
perimental curves are described well by the funct
a cos(a2b) attests to the fact that for each temperature
experimental points correspond to the projections of
magnetization of only one stable noncollinear configurati

FIG. 2. Experimental angular dependenceFR /FS at a temperature of 300 K
(s) and of MR* /MS at temperatures of 300 K (d) and 10 K (.). The
dashed curves show an approximation of the experimental results by
function a cos(a2b). The solid curves show the calculated angular dep
dence of the projection of the magnetization of the stable state of the sy
on the magnetic field direction for 300 and 4.2 K.
n-
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In the general case in the system under study in the abs
of magnetic field, depending on what direction the magne
field is applied in during magnetization reversal, one of s
eral stable~absolutely stable or metastable! angular configu-
rations can be obtained.4 In that case the angular dependen
of the projection of the magnetization would not be d
scribed by a simple cosa function, since in zero magneti
field after magnetization reversal in different directions, d
ferent angular configurations could be realized.

A stable angular configuration in the film under study
described by a pair of anglesu1 andu2 , which determine the
directions of the magnetic moments in the two iron laye
Here (u11u2)/25b526° at 300 K, and (u11u2)/25b
57° at 10 K. Thus we can conclude that the stable nonc
linear structure rotates by an angle of 19° in the~001! plane
as the temperature is lowered.

Our experimental results were analyzed in the fram
work of a theoretical model which, in accordance with t
results of Ref. 8, incorporated the ferromagnetic and biq
dratic exchange interaction between the two magnetic lay
of iron and also the cubic and uniaxial anisotropy in the ir
layers.

The expression for the energy of this system can be w
ten in the form

E I1 cos~u12u2! I 2 cos2~u12u2!

KC1d cos2 u1 sin2 u1 KC2d cos2 u2 sin2 u2

KU1d sin2~u12w1! KU2
d sin2~u22w2!, ~1!

where I 1 and I 2 are the bilinear~ferromagnetic! and biqua-
dratic exchange interactions,KC1 andKC2 are the cubic an-
isotropy constants in the two iron layers,KU1 and KU2 are
the uniaxial anisotropy constants in the two iron layers,d is
the thickness of an iron layer,w1 and w2 are the angles
specifying the direction of the easy axes of the uniaxial
isotropy in the iron layers~measured from the@100# direc-
tion!. In the calculations we used the values of the consta
which were obtained in Ref. 8 at temperatures of 300 and
K ~see Table I!.
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TABLE I. Values of the constants used in the calculations CALL-OUTS: erg/cm3 erg/cm2 deg.
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A numerical analysis of Eq.~1! showed that in this sys
tem there exist stable magnetic configurations which are
scribed by the following set of angles specifying the dire
tions of the magnetic moments in the two iron layers:u1

530° andu2524° at 300 K~accordingly,b15(u11u2)/2
527°, d15u12u256°), andu1510° andu2522° at 4.2
K ~accordingly, b25(u11u2)/254°, d25u12u2512°).
Thus the calculation showed that as the temperature is
ered, a rotation of the stable configuration in the~001! plane
occurs, and the angled between the directions of the mag
netic moments in the two iron layers increases. This may
due both to a stronger growth of the biquadratic excha
constant in comparison with the growth of the bilinear e
change constant as the temperature is lowered and to a
ference in the temperature dependence of the cubic
uniaxial anisotropy constants in the two iron layers.

For comparing the calculated and experimental res
we constructed the angular dependences of the projectio
the total magnetization of the stable state of the system
cording to the formula@cos(a2b1)1cos(a2b2)#/2 for the
two temperatures at which the calculation was done~the
solid curves in Fig. 2!. At low temperatures the experiment
results obtained at 10 K were compared with the results
the calculation done for 4.2 K, since the constants neede
the calculations were obtained in Ref. 8 only at temperatu
of 4.2 and 300 K. The rather good agreement of the exp
mental and calculated angular dependences attests to th
that the form of the noncollinear configurations in the la
ered system under study is close to the form obtained
result of the calculations. The experimentally observed f
tures adequately reflect the concrete form of the stable a
lar configuration and also its calculated variation and rotat
with temperature.
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In closing, we should note that in this study we inves
gated stable configurations in a three-layer Fe/Si/Fe struc
with ferromagnetic and biquadratic exchange. This was
first study of a layered structure in which ferromagnetic a
biquadratic exchange coexist with a complex system of cu
and uniaxial anisotropies. The stable noncollinear configu
tions were calculated on the basis of a model in which it w
assumed that both the exchange interaction constants an
cubic and uniaxial anisotropy constants in the iron lay
vary with temperature. A comparison of the results of t
calculation with experiment showed that in the absence
magnetic field this system has a noncollinear magnetic st
ture in which both the angle between the magnetization
rections in the two iron layers and the direction of the ea
axis of the system as a whole vary with temperature.

This article is dedicated to the 70th-year jubilee of Vi
tor Valentinovich Eremenko.

a!E-mail: chizhik@ilt.kharkov.ua
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Manifestation of the Jahn–Teller effect in the EPR spectrum of the metalorganic
complex †Cu„en…2H2O‡SO4
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The temperature dependence of the resonance spectrum of@Cu(en)2H2O#SO4 single crystals is
investigated in the temperature range 2.3–60 K at a frequency of;73 GHz. At a
temperatureT.15 K the angular dependence of the spectrum is described by a spin Hamiltonian
of axial symmetry. AtT,15 K a lowering of the symmetry to rhombic and a splitting the
resonance line for a field orientationHib are observed. These effects are discussed in a model of
two nonequivalent Jahn–Teller centers with intercoupled dynamic distortions in the cell.
The low-temperature behavior of the resonance line is due to critical broadening in the region of
short-range magnetic order. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1511709#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The features of the magnetic resonance of octahe
complexes of divalent copper have stimulated a wi
ranging research on the diverse manifestations of the Ja
Teller effect, mainly in crystals with high~cubic! symmetry
of the local environment of the magnetic ion. However, t
Jahn–Teller effect has been studied much less in syst
with a local symmetry lower than cubic, which leads to
lifting of the degeneracy of the doublet and triplet electro
states of the ground orbital term2D5/2. Nevertheless, it has
been established1–3 that if the low-symmetry components o
the crystalline field are small, then the EPR spectrum
these centers at low temperatures is characterized by a
Hamiltonian of rhombic symmetry, and the centers the
selves continue to demonstrate the characteristic Jahn–T
behavior.

Systems containing more than one Jahn–Teller cente
the cell are of great interest, as are highly concentrated
magnetically undiluted compounds containing Jahn–Te
complexes, since such objects can manifest coopera
effects.4,5 In this case the properties of the centers in
pseudodegenerate electronic state can also largely deter
the resulting structure and the magnetic behavior of the c
tal.

In this paper we present the results of a study of the E
spectrum of the@Cu(en)2H2O#SO4 crystal, which at low
temperatures exhibits the properties of a Jahn–Teller sys
together with the characteristic behavior of a magnetica
concentrated magnet in the region of short-range magn
order.

2. FEATURES OF THE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF
†Cu„en…2H2O‡SO4 AND THE EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The crystal structure of@Cu(en)2H2O#SO4 ~en is ethyl-
enediamine, C2H8N2) at room temperature is monoclinic
6421063-777X/2002/28(8–9)/4/$22.00
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characterized by the space groupC2/c (C2h
6 ), and contains

four formula units in a unit cell with parametersa
57.232 Å,b511.725 Å,c59.768 Å, andb5105.5°~Ref.
6!. The structure is made up of chains of distorted octahe
containing divalent copper ions. The chains lie along thea
direction in the cell, the octahedra are noticeably elonga
in that direction, and the apical oxygen ions also belong
SO4

22 complexes, which connect the octahedra in the cha
The basal plane of the octahedra is formed by two oxyg
ions which also belong to water molecules, and two nitrog
atoms of the ethylenediamine complex, which together fo
an isoceles trapezoid. Thus the local environment of
Cu21 ion has rhombic symmetry, at minimum. The proje
tion of the structure onto theab plane is shown in Fig. 1.

The main measurements of the resonance spectra
made in the temperature interval 2.3–60 K at a wavelen
l54 mm. This high-frequency range was chosen in orde
increase the resolving power ('1024) of the spectrometer
with respect to theg factor. The error of measurement of th
temperature was not more than 0.1 K in the interval 2.3–
K and ;0.5 K at T.15 K. Measurements were made o
single crystals with typical dimensions of 230.330.5 mm.
The error of orientation of the crystal with respect to t
external field in the studies of the angular dependences
not more than 2°.

A series of test experiments was run forl'8, 6, 3, and
2 mm.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

At relatively high temperatures (T>20 K) the EPR
spectrum of@Cu(en)2H2O#SO4 consists of a single symmet
ric line, whose angular dependence in an external field
described by the axial spin Hamiltonian

Ĥ5gimBHzSz1g'mB~HxSx1HySy!
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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with the effective g-factor values gi52.2909 and g'

52.0671. HeremB is the Bohr magneton, the Cu21 ion has
spin S51/2, and the value ofgi corresponds to the externa
field orientationHia.

The hyperfine structure of the spectrum, which is due
the presence of a nuclear momentI 53/2 in the Cu21 ion and
is usually observed in systems with a low concentration
copper ions, is absent in@Cu(en)2H2O#SO4, a circumstance
that is natural to link with the appreciable role of spin–sp
interactions, which at 20 K form a rather narrow line
width DH'25 Oe.

As the temperature is lowered (T,15 K) the following
substantial changes occur in the EPR spectrum.

1. The symmetry of the spectrum becomes rhombic
is characterized by three extremal values of theg factor. The
directions of the principal axesz and x of the effective
g-factor tensor coincide with thea and b directions of the
cell, and the magnetic axisy is close to thec direction,
making an angleb2p/2 with it.

2. ForHix a smooth splitting of the resonance line in
two components of approximately equal energy occurs~Fig.
2!, indicating the formation of two nonequivalent centers
the Cu21 ions in the system. The values of the effectiveg
factor for these centers atT<4.2 K are gx152.0560 and
gx252.0528.

3. For the orientationsHiz and Hiy no splitting of the
resonance line is observed. AtT54.2 K the values of the
effective g factor for these directions aregz52.2725 and
gc52.0663.

4. Lowering the temperature leads to appreciable bro
ening of the resonance line for all orientations. This dep
dence is shown in Fig. 3 for the caseHiz.

4. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

An attempt to explain the observed features of the re
nance spectrum of@Cu(en)2H2O#SO4 can be made in term

FIG. 1. Projection of the structure of@Cu(en)2H2O#SO4 on theab plane.
o

f

d

f

d-
-

-

of the features of the potential energy of a rhombic Jah
Teller system. In Ref. 2 in a description of the Jahn–Te
effect in Tutton salts, a model was used in which, on acco
of the rhombic distortion of the local octahedral enviro
ment, the potential of the complex has a triple-well form, b
the energy at the bottom of these wells becomes differ
Here the following assumptions are made: the directions
the principal axes of the effectiveg-factor tensors, which are
tied to the spatial diagonals of the octahedron of the lo
environments, are the same for states in all the poten
wells; the extremal values of theg factor of these states i
the same, and the directions of the distortions of the lo
octahedron change by a cyclic permutation on going fr
one state to another. At low temperature the system is lo
ized in a state corresponding to the lowest potential well, a
the parameters of the EPR spectrum characterize the ‘‘sta
Jahn–Teller effect. Raising the temperature leads to occu

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the splitting of the resonance lin
@Cu(en)2H2O#SO4 for an orientation of the external fieldHib.

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the resonance linewidth
@Cu(en)2H2O#SO4 for Hia.
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tion of the high-lying states and the possibility of transitio
between them; these correspond to a reorientation of the
tortion axes of the complexes.

The rate 1/t of transitions between the states increa
with increasing temperature and, since the EPR spectru
observed at a fixed frequencyn, at a certain temperature suc
that n!1/t a complete averaging of the spectra will occ
The spectrum becomes isotropic, and this defines the ‘
namic’’ Jahn–Teller regime. The averaging process occu
a certain temperature interval in which the observed m
netic parameters, primarily the values of the component
the g factor, vary in accordance with the Boltzmann facto
for the occupation of the potential wells.

In Refs. 2 and 7 this model was applied to obtain
quantitative description of the temperature dependence o
components of the effectiveg factor and the parameters o
the hyperfine interaction of the divalent copper ion, which
manifested in the dynamic Jahn–Teller effect. An alternat
model for the dynamic vibronic coupling was also used
describing the temperature dependencesg(T) in a number of
Tutton salts and other compounds in which, as a result of
Jahn–Teller effect, resonance spectra of isolated cente
rhombic symmetry are realized at low temperatures.8

It should be noted that the specific feature of the pot
tial energy of Jahn–Teller complexes in Tutton salts is t
the upper potential well is located considerably higher th
the middle well. Therefore, in the investigated temperat
interval the effects observed and analyzed here are actu
due to a redistribution of the populations of only the tw
lower wells, and the temperature dependence and dyna
averaging are observed only for two components of thg
factor and hyperfine structure parameter. As the tempera
is raised, their values draw closer together, and the spec
shows a tendency toward axial symmetry.

The EPR spectrum of@Cu(en)2H2O#SO4 is in many
respects similar to the EPR spectra of copper-containing
ton salts. As we said in Sec. 3, they also exhibit a smo
transition from rhombic to axial symmetry with increasin
temperature, and only two components of theg factor vary,
indicating that the two lower potential wells play the dom
nant role in the dynamics of the centers. An important d
ference is that at low temperatures there are two nonequ
lent centers with coincident extremal directions of t
effective g factor but with clearly different values of thi
parameter along theb direction, while for the other direc
tions theg factors coincide and the absorption line becom
single.

This effect is indicative of the occurrence of a pha
transition@Cu(en)2H2O#SO4 system at low temperatures.
as a result of this transition the dynamic distortions of
Jahn–Teller centersi and j that are formed are not inter
coupled, then in accordance with the multiwell potent
model2,7 one expects that theg factors of these centers wi
have a temperature dependence of the form

gxi, j~T!5gxi, j
0 K

K11
1gyi, j

0 1

K51
;

gyi, j~T!5gyi, j
0 K

K11
1gxi, j

0 1

K11
,
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wheregxi, j
0 and gyi, j

0 are the values of theg factors in the
respective directions for the two states of the center at
lowest temperature of the experiment, andK5n1 /n2

5exp(DE/kT) is the ratio of the populations of potentia
wells with an energy differenceDE.

Here the expression for the temperature dependenc
Dgx(T), which determines the splitting of the lines forHib,
takes the form

Dgx~T!5gxi~T!2gx j~T!5Dgx
0~11e2DE/kT!21,

according to whichDgx(T) should decrease by a factor o
two as the temperature is increased. This disagrees with
experimentally observed temperature dependence show
Fig. 2, where the splitting of the line decreases to zero as
temperature is raised. Thus the model of isolated rhom
Jahn–Teller complexes does not agree with experiment.

One can therefore propose a model for t
@Cu(en)2H2O#SO4 system wherein there are two nonequiv
lent octahedral complexes of the local environment of
Cu21 ion, the dynamic distortions of which are intercouple
in the cell. The centers have rhombic symmetry of the sp
trum with slightly different parametersgb and a different
energy of the potential wells. We note that the centrosy
metric cell of@Cu(en)2H2O#SO4, which contains four sites
admits their pairwise nonequivalence with respect to
twofold axisb, in agreement with the observed spectrum

In this case the temperature dependence of the value
gx for centersi and j become

gxi~T!5gbi
0 K

K11
1gb j

0 1

K11
;

gx j~T!5gb j
0 K

K11
1gbi

0 1

K11
,

and the temperature dependence of the line splitting forHib
corresponds to

Dgx~T!5Dgx
0 tanhS 2

DE

2kTD ,

i.e., the difference of theg factors vanishes as temperature
increased. In Fig. 4 the experimental dependence
tanh21(Dgx(T)/Dgx

0) is plotted as a function of the invers
temperature. The fact that the points lie close to a stra
line is consistent with a Boltzmann distribution of the pop
lation of the potential wells. The value obtained from th
dependence for the energy splitting of the wells isDE
512.2 K, and on the whole the model of the dynamic Jah
Teller effect for coupled centers more accurately descri
the experimental results obtained for@Cu(en)2H2O#SO4.

It should be noted that in the multiwell models of Jahn
Teller centers the broadening of the resonance line with
creasing temperature can be used to obtain information a
the dynamics of the crystal lattice and, in particular, to e
mate the values of the potential barrier between wells.
@Cu(en)2H2O#SO4 this possibility does not exist because
the low-temperature broadening of the resonance line, wh
can be noticed in Fig. 3; it may be an indication that t
system is approaching a point of magnetic ordering. Inde
an estimate of the energy of the exchange interaction in
system can be obtained from data on the value of the sec
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momentM2 and the resonance linewidthDH observed in the
experiment, in accordance with the known expression9

He5
2M2

DH
.

For T.30 K, when the linewidth becomes temperatu
independent and practically isotropic, these parameters
M255540 Oe2 and DH523.7 Oe, which lead to a valu
H350.466 kOe for the effective exchange field. This cor
sponds to a magnetic ordering temperature for this crysta
TN50.071, which is below the working temperature rang

Thus in @Cu(en)2H2O#SO4 at T,15 K a region of
short-range magnetic order is realized in which critic
broadening of the resonance line is observed, this broade
being a precursor of a magnetic phase transition point in
magnetically concentrated crystal.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The results of studies of the EPR spectrum of the m
netically concentrated compound@Cu(en)2H2O#SO4 at low
temperatures permit the following conclusions.

1. The observed changes of the spectrum forT,15 K,
expressed in a lowering of its symmetry from axial to rho

FIG. 4. Plot of tanh21(Dgx(T)/Dgx
0) versus 1/T. The straight line correspond

to a valueDE512.2 K.
-
re

-
of
.

l
ng
is

-

-

bic and splitting of the resonance line in the case of an
ternal field orientationHib can be attributed to a manifesta
tion of the Jahn–Teller effect, which demonstrates
transition from the dynamic to the static regime of distortio
of the octahedral complexes of the local environment of
Cu21 ions.

2. The smooth splitting of the resonance lines obser
for Hib is a consequence of the formation of two nonequiv
lent Jahn–Teller centers with different potential energies
the complexes, which in turn, attests to the occurrence o
second-order phase transition in the system atTc515 K.

3. The temperature dependence of the resonance
width for T,15 K corresponds to broadening in a critic
region precursory to the establishment of long-range m
netic order in the crystal.
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Nonmonotonic temperature dependence of the spontaneous magnetization of the
antiferromagnetic crystal LiCoPO 4
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The temperature dependence of the magnitude of the weak ferromagnetic moment is measured in
the many-sublattice antiferromagnetic magnetoelectric crystal LiCoPO4. The dependence is
found to be nonmonotonic—as the temperature is decreased below the Ne´el temperatureTN , the
ferromagnetic moment initially increases and then decreases markedly. It reaches its highest
value, close to 0.12 G, at a temperature of around 10.5 K, which is roughlyTN/2. The possible
mechanisms for the appearance of weak ferromagnetism in LiCoPO4 and the causes of the
nonmonotonic temperature dependence of the spontaneous magnetic moment are discussed.
Among the possible mechanisms, there is a preference for one in which the weak
ferromagnetism is due to a nonuniform antiferromagnetic structure which is proposed for this
crystal. © 2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1511710#
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INTRODUCTION

This paper is a continuation of studies of the magne
properties of the antiferromagnetic~AFM! magnetoelectric
crystal LiCoPO4, which is well known for its high~a record
value for compounds of elements of the 3d group! magne-
toelectric constantaxy59.231023 ~30.6 ps/m!.1–7 Antifer-
romagnetic crystals of this family have been attracting p
ticular attention recently. For example, the magnetoelec
and magnetic properties of the nickel and cobalt phosph
do not agree well with the symmetry of the magnetic str
ture determined by neutron diffraction methods for the
AFM crystals. The presence of only off-diagonal nonze
componentsaxy and ayx of the magnetoelectric tensor1,4

confirms the conclusion based on neutron diffract
measurements8 that LiCoPO4 has a collinear AFM structure
with the Shubnikov symmetry groupSh62

445(Pnma8). How-
ever, the hysteretic behavior of its magnetoelectric proper
in a magnetic field and the presence of the character
magnetoelectric hysteresis loops of the ‘‘butterfly’’ type a
also the possibility of bringing the crystal to a single-doma
AFM state and of switching between collinear AFM stat
with opposite directions of the AFM vectors solely by mea
of a magnetic field4–6 are inconsistent with the magnet
symmetry group found for LiCoPO4 in Ref. 8. These prop-
erties indicate the possibility that weak ferromagneti
~WFM! exists in the crystal, but it has long eluded expe
mental observation in magnetic measurements.8–10

A more complex magnetic structure of LiCoPO4 is also
indicated by the behavior of the magnetic birefringence
linearly polarized light as a function of the magnitude of t
magnetic field and the temperature—the change in the v
of the birefringence is equal to the spontaneous value in
external magnetic field almost an order of magnitude sma
6461063-777X/2002/28(8–9)/7/$22.00
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than the effective exchange field; the steplike change of
birefringence in a magnetic field much smaller than the fi
of the magnetic phase transition; the presence of a contr
tion to the birefringence which is linear in the field; and t
pronounced hysteresis effects under conditions for which
sample should be found in a uniform single-domain AF
state.11 Some possibilities for the formation of such a stru
ture in LiCoPO4 and LiNiPO4 crystals are discussed in Re
6.

Recent magnetic measurements in LiCoPO4 with a
SQUID magnetometer have revealed features on the ma
tization curve12 which indicate that the antiferromagnetis
in LiCoPO4 is in fact uncompensated. And, although the o
served spontaneous magnetic moment has a value only o
order of 0.12 G, its presence accounts for the fact that
AFM sample can be brought to a single-domain state b
magnetic field alone, without the application of an elect
field. Unusual temperature dependence of the magnetiza
M in a static magnetic field has also been observed
LiCoPO4. When a sample whose magnetic moment is i
tially directed opposite to the applied magnetic field is hea
from helium temperature to 10 K in a magnetic field of 5
Oe, its magnetic moment increased in absolute value. T
‘‘diamagnetic’’ behavior indicates a nonmonotonic tempe
ture dependence of the spontaneous moment, which is a
cal for weak ferromagnets.13–15The goal of the present stud
was the experimental determination of the temperature
pendence of the spontaneous magnetization of LiCoPO4.

EXPERIMENT

The crystal structure of LiCoPO4, like that of other iso-
structural lithium orthophosphates of transition elemen
having the formula LiMPO4 (M5Mn, Fe, Co, Ni) and be-
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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longing to the olivine family, is specified by the symmet
space groupPnma5D2h

16 . The unit cell contains 4 formula
units. At room temperature the cell has the following dime
sions:a510.206 Å,b55.922 Å, c54.701 Å.10,16The four
cobalt ions are located in the four crystallographica
equivalentc sites of the cell, which are arranged in pairs
two adjacent symmetry planes, the normal to which is pa
lel to the crystallographic axisbiY. The closest distance
between Co21 ions is in the corrugated layers oriented pe
pendicular to the axisaiX. The Co21 ions are surrounded b
oxygen ions which form orientationally nonequivalent, rath
strongly distorted octahedral sites with symmetrym5Cs .
The exchange couplings between the ions of the transi
elements in the crystals of this family have been analyze
Ref. 17. The most strongly coupled pairs of ions, Co1–C
and Co3–Co4, are found in different corrugated layers. T
exchange interaction between these ions acts via 125°
ferromagnetic Co–O–Cobonds. The next-nearest ions lie
the same layer. The exchange interaction between them
via two pairs of bonds of the Co–O–P–O–Cotype with
130° Co–O–Pangles. Between the corrugated layers
PO4 tetrahedra and LiO6 octahedra, and therefore the e
change interaction between cobalt ions in the neighbo
layers is much weaker than the interaction between nea
neighbor ions in the layer. The weak coupling between io
of neighboring layers is due to pairs of Co–O–P–O–Co ion
chains, which include 128°, 122°, and 95° Co–O–Plinks,
and by Co–O–Li–O–Co ionchains. The bonds with Li1

ions in them are weaker than the bonds acting via the51

ions.17

Since the ligand environment of Co21 is substantially
different from octahedral, the low-symmetry crystalline fie
causes substantial magnetic anisotropy, both at low an
high temperatures,9 and a strong anisotropy of theg factor.
In the doped crystal LiMgPO4:Co the principal values of the
g factor obtained in EPR studies were equal to 6.16, 4
and 2.53.10 At low temperatures, whenT,D/k, whereD is
the energy distance to the nearest excited state, the mag
sites Co21 in LiCoPO4 are nearly Ising-like, and as a cons
quence of the hierarchy of exchange couplings, the beha
of the AFM structure of LiCoPO4 can be described by
quasi-two-dimensional AFM Ising model. The dependen
of the magnetization of the LiCoPO4 single crystal in a mag-
netic field directed along the antiferromagnetic axis ha
broad hump that is typical for two-dimensional systems, w
a maximum atTmax525 K,12 which is significantly higher
than the the Ne´el temperatureTN521.9 K. However, the
ratio Tmax/TN is only 1.14, substantially lower than the valu
1.537 obtained for a square Ising lattice18 but significantly
higher than the value 1.025 for a simple cubic AFM Isi
lattice.19

Measurements were made on a single-crystal sampl
LiCoPO4 in the form of a parallelepiped with dimensions
0.9631.2231.76 mm and a mass of 7.46 mg. The sam
was provided to us by Prof. M. Mercier of the Technologic
University, Montlucon, France and Prof. H. Schmid
Geneva University. Experiments were done on the sa
sample independently on two devices: a Quantum Des
MPMS-5 magnetometer at the Institute of Physics, Po
Academy of Sciences~IP-PAS!, and on a SQUID magneto
-
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meter developed at the B. Verkin Institute for Low Tempe
ture Physics and Engineering, National Academy of Scien
of Ukraine, Kharkov~ILT-NASU!.

It follows from the magnetic measurements12 that the
coercive field for the hysteresis curve of the magnetization
the sample at a temperature of 15 K is 20–40 kOe. The
fore, one would expect that, up to the Ne´el temperature, the
temperature dependences of the spontaneous magnetic
ment could be extracted from the temperature dependenc
the magnetization of the sample when it had been pre-co
in a magnetic field applied along theb axis in two opposite
directions. The dependence of the magnetization on the m
netic field strength at temperatures less than the Ne´el tem-
perature is described to good accuracy by a third-deg
polynomial. The contribution of the cubic term to the ma
netization becomes important at temperatures greater tha
K.12 Although at 5 K this contribution is negligible at fields
of up to 30 kOe, at a temperature of around 10 K it becom
substantial at a field of only 20 kOe. Therefore, it must
taken into account when extracting the spontaneous ma
tization from theM (T) curves forH.10 kOe. Prior to the
measurements the sample was cooled from a temperatu
around 40 K, roughly double the Ne´el temperature, to helium
temperature in a magnetic field directed along the crysta
graphic axisb. Measurements of the temperature depende
of the magnetic moment of the sample were made as
sample was heated in a magnetic field applied in the sa
direction as during cooling and then with the opposite dir
tion of the field. During the measurements the temperat
was set to an accuracy of 0.02 K or better.

RESULTS

The WFM moment was extracted from the results
measurements of the temperature dependence of the ma
tization on the MPMS-5 magnetometer at magnetic fi
strengths of 50, 10, and 0.5 kOe. The temperature dep
dence ofM /H is presented in Fig. 1. Prior to the measur
ments atH50.5 kOe the sample was cooled in the residu
field of the solenoid, which was not over 20 Oe and w
directed opposite to the field in which the measureme

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the ratio of the magnetization to
magnetic field strength for different fieldsH @kOe#: 0.5 ~1!, 10 ~2!, and 50
~3!. Prior to the measurements the sample was cooled to helium temp
tures in fieldsHFC @kOe#: '20.02~residual field of the solenoid! ~1!, 110
~2!, and150 ~3!. Hib.
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would be taken. The orientation and magnitude of the fi
during the cooling of the sample prior to the measureme
in fields of 10 and 50 kOe were the same as during
measurements.

The experimentally obtained values of the magnetizat
in the different fields are substituted into a system of th
equations:

M ~T! i5M0~T!1x i~T!Hi1b~T!Hi
3, ~1!

where i 51, 2, 3 and H150.5 kOe, H2510 kOe, H3

550 kOe, which was then solved for the spontaneous m
netizationM0(T), the magnetic susceptibilityx i(T), and the
nonlinear susceptibilityb(T) on the assumption that thes
values are independent of the strength of the field. The
sulting functionM0(T) is shown in Fig. 2~curve 1!. Also
shown are the functionsM0(T) obtained from the same
samples by solving Eqs.~1! without the cubic term for the
pairs of M (T) curves in fields of 0.5 and 10 kOe~curve2!
and 0.5 and 50 kOe~curve 3!. We see that the influence o
the term cubic inH is important at 50 kOe, and curve3
cannot represent the functionM0(T). We note that the tem
perature dependence of the spontaneous magnetization
tained from the M /H curves for H50.5 kOe and H
510 kOe have a slight jump at 15 K. From these same d
we also obtain nonzero values ofM0 for temperatures
T.TN . Since spontaneous magnetization should be ab
at these temperatures, it can be assumed that the ste
changes ofM0 at 15 K were caused by uncontrolled noise

To convince ourselves of the reliability of the temper
ture dependence obtained for the spontaneous magnetiza
we made measurements of the magnetization of this s
LiCoPO4 sample as a function of temperature in low ma
netic fields on a SQUID magnetometer at ILT-NASU. T
fields strength was 300, 200, 100, 50, and 0 Oe. Meas
ments ofM (T) in this case, as before, were made in a m
netic field oriented along the crystallographic axisb after the
sample had been cooled from a temperature aboveTN to 4.2
K. The direction of the fields during cooling and measu
ment were the same (1FC) or opposite (2FC). The se-
quence of operations was as follows. In a magnetic fi

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the spontaneous magnetization ob
from theM /H curves in Fig. 1.M 0 is found as the solution of a system o
three equations of the type~1! with i 51, 2, and 3~curve 1!; i 51 and 2
~curve 2!; i 51 and 3~curve 3!. For curves2 and 3 the extraction of the
spontaneous magnetization was done without taking into account the
cubic in H in Eq. ~1!.
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H2FC5250 Oe the crystal was cooled from 30 to 4.2
and then the field was decreased to zero and a fieldH
5150 Oe was applied, and theM 2FC(T) curves were mea-
sured during heating. After a temperature of 30 K w
reached, the sample was again cooled to 4.2 K in a fi
H1FC5150 Oe, and measurements ofM 1FC(T) were
made in this field. The curves obtained for the temperat
dependence of the magnetization of the LiCoPO4 crystal are
presented in Fig. 3.

Since the cubic contribution in a fieldH;300 Oe is not
more than 1.531026 G (231023% of the maximum value
of M0), this contribution was not taken into account in d
terminingM0(T). The temperature dependence of the sp
taneous magnetization was determined as half the differe
of the functionsM 1FC(T) and M 2FC(T) obtained at mag-
netic fields strengthsHi equal to 50, 100, 200, and 300 Oe

M0~T! i5
M 1FC~T! i2M 2FC~T! i

2
. ~2!

The calculated values ofM0(T) are presented in Fig. 4
Here the dashed curve shows the corrected functionM0(T)

ned

rm

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the magnetization of the LiCoPO4 crys-
tal in a magnetic fieldHib obtained after the sample had been cooled
fields H2FC and H1FC . The solid curve is for a sample that had be
cooled in the Earth’s magnetic field.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the spontaneous magnetizatio
tracted from theM (T)H curves shown in Fig. 3. The dashed curve shows
corrected dependenceM0(T) determined from the experiments in high ma
netic fields. The solid curve is the parabolaf (T)50.12226.531024(T
210.4)2.
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obtained from a series of experiments done at IP-PAS~a
constant quantity equal to the value of the step observed
15 K was subtracted from the data forT.16 K).

Comparing the results obtained independently in the t
experiments, one can see that the values of the spontan
moment are close—their difference is not more than 10%
and the character of the behavior of theM0(T) curves is the
same—M0(T) is nonmonotonic and has a broad maximu
near 11 K. Thus these two mutually complementary exp
ments confirm the conclusion that the antiferromagnetism
lithium cobalt phosphate is uncompensated, and the temp
ture dependence of the spontaneous magnetic moment di
from the behavior ofM0(T) ordinarily observed in weak
ferromagnets. The functionM0(T) is almost symmetric
about the maximumM0

max, which is reached at a temperatu
close to(1/2)TN , and in a wide temperature interval 5–1
K (0.2,T/TN,0.9) it has a parabolic character. The so
curve in Fig. 4 is a plot of the functionf (T)50.12226.5
31024(T210.4)2.

DISCUSSION

Let us consider the possibility of a spontaneous magn
moment arising in the orthorhombic LiCoPO4 crystal from
the standpoint of the symmetry of the crystal. The possi
antiferromagnetic modes in crystals described by the gr
Pnma(D2h

16) can have the structureL15S12S21S32S4 ,
L25S12S22S35S4 , and L35S11S22S32S4 , or G, A,
andC, respectively, in the notation adopted in earlier pap
on the description of the antiferromagnetism of magneticc
sites in other crystals of the same symmetry.7,13 Table I
shows the permutation of thec sites by operations of the
symmetry groupPnmaand indicates the parity of the AFM
vector with respect to these operations. For the site num
ing scheme adopted in Table I, which corresponds to tha
Ref. 6 and is different from that in Refs. 7 and 13, the stro
gest AFM exchange coupling occurs in the pairs of neare
neighbor ions Co1, Co2 and Co3, Co4.

It has been established by neutron diffraction metho
that LiCoPO4 has AFM ordering of theL2y type, in which

TABLE I. Transformation of thec sites and the change of the directions
the antiferromagnetic vectors in the LiCoPO4 crystal under the operations o
the symmetry groupPnma.
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the spins of the cobalt ions are oriented along theb axis.8 For
this ordering of the spins the operation of spatial inversion
the Pnma group becomes odd—the direction of the AF
vectorL2y on inversion is changed to the opposite. The lo
of a center of symmetry at the transition to the magne
groupPnma8 makes it possible for a magnetoelectric effe
to appear but forbids the appearance of ordinary weak fe
magnetism. Oddness under the inversion operation in
crystal-chemical symmetry group forbids the appearance
the thermodynamic potential of the usual invariants of
form L2iM i , which would correspond to Dzyaloshinski�–
Moriya interactions.13,21,22The observation of a WFM mo
ment in the magnetoelectric crystal LiCoPO4 is not inconsis-
tent with the answer, in the negative, to the question aske
the title of Ref. 20: can WFM and the magnetoelectric effe
coexist in an AFM crystal? Although Ref. 20 talks about t
incompatibility of these phenomena, in that paper the c
when only uniform single-mode~or single-vector! AFM or-
dering is present was understood, in which case the op
tions of the crystal-chemical symmetry can be divided in
even and odd with respect to their action on the AFM vec
The presence of WFM in LiCoPO4 attests to its complex
AFM structure, which may be represented as a superpos
of one or two odd and one even AFM mode. The center
inversion of the crystal-chemical cell of LiCoPO4 is odd with
respect to the AFM vectorsL2 andL3 but even with respec
to L1 . Therefore the modeL1 should be present in the AFM
structure of LiCoPO4.

Upon the appearance of a WFM momentM0ibiY the
magnetic group of the crystal will lose the symmetry ope
tions2x/t1 and 2z /t3 , which connect the ions from differen
corrugated layers. It would seem that the absence o
symmetry relation between the magnetic moments of
ions from different layers coupled weakly to one anoth
could lead to weak ferrimagnetism and to a diversity of p
sible variants of the temperature behavior of the result
spontaneous moment. However, in LiCoPO4 the cobalt ions
occupy only crystallographically equivalent sites. No stru
tural changes occur upon magnetic ordering, and the m
netic sites retain their equivalence; consequently, only w
ferromagnetism but not ferrimagnetism can arise
LiCoPO4.

If it is assumed that the AFM structure of the LiCoPO4

crystal is uniform and its weak ferromagnetism is due
noncollinearity of the magnetic moment vectors of the su
lattices or to a slight difference of their lengths, then t
weak-ferromagnetic moment in it can be described only w
the aid of fourth-order invariants. In this case the appeara
of WFM may be due to interactions not lower than fourt
order in the spins—biquadratic and four-spin interactions23

In the presence of the fundamental mode of antiferrom
netic ordering—the antiferromagnetic vectorL2y5S1y2S2y

2S3y1S4y , the appearance of a WFM moment along theb
axis can be described by several 4th-order invariants. T
can be composed by starting from the table of transform
tions of the projections of the magnetic vectors~see Table II!
and may be grouped into the following three groups:

1! invariants of three-dimensional noncollinear tw
vector AFM structures with vectorsL1 andL2 ,

L2yM yL1zL2x , L2yM yL1xL2z ; ~3!
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2! invariants of planar noncollinear three-vector AF
structures in which the magnetic moments of the ions lie
the ~001! plane or in the~100! plane, with nonzero AFM
vectorsL1 , L2 , andL3 ,

L2yM yL1xL3x , L2yM yL1zL3z ; ~4!

3! an invariant of a collinear three-vector structure,

L2yM yL1yL3y . ~5!

The observed nonmonotonic temperature dependenc
the WFM moment is indicative of a competition among d
ferent mechanisms leading to WFM in a uniform AFM cry
tal. If the WFM were due to interactions described by inva
ants of groups~3! and ~4!, it would be hard to expect
nonmonotonic temperature dependence of the WFM mom
in the absence of competition among different mechanis
The effective fields due to the presence of ‘‘transverse’’ co
ponents of the AFM vectorsL2 , L1 , andL3 and which lead
to weak ferromagnetism can give rise to a temperature
pendence of the WFM moment governed by the tempera
dependence of the productL2yLa iLb j , which can qualita-
tively resemble a dependence of the formMa(T)3, where
Ma(T) is the sublattice magnetization. In this case o
would expect to see the usual temperature dependence o
WFM moment, going to saturation as the temperature
proaches absolute zero. In the presence of competing me
nisms, however, one can expect nonmonotonic tempera
dependence ofM0 but with a maximum near the Ne´el tem-
perature. In this case the temperature dependence of
WFM moment will be similar to that observed in YVO3

crystals,14,15where the WFM moment described by the usu
second-order Dzyaloshinski� invariant changes strongly with
temperature on account of a competition between the sin
ion anisotropy and the antisymmetric exchange interactio

If, on the other hand, the WFM is longitudinal, preser
ing the collinearity of the AFM structure, and is described
a single invariant of the third group~5!, then one can expec
a very strong temperature dependence similar to that
(x i)2M (T) i and qualitatively similar to the temperature d
pendence of the longitudinal components of the magne
electric tensor, e.g.,a33 in the antiferromagnet Cr2O3 ~Ref.
28!. Although such dependence also reflects the main fea

TABLE II. Transformation of the projections of the magnetic vectors a
the unit vectors by the generators of the groupPnma.
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of the temperature dependence of the magnetic moment
served in LiCoPO4—a substantial decrease in value wh
the crystal is cooled to a temperature much less thanTN , it
does not fully describe the experimental temperature dep
dence of the WFM moment. At temperatures much less t
TN one cannot expect substantial changes of the longitud
WFM moment with temperature. The maximum value of t
WFM moment should be reached at a temperature whic
also close to the Ne´el temperature. The observed behavior
M0(T) is characterized by substantial changes with tempe
ture even forT/TN,0.25. Therefore it is necessary to co
sider other possible causes of the WFM moment.

One such possible cause of the WFM is due to the p
posed presence in LiCoPO4 of a nonuniform regular or ir-
regular weak antiferromagnetic order. The possibility th
modulated WFM structures which are described by inva
ants linear in the first spatial derivatives of the magne
vectors and which are similar to Lifshitz invariants can ar
in AFM crystals having an odd center of inversion has be
considered in many papers~see, e.g., Refs. 6 and 23–26!.
The symmetry of the LiCoPO4 crystal allows an invariant of
the typeM y(dL2y /dx)2L2y(dMy /dx).6 A nonzero result-
ant magnetic moment in this case might appear in the p
ence of nonuniformities of the modulation of the antiferr
magnetic structure in the sample. However, both in the fi
neutron diffraction studies and in the recent ones29 it has
been established that the fundamental modeL2y of the anti-
ferromagnetic structure in LiCoPO4 is uniform. If, on the
other hand, it is assumed that the magnetic moments of
sublattices deviate from theb direction by small angles, so
that the magnetic structure of the crystal is characterized
two or more AFM modes, and it is also assumed that
weak AFM modes are modulated in the direction of thea
axis, along which the exchange couplings are especi
weak, then, as is seen from Table II, the following invarian
are symmetry-allowed:

L2yM ydL2x

dx

dL1z

dx
,

L2yM ydL2z

dx

dL1x

dx
,

L2yM ydL3z

dx

dL1z

dx
,

L2yM ydL3x

dx

dL1x

dx
. ~6!

They can describe the appearance of a nonzero aver
WFM momentM0ibiY. For such a modulation the funda
mental AFM modeL2y can be essentially uniform, while
only the transverse projections (L1x and L2z , or L1x and
L3x , or L1z andL2x , or L1z andL3z) of the AFM vectors are
modulated completely and in phase with each other. In t
case at low temperatures one can expect a stronger tem
ture dependence due to the usual temperature evolutio
the character of the modulation of such structures from h
monic to solitonlike.27 Since the WFM moment in this cas
is proportional to the volume of those parts of the crystal
which the variation of the antiferromagnetic vectors occur
is natural that as the temperature is lowered, after a trans
of the harmonically modulated structure to a solitonic stru
ture ~to the so-called ‘‘soliton lattice’’ of modulation! the
WFM moment will decrease on account of a decrease of b
the number and thickness of the walls between incomm
surate domains. The increase of the gradient of the pro
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tions dLki /dx in the walls cannot compensate for of th
decrease of the total volume of the walls. The symmetry
the crystal and the type of its antiferromagnetic ordering a
admit other uniform and nonuniform invariants which cou
describe the appearance of weak ferromagnetism. Am
them are uniform and gradient invariants containing thez
projection of a hypothetical toroidal moment, which tran
forms in the same way as they projection of the fundamenta
AFM vector L2y ~Ref. 6!.

It is also necessary to consider the possibility of a we
spontaneous magnetic moment arising due to irregular l
magnetic nonuniformities with frustrated exchange co
plings, which can arise in 2D antiferromagnets.30,31 Upon
thermal excitation of such nonuniformities the temperat
dependence of the spontaneous magnetization should b
pecially strong. It will be possible to determine the tr
mechanism for the appearance of weak ferromagnetism
LiCoPO4 only after doing precise experimental studies
various physical properties which are sensitive to the m
netic structure of the crystal. Among these, besides neu
diffraction, are investigation of the hysteresis effects o
served in the magnetooptical studies, and the search
spontaneous electrical polarization and unconventional m
netic ~magnetization quadratic in the field! and magnetoop-
tical effects~the linear magnetooptical effect, etc.!.

CONCLUSION

The presence of weak ferromagnetism in LiCoPO4 has
been confirmed by two independent experiments. The p
ence of a spontaneous ferromagnetic moment in reg
LiCoPO4 crystals is evidence of a disagreement of the r
magnetic symmetry with the magnetic grou
Pnma8(Pnma/Pnm21)5Sh62

445(D2h
16/C2V

7 ) that was deter-
mined earlier by the neutron diffraction method. Since
center of symmetry of the crystal-chemical cell of the crys
after AFM ordering becomes odd with respect to the AF
vector, the weak ferromagnetism cannot be due to the u
interactions of the Dzyaloshinski�–Moriya type—single-ion
anisotropy and antisymmetric exchange. The cause of
weak ferromagnetism in LiCoPO4 may be interactions of a
least fourth order in the spins. The presence of weak fe
magnetism indicates that the antiferromagnetic structure
LiCoPO4 is mixed—it can be described not by one but
two or three antiferromagnetic vectors, one of which co
tains the fundamental AFM mode while the others descr
modes of weak antiferromagnetism.

The observed temperature dependence of the WFM
ment of LiCoPO4 is atypical of weak ferromagnets. In view
of the strong temperature dependence of the spontan
magnetic moment of lithium cobalt phosphate at low te
peratures, we conclude that among the possible mechan
for the appearance of the WFM moment in LiCoPO4 there is
a preference for that in which the formation of the sponta
ous magnetic moment is due to a regular or irregular non
form solitonlike AFM structure.
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Features of the magnetic properties of rare-earth intermetallides RMn 2Ge2 „Review …
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The magnetic and other physical properties of the ternary intermetallic compounds RMn2Ge2

~R is a rare earth! are of great interest on account of effects due to the coexistence of the
3d ~manganese! and 4f ~rare-earth! magnetic subsystems. The layered structure, the high
sensitivity of the exchange parameters to the interatomic distances, the antiferromagnetic
exchange interaction in the manganese subsystem in intermetallides containing heavy rare earths,
and also the appreciable crystal-field effects in the rare-earth subsystem make for complex
magnetic phase diagrams in these compounds. A review is given of the experimental and
theoretical research on the magnetic properties and magnetic phase diagrams of the
intermetallic compounds RMn2Ge2 , including measurements in high and ultrahigh magnetic
fields. A theoretical model is proposed which takes into account the features of the crystal structure
and the hierarchy of exchange interactions in intermetallides containing heavy rare earths;
this model is in many cases capable of describing the magnetic properties of these intermetallides
over a wide range of magnetic fields and temperatures, and it permits determination of the
interaction parameters for RMn2Ge2 compounds with R5Gd and Dy from a comparison of the
experimental and calculated magnetization curves andH –T phase diagrams. ©2002
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1511711#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Ternary intermetallic compounds containing rare ear
~R! and transition elements~T! have attracted a great deal
interest in recent years. This is because the inclusion
third element~X! in the formula for the intermetallide allow
one to vary the type of crystal structure, interatomic d
tances, concentration of conduction electrons, etc., makin
possible to obtain materials with new magnetic propertie

Among the many ternary intermetallides the compoun
RT2X2 with X5Ge or Si have held a steady research int
est, as can be seen from the number of scientific publicat
devoted to them in recent years~see, e.g., the review1!. This
attention is due to the fact that the intermetallides RT2X2

manifest a great diversity of physical characteristics. Amo
these compounds one can find superconductors and he
fermion systems, variable-valence effects, etc.1 The magnetic
properties of these intermetallides are also extremely in
esting, although one cannot yet say that the magnetism o
intermetallic compounds RT2X2 is conclusively understood

The magnetic properties of RT2X2 intermetallides con-
taining manganese are especially interesting, since onl
RMn2X2 does magnetic ordering arise in the 3d manganese
subsystem at comparatively high temperatures.1 The features
of the crystal structure and exchange interactions of RMn2X2

are conducive to spontaneous magnetic phase transition
many of these compounds, and several of those transit
have not yet been adequately explained. The magnetic p
6531063-777X/2002/28(8–9)/16/$22.00
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transitions in a magnetic field have been studied even l
The magnetoelastic properties of RMn2X2 intermetallides
have also been studied in insufficient detail. Very recently
was pointed out that because of the features of the cry
structure, these intermetallides are natural superlattices
can be used as model objects for studying the processe
curring in superlattices; this circumstance has heightened
interest in these objects.

The intermetallic compounds RMn2X2 that have been
studied in greatest detail are those with X5Ge. In this article
we give a brief review of the nature and the features of
magnetic ordering in intermetallides of the RMn2Ge2 type,
based on both information available in the literature and
experimental and theoretical research of the authors. A th
retical model is proposed which in many cases is capabl
describing the spontaneous and induced magnetic phase
sitions in these compounds.

2. CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE INTERMETALLIC
COMPOUNDS RT2X2

Intermetallic compounds of the type RT2X2 are formed
by the rare earths~R! thorium, uranium, yttrium, barium, and
calcium, transition elements~T! of the 3d, 4d, and 5d
groups, and germanium or silicon~X!. These intermetallides
containing manganese and other 3d materials crystallize in
the well-known body-centered tetragonal structure that w
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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first determined for ThCr2Si2 in Ref. 2 and have space grou
I4/mmm. The unit cell of this structure contains two formu
units and is illustrated in Fig. 1.

An important feature of the compounds RMn2X2 with a
structure of the ThCr2Si2 type is that this structure consis
of layers of rare earths, transition elements, and german
~or silicon! lying perpendicular to the tetragonal axisc and
arranged in the sequence

–R–X–T–X–R–X–T–X–R– .

The layers of X and T atoms form a sandwich structu
with a rare-earth atom situated between neighboring sa
wiches. Each R atom is surrounded by eight X atoms
eight T atoms, which are located at the corners of a cu
The interatomic distances R–X and R–T are smaller than
sum of the corresponding ionic radii but larger than the s
of the covalent radii.

3. MAGNETIC PROPERTIES AND MAGNETIC STRUCTURE
OF THE INTERMETALLIC COMPOUNDS RMn 2Ge2

As we said in the Introduction, numerous studies ha
shown that in the majority of the RT2Ge2 intermetallic com-
pounds the transition metal T does not have a magnetic
ment. An exception is manganese, which is magnetically
dered at relatively high temperatures.1 Thus from a magnetic
standpoint the RMn2Ge2 intermetallides consist of two dif
ferent subsystems: the R subsystem and the Mn subsyste
feature of the magnetic properties of the RMn2Ge2 intermet-
allides is that these subsystems become magnetically ord
at different temperatures: at high temperatures only the m
ganese subsystem is ordered; the ordering of the rare-e
subsystem occurs at much lower temperatures. The m
magnetic characteristics of the RMn2Ge2 intermetallides, ac-
cording to the data of different experiments, are presente
Table I.

Neutron diffraction and magnetic studies of RMn2Ge2

compounds with light rare earths9,10 have shown that with
decreasing temperature in those compounds the manga
subsystem undergoes first a transition from the paramagn
to an antiferromagnetic state~the Néel temperatureTN) and

FIG. 1. Crystal structure of the ThCr2Si2 type.
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then, as the temperature is decreased further, a transition
ferromagnetic state~the Curie temperatureTC). The Néel
temperature of these compounds lies in the range 390–
K, andTC'330 K.

The magnetic ordering of the rare-earth subsystem
RMn2Ge2 compounds with the light rare earths Pr and N
occurs at a temperatureTt of the order of 100 K.10 The
compound SmMn2Ge2 has the most complex magnet
behavior.13,15 Like the other intermetallides with light rar
earths, this compound undergoes a transition from the p
magnetic to an antiferromagnetic state and then from
antiferromagnetic to a ferromagnetic state as the tempera
is lowered. However, unlike the intermetallides with La, P
and Nd, when SmMn2Ge2 is cooled below a temperatur
Tt1'150 K the manganese subsystem undergoes a trans
from a ferromagnetic to an antiferromagnetic state~mean-
while, the Sm subsystem is magnetically disordered!. When
the temperature is decreased further toTt'100 K an inverse
transition of the Mn subsystem to a ferromagnetic state
curs, accompanied by ferromagnetic ordering of the Sm s
system, so that a resultant ferromagnetic structure is form

The RMn2Ge2 intermetallides with heavy rare earths a
simpler from a magnetic point of view. On cooling to th
Néel temperatureTN , antiferromagnetic ordering arises i
their Mn subsystem.1 The value ofTN is equal to 410 K for
the Tb compound and increases with increasing atomic n
ber of the rare earth, toTN'478 K for TmMn2Ge2 ~Refs. 19
and 21!. The compound GdMn2Ge2 stands out some, with
TN'365 K.5,18 However, an anomaly of the magnetizatio
of this intermetallide has been detected17 at a temperature
TN'480– 500 K. The nature of this anomaly is not clear.

On further cooling of RMn2Ge2 intermetallides with
heavy rare earths toTt , magnetic ordering occurs in th
rare-earth subsystem.19,21 This temperature is approximatel
equal to 95 K for the Gd and Tb compounds, around 40 K
DyMn2Ge2 , and considerably lower for compounds with H
(Tt52.15 K), Er (Tt55.5 K), and Tm (Tt58.5 K).21 We
note that in the compounds containing Gd, Tb, and Dy
onset of magnetic order in the R subsystem is a first-or
phase transition and is accompanied by a transition of
Mn subsystem from the antiferromagnetic to the ferrom
netic state, so that the resulting magnetic structure beco
ferrimagnetic. In the remaining compounds with heavy ra
earths the magnetic ordering of the rare-earth subsystem
second-order phase transition; here the Mn subsystem
mains antiferromagnetic to the lowest temperatures inve
gated (;2 K).21

Previously it has been assumed that the magnetic st
ture of the Mn subsystem consists of ferromagnetically
dered manganese planes of the~001! type, and the resulting
ferro- or antiferromagnetic structure is realized for a para
or antiparallel orientation of the magnetic moments of neig
boring planes, respectively. However, recent neutron diffr
tion studies8–10 have shown that the situation is more com
plicated. From neutron diffraction measurements both
pure RMn2Ge2 compounds and on mixed compounds of t
~Y, La!Mn2Ge2 and~R, R8!Mn2Ge2 type it follows that col-
linear magnetic ordering of the Mn subsystem occurs only
compounds with the heavy rare earths Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, T
and Y~the intermetallide GdMn2Ge2 was not studied by neu
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TABLE I. Main magnetic characteristics of the compounds RMn2Ge2 : TN is the Néel temperature,TC the Curie temperature,Tt the
temperature of ordering of the R subsystem,Qp the paramagnetic Curie temperature,M eff the effective moment,Ms the spontaneous
magnetization at 4.2 K,mMn andmR the magnetic moments of the Mn and R atoms at 4.2 K,gJJ the magnetic moment of R31, and EA
the axis of easy magnetization.

Notes: * In SmMn2Ge2 on cooling to this temperature a transition occurs from the ferromagnetic phase to an antiferromagnetic p
the manganese subsystem;** below 250 K;*** below 100 K.
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tron diffraction because of the large neutron absorption cr
section of gadolinium!. At the same time, in intermetallide
with light rare earths more complex magnetic structures
formed in the manganese subsystem. These magnetic s
tures have the feature that in many of the compounds a m
netic ordering which combines ferro- and antiferromagne
components arises in planes of the~001! type; in addition, in
some of the compounds there can be long-period non
linear structures. Figure 2 shows the different types of m
netic structures of the Mn subsystem which are character
of the (Y, La)Mn2Ge2 system and of other RMn2Ge2
ss
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intermetallides.8,10,26 In the compound YMn2Ge2 there is a
collinear antiferromagnetic structure of the AFi l type. This is
the type of structure that the Mn subsystem has in interm
allides containing heavy rare earths at temperatures ab
Tt . Below Tt the Mn subsystem in compounds containi
Tb, Dy, and, apparently, Gd undergoes a transition to a
linear ferromagnetic structure of the F type.21 The AFi l -type
antiferromagnetic structure of the Mn subsystem in co
pounds containing Ho, Er, and Tm persists to the low
temperatures (;2.2 K). In the compound LaMn2Ge2 at high
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temperatures (TN.T.TC) there is a planar spiral antiferro
magnetic structure of the AFf s type, which at a temperatur
belowTC undergoes a transition to an incommensurate st
ture of the Fmi type with a ferromagnetic component alon
the tetragonal axis. In the compounds PrMn2Ge2 and
NdMn2Ge2 for temperatures aboveTC the Mn subsystem ha
a collinear antiferromagnetic structure of the AFl type in
which the magnetic moment is perpendicular to thec axis.
Below TC these compounds have a commensurate ferrom
netic structure of the Fmc type, with a ferromagnetic com
ponent along thec axis. At still lower temperatures (T
,280 and 250 K for Pr and Nd, respectively! a helical fer-
romagnetic structure of the Fmi type arises in the Mn sub
system.

The magnetic ordering in the rare earth subsystem is
differential in different compounds. In intermetallides co
taining Pr, Nd, Gd, Tb, Dy, and Er at a temperature belowTt

the R subsystem has a collinear ferromagnetic structure.
magnetic moments of Nd and Er lie in the~001! plane, and in
the rest of these compounds the magnetic moment of the
earth is oriented along the tetragonal axis.10,21 In HoMn2Ge2

FIG. 2. Magnetic structures of the manganese subsystem observe
RMn2Ge2 intermetallic compounds.
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g-
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below Tt there are two different coexisting sinusoidal
modulated magnetic structures in the Ho subsystem.21 In
TmMn2Ge2 the Tm moments lie in the basal plane.21 Along
thec axis the ferromagnetic Tm~001! layers alternate in the
sequence1122. The Mn moments deviate slightly from
the c axis, and the components of the Mn moments in
~001! layer alternate from layer to layer in the same seque
as for the moments of Tm.

It has also been found as a result of magnetic and n
tron diffraction studies22,24 that the magnetic structure i
DyMn2Ge2 at T,T1533– 35 K is ferrimagnetic: the mag
netic moments of the manganese and dysprosium subsys
are collinear to the tetragonal axis and antiparallel to e
other~Fig. 3, the Fi phase!. AboveT2537.5– 40 K the man-
ganese subsystem is antiferromagnetic, and the dyspro
subsystem is in a paramagnetic state~Fig. 3, the AF phase!.
According to the data of Ref. 22, forT1,T,T2 the ferri-
magnetic and antiferromagnetic phases coexist with a ph
in which the magnetic moments of the manganese subsys
alternate in the sequence221221, and the dysprosium
subsystem is partially ordered: 1/3 of the dysprosium ato
are magnetically ordered, and 2/3 are found in a param
netic state~Fig. 3, phase I!.

The compound SmMn2Ge2 has not been studied by neu
tron diffraction. However, studies of the mixed silicon-bas
compound Nd0.35La0.65Mn2Si2 ~Ref. 26!, in which
temperature-induced spontaneous magnetic phase trans
like those in SmMn2G2 were observed, have shown that
this compound the Mn system has different magnetic str
tures at different temperatures, much as has been obse
in germanium-based intermetallides with light rare ear
~see Fig. 2!. Below TN'395 K the compound
Nd0.35La0.65Mn2Si2 is characterized by the structure AFl , in

in

FIG. 3. Magnetic structures of the compound DyMn2Ge2 ~the shaded atoms
are shifted relative to the plane of the figure by half a lattice parameter!.
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the temperature interval betweenTC'295 K and Tt1

'220 K by the structure Fmc, for Tt1.T.Tt2'50 K it has
the AFmc structure, and forT,Tt2 it again has the Fmc
structure~the magnetic structures mentioned are illustrated
Fig. 2!. It is possible that the Mn subsystem in SmMn2Ge2

has these same structures.
In intermetallides with light rare earths the R–Mn e

change interaction is ferromagnetic, and as a consequen
this the resulting magnetic structure below the magnetic
dering temperature of the rare-earth subsystem is ferrom
netic. In intermetallides with heavy rare earths, on the c
trary, the R–Mn exchange interaction is antiferromagne
so that the resulting magnetic structure is ferrimagnetic.

Neutron diffraction studies8,10 have determined the mag
netic moments of Mn atT54.2 K in the compounds
LaMn2Ge2 , PrMn2Ge2 , and NdMn2Ge2 , which have the
values 3.06, 2.8, and 2.7mB , respectively, which are muc
larger than the values obtained from the magnetic meas
ments. This difference can be explained by the circumsta
that in the compounds studied the Mn subsystem has a
collinear structure, as the neutron diffraction studies h
revealed.

In compounds with heavy rare earths the magnetic m
ment of manganese is approximately 1.7– 2mB , according to
magnetic measurements on single crystals.19,27 At the same
time, from the neutron diffraction data the moment of t
manganese is almost the same in all these compounds,
ing a value 2.3mB .21 We note that according to the neutro
diffraction data the magnetic moment of manganese in c
pounds with light rare earths is much larger than the mom
of manganese in the compounds with heavy rare earth
possible explanation of this is that the manganese is foun
different electronic states in the compounds with light a
heavy rare earths. This effect may be due to the change in
distance between manganese atoms as one goes from
Tm. We see from Table I that the magnetic moments of
rare earths are close to the theoretical valuesgJJmB for the
free Re31 ions~except Nd and Ho!. Some differences may b
attributed to the influence of the crystalline field on the st
of the R31 ions. In Ref. 28 it was observed that the magne
moment of manganese (DmMn /mMn'16% in TbMn2Ge2)
decreases upon the transition of the manganese subsy
from the ferro- to the antiferromagnetic state in compoun
of the system NdxTb12xMn2Ge2 for x50 – 0.4.

Magnetic studies have shown6,11,12,17,27that the axis of
easy magnetization~EA! in RMn2Ge2 compounds with R
5La, Pr, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, and Tm is oriented along t
tetragonal axis, while in ErMn2Ge2 the EA is parallel to the
@110# direction.19,21 In the compound NdMn2Ge2 at tempera-
tures aboveTsr5250 K the EA is thec axis, while for T
,Tsr the EA is reoriented in the~001! plane,12 so that a
spin-reorientation phase transition occurs. In SmMn2Ge2 at
temperatures aboveTt5100 K the EA is parallel to thec
axis, and forT,Tt the EA is oriented along the@110# axis.13

The magnetization curves of RMn2Ge2 single crystals
along the easy and hard magnetization directions show19 that
compounds in which the rare earth atoms have a non
orbital moment have a large magnetic anisotropy~Table II!.
It is seen from the table that the magnetic anisotropy
GdMn2Ge2 ~the Gd31 ion is found in anS state! is an order
n
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of magnitude smaller than the magnetic anisotropy of t
other compounds with magnetic rare earths. This indica
that the large magnetic anisotropy is due to the rare ea
ions and apparently, as in the other R–T intermetallides,
a single-ion nature.

4. EXCHANGE INTERACTIONS IN RMn 2Ge2 INTERMETALLIC
COMPOUNDS

We have shown that the compounds RMn2Ge2 have
various magnetic structures, and various magnetic ph
transitions occur in them as the temperature is varied. T
formation of these structures and transitions is intimately
lated to the competition among the different types of e
change interactions, with the different mechanisms contr
uting to them ~the RKKY exchange interaction via
conduction electrons, and superexchange between the m
netic atoms via germanium!. Generally speaking, the ex
change interactions in the RMn2Ge2 intermetallides can be
divided into four classes:

a! Mn–Mn in the layer;
b! interlayer Mn–Mn~in the simplest case between nea

est manganese planes!;
c! Mn–R;
d! R–R.
Numerous studies have shown~see, e.g., the review1!

that the strongest is the exchange interaction between
ions in the layer, which is mainly determined by the ma
netic ordering temperature of the intermetallides RMn2Ge2 .
In compounds with heavy rare earths this interaction is f
romagnetic. In compounds with light rare earths an antif
romagnetic ordering arises in the layer at high temperatu
~aboveTC). This is due to the onset of an antiferromagne
component of the intralayer exchange, which depends on
Mn–Mn interatomic distancedMn–Mn in the layer. According
to Ref. 26, the critical distancedc is approximately 2.87 Å.
In compounds with heavy rare earths one hasdc.dMn–Mn ,
and therefore in those intermetallides the antiferromagne
component is absent, and the manganese in the layer is
dered ferromagnetically. In intermetallides with light rar
earths, for whichdc,dMn–Mn , the antiferromagnetic compo

TABLE II. Values of the magnetic anisotropy constants of RMn2Ge2 com-
pounds atT54.2 K ~according to the data of Refs. 11 and 19!.
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nent of the exchange gives rise to an antiferromagnetic~col-
linear or noncollinear! magnetic ordering in the layer. W
note, however, that the origin and features of the antife
magnetic component of the exchange interaction in the la
has been insufficiently well studied and is in need of furth
investigation.

The exchange interaction between manganese plan
an order of magnitude smaller than the Mn–Mn exchan
interaction in the layer. As has been shown by many auth
~see, e.g., Ref. 13 and the references cited therein!, this in-
teraction is also strongly dependent on the Mn–Mn int
atomic distance in the layer and changes sign at a ce
critical value dc152.86 Å. In compounds with light rare
earths the Mn–Mn interatomic distance at room tempera
is larger thandc1 , and the exchange interaction betwe
nearest manganese planes is ferromagnetic. In configura
with heavy rare earths, on the contrary, this interaction
antiferromagnetic, since the Mn–Mn interatomic distance
less thandc1 . As a result, in compounds with light rar
earths the manganese subsystem has a ferromagnetic
ture, and in intermetallides with heavy rare earths at temp
tures above the magnetic ordering temperature of the
earths the manganese subsystem is found in an antiferro
netic state. The dependence of the manganese–mang
interplane exchange on the interatomic distance has b
confirmed by numerous studies both on SmMn2Ge2 and on
several mixed compounds.25,29,30In SmMn2Ge2 the Mn–Mn
interatomic distance in the layer is close todc1 . At room
temperatured.dc1 in this compound, and SmMn2Ge2 is a
ferromagnet. On cooling, because of the change of the in
atomic distances with temperature,d becomes smaller, an
there is a transition of the manganese subsystem to an
ferromagnetic state on account of the change in sign of
Mn–Mn interlayer exchange interaction. Further decreas
temperature leads to magnetic ordering of the Sm subsys
which induces a return of the ferromagnetic ordering of
manganese subsystem. An analogous transition of the m
ganese subsystem is observed in compounds with Gd,
and Dy as the temperature is lowered toTt .

We note that because of the dependence of the Mn–
interplane exchange interaction on the interatomic dista
in the layer,d ~or, in other words, on the crystal lattice p
rametera), appreciable magnetoelastic anomalies appea
the temperature dependence of the parametera at the spon-
taneous magnetic phase transitions due to the transitio
the manganese subsystem from the ferro- to the antife
magnetic state.31 This is clearly seen in Fig. 4, which show
the temperature dependence of the parameters of the cr
structure of several RMn2Ge2 intermetallides from Ref. 31.

The Mn–R exchange interaction has approximately
same value as the exchange interaction between nearest
ganese planes. The competition of these two interactions
termines the magnetic properties of these compounds at
temperatures. In compounds with Gd, Tb, and Dy at
magnetic ordering temperature of the R subsystem, the
subsystem undergoes a transition from the antiferromagn
to a ferromagnetic state on account of the fact that the Mn
exchange interaction is larger than the antiferromagnetic
change interaction between nearest manganese plane
compounds with Ho, Er, and Tm the antiferromagnetism
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the Mn subsystem persists to the lowest temperatures, s
in these compounds the Mn–R exchange interaction
smaller than the manganese interplane exchange interac
The magnetic ordering of the R subsystem in compou
with Gd, Tb, and Dy is due to the Mn–R exchange intera
tion, while in compounds with Ho, Er, and Tm the magne
ordering of the R subsystem is caused by the R–R excha
interaction proper, which is an order of magnitude sma
than the Mn–R exchange interaction.

We conclude this Section by noting that the nature of
magnetism of a 3d subsystem in intermetallides of th
RT2X2 type is unclear at the present time. In Refs. 32 and
an attempt was made to explain the difference of the prop
ties of the manganese and other 3d subsystems in these in
termetallides in the framework of an itinerant magnetis
model. The band structure of the intermetallides LaMn2Ge2 ,
YMn2Ge2 , and LaCo2Ge2 was calculated, and it was show
that the value of the density of states at the Fermi leve
YMn2Ge2 and LaMn2Ge2 is relatively large, and the Stone
criterion for itinerant ferromagnetism is satisfied for tho
compounds. For LaCo2Ge2 the density of states at the Ferm
level is considerably smaller, and for that intermetallide t
Stoner criterion is not satisfied, and therefore the Co s
system is nonmagnetic. Thus calculations in a band mo
can explain the presence of magnetic ordering in the man
nese subsystem and its absence in the cobalt subsyste
the compound RT2Ge2 . However, analysis of the magnet
moments of the manganese in the magnetically ordered
paramagnetic states led the authors of Ref. 1 to conclude
the magnetism of the manganese subsystem in RM2Ge2 in-
termetallides cannot be described completely in a b
model. This question needs further investigation.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the crystal structure parameters o
compounds RMn2Ge2 :R5Sm ~a!, Gd ~b!, Dy ~c!.
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5. DESCRIPTION OF THE MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
OF RMn2Ge2 INTERMETALLIDES IN THE YAFET–KITTEL
MODEL FOR FERRIMAGNETS WITH AN
ANTIFERROMAGNETIC INTRASUBLATTICE EXCHANGE
INTERACTION

Thus the RMn2Ge2 intermetallic compounds have tw
magnetic sublattices: manganese and rare-earth. In the i
metallides with heavy rare earths the exchange interac
between these subsystems is antiferromagnetic, and ther
these intermetallides can be treated as two-sublattice f
magnets. An important feature of RMn2Ge2 with heavy rare
earths is that the exchange interaction between neighbo
manganese layers is also antiferromagnetic, and these
pounds can therefore be treated as two-sublattice ferrim
nets with an antiferromagnetic exchange interaction in on
the sublattices. The properties of these ferrimagnets w
first calculated by Yafet and Kittel,34 who showed that in the
exchange approximation forH50 in addition to the ordinary
collinear ferrimagnetic~Fi! phase, in which the magneti
moments of the sublattices are oriented antiparallel to e
other, there can arise a triangular~T! magnetic phase in
which the sublattice with the antiferromagnetic intrasubl
tice exchange interaction~the unstable sublattice! splits up
into two equivalent subsublattices, the magnetic moment
which are oriented the same relative to the magnetic mom
of the stable sublattice and at an angle to each other. Su
quently it was established35 that in the presence of a field
such a ferrimagnet can have, besides the T phase, in w
the magnetic moments of the sublattices are oriented a
angle to each other, and the ferromagnetic~F! phase, in
which the magnetic moments of the sublattices are paralle
each other, an additional phase in which the magnetic
ments of the subsublattices are antiparallel~an antiferromag-
netic ~AF! phase!.

The Yafet–Kittel model has been used36–38 to describe
the properties of the intermetallides of the syste
Gd12xYxMn2Ge2 and Gd12xLaxMn2Ge2 . For such systems
the thermodynamic potential at low temperatures can
written in the form

F52l12M•~m11m2!2l228 m1•m22
1

2
l22~m1

21m2
2!

2
1

2
l11M

22
K

2m2 ~m1z
2 1m2z

2 !2H~M1m11m2!.

~1!

Here the first term describes the exchange interaction of
stable ~magnetic momentM ! and unstable~magnetic mo-
ment m11m2) sublattices (l12,0), the second term de
scribes the exchange between the sublattices (l228 ,0), the
third the exchange within the sublattices (l22.0), the
fourth the exchange interaction within the stable sublat
(l11.0), the fifth the magnetic anisotropy of the unstab
sublattice~the z axis coincides with the axis of the crysta
m5um1u5um2u), and the last term describes the Zeeman
ergy. We emphasize that in this case the nearest-neig
approximation is used, i.e., only the exchange interaction
neighboring planes of a given type are taken into accoun
systems with gadolinium, which is anS ion, one can neglec
the magnetic anisotropy of the gadolinium subsystem~the
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case of a non-S ion is analyzed in the next Section! and
assume that only the unstable manganese sublattice ha
isotropy, and for it the direction of easy magnetization, a
cording to the experimental data, is parallel to the axis of
crystal~magnetic anisotropy constantK.0) for the systems
under study.

From the conditions of minimum thermodynamic pote
tial one can determine the equilibrium magnetic structu
and construct the magnetic phase diagrams and magne
tion curves. It follows from the thermodynamic potential~1!
that ~see Ref. 36 for more details! in the absence of field this
system, for a sufficiently strong intersublattice exchange
teraction, will go to a collinear Fi phase with the magne
moments of the sublattices directed collinearly with the a
of the crystal. Decreasing the intersublattice exchange
lead to a second-order transition from the Fi phase to
triangular T phase, with an orientation of the magnetic m
ment of the stable sublattice parallel to the axis of the crys
Upon further decrease of the exchange interaction betw
sublattices, the magnetic moment of the stable sublattice
dergoes a jumplike reorientation to a direction perpendicu
to the axis of the crystal, and a new triangular phase8
arises. Finally, if the exchange field acting on the unsta
sublattice is equal to zero, then an antiferromagnetic str
ture arises in that sublattice, with an orientation of the m
netic moments of the subsublattices collinear with the axis
the crystal. The spontaneous magnetic structures arising
two-sublattice ferrimagnet with negative exchange in one
the sublattices and uniaxial anisotropy in that sublattice
shown in Fig. 5.

Thus in the presence of anisotropy of the unstable s
lattice, the triangular structure that was shown by Yafet a
Kittel to arise in an isotropic ferrimagnet with magnetic i
stability will split up into two triangular structures with
perpendicular orientation of the magnetic moment of
stable sublattice. The transition from phase T to T8 is due to
the fact that in the T phase a decrease of the intersubla
exchange will lead to a decrease of the angle between
axis of the crystal and the directions of the magnetic m
ments of the subsublattices, causing an increase in the m
netic anisotropy energy and stimulating a transition to the8
phase, in which the magnetic anisotropy energy decreas

Let us now analyze the behavior of an anisotropic fe
magnet with magnetic instability in a magnetic field. W
consider the situation in which the magnetic moment of
stable sublattice is greater than the magnetic moment of
unstable sublattice. For simplicity we limit consideration
the case when the total moment of the crystal in the ini

FIG. 5. Possible spontaneous magnetic phases of a ferrimagnet wit
antiferromagnetic exchange interaction in the unstable sublattice with al
ance for the magnetic anisotropy of that sublattice.
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state is oriented along the axis of the crystal~phases Fi and
T! and the external field is also directed along that axis. T
the problem reduces to finding the behavior of a uniax
antiferromagnet in an effective field equal to the sum of
external field and the molecular field acting on the unsta
sublattice on account of the stable sublattice. IfM.2m then
for a comparatively small magnetic anisotropy (K,
22l228 m) the following sequence of phases arises with
creasing field: Fi↔T↔AF↔T↔F. The transitions betwee
the triangular and antiferromagnetic phases is first-order,
the rest are second-order magnetic phase transitions.
magnetization curve in this case is shown schematically
Fig. 6, and the transition fields are as follows:

HFi↔T52l228 m2l12M12K,

HT↔AF52l12M2A~22l228 m21K !K,
~2!

HAF1T52l12M1A~22l228 m21K !K,

HT↔F522l228 m2l12M22K.

If the magnetic anisotropy constant increases, then
K.22l228 m the canted phases become energetic
unfavorable—the system becomes Ising-like.

For a field orientation perpendicular to the axis of t
crystal, the following sequence of phases is realized at fie
higher than the technical saturation field~when the magnetic
moment of the stable sublattice is oriented perpendicula
the axis of the crystal!: Fi8↔T8↔F8 ~the prime indicates
that the magnetic moment of the stable lattice is orien
perpendicular to the axis of the crystal!. The critical fields for
these second-order transitions are described by the ex
sion

H52l12M6l228 mS 22
K

l228 m2D ,

where the plus sign pertains to the transition Fi8↔T8 and the
minus sign to T8↔F8. We note, however, that the ferrimag

FIG. 6. Magnetization curve of an anisotropic ferrimagnet with an anti
romagnetic exchange interaction in the unstable sublattice in a field a
the axis of the crystal.
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netic structure does not arise if the technical saturation fi
is larger than the critical field of the transition Fi8↔T8 ~Ref.
36!.

We should point out that the formulas presented ab
pertain to low temperatures, where the field dependenc
the magnetic moments of the stable and unstable sublat
do not need to be taken into account. At higher temperatu
where the field dependence of these moments must no
neglected, the calculation is done numerically~see Refs. 36,
38, and 39!. For this the free energy of the different phases
calculated with both the internal energy and the entropy c
tribution taken into account, and the phase with the mi
mum free energy under the given conditions is found.

We recall that in the calculations it is necessary to ta
into account the strong dependence of the Mn–Mn interpl
exchange interaction~the parameterl228 ) on the interatomic
distances in the plane~or on the lattice parametera). This
effect leads to a dependence ofl228 on the temperature an
concentration and in a number of cases can have a substa
influence on the magnetic properties. If it is assumed that
dependencel228 (a) is linear,

l228 5r~a2ac!

(ac54.045 Å for RMn2Ge2), then this effect can be take
into account in the framework of the Kittel exchange inve
sion model.40 ~This question is discussed in more detail
Refs. 37 and 38.!

The approximation described above was used to ana
the experimental data for the system of intermetallid
Gd12xYxMn2Ge2 ~Ref. 36!. Replacing gadolinium with yt-
trium leads to a decrease of the magnetic moment of
stable~gadolinium! sublattice and thereby decreases the m
lecular field acting on the unstable~manganese! on account
of the stable sublattice and thus alters the ground state o
unstable sublattice. It should be noted that the concept
‘‘stable’’ gadolinium sublattice must be employed with som
caution, since replacing even a small amount of the ga
linium with yttrium can alter the character of the long-ran
exchange in the spin subsystem of gadolinium and lead
the formation of new magnetic phases.41 In the present case
however, the details of the interactions in the Gd sublatt
are overwhelmed by the stronger intersublattice interact
and the gadolinium subsystem can be regarded as stabl

The measurements36 were made on ‘‘free’’ powders, the
particles of which could rotate in an external field. It w
shown that at all of the concentrations studied (0<x<0.5)
the samples had a spontaneous magnetization at low
peratures and underwent a metamagnetic transition in a
~Fig. 7!.

The temperature dependence of the magnetization of
gadolinium–yttrium intermetallides is shown in Fig. 8. The
compounds can be divided into three groups according to
character of the curves. The magnetization of compou
with a low yttrium concentration (x50, 0.1, 0.2! decreases
monotonically with increasing temperature before falling o
sharply after a certain temperatureT1 is reached. In the com
pounds withx50.3 and 0.4 the magnetization varies weak
at low temperatures, then increases sharply after a ce
temperatureT2 is reached; this is followed by a monoton
decrease up to a temperatureT3 , above which the magneti
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FIG. 7. Magnetization curves for free
powders of the intermetallides
Gd12xYxMn2Ge2 at 4.2 K. The points
are experimental data, and the curv
are calculated.
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zation depends weakly on temperature. Finally, forx50.5
the magnetization falls off monotonically with increasin
temperature. Analysis of the magnetic data and the resul
x-ray diffraction measurements of the crystal structure
rameters of these compounds show that the transition
of
-
at

temperaturesT1 andT2 are first-order magnetic phase tra
sitions, while that atT3 is a second-order phase transitio
Above Tc a weak magnetic state is observed at all the c
centrations studied. TheT–x magnetic phase diagram of th
intermetallides Gd12xYxMn2Ge2 is shown in Fig. 9.
of
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e-
ts

7
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FIG. 8. Temperature dependence
the magnetization of Gd12xYxMn2Ge2

intermetallides: experimental data i
a field of 0.83 T for free powders
~1!; theoretical dependences~2!;
d—values of the spontaneous magn
tization obtained from measuremen
in high magnetic fields~see Fig. 7!.
For the compound withx50 the spon-
taneous magnetization data of Ref. 2
for a single crystal are also show
~s!; Ti are the critical temperatures o
the phase transitions.
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The experimental data can be explained in terms o
modified Yafet–Kittel model in the following way. At low
temperatures the gadolinium-rich compounds (x<0.4) have
a rather large intersublattice exchange interaction. This le
to ferromagnetic ordering of the manganese subsystem
consequently, those intermetallides are collinear ferrim
nets. Atx50.5 the intrasublattice exchange interaction is
sufficient for collinear ferromagnetic ordering of the unsta
manganese subsystem—the triangular phase appears, an
total moment increases~see Fig. 8!. As the temperature is
raised, the decrease in the magnetization of the gadolin
subsystem leads to a decrease in the molecular field ac
on the unstable manganese subsystem, and in compo
with x50, 0.1, and 0.2 this subsystem undergoes a trans
to an antiferromagnetic state at a temperatureT1 , and the
gadolinium subsystem becomes paramagnetic. We note
this behavior has been confirmed previously for a numbe
RMn2Ge2 intermetallides by neutron diffraction studies.1,10

In compounds withx50.3 and 0.4 there is a second-ord
transition from the Fi phase to the T phase on heating
then, as the temperature is increased further toT2 there is a
second-order transition from that phase to a triangular ph
T8; here the magnetization increases in a jump~the com-
pound withx50.5 is already in the T8 phase at 4.2 K, and
therefore the second-order transition is absent!. Finally, at a
temperatureT3 the manganese subsystem becomes antife
magnetic while the gadolinium subsystem goes to a p
magnetic state.

The modified Yafet–Kittel model can also describe t
metamagnetic transition observed in the free powders at
magnetic fields~Fig. 7!. In Ref. 36 it was shown that th
following sequence of phases should be observed in
powders with increasing field: Fi↔T↔T8↔T↔F, and that
the transitions between triangular phases are first-order p
transitions while the rest are second-order. It can be assu
that the metamagnetic transition is due to a transition fr
the phase T to T8.

The modified Yafet–Kittel model is capable of not on
a qualitative but also a quantitative description of the exp
mental data for the Gd12xYxMn2Ge2 intermetallides. The
theoretical curves calculated in this model are shown by

FIG. 9. MagneticT–x phase diagram for Gd12xYxMn2Ge2 intermetallides:
s, d—experimental data for second- and first-order phase transitions
spectively. The calculated phase diagrams are shown by the dashed~second-
order transition! and solid~first-order transition! curves.
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curves in Figs. 7–9. In the theoretical calculations the n
essary exchange parameters are determined from the con
tration dependence of the field of the metamagnetic tra
tion at 4.2 K in the system Gd12xYxMn2Ge2 and from the
temperatures of the spontaneous magnetic phase trans
and Néel temperature in GdMn2Ge2 . The magnetic anisot-
ropy constantK was determined from data on the field d
pendence of the magnetization of the GdMn2Ge2 single crys-
tal along the axis of hard magnetization at 4.2 K from R
18 ~the details of the calculation are given in Ref. 36!: l12

527.7 T/mB , l228 5210.9 T/mB , l225245 T/mB , l11

52.2 T/mB , and K515.8 T•mB . These parameters wer
also used in calculating the magnetization curves of
GdMn2Ge2 single crystal for comparison with the exper
mental data~Figs. 10 and 11!. It may be seen that the agree
ment of the theory with experiment is quite good.

Since the sizes of the Gd and Y atoms are close to e
other, in analyzing the magnetic properties
Gd12xYxMn2Ge2 one can in a first approximation ignore th
dependence of the exchange interaction between neighbo
Mn planes on the concentrationx. In contrast to the system
with yttrium, in the intermetallides Gd12xLaxMn2Ge2 the
concentration dependence of the interatomic distances is
tremely large, since the atomic radii of Gd and La are ve
different. Therefore the magnetic properties of the yttriu
and lanthanum-substituted intermetallides of gadolinium
qualitatively different. However, in spite of this, a rath
good description of the experimental data on the magnet
tion and magnetic phase diagrams of the Gd12xLaxMn2Ge2

system can be achieved using the data obtained for
gadolinium–yttrium intermetallides, if the dependence of t
Mn–Mn interlayer exchange interaction on the interatom
distances is taken into account.37,38

In Fig. 12 the experimental temperature dependence
the magnetization of Gd12xLaxMn2Ge2 is compared with the
dependence calculated in the Yafet–Kittel model. It is se
that satisfactory agreement is obtained between the theo
cal and experimental data and, most importantly, that
theoretical model describes well the sequence of spontan
transitions Fi→AF→Fi→paramagnetic phase~P! observed
experimentally at high temperatures in compounds w
x,0.1. The Fi→AF transition is due to the fact that a
higher temperatures the magnetic moment of the gadolin
subsystem decreases, and at the temperature of this tran
the manganese subsystem goes to an antiferromagnetic
while the gadolinium subsystem becomes paramagnetic.
further increase in temperature the crystal lattice parameta
increases on account of thermal expansion, and at the
perature of the reentrant transition AF↔Fi the interplane ex-
change interaction becomes ferromagnetic. We note tha
x.0.1 this interaction is ferromagnetic in the entire tempe
ture range (a.ac), and the intermetallides with such a L
concentration behave as ordinary ferrimagnets. A compar
of the theoretical and experimentalT–x phase diagrams
~Fig. 13! attests to their good agreement.

Thus the modified Yafet–Kittel model permits descri
tion of the magnetic properties of the mixed intermetallide
over f a wide range of concentrations and temperatures in
region of moderately high magnetic fields. We agree, thou
that this is a simplified model, since it includes only th
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FIG. 10. Field dependence of the mag
netization of GdMn2Ge2 intermetal-
lides for different temperatures. Th
symbols are experimental data, and th
curves are calculated.
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FIG. 11. Experimental~1!, for a single crystal from Ref. 18, and calculate
~2! magnetization curves of the intermetallic compound GdMn2Ge2 at 77 K
for H'c ~a! and at 290 K forH'c ~b!.
exchange interactions in the planes and between nea
neighbor planes. It is incapable of describing the long-per
magnetic structures observed in the RMn2Ge2 intermetal-
lides with light rare earths. Difficulties arise in using th
model to describe the magnetic phase diagram of
GdMn2Ge2 single crystal in high magnetic fields, etc. F
this reason we have attempted to complicate the model
move beyond the framework of the Yafet–Kittel approxim
tion in interpreting the magnetic properties of these interm
allides.

6. BEYOND THE YAFET–KITTEL APPROXIMATION

Yet another example of a shortcoming of the model
forth in the preceding Section, as an analysis of the availa
experimental data shows, is its inability to give even a qu
tative description of the magnetic properties of the co
pound DyMn2Ge2 . Magnetic and neutron diffraction studie
on the single crystal have shown24 that in DyMn2Ge2 the
magnetic moments of Mn order antiferromagnetically atTN

5431 K. According to the data of Ref. 24 and also of Re
22 and 43, where neutron diffraction studies were done
powders, in the low-temperature region DyMn2Ge2 has two
first-order magnetic phase transitions: at a temperatureT1 ,
which according to the data of these studies lies in the in
val from 33 to 35 K, and atT2 , from 37.5 to 40 K. ForT
,T1 DyMn2Ge2 is characterized by an Fi structure, anal
gous to that described above for GdMn2Ge2. For T.T2 the
compound has an AF structure with disordered dyspros
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FIG. 12. Experimental~a,b! and theoretical~c,d! temperature dependence of the magnetization of Gd12xLaxMn2Ge2 intermetallides.
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moments. For the temperature interval betweenT1 and T2

the data of Refs. 22, 24, and 43 are inconsistent. Accord
to Ref. 22, three phases coexist in this interval: Fi, I and

FIG. 13. a—TheT–x magnetic phase diagram of the Gd12xLaxMn2Ge2

intermetallides in a field of 0.8 T~the points are experimental data, th
curves are calculated!: first-order phase transition Fi↔AF ~d, 1!; magnetic
compensation temperature~j, 2!; the second-order transition to the par
magnetic state~Néel temperatureTN) ~3!; temperature of the destruction o
ferrimagnetic order~the Curie temperatureTC) ~m, l!; the line of the
change of sign of the Mn–Mn interlayer exchange interaction~4!; the tem-
peraturesTN andTC are from Ref. 8 (1, h!. b—The experimental part o
the phase diagram from Ref. 42 forx,0.1 in comparison with the results o
the calculation.
g
F

~see Fig. 3!, and the magnetic unit cell is characterized by
tripling along the tetragonal axis, i.e.,a85a and c853c.
According to Ref. 43, belowT2 the AF phase does not exis
as can be seen from the temperature dependence of the
grated intensity of the corresponding line. The authors
Ref. 43 believe that a single incommensurate phase ex
betweenT1 and T2 , with a wave vectork'(0,0,0.65) ac-
cording to a preliminary determination. The measurement
the magnetization curves on DyMn2Ge2 single crystals in
fields up to 15 T~Ref. 24! and 5 T~Ref. 44! have revealed
the presence of first-order transitions in all of the inves
gated temperature range, up to 70 K.

The model described above is incapable, in particular
explaining the existence of the magnetic structure obser
in the temperature interval betweenT1 andT2 , the value of
the jump in magnetization at the second-order phase tra
tion at low temperatures in a field oriented along the tetr
onal axis of the crystal,24 etc. Therefore in Ref. 45 the mode
was refined to include the exchange interactions between
next-nearest magnetic layers. This is a natural refinem
since the exchange interaction in the intermetallides un
study is brought about not only by the superexchange
germanium but also via conduction electrons, and it is lo
ranged. The Dy31 ion, in contrast to Gd31, is not anS ion,
and so there will be substantial crystal-field effects. Wh
these factors are taken into account, nonequivalent posit
of the magnetic moments can arise in the crystal, both in
dysprosium and manganese magnetic subsystems. The
ence of these nonequivalent positions and the exchange
teractions between different layers of magnetic atoms w
taken into account in writing the effective Hamiltonians
Ref. 45.

The effective Hamiltonian for the Dy31 ion located in
the i th position can be written in the molecular field approx
mation as
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HDy
~ i !5B2

0O2
01B4

0O4
01B4

4O4
41B6

0O6
0

1B6
4O6

42gJmBJ~ i !~H1Hm
~ i !!, ~4!

whereBn
m are the parameters of the crystalline field of tetra

onal symmetry,On
m are equivalent operators,gJ is the Lande´

factor, andJ( i ) is the angular momentum operator of th
Dy31 ion. The molecular fieldHm

( i ) is given by the expression

Hm j
~ i !5(

l
l11

~ l !M j
~ l !1(

k
l12

~k!mj
~k! , j 5x,y,z. ~5!

The components of thei th dysprosium magnetic momen
M ( i ) and thekth manganese magnetic momentm(k) are given
by M j

( i )5mBgJ^Jj
( i )& andmj

( i )5mBg^Sj
(k)&, whereg is theg

factor of Mn,S(k) is the spin angular momentum operator
Mn, andl11

( l ) andl12
(k) are the parameters of the Dy–Dy an

Dy–Mn exchange interactions, respectively. The parame
of the Dy–Dy and Dy–Mn exchange interactions betwe
atoms belonging to different layers appear in all the expr
sions additively,45 and so it makes sense to use the summ
parametersl11 andl12.

For the kth magnetic moment of thed subsystem of
manganese the effective HamiltonianHMn

(k) in the molecular
field approximation with only the exchange interactio
taken into account is equal to

HMn
~k!52gmBS~k!HMn

~k! . ~6!

The effective field acting on thekth magnetic moment of the
Mn subsystem in an external magnetic fieldH oriented at an
anglew to thec axis of the crystal is equal to

HMn
~k!5H cos~w2hk!1Hm

~k! ,

Hm
~k!5 (

n5k,k61,...
l22

~n!m~n! cos~hn2hk!

1l12(
i

~Mz
~ i ! coshk1Mx

~ i ! sinhk!, ~7!

wherehk is the polar angle of thekth manganese momen
and l22

(n) are the parameters of the Mn–Mn exchange int
action between atoms belonging to thekth andnth layers.
The anisotropy of the manganese subsystem, since it is s
compared to the exchange, is included in the thermodyna
potential as an additive term.

The thermodynamic potential per formula unit in th
molecular field approximation is given by the following e
pression (N is the number of nonequivalent formula units!:

F5
1

N H 2kBT(
i 51

N

ln Zi1
1

2 (
i 51

N

M ~ i !Hm
~ i !2kBT

3 (
k51

2N

ln
sinh@~2S11!xk/2#

sinh~xk/2!
1

1

2 (
k51

2N

m~k!Hm
~k!

1 (
k51

2N

K sin2 ukJ . ~8!

The partition functionZi for the i th dysprosium moment wa
calculated in Ref. 45 by numerical diagonalization of t
HamiltonianHDy

( i ) with the solution of the corresponding sel
consistent problems,xk5mBgHMn

(k) /kBT; here andK is the
-

rs
n
s-
d

r-

all
ic

anisotropy constant for the manganese subsystem. The
ond and fourth terms in expression~8! are the usual correc
tion terms in molecular field theory.

The problem of determining the set of parameters of
compound DyMn2Ge2 when interpreting experimental dat
on the magnetic properties of this compound on the basi
the thermodynamic potential~8! was solved in Ref. 45.

At helium temperatures DyMn2Ge2 has three first-order
phase transitions from the initial phase Fi in a field along
tetragonal axis. AtH'7 T a transition occurs to phase I, i
which every third layer of the manganese subsystem ha
magnetic moment reoriented along the field direction. T
higher-field phases are the AF phase, with antiferromagn
ordering in the manganese subsystem, and the F phas
which the magnetic moments of both subsystems are
ented along the field. The values of the three critical fie
are: HFi↔I57 T, H I↔AF532 T, and HAF↔F5110 T ~Ref.
45! can be used to determine the three exchange param
of the compound:l12 ~Dy–Mn!, l228 ~Mn–Mn in neighbor-
ing layers!, andl229 ~Mn–Mn in next-nearest layers!. At low
temperatures and high fields along the tetragonal axis
critical fields of these transitions are given by the expressi

HFi↔I52l12M1~l228 1l229 !m,

H I↔AF52l12M1~l228 22l229 !m, ~9!

HAF↔F52l12M2~l228 1l229 !m.

For M510mB andm52.2mB ~Ref. 24! the exchange param
eters have the valuesl12525.85 T/mB , l228 5220 T/mB ,
andl229 523.5 T/mB . The total low-temperature magnetiza
tion curve calculated with these parameters for the co
pound DyMn2Ge2 in the case when the field is applied alon
the tetragonal axis is shown in Fig. 14. Also shown there
the experimental curve measured in a field of up to 15 T
Ref. 24 and the high-field peaks of the differential magne
susceptibility obtained in Ref. 45.

From the values ofTN5440 K and the known values o
l228 and l229 one can find the parameter of the Mn–Mn e
change interaction in the layer:l22'23103 T/mB . The
H –T phase diagram calculated on the basis of Eq.~8! is
presented in Fig. 15 together with the experimental data
tained in Refs. 24, 44, andm 45. We see that the calcula
temperature dependence of the critical fieldHFi↔I is in good
agreement with the experimental dependence obtained
single crystal in Ref. 24. The fieldH I↔AF according to the
calculation depends more weakly on temperature than d
that obtained from the measurements on free powders in
45. The extremely good agreement of the experimental24 and
calculated magnetization curves for the AF phase in a fi
parallel to the tetragonal axis can be seen in Fig. 16d.

For a field direction perpendicular to the tetragonal a
a first-order phase transition from the Fi to the triangu
phase occurs at the critical field; in the triangular phase
magnetic moment of dysprosium is oriented along the fi
direction, while the Mn moments lie at obtuse angles to
The corresponding theoretical magnetization curv
calculated with the use of the crystal-field parameters de
mined in Ref. 45 (B2

05200, B4
0523.5, B6

05250, and
B4

452390 cm21) are shown in Figs. 16a and 16b. It is se
that the calculated susceptibility in the Fi phase agrees w
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the experimental dependence at both temperatures. The
crease of the critical field with increasing temperature is a
correctly described~in both the experiment and theory th
field of the phase transition is smaller at 20 K than at 4.2!.
The calculated jump in the magnetization is larger than t
observed in experiment. Figures 16c and 16d show the m
netization curves for a field direction in the basal plane in
temperature region where the initial phase is AF. It is se
that atT560 K ~Fig. 16c! the theoretical curve is in goo

FIG. 14. Low-temperature magnetization of the compound DyMn2Ge2 as a
function of the field applied along the tetragonal axis. The curve is ca
lated, the filled circlets are the experimental data for a single crystal at 4
from Ref. 24. For the phase transitions I↔AF and AF↔F the peaks of
dM/dH obtained in Ref. 45 forT57 and 5 K, respectively, are show
above the magnetization curve. The arrows indicate the magnetic mom
of dysprosium and manganese in the layers. The dotted box enclose
formula unit.

FIG. 15. Magnetic phase diagramH –T for DyMn2Ge2. The dashed curves
are calculated, the rest is experimental data from Ref. 45~j, n!, Ref. 24
~m!, and Ref. 44~h!.
de-
o

t
g-
e
n

agreement with the experimental curve obtained in Ref. 4
measurements on a single crystal in the form of a slab, w
allowance for the demagnetizing fields. ForT577 K ~Fig.
16d! the agreement between the calculated and experime
~from Ref. 24! magnetization curves is poorer.

Thus when the exchange interaction between ne
nearest manganese layers is taken into account together
the antiferromagnetic exchange interaction of nearest ma
nese layers, one can describe the magnetic propertie
DyMn2Ge2 over a wide range of magnetic fields.

We have attempted to apply this model to solve the pr
lems of the first-order high-field transition in GdMn2Ge2.

The second-order phase transition in GdMn2Ge2 observed
near 100 T in measurements of the differential magnetic s
ceptibility in ultrahigh magnetic fields46 should be inter-
preted in the framework of the phase diagram of this co
pound forHic as an AF↔T transition, since this is the only
possible high-field first-order transition~see Fig. 6!. The
value of the critical field of this transition, calculated usin
the values determined for the parameters of GdMn2Ge2 in
the modified Yafet–Kittel model~see Sec. 5!, came out to be
;70 T, i.e., much less than the experimental value. T
raises the question of whether the agreement of the exp
mental and calculated values of the field of this transit
might be improved by taking into account the interacti
between next-nearest Mn planes, as was the situation in
dysprosium compound. However, our calculations show
that the Mn–Mn exchange across an intervening layer d
not appear in the expression for the critical fields of th
phase diagram. This means that the problem requires fur
investigation.

CONCLUSION

This review of the magnetic properties of layered inte
metallic compounds RMn2Ge2 has shown a great diversity o
magnetic structures, magnetic phase diagrams, and va
spontaneous and field-induced phase transitions in pure
luted, and mixed compounds. It follows from an analysis
the magnetic properties of intermetallides with heavy r
earths that these compounds can be considered to be
magnets with an antiferromagnetic exchange interaction
the manganese subsystem. In a number of cases their p
erties are satisfactorily described in the extremely sim
model of a two-sublattice ferrimagnet with antiferromagne
intrasublattice exchange~the Yafet–Kittel model! with al-
lowance for the magnetic anisotropy. However, such a mo
is not always adequate, since it takes into account only
exchange interaction between nearest neighbors, and
must consider more complicated models. For example,
describing the properties of DyMn2Ge2 it is necessary to
take into account the exchange between next-nearest ma
nese layers. Apparently the antiferromagnetic componen
the intraplane exchange interaction in the manganese
system is also important; it might make it possible to expl
the long-period noncollinear magnetic structures observe
a number of RMn2Ge2 intermetallides with light rare earths

We note that RMn2Ge2 compounds are natural superla
tices, and some interesting questions concerning that p
erty are beyond the scope of this review. In particular, th
is an extremely significant giant magnetoresistance ef
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FIG. 16. Magnetization of the com-
pound DyMn2Ge2 as a function of
magnetic field applied along the indi
cated directions for various tempera
turesT @K#: 4.2 ~a!, 20 ~b!, 60 ~c!, and
77 ~d!. The points are experimenta
data of Ref. 24~d, j! and Ref. 44
~s!; the curves are calculated.
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that is manifested at metamagnetic transitions induced b
magnetic field. In Refs. 47 and 48, for example, an unusu
large ~up to 15%! jump in the magnetoresistance in a fie
was observed in (Gd, La)Mn2Ge2 compounds near 200 K.
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Anomalies of the electronic heat capacity of thulium cuprates in the pseudogap
phase region
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Precision measurements of the heat capacity of thulium 1-2-3 cuprate with oxygen concentrations
x56.92 andx56.7 are made in the temperature range 6–300 K. After the lattice components
of the heat capacity of the samples are subtracted off, a comparison of the results makes it possible
to determine the contribution to the heat capacity due to the formation of the pseudogap
phase for the sample withx56.7. The temperature dependence of this contribution has an anomaly
near the boundary of the transition from the pseudogap phase to the normal metallic phase.
The experimental results correlate with the theoretical ideas about the rearrangement of the
electronic structure upon the transition of the system to the pseudogap phase
region. © 2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1511712#
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INTRODUCTION

A number of papers devoted to the study of the featu
that arise in various properties of a material upon the form
tion of a so-called pseudogap phase~PGP! in underdoped
yttrium 1-2-3 and lanthanum 2-1-4 cuprate high-Tc super-
conductors~HTSCs! have come out in recent years. The
systems manifest unusual properties as the charge ca
concentrationp decreases from a certain critical valuepc

~see Fig. 1!, which corresponds to or is close to the optim
doping point~ODP!, where a phase transition from the s
perconducting to the normal metallic state occurs. With
creasing carrier concentration (p,pc) a new state of matter
which has come to be called the pseudogap phase, arise
temperature intervalTc(p),T,T* (p).

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the phase diagram.
6691063-777X/2002/28(8–9)/5/$22.00
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Hundreds of papers have been devoted to the stud
the unusual manifestations of the PGP in various proper
of HTSCs. The most convincing proofs of the existence
the PGP have been obtained by direct methods—an
resolved photoemission spectroscopy~ARPES! and electron
tunneling.1–3 The data from those studies indicate an app
ciable decrease in the electronic density of states in the P
region, where the electronic density of states in the neighb
hood of the Fermi level has a V-shaped minimum. Th
V-shaped minimum becomes rounder as the temperatur
increased and the boundary line is crossed. The syste
transformed from the pseudogap state into a normal met
state. Historically in the study of boundary phenomena in
normal phase of cuprate HTSCs in an underdoped state
boundary of the region in which a sharp deviation from t
Korringa rule for NMR spin–lattice relaxation was taken
the boundary of the PGP.4,5 Subsequent studies have esta
lished that the result obtained for the boundary of the P
depends on the property used to determine it. It is known
the boundaryTcr determined by NMR methods from th
Knight shift or by spin–lattice relaxation methods pass
substantially higher on the temperature axis than the lo
temperature boundaryT* (p) determined from the thermody
namic and kinetic properties. The experimental facts h
led many authors to assume that regions of strong and w
pseudogaps exist.6 We shall adopt the notation proposed
Ref. 6. The upper boundary determined as the boundar
crossover phenomena in the NMR studies is denoted asTcr .
The lower boundary can have the conventional notat
T* (p).

Actually the existence of clearly defined boundari
separating different phases remains an open question. S
authors assume that no definite boundary exists and con
T* (p) to be proportional to the energy width of th
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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pseudogap.7 In that case the upper and lower boundaries
the boundaries of two different forms of pseudogap—we
and strong. The authors of those papers assume that on c
ing the lineT* (p) the behavior of the electronic heat capa
ity can exhibit weak anomalies due to the rearrangemen
the electronic density of states. Other authors~see, e.g., Ref.
8! take these boundaries to be lines of phase transiti
Chakravartiet al.8 have proposed the presence of weak l
tice modifications occurring in cuprates at the transit
through the boundaryT* (p) as a consequence of symmet
changes in the system ofd electrons. In this case certai
anomalies of the thermodynamic properties can be obse
at T* (p). It can be quite complicated to sort out the natu
of the possible features.

Two main mechanisms for the formation of the PG
have been considered in the literature.

The first mechanism involves the formation of Coop
pairs above the superconducting transition temperature. H
incoherent paired states are formed. As the temperatur
lowered, the concentration of these pairs increases unti
the pointTc , a transition of the incoherent pairs to a corr
lated superconducting state occurs.9,10

The second mechanism assumes the formation
pseudogap states~PGS! on account of the interactions of th
charge carriers with fluctuations of antiferromagnetic
charge-related short-range order~charge- or spin-density
waves!.11–13

Calculations show14 that the interaction with the fluctua
tions can lead to a V-shaped dip in the density of states a
Fermi level. The choice of one model or the other for t
formation of the PGS is a rather complex problem. Ma
authors assume that the second mechanism is more plau
than the first. Indeed, the experimental facts indicate tha
the system approaches the tetra–ortho transition and m
farther away from the ODP, the distance between the bou
ary lines T* (p) and Tc(p) on the temperature axis of th
phase diagram increases substantially. At the same tim
would seem that similar pairing mechanisms in the PSS
gion and the superconducting phase should lead to a sim
trend of the two boundary lines. In this sense the sec
mechanism, in which the intensity of the magnetic a
charge fluctuations should play the governing role, can
count for the experimentally observed behavior.

In addition to the direct studies of the features of t
electronic states in the PGS of 1-2-3 and 2-1-4 cupr
HTSCs by the ARPES and electron tunneling methods
significant contribution to the development of new ideas c
be made by studying the thermodynamic properties of th
compounds, particularly the electronic component of the h
capacity. The first studies of the unusual features of the t
modynamic characteristics in these systems were done
Junod’s group in the early 1990s.15,16The main papers on th
study of the new thermodynamic effects due to the format
of the PGP were written by Loramet al. in the latter half of
that decade.17–21 Interest in these studies has steadily grow
since much remains unclear in the theoretical description
the observed effects. The determination of the electronic c
tribution to the heat capacity meets with considerable d
culties. The electronic component of the heat capacity,Cel ,
in the normal state~above Tc) amounts to no more tha
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2–3% of the total value of the heat capacity. The compon
Cel due to the formation of a PGP is even smaller; it amou
to only 0.2–0.3% of the total heat capacity. In this situati
even a small error in the the separation of the heat capa
into components~lattice, anharmonic, and magnetic! can
lead to significant errors in the determination of the ma
parameters of the electronic properties of cuprate system

For determining the electronic components of the h
capacity in the yttrium cuprates YBa2Cu3O61x in the PGS
region, Loramet al. used the lattice heat capacityCph of the
insulator YBa2Cu3O6 as a base and took into account t
possible differences of the lattice components in the cupr
under study. These corrections were made in the form o
expansion in Einstein functions. The expansion parame
for Cph were determined in the low-temperature regi
(T'40 K). Extrapolating of these components to the PG
region allowed those authors to separate out the electr
components of the heat capacity of the underdoped cupr
under study. It should be noted that the value ofCph deter-
mined in this way should also include the difference of t
magnetic and anharmonic contributions. Approximating t
difference and extrapolating it by Einstein functions into t
PGS region can lead to substantial errors in the determ
tion of the electronic components of the heat capacity.

In view of what we have said above, we think it is mo
correct to determine the electronic contributions due to
formation of the PGS from a comparison of the experimen
data for an underdoped sample and a sample in the O
region. In this paper we present the results of such a c
parison.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAMPLES AND THE
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

A ceramic sample of TmBa2Cu3Ox was obtained by the
standard technique of solid-phase synthesis from the ox
Tm2O3 ~Tm-3 grade!, BaO, and CuO~OSCh—‘‘especially
pure’’—grade!. For a preliminary purging of volatile impu
rities prior to synthesis, the thulium and copper oxides w
annealed at temperatures of 750 and 700 °C, respectiv
The synthesis was done in corundum crucibles in the te
perature interval 800– 900 °C with a step of 25 °C. Befo
the start of the synthesis and before each temperature ste
the sample was carefully ground in an agate mortar. T
annealing time at each temperature was 25 hours. Satura
of the sample to the optimum value (x56.92) was done at a
elevated oxygen concentration. A subsequent reduction
the oxygen concentration tox56.7 was achieved by annea
ing in a standard atmosphere atT5590 °C, followed by
quenching in liquid nitrogen and a homogenizing low
temperature anneal at 100 °C for 2 days. The mass of
sample was'16 g. A TmBa2Cu3Ox sample was chosen be
cause the concentration of impurity Al, which enters the
ramic during synthesis in the corundum crucibles, is sma
by a factor of ten in that compound as compared
YBa2Cu3Ox . According to the data of an x-ray phase ana
sis ~XPA!, the TmBa2Cu3Ox sample was close to single
phase, containing not more than 2–3% of the impur
phases Tm2BaCuO5 and BaCuO2. The XPA data showed
that the impurity content did not change when the oxyg
concentration was changed. It should be noted that ana
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of the structure factors, which are sensitive to the uniform
of the oxygen distribution~the orthorhombicity parameter
and the half-width of the basal reflections! showed a high
degree of uniformity of the samples both atx56.92 and at
x56.70.

Our studies of the temperature dependence of the
capacity of the thulium cuprates TmBa2Cu3O6.92 and
TmBa2Cu3O6.70 were done using an automated low
temperature vacuum adiabatic calorimeter.22 The difference
from the measurements done in Ref. 22 was that the ni
calorimetric cell was replaced by a similar one made of
vered copper. The cell had a volume of'6 cm3 and was
graduated in the temperature interval 6–310 K, and the r
ability of its operation was checked by a measurement o
standard substance—highly pure benzoic acid. The res
obtained are in good agreement with reliable publish
data.23–25 The accuracy of the measurements was62% at
temperatures of 6–10 K, 0.5% in the interval 10–30 K, 0.2
from 30 to 60 K, and 0.1% in the interval from 60 to 310 K
The temperature rise in an individual calorimetric run w
not over 5 K in thetemperature interval 100–300 K. In tha
temperature interval the average scatter of the experime
values of the heat capacity over several series of meas
ments was around 0.02%. When the temperature was
ered to 10 K the scatter increased to a value of the orde
1%. For each sample we did 300–400 calorimetric runs.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Determination of the harmonic components of the lattice
heat capacity

The measured values of the heat capacityCp(T) can be
decomposed into lattice, anharmonic, electronic, and m
netic components:

Cp5Cph1Cuh1Cel1Cmagn. ~1!

In the temperature interval of interest to us, the m
contribution to the heat capacity comes from the lattice co
ponentCph. It will be described using the method of Ref. 2
It is known that there are three acoustic and 3(r 21) optical
branches in the crystal. The contribution to the heat capa
from the acoustic branches,Cac, will be described as a De
bye contributionCac/R53D(u0 /T) with a phonon density
of statesgac(v)59v2/v0

3, whereR is the gas constant,v0

is the limiting frequency of the acoustic modes, expresse
kelvins (v05u0), and

D~x!5
3

x3 E
0

x x4e2x

~12e2x!2 dx

is the Debye function. We shall assume that the opt
modes are grouped into bands. In each band the photon
sity of states is taken to be constant:g i(v)5mi /(v i2

2v i1), wheremi is the number of branches in thei th band,
and v i1 and v i2 are the lower and upper boundaries of t
band. Then the contribution to the heat capacity from suc
band is given by

Ci

R
5

miT

v i22v i1
E

i1/T

i2/T x2e2x

~12e2x!2 dx.
y
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It is clear that the sum of allmi is determined by the
number of atoms in the unit cell and is the sum of all t
optical modes(mi53(r 21). At low temperatures the ex
pression for the contribution from such an optical band h
the form

Ci

R
5

miv i1

v i22v i1
S v i1

T DexpS 2
v i1

T D .

It is seen from this expression that if at low temperatu
the contribution from the low-lying phonon branches is su
tracted, the corresponding component of the heat capa
will be governed by the exponential factor. Then the con
bution from the high-lying optical modes is exponentia
small and can be neglected. This leads to the following
gorithm for determining the photon density of states from
calorimetric data. First the parameterv0 of the acoustic part
of the phonon spectrum is determined. This can be done
considering the standard low-temperature approximation
the calorimetric data by an expression of the typeCp(T)
5gT1bT3 and fitting the coefficient of the cubic term. Wit
the use of the parameterv0 determined in this way, the con
tribution from the acoustic modes is calculated and s
tracted from the values of the heat capacity obtained in
experiment. The remainder is due to optical modes. Here
low-temperature values of the heat capacity are determ
solely by the lower optical band. When the parameters of
band are determined, the contribution of these modes to
heat capacity is calculated and also subtracted from the
perimental values. The remainder of the heat capacity is u
to determine the parameters of the next optical band.
process is repeated until all of the optical branches have b
fit. The total phonon density of states is equal to the sum
all its components:g(v)5gac(v)1(g i(v). At each step of
the determination of the parameters of the optical bands
values used for the heat capacity were obtained only at
temperatures, where the anharmonic contribution could
neglected.

This procedure was used to determine the photon den
of statesg~v! of our samples. The parameters of each opti
mode were chosen such that the contribution from it
scribed the experimental values over as large a tempera
interval as possible. The functiong~v!, in turn, was used no
for analysis of the phonon spectrum but for calculation of
lattice heat capacity. Since the phonon spectrum determ
the heat capacity of the crystal in an integral manner, sm
inaccuracies ing~v! should not lead to large errors in th
determination of the lattice heat capacity. Apparently the
ror in the studies by Loramet al. was just as small.

Contribution to the electronic heat capacity due to the PGP

The electronic heat capacity should include a contrib
tion due to the usual Fermi-particle componentCs , which
should be dominant in the sample withx56.92. In the
sample withx56.70, in addition to the contributionCs there
should exist a contributionCPGS due to the onset of a
pseudogap state in underdoped samples. It should be ke
mind that for the sample withx56.92 there may be a sma
contribution from the PGS, since the PGS in 1-2-3 cupra
vanishes atx56.98560.015.
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Figure 2 shows the remainders of the heat capacity
the samples withx56.92 andx56.70 after subtraction o
the harmonic contributions from the experimental values
the heat capacity. We assume that the anharmonic and m
netic components of the heat capacity in the two samples
practically the same. Our experimental data were analyze
follows. After subtraction of the lattice components of t
heat capacity we constructed the functionf (T) ~see Fig. 3!,
where

f ~T!5
Cuh~x56.92!

T
gel~x56.92!

1
Cmag~x56.92!

T

Cuh~x56.70!

T
gel~x56.70!

1
Cmag~x56.70!

T
. ~2!

If it is assumed that the anharmonic and magnetic c
tributions to the heat capacity in the samples studied are
close to each other that their difference can be neglec
then in this case

f ~T!5Dgs2gPGS~x56.70!. ~3!

The first term on the right-hand side in Eq.~3! is positive

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the electronic, anharmonic, and
netic contributions to the heat capacity of thulium cuprate samples.

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the functionf .
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and increases weakly with increasing temperature.27 In the
temperature interval 200–300 K its value is nearly consta
The functionDgs(T) does not have any extrema. Cons
quently, the extremal wavelike features inf (T) are due to the
second term in Eq.~3!. The presence of a minimum in th
function f (T) is due to the existence of a maximum in th
function gPGS(x56.70) in the temperature interval 200–25
K. As the temperature approachesT5300 K the value off
falls off; this corresponds to a transition from the PGP to
normal metallic state.

Discussion

In the paper by Moca and Janko27 an analysis is made o
the temperature dependence of the electronic componen
the heat capacity according to the data of Loram’s group.
a theoretical model they considered the mechanism of for
tion of uncorrelated Cooper pairs in the PGS region. In t
case, as was assumed by the authors of Ref. 27,gel should
consist of two components:

gel~T!5gs~T!1gp~T!. ~4!

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq.~4! is due to
the single-particle contribution of the Fermi particles. Th
contribution is analogous to the first term in Eq.~3!. The
second term in~4! is due to the mechanism for the onset
the PGS through the formation of uncorrelated Cooper pa
According to Ref. 27, the temperature dependence ofgp is
determined by the factor (T* /T)3 exp(22T* /T) and has the
form of a curve with a smeared maximum nearT'T* .
Based on their analysis of Loram’s data, the authors of R
27 made the conjecture that as the oxygen concentratio
these systems increases, the position of the point of the m
mum on the temperature dependence ofgel(T) is shifted to
lower temperatures. At an oxygen concentrationx56.7 the
maximum on thegel(T) curve, according to the estimates
Ref. 27, lies atT512565 K. However, no signs of an ex
tremum in the temperature region 120–130 K are seen on
curves in Fig. 3.

With the systematic error due to the inaccuracy of det
mination of the harmonic and anharmonic contributions,
error in the calculation of the electronic component of t
heat capacity can be some tens of percent, values w
amount to tenths of a percent of the total heat capacity.
give these estimates to make it clear to the reader how ha
is to determine correctly the character of the features in
temperature dependence of the electronic component of
heat capacity in cuprate systems.

The temperature interval 200–250 K is unusual for t
investigated cuprates, since the boundary between the
gions of the PGP and normal metallic phase passes thro
in this temperature region for the samples with oxygen c
centrationx56.7. Analysis of the experimental data of Lo
ram’s group does not establish the presence of such ano
lies in this region for 1-2-3 cuprates. At the same time,
Ref. 28 those same authors presented data for the 2-1-4
thanum cuprate, in which the characteristic wavelike te
perature dependence of the heat capacity is observed in
indicated temperature interval.
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It may be thought that these formations could be due
impurity effects. Indeed, in this temperature interval, at 21
and 229.5 K, there are two phase transitions in cup
oxide—one of the initial components of the synthesis of
prate HTSCs.29 Special tests for the presence of cupric oxi
were done on the samples by the XPA method, and no s
of CuO were detected in the samples at the sensitivity of
method ~2–3%!. Using the data of Junodet al.29 one can
show that for such anomalies to be manifested it would
necessary for the samples to contain at least 4–5% cu
oxide. We note that our data, presented in Fig. 3, sho
likewise be free of such anomalies. Indeed, if our samp
did contain any amount of cupric oxide, it should have be
the same in both samples. The sample with the oxygen c
centrationx56.70 was obtained from the initial sample (x
56.92) by annealing at 590 °C. Since the decomposition
cupric oxide begins atT51061 °C, it can be concluded tha
the function f should not manifest any anomalies due
effects of phase transitions in CuO. It might be assumed
annealing at 590 °C gives rise to appreciable disorder of
oxygen in a layer with chainlike oxygen structures, and t
leads to the formation of CuO inclusions. However, care
x-ray structural studies have shown that the reflections fr
these planes are not broadened as they would be if s
disorder were present.

Our data indicate that the values of the observed ano
lies in the temperature dependences of the heat capacity
crease as the oxygen concentration approaches the neig
hood of the ODP. These facts suggest that the obse
features are due to boundary phenomena at the trans
from the PGP to the normal metallic phase.

Some theoretical studies that have come out in rec
years have examined the features of the states of electr
systems in which exchange occurs with charge or spin fl
tuations of the short-range order.7,30 It was shown that these
interactions can be responsible for the formation of
pseudogap structure in the neighborhood of the Fermi
face. A feature of the interactions of the charge carriers w
fluctuations of the short-range order in these systems is
absence of self-averaging. Calculations done in the m
field approximation do not give a complete description of
properties of the system. When the fluctuation effects in
PGP region were correctly taken into account, it was fou
that in addition to the V-shaped dip in the density of stat
sharp peaks can also form.7,30 It is natural to expect that the
dependence of the effective density of statesN(E) in the
neighborhood of the Fermi level near the boundary of
PGP can be extremely complex and very sensitive t
change in state of the system. In that case the transition f
the PGP region to the normal metallic phase can be acc
panied by complex anomalies in various physical charac
istics. This should be particularly true for properties that d
pend on the density of states of the charge carriers.
assume that the anomalies which we observed in the be
ior of the electronic component of the heat capacity bea
direct relation to this. Apparently the anomalies of the te
perature dependence of the heat capacity which were
served in Ref. 28 on theCp(T) curves of lanthanum 2-1-4
cuprates are also features of this kind.
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We assume that our experimental results on thulium
prates and the results of measurements made on lantha
2-1-4 cuprates in Ref. 28 can serve as qualitative confirm
tion of the theoretical results of Sadovski� et al.7,30

Some of the authors of this article recall with pleasu
the time when we taught with Viktor Valentinovic
Eremenko at Kharkov State University.
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Optical spectroscopy of antiferromagnetic correlations and the stripe state
in the superconductor YBa 2Cu3O6¿x
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Results of measurements of the temperature dependence of the absorption spectra of
YBa2Cu3O61x films in the antiferromagnetic and metallic~superconducting,Tc588 K) phases
are presented. The temperature evolution of the absorption bands, which are diagnostic
for the electron and spin correlations and the degree of metallization~oxygen–copper
hybridization!, is investigated in the energy region 1.3–2.6 eV. It is shown that in the metallic
phase in the pseudogap state belowT* 5120610 K there is a sharp rise of these absorption
bands characteristic of the antiferromagnetic~AF! phase, including the electron–two-magnon
(A1J) band, which reflects the development of strong AF correlations. In contrast to
the insulator, here the (A1J) band has a fine structure due to the creation of both interacting
and noninteracting magnons, and it coexists with the bands due to the strong
metallization. The results demonstrate phase separation atTc,T,T* , with the formation of a
stripe superstructure consisting of metallic and insulating~with short-range antiferromagnetic
ordering! regions. This superstructure is preserved in the superconducting state, and an additional
enhancement of the AF correlations occurs at the superconducting transition. Taken
together, the results provide independent optical evidence of the undoubted participation of AF
correlations in the superconductivity. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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INTRODUCTION

Optical spectroscopy is now one of the most informat
methods of studying magnetic interactions and correlati
in magnetically ordered crystals and doped antiferromagn
The development of electron spectroscopy of magnets o
much to the work of V. V. Eremenko and his students. T
influence of antiferromagnetic~AF! ordering on the absorp
tion spectra of magnets was first detected in the 1960s,
study of manganese carbonate MnCO3, and this effect was
later confirmed and investigated for a wide diversity of A
insulators.1 In Ref. 2 the spin-wave parameters in thea
phase of solid oxygen were first determined from subtle
periments on the absorption spectra. In many respects Re
and 2 formed a basis for the development of the magneto
tics of absorption, luminescence, birefringence, and phot
duced phenomena in insulating magnets. A generalizatio
the results on the low-temperature spectroscopy of mag
is reflected in Eremenko’s famous monograph3 and in the
book4 written by him and his students.

For copper oxide high-Tc superconductors~HTSCs!,
which are doped antiferromagnets, the question of the d
nostics of AF correlations became particularly topical in co
nection with the fact that one of the possible scenarios for
superconducting~SC! pairing involves the participation o
AF fluctuations.5–9 It should be noted that the possibility o
superconductivity with the participation of AF spin wav
6741063-777X/2002/28(8–9)/13/$22.00
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had been demonstrated theoretically long before that by I
Privorotski�.10

For HTSCs, as was the case for antiferromagnets,
first question was whether the optical spectra are sensitiv
a phase transition, in this case, to superconductivity. In
general view this problem has a long history. For lo
temperature superconductors repeated experimental atte
to detect an influence of the superconducting transition
the equilibrium optical spectra in the visible region of fr
quencies\v'2 eV have given a negative result. In one
the first such studies, B. I. Verkin and B. L. Lazarev back
194811 attempted to detect an influence of the supercond
ing transition on the transmission and reflection spectra of
and mercury. Their careful measurements did not reveal
anomalies at the superconducting transition, and they arr
at the conclusion that the electromagnetic response shou
sought ‘‘at frequencies close to the frequency characteriz
the binding energy inherent to the electronic liquid in t
superconductor.’’ For tin and lead the analogous experime
were done in foreign laboratories in the early 1950s in
period when the BCS concepts were being substantiated~see
the discussion in the paper by J. E. Hirsch12!. Again, no
anomalies of any kind were observed at the superconduc
transition. The negative results on observation of an opt
response gave development to the idea of the existence o
energy gapDS in the electronic spectrum of a superco
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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ductor. After the gap nature of superconductivity was est
lished and, as a result, the observation of low-frequency
sponse to a superconducting state at ‘‘gap’’ frequencies\v
<DS , the idea of optical diagnostics of superconductivity
the region\v@DS was for many years considered illogica

The situation was fundamentally altered with the disco
ery of high-temperature superconductivity. A sensitivity
the optical luminescence spectra to superconductivity
first observed in cuprate HTSCs. This observation was m
practically simultaneously in papers by the groups of V.
Stankevich13 and V. V. Eremenko.14 It was established tha
the superconducting transition has a direct influence on
cathodoluminescence14 and photoluminescence13 spectra of
YBCO in the region 2–3 eV. Then, and this is very impo
tant, in joint studies by the group of I. Ya. Fugol’ and h
German colleagues15,16 a significant optical response of th
equilibrium absorption to the the superconducting transit
was observed for the first time in YBCO films. Measur
ments were made at frequencies'2 eV, i.e., for energies
much higher than the energy of the superconducting g
DS'1022 eV. It was found that the spectra varied substa
tially with temperature in the normal phase but beco
temperature-independent belowTc . In other words, a jump
of the temperature derivative of the absorption coeffici
was observed.1! This effect must be acknowledged as e
tremely unexpected, since it had not been predicted pr
ously and there was no such branch of optical spectrosc
for low-temperature superconductors.

For various cuprate HTSCs based on Y, La, and Bi, s
sitivity of the optical reflection and absorption spectra
superconductivity has been confirmed over a wide ra
of frequencies, from 0.3 to 3 eV: in the SC phase
T,Tc the reflection and absorption spectra beco
temperature-independent.17–19 This naturally gave rise to an
interesting idea—to separate out the optical feature du
the magnetic degrees of freedom in the spectrum of cupr
and track its evolution as the temperature is lowered fr
room temperature toTc and in the SC phase itself. Thi
problem, which was ultimately directed toward elucidati
the role of magnetic interactions in the formation of hig
temperature superconductivity, turned out not to be sim
Substantial results in this area have been obtained comp
tively recently for lightly doped YBCO films in the studie
by V. V. Eremenko and co-workers,20,21 in which an
electron–two-magnon absorption bandA1J near 2.15 eV
was identified. It was shown that the (A1J) band, which
reflects the development of short-range AF correlations,
pears on cooling of metallic YBCO films and persists in t
SC phase.

The role of AF correlations in the SC pairing for coppe
oxide HTSCs is among the most hotly debated questio
and no less so is the nature of the pseudogap~PG! state in the
temperature regionTc,T,T* which precedes supercondu
tivity with d-wave pairing~see, e.g., Refs. 5–9 and 22!. A
generally accepted point of view as to the nature and in
relationship of SC and the PG states does not yet exist. H
ever, the hypothesis that the superconductivity in these c
pounds is due to a preliminary phase separation of
samples into insulating~with short-range AF ordering! and
metallic quasi-one-dimensional stripes~the stripe phase! is
-
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finding more and more confirmation.23–26Stripes of a metal-
lic character with a quasi-one-dimensional motion of ho
are separated by insulating stripes and together form a s
superstructure that fluctuates in time (;10210 s) and space.
The width of each stripe amounts to several lattice consta
for the Cu21 ions. The method of inelastic neutron scatteri
is thought to be the most sensitive to the stripe structur24

but in a brief communication27 V. V. Eremenko and co-
workers demonstrated that optical spectroscopy can iden
the formation of a stripe superstructure in YBCO.

In the present study we have measured the tempera
dependence of the absorption spectra of insulating films
YBa2Cu3O61x with x50.3– 0.35 and superconductin
YBa2Cu3O61x films with optimal doping, withx'0.85 and
Tc588 K. In the region 1.2–2.6 eV we have tracked t
temperature evolution of the different absorption ban
which are diagnostic of the electron and spin correlations
also of the degree ofpd hybridization in the active CuO2
plane. The optical data show that the degree ofpd hybridiza-
tion increases strongly on metallization~doping! but it varies
weakly with temperature and is not a decisive factor for
appearance of superconductivity. More subtle effects unf
with the participation of the magnetic subsystem on cool
of a metallic film belowT* 5120610 K. In the PG state for
T,T* the electron–two-magnon (A1J) absorption band,
the fine structure of which consists of two maxima at 2.1
and 2.28 eV, rises quite sharply. These maxima can be at
uted to the additional excitation at the electronicA transition
of mutually interacting~3J resonance! and noninteracting
(4J resonance! magnons, whereJ is the exchange energy
This picture is a direct indication of the development
strong AF correlations belowT* . Here the (A13J) compo-
nent, which is characteristic of the AF phase, coexists w
the B absorption band characteristic of a metal. This eff
reflects the presence of phase separation in the PG state
stripes of insulating~with short-range antiferromagnet orde!
and metallic regions. The phase separation that arises pe
in the SC phase, and at the SC transition an enhanceme
the AF correlations~intensification of the 3J and 4J reso-
nances! occurs. On the whole, our results are entirely su
cient to support the conclusion that as the temperatur
lowered in the normal state, the electron energy ‘‘prepar
for the appearance of superconductivity through the deve
ment AF correlations, which persist in the SC phase. T
the method of optical absorption spectroscopy, which d
not have an analog for classical superconductors, leads to
independent conclusion that AF correlations undoubte
play a role in the formation of superconductivity in YBCO

1. EXPERIMENT

Measurements of the absorption spectra were made
three YBa2Cu3O61x films, which will be denoted as YS370
BH609, and BH611. The film of the YS series was grown
the dc sputtering of targets at the Physics Institute of
University of Erlangen, Germany, and the films of the B
series were grown by laser ablation at the Research Cent
the Siemens Corp. in Erlangen. All of the films were grow
on ~100! SrTiO3 substrates, had an orientation of thec axis
of the crystal perpendicular to the substrate, and had a th
nessl 52300 Å. The films YS370 and BH609 are insula
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ing, with lattice periods of 11.842 and 11.820 Å, respe
tively, along thec axis. These values correspond to dopi
indicesx'0.3 andx'0.35, i.e., the films are close to th
insulator–metal transition. The film BH611 is metallic, wi
a lattice period along thec axis of 11.695 Å, which corre-
sponds to a doping indexx'0.85. According to magnetic
measurements the superconducting transition temperatur
the film BH611 is equal to 88 K, and the transition width
around 1 K. The resistivity of this film for theab plane of
the crystal,rab(100 K), is approximately 100mV•cm.

The experimental technique of measuring the absorp
spectra@the absorption coefficienta~v!# is described in suf-
ficient detail in Refs. 20 and 21. We mention only the k
points. Optical measurements were made in unpolarized l
(Eiab plane of the crystal!, and the irradiation of the films
was done with the use of an MDR-12 monochromator in
automated mode of data registration and spectral scann
For T'300 K the absolute absorption spectra are given
units of the optical densityal (v). The data taken on cool
ing of the films are presented in the form of the differen
spectrumD(al )5al (v,T)2al (v,T0), whereT0 is the
initial temperature from which the films were cooled. T
values of D(al ) were determined from the relatio
D(al )5 ln@t0(v)/t(v)#, wheret0(v) and t(v) are the mea-
sured transmission spectra of the films at the temperatureT0

and T. This relation holds well even without allowance fo
the temperature variations of the reflection coefficientR(v).
In the energy region 1.2–3 eV, where the measurements w
made, the reflection is small in the insulator and meta
phases of YBCO:R'10% for both polarizations in theab
plane.28 The temperature variations of the reflectance
cooling of the films is also small,DR/DT'1024 K21 ~Ref.
29!, which is noticeably smaller than the temperature va
tions of the transmittance. Therefore the use of the exp
sions given above for determiningD(al ) from the transmis-
sion spectra is completely reliable.

2. CLASSIFICATION OF OPTICAL TRANSITIONS AND THE
PRINCIPLES OF ANALYSIS OF THE ABSORPTION
SPECTRA

For complete apprehension of the physical picture i
helpful to set forth the accepted classification of transitio
and to specify the approaches we have followed in the an
sis of the optical features.

In the IR and visible regions of the spectrum, for\v
,3 eV, the absorption spectrum of YBCO is determined
a set of interband and intraband transitions and alsodd tran-
sitions in the Cu21 ion. Altogether the spectrum is an ex
tremely complex multicomponent spectrum whose interp
tation requires a definite picture of the distribution of t
density of statesN(E) together with the scheme of splittin
of the dd transitions in the field of the oxygen ligands. Th
identification of the spectra absorption spectra was base
the system of electronic transitions shown schematically
Fig. 1. This picture reflects the most fundamental feature
the structure of the electronic states of cuprate HTSCs.

Interband transitions with charge transfer

These transitions reflect the peculiarity of the distrib
tion of the density of statesN(E) in 2D-correlated copper–
-
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oxygen systems.6,30 The lowerpd hybridized Hubbard band
~LHB! is separated from the upper Hubbard band~UHB!
formed from the copperd orbitals by an optical gapEg . The
nature of the gap is due to the transfer of charge from oxy
to copper in the insulator YBa2Cu3O61x (x,0.4) the gap has
a valueEg'1.7 eV.31 In the metallic phase of YBCO the
gap is preserved all the way to the optimal doping reg
(x'0.9), but on overdoping, when the cuprate HTSCs
come 3D metals and begin to lose their superconduc
properties, the gap is filled by band states. Interband tra
tions with charge transfer@charge-transfer~CT! transitions#
for \v.Eg correspond to a continuous component of t
absorption spectrum, which is denoted in terms of the opt
density as (al )CT .

A transitions from the correlation peak of the density
of states

Other types of interband optical transitions arise on
count of the existence of a narrow correlation peak~the A
peak! of the density of states at the top of the LHB. In co
related systems the A peak of the density of states ar
independently of the chosen approach for obtaining the sp
tral distribution N(E): the single-band Hubbard mode
with32 and without30 allowance for the AF fluctuations, th
Zhang–Rice polaron model of copper–oxygen singlet33

and the Kondo collective resonance model.34 In the frame-
work of thetJ approach the appearance of theA peak in the
structure ofN(E) is a consequence of the interaction of t

FIG. 1. Splitting of thed levels of the Cu21 ion in a crystalline field of
tetragonal symmetryD4h under axial extension by internal fields~a!. The
distribution of the density of statesN(E) at moderate~b! and heavy~c!
doping. The arrows indicate optical transitions considered in the analys
the measured absorption spectra of YBCO in the visible frequency ra
The figures are drawn without adherence to scale~see the text for notation!.
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charge carriers with the AF fluctuations that develop int
sively in cuprate oxides in the temperature region below
exchange interaction energy,J'4t2/U'103 K, where t
'0.2 – 0.3 eV is the amplitude of the intersite transition, a
U'2 – 3 eV is the value of the effective Hubbard energy.
this case the width of theA peak is governed by processes
creation~vanishing! of magnons in the motion of holes an
has a characteristic value of 3J– 4J.8,32 In the absorption
spectra theA peak of the density of states should be ma
fested in the form of anA band with a width scale ofJ,
located atE'Eg @referred to below as the (al )A compo-
nent#.

We note that the parameters of the A peak in 2D syste
are anisotropic. For example, along theG–M direction of the
Brillouin zone the carriers interact intensively with AF flu
tuations and, as a consequence, have a large mass~hot qua-
siparticles!, but for other directions of the 2D Brillouin zon
the interaction is greatly weakened~cold quasiparticles! ~see
Ref. 9 and references cited therein!. Since our measuremen
were made with the use of unpolarized light, the absorpt
due to transitions from the heavy-hole band, according
known rules, dominates over the absorption due to tra
tions from the light-hole band.

„A¿J … transitions with additional excitation of the magnon
subsystem

Yet another type of optical transitions arises if excitati
of the magnon AF subsystem occurs simultaneously with
A transitions. The energy of these (A1J) transitions exceeds
that of theA transitions by an amount equal to the energy
the 3J– 4J two-magnon excitations in YBCO, and should b
manifested in the absorption spectra as a narrow (A1J)
band~the component (al )A1J).

Intraband MIR transitions

In the metallic phase of YBCO, when the Fermi lev
lies in the region of theA peak of the density of states
continuum intraband transitions can occur from the depth
the valence band LHB to a region of hole states which
opening up with doping. The low-frequency boundary
these MIR~mid-infrared! transitions has a value close to th
width of the A peak, i.e., 0.3–0.4 eV, the absorption ma
mum comes at 0.5–0.6 eV, and the high-frequency wing f
off slowly on account of the large width of the valence ban
and can therefore span even the visible region to\v
53 eV.6,19,20

dd transitions in the Cu 2¿ ion

In the unit cell of YBCO the Cu21 ion is located in the
base of a CuO5 pyramid, where it is surrounded by 5 oxyge
ligands: 4 atoms in the CuO2 plane, and 1 atom of apica
oxygen. A qualitative scheme of the splitting of thed orbitals
of Cu21 in an octahedral environment is presented in Fig
where the initialeg doublet andt2g triplet in the CuO6 octa-
hedron are split on account of the weakening of the a
field of the apical oxygen atoms, including the removal
one of them. In the limiting case when both apical oxyg
atoms are missing, the splitting corresponds to that of
plane square complex CuO4. For a polarizationEiab the
-
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largest contribution to the absorption should be given by
transitions dxy→dx22y2 and dyz,xz→dx22y2 to the orbital
Cu21(dx22y2) with a hole state. However, in the absorptio
spectra thedd transitions are forbidden by a symmetry ru
for the d orbitals. In copper-containing oxides the finite d
gree ofpd hybridization~degree of covalency! lifts the re-
striction on thedd transitions.35 In the insulating phase o
YBCO and other cuprates thedd transitions are observed i
the form low-intensity bands with absorption coefficientsa
'104 cm21 ~Refs. 20 and 36!; this is apparently due to the
weakenedpd hybridization.35 At the same time, in the Ra
man scattering spectra thedd transitions are very well ex-
pressed. For example, in the Raman spectra the trans
dxy→dx22y2 is clearly seen in the insulating phase
YBa2Cu3O61x (x<0.4) in the form of narrow band centere
near 1.5–1.56 eV with a half-width'0.1 eV.37 In the me-
tallic phase, because of the enhancement of thepd hybrid-
ization the absorption coefficient for thedd transitions in-
creases to values comparable to the coefficients for
allowed CT transitions,a'105 cm21 ~Refs. 20 and 21!, but
in the Raman spectra the transitiondxy→dx22y2 is greatly
weakened upon metallization.37 The transitions dxy

→dx22y2 anddxz,yz→dx22y2 have been observed20,21 in the
form of narrow bands at 1.5 and 2.4 eV in the absorpt
spectrum of the metallic phase of YBCO at moderate dop
(x<0.7). In the notation adopted in Ref. 20, thesedd tran-
sitions are denoted atBd

1(dxy→dx22y2) and Bd
2(dxz,yz

→dx22y2), and the optical density coefficients are (al )1B

and (al )2B .
Thus the spectral composition of the absorption

YBCO in the region 1–3 eV~see Fig. 1! should be deter-
mined by the sum of six components.

1. The continuum interband component (al )CT for \v
>Eg for transitions with charge transfer from oxygen to co
per, the CT component.

2. The continuum component from the short-wavelen
wing of the intraband MIR component (al )MIR . The MIR
and CT components give a continuous background of
sorption in the frequency region 1–3 eV.

3. The narrow-band (al )A component of theA transi-
tions from the correlation maximum of the density of sta
across the optical gap without excitation of the magne
degrees of freedom, theA band.

4. The narrow-band (al )A1J component of the (A
1J) transitions from the correlation maximum of the dens
of states across the optical gap with an additional excita
of the magnetic degrees of freedom, the (A1J) band.

5. The narrow-band (al )1B component for thedd tran-
sitionsdxy→dx22y2 due to thepd hybridization in the CuO2
plane, theBd

1 band.
6. The narrow-band (al )2B component for thedd tran-

sitions dxz,yz→dx22y2 due topd hybridization in the direc-
tion transverse to the CuO2 plane, theBd

2 band.
The results of the present study and also those of R

20 and 21 show that the absorption components under
sideration can provide an effective ‘‘tool box’’ for studyin
the evolution of the correlation, magnetic, and covalent c
tributions to the carrier spectrum with changes in the te
perature and doping level of YBCO.
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3. INSULATOR PHASE OF YBCO

Figure 2 shows the absorption spectrum of the insula
films YS370 with x'0.3 and BH609 withx'0.35 in the
spectral region 1.4–2.8 eV at 300 K. The results are plo
in the coordinatesal –E/E0 ~optical density versus reduce
energy!, whereE0 is the position of the strongA peak of the
absorption. As we see in Fig. 2a, the character of the spe
and the position of the main features practically coincide
the two films and, hence, do not depend on the method u
to grow the films. The correlation A peak of the absorptio
with an intensity (al )A52.2– 2.7, comes at an energyE0

A

'1.77 eV. On the high-frequency side of the A peak, n
2.12 eV, the (A1J) peak is clearly manifested. These tw
bands are situated on a background of the continuum
component~the intraband MIR component is absent in t
insulating phase!. The A1J band is centered atE0

A1\v2m

and is separated from theA band by the energy of the two
magnon excitation 3J, which, according to the absorptio
and Raman-scattering data for the insulating and slig
metallized phases of YBCO, has a value\v2m

50.33– 0.35 eV.6,38–40

FIG. 2. Absolute absorption spectra of insulating films of YBa2Cu3O61x

with x'0.3 ~the film YS370! andx'0.35 ~the film BH609! at 300 K. The
solid curves show the model description of the spectrum~a!. The decompo-
sition of the measured spectrum for the film BH609 into spectral com
nents~b!.
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For a quantitative description of the measured data
have carried out a model decomposition of the absorp
spectrum of the film BH609 into three components: (al )fit

5(al )A1(al )A1J1(al )CT . TheA andA1J bands were
described by Gaussian contours, and the interband CT c
ponent by a quadratic energy dependence:

~al !fit5(
i

m i

s iAp
expF2

~E2E0
i !2

2s i
2 G1

mCT~E2Eg!2

E
,

~1!

wherei 5A, A1J. The frequency dependence for the inte
band CT absorption, (al )CT}(E2Eg)2, is typical for tran-
sitions due to the ‘‘tails’’ of the density of states inside th
optical gap and also to strong scattering of charge carrie41

In Hubbard systems the existence of such tails is a di
consequence of the interrelationship of the densities of st
of the UHB and LHB.30 In the case of pronounced tails o
the density of states in YBCO this frequency dependence
been verified in optical experiments.42

The model decomposition of the measured spectrum
the film BH609 is shown in Fig. 2b. The parameters of th
decomposition, which can give a description of the expe
mental spectrum to an accuracy of 4% or better through
the entire range of measurements~the values of the param
eters of the analogous decomposition for the film YS370
given in parentheses!, are:

1. GaussianA band: E0
A51.77 eV ~1.75 eV!, standard

deviationsA50.14 eV~0.12 eV!, amplitude componentmA

50.64 eV~0.44 eV!.
2. Gaussian (A1J) band: E0

A1J52.12 eV ~2.06 eV!,
standard deviation sA1J50.17 eV ~0.17 eV!, mA1J

50.41 eV~0.30 eV!.
3. Interband CT component:Eg51.77 eV ~1.75 eV!,

amplitude coefficientmCT514 eV21 (12.1 eV21).
We see that thedd bands are absent from the absorpti

spectrum of the insulating phase at 300 K. In this connect
we note that they can be discerned only on heating of
insulating ~semiconducting! YBCO film.20 They appear at
1.56 eV (Bd

1) and 2.4 eV (Bd
2) in the form comparatively

weak spectral features with an amplitude (al )B'0.1 and a
coefficient mB'0.02 eV. Films at the boundary of th
insulator–metal transition are found in an activational co
duction regime, and the enhancement of theBd

1 andBd
2 bands

follows the growth of metallization as the temperature
raised. We have also observed the appearance of these b
in experiments on photometallization~photodoping! of
YBCO films with x'0.35 cooled to 80 K. Those exper
ments clearly showed that thedd bandsBd

1 andBd
2 can act as

optical probes of the metallization, as is confirmed by o
data for the metallized film BH611, presented in the ne
Section.

Let us consider the interesting question of the change
the absorption spectra of insulating films with temperature
they are cooled into the region of the AF phase. For YBC
films with indexx'0.3– 0.35 the temperature of the AF tra
sition lies nearTN'250– 200 K.43 It is extremely difficult to
establish a more accurate quantitative correspondence oTN

with the doping indexx because of the rapid fall-off of the
function TN(x) with increasingx at the boundary of the
insulator–metal transition. Let us examine the differen
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spectraD(al )5al (v,T)2al (v,T0) in reference to the
initial temperatureT0 in the region 1.5–2.6 eV. Figure 3
shows the results of measurements ofD(al ) on cooling of
the film YS370 fromT05280 K to 146, 102, and 80 K. It is
clearly seen that in the AF phase the absorption at
maxima of theA and (A1J) bands increases, i.e.,D(al )
.0. At the same time, the red wing of theA band in the
region \v,1.65 eV is greatly weakened, and hereD(al )
,0, i.e., the contour of theA band narrows on cooling~theA
band may have an asymmetric contour!. Noticeable changes
of the A and (A1J) bands with temperature occur again
the background of relatively weak changes for the CT co
ponent. We note immediately that the strong temperature
pendence of theA and (A1J) bands in the AF phase atte
to a direct interrelationship of these bands with the AF
grees of freedom. An indication of this may be seen from
data shown in Fig. 3b, which demonstrate the changes o
absorption coefficient with temperature,D(al ), relative to

FIG. 3. Difference spectra of the absorptionD(al )5al (T)2al (T0)
measured for the film YS370 withx'0.3 relative to an initial temperature
T05280 K ~a!. The temperature behavior of the absorption coeffici
D(al )5@a(T)2a(205 K)# relative to the temperatureT05205 K (T0

'TN) in the AF phase of the film YS370. The photon energy is 1.6 eV. T
solid curve shows the theoretical dependence~b!.
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T05205 K, for a photon energy of 1.6 eV, i.e., on the low
frequency wing of theA band. It is seen that as the temper
ture is lowered fromT05205 K (T0'TN), the derivative of
the temperature-related changes increases rapidly but
decreases sharply to zero in the region below 50–60 K. T
behavior of the spectral parameters of the absorption ba
formed by exciton–magnon interactions is typical and is w
known for classical AF insulators having a spin gap, e.g.,
the two-dimensional@NH3(CH2)2NH3#MnCl4 , the quasi-
one-dimensional CsMnCl3•2H2O, and the three-dimensiona
MnF2 ~Refs. 4 and 44!.

Theoretical studies of the temperature dependence o
absorption in these materials have shown that the stan
deviation of the bands in the AF phase is well described b
law s(T)}Tn21 exp(2DN /kBT), where DN is the value of
the spin-wave gap, andn52,3 denotes the dimensionality o
the system~for a gapless AF state in the case of a 3D crys
s(T)}T3; Ref. 44!. This dependence leads to stron
changes of the absorption band with temperature in the
phase, but with a nearly thresholdlike transition, in the c
of low-dimensional systems, to a temperature-independ
part s5const for T,DN /kB . The solid curve in Fig. 3b
shows the theoretical dependenceD(al )fit5al (T)
2al (T05205 K) for the difference absorption of th
GaussianA band at\v51.6 eV, constructed with the use o
s(T) for the 2D case (n52). Here it is assumed that th
area under the contour of theA line is conserved as the
temperature is lowered from 300 K, i.e., for the Gaussia
al (T) and al (T0) it is assumed thatmA5const. At the
same time, the standard deviation is described by the exp
sion s(T)5s(T50)1gT exp(2DN /kBT), whereg is a nor-
malizing constant. In order to linkg with the adjustable fit-
ting parameterss(T50) and DN , it was assumed for the
Gaussian a(T05205 K) that s(T0)5s(300 K). Good
agreement of the experimental data and the theoretical c
is achieved for the following values of the parameters:s(T
50)50.04 eV, DN56 MeV. The value ofDN specifies a
temperature'65 K below which the changes of theA band
with temperature in the AF phase should be insignifica
The value obtained forDN agrees with the independent me
surements of the spin-wave gapDN53 – 6 MeV in the insu-
lating phase of YBCO which were made by neutron metho
~see the discussion in Ref. 45!. Thus the data in Fig. 3 show
that theA band of absorption and the (A1J) band related to
it are formed as a result of the electron–magnon interact
Here the standard deviation of theA band is apparently de
termined by the long-wavelength magnons, and the posi
and parameters of the electron–two-magnon (A1J) band
are due to magnons at the edge of the Brillouin zone, wh
the magnon density of states is close to a maximum.

Let us discuss in more detail the temperature depende
of the (A1J) band. Figure 4 shows the data onD(al )A1J

5al (v,T)2al (v,140 K) for the (A1J) line in the AF
phase of the film YS370, measured relative to the tempe
ture T05140 K. It is seen that the (A1J) band in the AF
phase does not have a fine structure and is described we
a single Gaussian contour, shown by the solid curve
Fig. 4. The narrow (A1J) band lies on a background o
continuous variations of the interband absorption band,
which D(al )CT5al CT(v,T)5al CT(v,140 K)'20.05.
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The difference spectrumD(al )A1J , like the contour of the
A band, should be determined by the difference of two Ga
sians at different temperatures. If the standard deviation
the Gaussian varies slowly with temperature in the region
the AF phase, then the differenceD(al )A1J is practically a
pure Gaussian withsA1J5const and an amplitude coeffi
cient DmA1J5m(T)2m(140 K). This is explained by the
fact that for magnon excitations with energy« at the Bril-
louin zone edge the strong inequalityT!«/kB holds, and for
the (A1J) band the standard deviation can indeed be
sumed temperature-independent in the entire AF phase
gion. From the approximating curves in Fig. 4 one can
that forT,TN the standard deviation of the contour satisfi
a valuesA1J50.05 eV, i.e., at the transition to the AF sta
it decreased severalfold in comparison with its value 0.17
at 300 K; in the AF phase itself on cooling from 140 to 20
the standard deviation varies weakly. At the same time, as
see in Fig. 4, in the AF phase the oscillator strength of
(A1J) transition increases noticeably with decreasing te
perature. For example, on cooling from 140 to 102 K t
increment to the amplitude coefficient isDmA1J

5m(102 K)2m(140 K)50.0036 eV50.012m(300 K), and
on further cooling to 44 K the change reachesDmA1J

50.01 eV50.033m(300 K). Thus in the insulating phas
upon the transition from short-range AF ordering atT,TN to
long-range AF ordering atT, iTN the standard deviation o
the (A1J) band decreases, while the amplitude of the ba
~the optical transition probability! increases and continues
increase all the way to 44 K. In the regionT<44 K all the
temperature dependence stops~see Fig. 4!, just as in the case
of the A transitions with which the electron–two-magno
(A1J) transitions are genetically related. We again call
tention to the fact that in the AF phase the Gaussian con
of the (A1J) band is structureless throughout the ent
range of temperatures investigated.

FIG. 4. Difference spectra of the absorptionD(al )5al (T)2al (T0),
measured relative toT05140 K for the AF phase of the YS370 film in th
region of the (A1J) maximum. The solid curves show the model Gau
ians.
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4. METALLIC PHASE OF YBCO

Let us now consider the absolute absorption spectra
the metallic phase of YBa2Cu3O61x (x'0.85) at near-
optimal doping withTc588 K and the changes of the spe
tral composition of the absorption as the temperature
swept through the PG and SC states. Figure 5a shows
absolute absorption spectrum of the film BH611 at 300 K
the region 1.2–2.6 eV, and Fig. 5b shows a model decom
sition of the spectrum into components. The spectrum c
tains four components: theBd

1 band, theBd
2 band, the CT

component, and the MIR component, which is constant
the region 1.2–2.6 eV. The decomposition of the spectr
into these components allows one to describe the experim
tal data with an accuracy of 1% or better~the relative differ-
ence of the experimental and model~fit! spectra@(al )exp

2(al )fit#/(al )exp is shown in the inset of Fig. 5b!. The total
model spectrum (al )fit5(al )1B1(al )2B1(al )CT

1(al )MIR has the following parameters:
1! for a GaussianBd

1 band:E0
1B51.5 eV, standard de

viation s1B50.38 eV, amplitude coefficientm1B50.57 eV;
2! for a Gaussian Bd

2 band: E0
2B52.38 eV, s2B

50.26 eV,m2B50.19 eV;
3! for the CT component: Eg51.85 eV, mCT

54.3 eV21 ~the increase in the value of the optical gap
comparison with the insulator gap may be due to the app
ance of a hole band with a scale of 0.1 eV!;

4! for the short-wavelength wing of the MIR compone
the absorption level is assumed constant, (al )MIR52.3.

Thus at 300 K theA and (A1J) bands are absent from

-

FIG. 5. Absolute absorption spectrum of the metallized film BH611 w
x'0.85 at 300 K. The solid curve shows the model dependence~a!. The
decomposition of the model absorption spectrum into 4 components.
inset shows the relative difference of the experimental and model spe
~b!.
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the spectral composition of the absorption; this should
attributed to the strong suppression of the charge and
correlations in the optimal doping phase. At the same ti
the dd bandsBd

1 and Bd
2 are very strong on account of th

enhancement of the degree ofpd hybridization ~degree of
covalency! in the metallic phase, both in the CuO2 plane and
in the transverse direction. The fact that the correlationA
band and the ‘‘covalent’’B bands behave in opposite way
on doping is evidence that thepd hybridization and the elec
tronic correlations compete with each other. As the num
of carriers increases, thepd hybridization increases, i.e., th
degree of covalency of the crystal increases, while the e
tronic ~Hubbard! correlations become weaker, i.e., the deg
of ionicity of the crystal decreases. Here a strong dampin
magnons occurs in the electron–hole pair formation chan
and, as a result, there is no (A1J) band.

To answer the question of what changes in the electro
interactions are necessary for the appearance of supe
ductivity, we must study the temperature evolution of t
spectral composition of the absorption. Let us consider
this connection the difference spectraD(al )5(al )(v,T)
2(al )(v,152 K), which characterize the changes of t
spectral composition of the absorption of the film BH6
relative to that at the temperatureT05152 K in the range of
theBd

1 , A, and (A1J) bands. The data for the temperatur
T5129, 100, 80, 42, and 22 K are presented in Fig. 6.
these measurements the frequency scanning was done w
step of 10 nm ('3.531022 eV). This rather large scannin
step permits demonstration of the most general trends in

FIG. 6. Evolution of the spectral composition of the absorption of the m
allized film BH611 (Tc588 K) on cooling relative to the initial temperatur
T05152 K. For clarity the data for the temperatures 22 and 42 have b
shifted downward by 0.04 and 0.02 relative to the data for 80 K. The arr
indicate the bands that appear upon cooling.
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temperature dependence of the whole spectrum. In the
Section we present data obtained with a scanning step
tenth as large, making it possible to reveal the fine struct
of the (A1J) band.

As we see in Fig. 6, with decreasing temperature
absorption of the film decreases in the spectral region of
measurements, 1.25–2.5 eV, i.e.,D(al ),0. More impor-
tantly, no narrow-band features are present in the inte
129–152 K; only the continuous weakening of the abso
tion is observed, and the changes themselves,D(al )
52(0.01– 0.03) are small. We stress that forT.152 K and
up to room temperature these changes are still smaller
have the same continuous character. For clarity, the en
behavior of this background component is shown by
dashed line. This wide-band change in the spectrum is
primarily to the weakening of the MIR and CT componen
In the region\v<1 eV, as one can readily see, this bac
ground component changes sign,D(al ).0. This occurs be-
cause in the region\v,1 eV, where the MIR maximum is
concentrated, the absorption increases with decrea
temperature.6,19,20 We shall not discuss the redistribution o
the intensities within the contour of the MIR absorption ba
itself but will focus our attention on the behavior of th
narrow-band features of the spectrum.

For the temperature regionT.130 K it can be stated
that the narrow-band absorption contours are temperat
independent, sinceD(al )'0 for them. Consequently, th
contours of theBd

1 andBd
2 bands present in the spectrum

300 K ~see Fig. 5! do not change their parameters as the fi
is cooled, and theA andA1J bands, which are formed by
electron–magnon interactions, remain absent.

At 100 K, however, one observes a different picture~see
Fig. 6!. The bandsBd

1 , A, andA1J are quite clearly visible
against the continuous background. When the temperatu
lowered further to 80 K and below, these bands become m
and more pronounced. In the SC phase these narrow-b
feature persist, and with constant parameters, down to
final temperature of the measurements, 22 K.

Before turning to a quantitative analysis of the measu
spectra, let us point out that the narrow-band features aris
the interval 100–130 K. The appearance of theA and (A
1J) bands, which are clearly expressed for the AF phase
the insulator, is direct evidence that in this temperature in
val the metallized system shifts toward AF ordering. In oth
words, the fact that the bandsA and A1J appear atT
,130 K is due to the onset of short-range AF ordering w
short-wavelength magnons, which can only exist in t
metal.

In the most diverse experiments with YBCO at moder
and optimal doping, anomalies preceding superconducti
are observed at temperatures below a threshold v
'160 K.8,22,24For example, for YBCO withTc'85 K, ac-
cording to the data of resistive, NMR, and heat capac
measurements, this threshold temperature lies atT*
'110 K. According to the neutron data for YBa2Cu3O6.8 the
value isT* 5115615 K, and forT,T* there is a decreas
in the contribution to the imaginary part of the magne
susceptibility from the spin excitations with energy less th
20 meV.6,24This allows us to speak of the formation of a sp
pseudogap forT,T* .
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Thus the special temperature interval 100–130 K wh
we have identified from the optical spectra is confirmed b
number of other measurements. Even in a qualitative tr
ment the observed appearance ofA and (A1J) bands in this
interval can serve as independent proof of the decisive c
tribution of AF fluctuations to the nature of the PG state.

Let us turn to a quantitative analysis of the measu
spectra. Figure 7 shows the model dependence describin
difference spectrum of the absorption in the region of the
phase at 80, 42, and 22 K relative to 152 K. The decom
sition of the model dependence into spectral componen
shown. It is clear that the absorption contours at the th

FIG. 7. Experimental data and model curves for the change of the abs
tion coefficientD(al )5al (T)2al (T0) on cooling of the film BH611
(Tc'88 K) from T05152 K to the SC phase. A direct comparison of t
data with the model dependence~a!. The decomposition of the model de
pendence into spectral components. As the zero level for theB, A, and
(A1J) components we have taken the MIR component of the absorp
~the MIR level!. The unusual form of theB component is due to the fact tha
it is determined as the difference between two Gaussians, one at 152 K
one atT522, 42, or 80 K. The difference spectra for theA and (A1J)
components, which are absent at 152 K, are pure Gaussians~b!.
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temperatures practically coincide, i.e., the SC ph
‘‘freezes’’ the absorption spectral composition that has ari
in the pseudogap state. The model curve in Fig. 7a was c
structed with allowance for the following temperatur
related changes:

D~al !fit5D~al !1B
fit 1D~al !A

fit1D~al !A1J
fit

1D~al !MIR
fit ,

where the first three terms have the formD(al ) i
fit

5(al ) i
fit(22 K)2(al ) i

fit(152 K) for i 51B, A, A1J. The
componentD(al )MIR was chosen as a function of fre
quency, permitting a description of the background com
nent of the difference spectrum. Since the absorption ba
A and A1J are absent above 152 K, the compone
D(al )A

fit and D(al )A1J
fit at 22 K are pure Gaussians wit

adjustable parameterss andm. The behavior ofD(al )1B
fit is

given by the difference of two Gaussians at 22 and 152
and, following the data in Fig. 5, we have assumed that
Gaussians at 152 and 300 K are equal: (al )1B

fit (152 K)
5(al )1B

fit (300 K). Let us give the quantitative characteri
tics of the decomposition, which describes the experime
results extremely well.

1. For the MIR component D(al )MIR
fit 520.21

10.25/E4 ~the MIR level in Fig. 7!, i.e., the change in sign
of the temperature trend of the high-frequency wing of t
MIR component occurs near E51.05 eV, where
D(al )MIR

fit 50. We note that the change of the CT comp
nent with temperature can be assumed to be effectively
cluded in the behavior ofD(al )MIR

fit .
2. For theA band the parameters of the Gaussian cont

in the SC phase are:E0
A51.85 eV, standard deviationsA

50.12 eV, and amplitude coefficientmA50.02 eV. Conse-
quently, the standard deviation of the contour of theA band
in the film with x'0.85 matches the valuesA

50.12– 0.14 eV in the paramagnetic phase~300 K! for films
with x'(0.3– 0.35).

3. For the (A1J) band the Gaussian parameters in t
SC phase areE0

A1J52.18 eV, sA1J50.16 eV, andmA1J

50.032 eV. The standard deviation of this contour is ag
practically equal to the valuesA1J50.17 eV in the case of
an insulating film withx5(0.3– 0.35) in the paramagneti
phase.

4. For the covalentBd
1 band (E0

1B51.5 eV) the standard
deviation decreases noticeably on cooling of the film, fro
s1B50.38 eV at 300 K to 0.3 eV at 22 K, nearly a 30%
decrease, but the amplitude coefficient changes less stron
m1B50.57 eV~300 K! and 0.5 eV~22 K!. It should be em-
phasized that the narrowing of thedd absorption bands is a
characteristic feature of antiferromagnets on passage thro
the AF transition.3,4 At the same time, the small changes
m1B with temperature indicate that the degree ofpd mixing
reached at 300 K through chemical doping is preserved
the temperature is lowered. In Ref. 21, where the opti
characteristics of theBd

1 band of a YBCO film withx'0.7
were measured, it was also observed that the changes o
level of pd hybridization with temperature are small. At th
same time, even a small increase in the indexx from 0.7 to
0.9, for whichTc rises from 74 to 90 K, leads to an increa
of the coefficientm1B by more than a factor of 5.20,21
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Thus the quantitative characteristics of the measu
spectra indicate that the standard deviation of theA and (A
1J) bands in the PG state and directly in the SC state p
tically coincide with that for the insulating phase with we
developed AF correlations. Since the electron–mag
bandsA andA1J coexist in the PG state with a pronounc
covalentBd

1 band, the AF fluctuations develop under con
tions of strongpd hybridization. In the insulating phase, a
was shown in Fig. 3, no such coexistence is observed. H
ever, the degree ofpd hybridization in the metal is almos
independent of temperature (m1B'const), i.e., the hybridiza
tion is not a decisive factor in the formation of supercond
tivity. More subtle mechanisms responsible for supercond
tivity involve the development of AF fluctuations in the P
state, as is evidenced by the observed appearance of tA
and (A1J) bands forT<T* 5120610 K.

In this connection it is natural to ask, how might su
essentially contrary states as the fluctuation insulator~anti-
ferromagnet! and the metallic state with strongpd hybridiza-
tion be compatible, both in the PG and in the SC states?
answer this question we examined the fine structure of
(A1J) band for optical evidence of phase separation~the
appearance of a stripe superstructure! at T,T* .

5. STRUCTURE OF THE „A¿J … ABSORPTION BAND
IN THE METALLIC PHASE OF YBCO

In the experiments the fine structure of the (A1J) ab-
sorption band was revealed in a scanning of the spectra
a step of 1 nm, which corresponds to approximately
31023 eV, in the frequency range 2–2.4 eV, where theA
1J) band is located. As the sample was cooled in the te
perature range 170–20 K we measured the difference sp
D(al )A1J5al (v,T1)2al (v,T2) at rather narrow inter-
vals betweenT2 andT1 .

Figure 8 shows the difference spectra ofD(al )A1J for
the film BH611 with x'0.85 in five temperature interval
(T1<T<T2). The data labeled1 pertain to the interval
150 K<T<170 K, i.e., for the regionT.T* . It is seen that
in this interval the narrow-band (A1J) component is once
again absent, which, as we have said, was also the ca
300 K. Data set2 pertain to the interval 155–112 K, whic
includes the valueT* '120 K. It is clearly seen that whe
the temperature passes through the point of formation of
PG state the electron–two-magnon maximum does not a
simply but appears in the form of a doublet structure w
maxima atE01

A1J52.145 eV andE02
A1J52.28 eV. ~In the re-

gion of energies below 2 eV the growth of the absorption
due to the appearance of theA band.! Thus more detailed
measurements show that the (A1J) band has a fine structur
in the PG state. The solid curve shows the sum of two Ga
sians of this doublet, with parameterss1

A1J50.053 eV,
s2

A1J50.045 eV and m1
A1J50.0024 eV, m2

A1J

50.0015 eV. We stress that for the PG state the stand
deviation of each doublet is practically the same as that
the AF phase of the insulator. On further cooling in the
terval from T25113 K to T1598 K (Tc,T,T* ) there is
no change of the doublet with temperature~data set3!, i.e.,
D(al )A1J50. However~see data set4!, on passage throug
the SC transition (Tc588 K), in the temperature interva
100–70 K, there is an additional increase in the amplitude
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each maximum, i.e., an increase in the probability
electron–two-magnon excitation. The amplitude increme
are Dm1

A1J50.0018 eV and Dm52
A1J50.0007 eV, or

'50% of the initial amplitudes of the components arising
the PG state in the interval 112–155 K. The standard de
tion of the contour~magnon damping! does not change on
passage throughTc . Further cooling from 71 to 20 K, now in
the SC phase, does not lead to any changes with temper
(D(al )A1J50; data set5!, i.e., the doublet structure itse
and its parameters are preserved unchanged in the w
region of the SC state.

We said in the previous Section that the appearance
the (A1J) band as the temperature is lowered is eviden
that the metallized phase of YBCO is shifted toward sho
range AF ordering. However, in the paramagnetic and
states of the insulator theA1J band do not exhibit fine
structure~see Fig. 4!. Consequently, the short-range AF o
dering in the metal is of a peculiar nature. The analysis
these data in the next Section will show that the fine struct
of the (A1J) band reflects the appearance, in the SG and
states, of phase separation in the form a stripe superstruc
consisting of an alternation of insulating and metallic qua
one-dimensional stripes. This spatial structure permits
compatibility of well-developed AF fluctuations~insulating
stripes! in the metal, on the one hand, and mobile hole c
riers that do not destroy the AF fluctuations~metallic stripes
with strong oxygen–copper hybridization!, on the other.

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The many nontrivial properties of copper-oxide HTSC
in the normal and SC phases are a manifestation of the
damental peculiarities of low-dimensional systems in wh

FIG. 8. Change with temperature of the absorption spectraDal

5al (T1)2al (T2) for a superconducting YBCO film. The temperatur
T1 andT2 for each region of the measurements are given to the left of
experimental data. Data set2 corresponds to the region of opening of th
pseudogap state and data set4 to the region of the superconducting stat
The solid curves are model curves in the form of sums of two Gaussia
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there are well-developed scalar~charge! and vector~spin!
correlations. In the final analysis, it is these correlations t
determine the optical properties that are observed in cup
HTSCs but not in classical metals and doped semicond
tors. In the present paper the main goal was to elucidate
nature of the pseudogap state that precedes superconduc
and of the actual superconducting state of YBCO. Let
discuss the main results, paying particular attention to
narrow-band features of the spectrum.

1. In the absorption spectra of YBCO in the visible fr
quency region one can discern the following narrow ba
with a standard deviation of around 0.1 eV, and with t
following diagnostic possibilities:

— the contribution of the correlation peak of the dens
of states~the correlationA band at\v'Eg);

— the contribution of the AF correlations~electron–two-
magnon bandA1J at \v'Eg1\v2m);

— the degree ofpd mixing ~degree of covalency! in the
active CuO2 plane ~the Bd

1 band for dd transitions at\v
'1.5 eV!. As the data of the present study and also those
Ref. 20 show, theBd

1 band can serve as an optical probe
the metallization both at the insulator–metal transition a
also in the metallic phase itself.

2. In the insulator phase of YBCO the integrated inte
sity of the Bd

1 band is at least an order of magnitude low
than the intensities of theA and (A1J) absorption bands
This is a consequence of the weak metallization of CuO2 and
the existence in YBCO of localized ‘‘copper’’ holes. At th
same time, in the spectra of the paramagnetic and AF st
of the insulator theA and (A1J) bands are very pronounce
as a consequence of the developed AF correlations. At
transition to the AF phase with long-range order forT,TN

the absorption at the maxima of these bands (al )A,A1J

}m/s is enhanced substantially. These bands are sensitiv
both short- and long-range AF correlations. The existenc
A and (A1J) bands in cuprate HTSCs apparently is of
general nature: their analogs can be observed at 300 K in
optical conduction spectra~near the fundamental edge of a
sorption with charge transfer! in a number of insulators con
taining CuO2 planes.6

3. With increasing doping index the correlationA band
and the two-magnon (A1J) band broaden and rapidl
weaken. Traces of these bands at 300 K can be disce
only in the lightly and moderately doped metallic YBCO fil
with x<0.7. At optimal doping (x'0.85) they are absen
reflecting the suppression of charge and spin correlation
the metal at 300 K. Moreover the integrated intensity of
Bd

1 band increases by almost a factor of 5 at the transi
from the YBCO insulator withx'0.35 to the metallic phase
with x'0.7 ~Ref. 20! and, as the data of the present stu
show, by almost a factor of 20 at the transition to the optim
doping phase. Nevertheless, at 300 K the enhancement o
pd hybridization and the weakening of the AF correlatio
do not lead to superconductivity, i.e., the oxygen–copper
bridization ~covalency! is a necessary but not sufficient fa
tor for the appearance of superconductivity. As measu
ments of the absorption spectra show, it is in the magn
subsystem of YBCO where the more subtle processes
sponsible for superconductivity develop as the temperatu
lowered.
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4. On cooling of metallized YBCO films the spectr
composition of their absorption does not change down t
certain critical region nearT* .Tc . For optimally doped
YBCO the parameters of theBd

1 band do not change, andA
and (A1J) bands are absent from the spectrum, just as
300 K. It can be stated that in the intervalT* ,T<300 K the
temperature does not affect the degree ofpd mixing, and the
AF correlations remain strongly suppressed. In other wo
the weak AF fluctuations do not have a substantial influe
on the motion of the hole carriers, which occurs in a spa
with rather uniform copper–oxygen covalent bonds.

5. The spectral~physical! picture changes fundamentall
on cooling in the intervalTc,T<T* , where YBCO has a
transition to a pseudogap~according to the neutron data!
state that precedes superconductivity. For YBCO with op
mal doping a valueT* 5120610 K is obtained from the
optical data in the present study, in good agreement with
neutron data (T* 5115615 K).24 At the ‘‘doorstep’’ of su-
perconductivity for T<T* the A and (A1J) absorption
bands, which are characteristic of the paramagnetic and
states of YBCO, appear rather rapidly in the spectral com
sition. The standard deviation of these newly appear
bands issA,A1J50.12– 0.16 eV, in agreement with the va
ues sA,A1J50.12– 0.17 eV for a paramagnetic insulat
state at 300 K, in which the AF fluctuations of the sho
range order are quite pronounced. At the same time, foT
<T* there is a noticeable narrowing of theBd

1 band by al-
most 30%, as is characteristic fordd transitions upon the
transition of magnetically ordered materials to the A
phase.3,4 Thus our data undoubtedly attest to the fact that
PG state is due to the existence of developed AF fluctuatio
Since the values of the standard deviations of theA and (A
1J) bands are the same as for insulating YBCO, the wa
length of the magnetic excitations should be less than
correlation lengthjAF'10 Å for AF fluctuations in the met-
allized CuO2 plane.6 In this case fluctuational spin wave
exist in regions with dimensions smaller thanjAF . Within
such a region the situation belowT* is completely analogous
to the short-range AF ordering of an insulator nearTN .

The nature of theA and (A1J) bands in the metal and
primarily, of theA1J feature, which is most sensitive to A
fluctuations is in agreement with the neutron scattering d
for YBCO. For example, according to these data, when
temperature is lowered in the regionT<T* , together with
the formation of a spin pseudogap, enhancement of the fl
tuations of the magnetic moment^mres

2 & occurs. The fluctua-
tions ^mres

2 &}x res9 (v)d correspond to the formation of a reso
nance peak for the imaginary part of the magne
susceptibilityx res9 at the acoustic AF mode frequency\v res

'40 meV.24 Here, as our optical data show, the integrat
intensity of theBd

1 band in the SC state does not change, i
the degree ofpd mixing is conserved. When all is said an
done, an unusual picture emerges, in which strong AF co
lations ~the A and (A1J) bands! coexist with strong metal-
lization ~the Bd

1 band!. This sort of coexistence is not ob
served in the insulator or in the metallic phase aboveT* ,
including at 300 K. It is logical to propose the followin
physical picture for the interpretation of this coexistenc
The hole carrier creates around itself a region of strong
valent bonding~with shortened lengths of the hybridize
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Cu–O bonds!, where the electronic and spin correlations a
suppressed, but outside of this region the matrix of p
nounced AF correlations persists. Such a formation, acc
ing to Ref. 46, can be called a correlation polaron dresse
a coat of AF fluctuations. However, this is only a first st
toward understanding the phase separation in the PG sta
YBCO. A more precise picture follows from analysis of th
fine structure of the (A1J) band.

6. Careful measurements show that in the pseudo
state the (A1J) band has a doublet structure and consists
two narrow maxima with energiesE01

A1J52.145 eV and
E02

A1J52.28 eV. The standard deviation of each of them
('0.05 eV) is the same as that of the single (A1J) contour
in the AF phase of the insulator at low temperatures. The
maximum (A13J) is separated from the strictly electron
A transition (E0

A51.85 eV) by an amount 0.3 eV, and th
second maximum (A14J) by 0.43 eV, these being in unit
of the exchange energy 3J and 4J. These data can be ana
lyzed from two points of view: first, in comparison with th
results on inelastic neutron scattering in YBCO, and, seco
for analysis of the cause of the appearance of the 4J reso-
nance in the optical absorption spectra of the metallic ph
when it is absent in the AF insulator phase.

According to the neutron data,8,24 in YBCO slightly
aboveTc the peak of inelastic scattering on spin fluctuatio
is split on account of the formation of an incommensur
superstructure~the stripe structure!. The difference of the
wave vectors responsible for the splitting of the neutron p
equalsDk50.2 Å21 for the optimal doping region. In a firs
approximation this value corresponds to an energy differe
DE5Dk\v50.12 eV, where\v50.6 eV•Å is the spin-
wave velocity in YBCO.6,47 The values of the neutron an
optical splittingsDE are in good agreement with each oth

Let us now consider the formation of the stripe sup
structure from the standpoint of establishing the cause of
4J resonance, which is particularly revealing of the patte
of separation into insulating and metallic phases. In
YBCO insulator, according to our data~see Fig. 4! and the
Raman scattering data of Refs. 48 and 49, the most inte
ing is the 3J resonance involving the creation of two inte
acting magnons with binding energyJ. The probability of
creation of two noninteracting magnons with total energyJ
by a photon in the an insulator is small. For example, in
Raman scattering spectra of cuprate HTSCs the 4J resonance
is observed only in the form of a weak feature in the insu
tor phase, leading to a slight asymmetry of the two-magn
scattering band.48 It must be noted that in cuprate HTSC
according to the theoretical conclusions, the probability
excitation of the 3J and 4J resonances should increa
sharply for photons with energies close to the optical g
with charge transfer,Eg ~Ref. 48!. In the case of formation o
a stripe superstructure it becomes possible to excite mag
from different insulating stripes separated by a meta
stripe. Here, because of the significant decrease of the m
non interaction the amplitude of the 4J resonance should
increase. Since the time for an optical transition with t
absorption of light ('10214 s) is substantially shorter tha
the lifetime ('10210 s; Ref. 24! of the fluctuating stripe
structure, optical diagnostics give a quasistationary pictur
this structure.
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Thus our optical data are unambiguous evidence that
PG state is a superstructure with spatially separated reg
of the the metallic and insulating types, in the insulati
regions of which there exist fluctuational spin waves. T
structure arises extremely rapidly atT5T* , and with further
decrease in temperature down toTc its parameters remain
practically unchanged. We note that the neutron data,
cause of the large temperature scanning step, do not re
these important details of the temperature evolution of
stripe structure.24

7. Upon passage through the SC transition, the spec
composition of the absorption formed in the pseudogap s
all remains as it was, i.e., the stripe structure is preserv
However, at the SC transition atTc an additional increase by
about 50% in the amplitudes of the 3J and 4J resonances
occurs. The standard deviation of each resonance does
change. The increase of the integrated intensity of the re
nances nearTc occurs just as abruptly as upon the formati
of the PG state. This circumstance can be interpreted
transformation of the pseudogap in the spectrum of magn
interactions into a real spin gap for magnon states with
ergies less than 20 meV.24 The enhancement of the reso
nances can also be interpreted as being a consequence
appearance of a more regular stripe structure belowTc . In
this case there should be an additional redistribution of
magnetic density of states throughout the entire Brillou
zone. At temperatures approximately 10 K lower thanTc

there are no longer any changes occurring in the spec
composition and the parameters of the absorption band
can be said that under conditions of a developed super
ducting order parameter the physical picture of the str
superstructure ‘‘freezes in,’’ much as this happens in the
state.

8. Thus it must be acknowledged that the optical abso
tion spectra of YBCO films in the visible frequency rang
give independent and rather convincing evidence in favo
the participation of the magnetic AF subsystem in the form
tion of the stripe structure of the pseudogap and superc
ducting states. An enhancement of the AF correlations occ
at the SC transition. Apparently the superconducting tran
tion occurs as two-dimensional, with a large temperature
gion of two-dimensional superconducting fluctuations. T
superconductivity most likely develops on account of t
establishment of a global phase coherence between the
tallic stripe phases. A careful examination of the electro
processes and interactions of the magnetic, phonon,
subsystems in HTSCs50,51 shows the necessity of invoking
magnetoelastic polaron model for describing the normal
superconducting properties of HTSCs under conditions
phase separation. The optical absorption data, like th
given above and those published in Refs. 6, 49, and 50
be interpreted in the framework of a polaron model of qu
siparticle excitations in these compounds~this topic will be
the subject of a separate paper!. We also note that since th
optical measurements can be done in polarized light,
results promise to provide a new method of studying
anisotropy of the AF correlations in the pseudogap state
also the anisotropy of the superconducting order parame

This paper was prepared for the jubilee of Viktor Vale
tinovich Eremenko.
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1!According to Hirsch’s theory@Physica C364–365, 37 ~2001!#, sensitivity

of the optical spectra to superconductivity in hole-type HTSCs is due to
fundamental asymmetry of the pairing of electrons and holes~hole po-
larons! in the superconducting state.
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Low-temperature electric conductivity of Yba 2Cu3O7Àd ceramic high- Tc superconductors
with different oxygen concentrations

V. A. Finkela)
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61108 Kharkov, Ukraine
~Submitted February 1, 2002; revised May 7, 2002!
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The electric conductivity of YBa2Cu3O72d ceramic high-Tc superconductors with different
oxygen contents (6.28<72d<6.95) is measured in the temperature range;20– 273 K.
It is shown that the temperature dependence of the resistivity can be described by the
relationr5a0(11bT1eg/T) at all oxygen concentrations. It is found that in the framework of
resonant tunneling theory one can obtain information about the anisotropy of the electric
conductivity of HTSCs from the results of experiments performed on polycrystalline samples.
© 2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1511714#
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Research on the kinetic properties of high-temperat
superconducting~HTSC! YBa2Cu3O72d began immediately
after the discovery of the 90 K superconductivity of th
compound.1 In the 15 years that has passed since that ti
tens if not hundreds of studies have been devoted to m
surements of the electrical conductivity of single-cryst
film, and ceramic samples of YBa2Cu3O72d . These studies
are basically done in two areas.

1. Studies of the influence of so-called weakly bou
oxygen in the O4 and O5 positions of the orthorhombic~in
the O-I and O-II phases! or tetragonal~in the T phase! crystal
lattice of YBa2Cu3O72d on the processes of charge transp
in the normal state. Studies of this sort are done, as a rule
ceramic samples~see, e.g., Refs. 2–5!.

2. Studies of the anisotropy of the kinetic properties
YBa2Cu3O72d . These studies are done exclusively
HTSC single crystals~see, e.g., Refs. 6–10!.

The results of the research in these two areas are fu
mentally different.

1. The data obtained on ceramic samples have led to
establishment of only the general characteristic of the in
ence of oxygen in the O4 and O5 positions on the elec
physical properties of YBa2Cu3O72d : an increase in the re
sistivity r and a lowering of the critical temperature of th
superconducting transitionTc with decreasing oxygen inde
72d, changes in the form of the functionr(T) from a linear
growth of the resistivity with temperature (r5A1BT) in
the O-I phase with 72d→7 to a ‘‘semiconductor’’ trend
(r;eC/T) in the nonsuperconducting T phase with 72d
→6; the temperature dependence of the resistivity of
intermediate phase O-II is of a transitional character fr
r5A1BT to r;eC/T. The critical temperatureTc of HTSC
YBa2Cu3O72d decreases with decreasing oxygen index
the O-I phase, depends weakly on 72d in the O-II phase,
and goes to zero at the boundary between the O-II an
phases.

2. Studies done on YBa2Cu3O72d single crystals with a
composition close to YBa2Cu3O7 have shown that the resis
tivity rab in the basal planeab ~001! of the orthorhombic
lattice decreases in an almost linear manner with decrea
6871063-777X/2002/28(8–9)/4/$22.00
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temperature, while the resistivityrc along the principal axis
c (^001&) increases. We us point out immediately that b
cause of the morphological features of the growth
YBa2Cu3O72d crystals ~thin slabs cut byab planes! it is
extremely difficult to make measurements along thec axis,
and all of the data have been obtained, to some degree,
the use of the indirect method of Montgomery;11 the results
are often in disagreement as to the character of the de
dencerc(T). The results of the few studies that have be
done on YBa2Cu3O72d single crystals with a reduced oxy
gen concentration7,9 indicate that the anisotropy of the resi
tivity increases with decreasing oxygen index. The results
such studies are extremely important for establishing the
ture of high-temperature superconductivity,12 since analysis
of the data on the character of the temperature and con
tration dependence ofrc /rab(T,72d) can in principle de-
cide between different models of charge transport in highTc

superconductors~HTSCs!.
It would seem that only the results of electrophysic

measurements on single crystals of YBa2Cu3O72d could be
of fundamental value for establishing the character of
charge transport in different directions of the crystal lattic
of HTSCs and settling the question as to the nature of
phenomenon of high-temperature superconductivity. T
goal of this paper is to show that measurements of the re
tivity of ceramic~polycrystalline! samples can also in a num
ber of case yield useful information about the anisotropy
the conductivity of HTSC crystals for purposes of choosin
realistic model of the charge transport. In this paper we
velop further the idea of investigating the anisotropic pro
erties of HTSCs on polycrystalline samples, the possibility
which has been used previously13–15 for studying the anisot-
ropy of the lower critical fields Hc1 of HTSC
YBa2Cu3O72d .

In this paper we have carried out the following progra
of studies:

1! the conductivity of a rather representative series
ceramic samples of HTSC YBa2Cu3O72d (6.28<72d
<6.95) has been studied experimentally in the tempera
range;20–273 K;
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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2! a model has been developed for describing the te
perature dependence of the resistivity of YBa2Cu3O72d in
the normal state at all values of the oxygen index 72d over
a wide range of temperatures;

3! the data obtained are discussed on the basis of
existing theoretical ideas about the charge transport
HTSCs.

Measurements were made on ceramic samples with
mensions of 232320 mm, obtained from a single batch o
YBa2Cu3O72d powder. The samples were prepared for t
measurements by pressing the powder and then sinterin
air at 945 °C for 24 h, followed by slow cooling to room
temperature. In order to obtain samples with different val
of the oxygen index 72d the samples were quenched fro
different temperatures in liquid nitrogen. The oxygen co
centration was monitored by gravimetric and x-ray diffra
tion methods~in the latter case from the values of the latti
parameters!.16

The resistivity of the YBa2Cu3O72d samples was stud
ied on a programmable data acquisition~PDA! unit based on
a personal computer.17 The PDA unit for measuring the tem
perature dependence of the electrophysical and magn
properties in the range 10–300 K was based on a Leyb
RGD-210 cryogenerator. The temperature sensor was a p
num resistance thermometer.

The results of the effective resistivity measurements
samples with different oxygen concentrations are prese
in Fig. 1 ~not all of ther(T) curves are shown!. The char-
acter of the evolution of ther(T) curves with changing oxy-
gen index is in good agreement with the knownT–(72d)
diagram of the YBa2Cu3O72d system:18 for 6.7<72d
<6.95 ~the O-I phase! the r(T) curves have a practically
linear character, for 6.28<72d<6.37 ~the T phase! the re-
sistivity grows with decreasing temperature, and for 6
<72d<6.59~the O-II phase! a combination of the two ten
dencies is observed. The dependence ofTc on the oxygen
index ~Fig. 2! is also consistent with the character of theT–
(72d) diagram — one observes a sharp drop ofTc with
decreasing 72d in the existence region of the O-I phase a
a tendency for a ‘‘plateau’’ to appear in the O-II phase, a
of course, in the T phase superconductivity does not occ

On the whole the temperature dependence of the re
tivity and critical temperatures of HTSC YBa2Cu3O72d

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the resistivity of samples of HT
YBa2Cu3O72d with different oxygen content.
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agree qualitatively with the results of previous studies.2–5

To construct a model for describing the temperature
pendence of the resistivity of YBa2Cu3O72d in the normal
state, one should obviously proceed from the fact that
charge transport process at all values of the oxygen in
occurs via two different channels: in theab plane, where the
metallic conductivity arises on account of the doping of t
CuO2 planes by holes, and along thec axis ~by an activa-
tional mechanism; see below!. Approximating the real three
dimensional microstructure of a ceramic sample by a o
dimensional chain of series-connected single crystals w
E'c ~metallic conductivity! and Eic ~activational conduc-
tivity !, we can write the following model expression for d
scribing ther(T) dependence in HTSC YBa2Cu3O72d with
different concentrations of the weakly bound oxygen ove
wide range of temperatures~except the region of fluctuation
conductivity nearTc):

r5a0~11bT1eg/T!, ~1!

which contains both a linear term responsible for ‘‘metalli
conductivity in theab plane and an exponential term respo
sible for the ‘‘activational’’ conductivity along thec axis.1!

The description of the real microstructure, i.e., the relation
differently oriented crystals in the ceramic, is obviously i
vested in the factora0 .

The undeniably approximate expression~1!, which does
not take into account, in particular, the enhancement of
antiferromagnetic fluctuations with decreasing oxyg
index,19 satisfactorily describes the temperature depende
of the resistivity of the ceramic samples of HTS
YBa2Cu3O72d ~the solid curves in Fig. 1!: outside of the
fluctuation region, the experimental points conform well
the calculated curves. The results of a processing of the
obtained are given in Table I.

Thus over a wide range of oxygen concentrations
temperature dependence of the resistivity of HTS
YBa2Cu3O72d can be described by a single relation~1!
which includes both mechanisms of charge transport —
‘‘metallic’’ and the ‘‘activational.’’ We note immediately tha
in the stability region of the O-I phase (6.7<72d<6.95)
the ‘‘activation’’ parameterg in relation ~1! takes on a
clearly ‘‘nonphysical’’ value:g,0. This is apparently be-
cause fluctuation effects have not been taken into accou

CFIG. 2. Plot of Tc versus the oxygen index (72d) for HTSC
YBa2Cu3O72d .
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TABLE I. Coefficients of the equationr5a0(11bt1eg/T) for the temperature dependence of the resistivity of samples of h
temperature superconducting YBa2Cu3O72d.
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The results presented above can be described in term
the concepts of resonant tunneling as the mechanism
charge transport along thec axis in HTSCs.12 In essence
these ideas reduce to the following: in samples of HT
YBa2Cu3O72d with 72d,7 the . . . –Cu–O–Cu– . . .
chains along theb axis are broken, but the remaining oxyge
atoms can create localized states for electrons and draw
out of the CuO2 planes; this is what leads to the transport
holes between planes along thec axis. In order for this
‘‘resonant tunneling’’ mechanism to be effective, it is nece
sary that a potential well with a localized state exist ins
the potential barrier, with the well located exactly at the ce
ter of the barrier, and that the electron energy be equal to
energy of the bound state in the well. Both conditions
automatically satisfied in the case of YBa2Cu3O72d , and the
rc(T) dependence has an exponential character.12

The theory of resonant tunneling gives the following e
pression for the anisotropy of the resistivity:

rc

rab
5AT cosh2

T0

T
, ~2!

whereA is a constant that depends on the electronic inte
tion parameters (A;v2, wherev is the velocity at the Ferm
boundary! and on the oxygen index 72d, and T0 is the
characteristic activation energy, which is determined by
energy position of the level via which the resonant tunnel
process takes place.

With allowance for the standard equation in crystal ph
ics for the averaged value of a property~described by a ten
sor of rank two! of crystals of intermediate symmetry, e.g
the resistivity

r5
2

3
rab1

1

3
rc , ~3!

it follows from relations~1! and ~3! that
of
of

em
f

-
e
-
he
e

-

c-

e
g

-

rab5
3

2
a0~11bT!, rc53a0eg/T. ~4!

Then

rc

rab
52

eg/T

11bT
, ~5!

and relation~2! can be rewritten in the form

2
eg/T

11bT
5AT cosh2

T0

T
. ~6!

Figure 3 shows the results of a processing by formula~6! of
the data obtained for HTSC YBa2Cu3O72d samples of dif-
ferent composition. We see that the results of the meas
ments are approximated fairly well by the equation of t
theory of resonance tunneling. Moreover, the temperature

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the anisotropy of the resist
(rc /rab) of HTSC YBa2Cu3O72d . The ‘‘experimental’’ points on the graph
correspond to the left-hand side of Eq.~6!, and the solid curves are th
results of an approximation of these data in accordance with the right-h
side of that equation.
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pendence of the anisotropy of the energyrc /rab(T) obtained
from measurements on ceramic samples of YBa2Cu3O72d

are close to the results of direct measurements on si
crystals.9,12

From a processing of the experimental data we c
structed the concentration dependence of the parameteA
andT0 of the theory~Fig. 4!. The plots ofA(72d) in Fig. 4a
and T0(72d) in Fig. 4b are on the whole reasonable: t
constantA, due mainly to the transport of charges~holes! in
the . . . –Cu–O–Cu– . . .chains, increases noticeably wit
decreasing oxygen index~and this agrees with the data show
ing a decrease in the carrier concentration with decrea
oxygen index20,21!, while the variation of the activation en
ergy T0 for the tunneling transport of holes between plan
of the CuO2 chains is relatively small.

Thus in this paper, on the basis of measurements of
temperature dependence of the resistivity of ceramic sam
of HTSC YBa2Cu3O72d with different oxygen concentra
tions in the temperature range;20–273 K, we have estab
lished the following:

— the r(T) dependence for any content of weak
bound oxygen can be described by an expression contai
terms corresponding to the two mechanisms of charge tr
port;

— on the basis of the results of the measurements
polycrystalline samples one can estimate the value of
resistivity anisotropyrc /rab(T) of a high-Tc supercon-
ductor.

We note in conclusion that the technique of studying

FIG. 4. Concentration dependence of the parametersA ~a! andT0 ~b! of the
equationrc /rab5AT cosh2(T0 /T).
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anisotropy of the kinetic properties of HTSCs on polycry
talline samples, the possibility of which was demonstrated
this study, is not claimed to be a universal approach, es
cially as a substitute for measurements on oriented sin
crystals. However, in a number of cases such a techn
might be the only way of estimating the anisotropy of t
resistivity of HTSCs.
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anko, and Yu. Yu. Razdovski� for assistance in doing the
experiments.
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1!On the assumption that two mechanisms of charge transport operate s
taneously – the so-called ‘‘metallic’’ mechanism in the CuO2 planes and
the ‘‘activational’’ mechanism along thec axis — one can write the resis
tivity of an untextured polycrystalline object as the normalized sum of
resistivities associated with these two mechanisms:r5a0(11bT)
1a08e

g/T. The data sets obtained forr(T) were approximated by a mini-
mal ~three-parameter! form with a5a08 , i.e., relation~1!.
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The local magnetic fields at the207Pb nuclei in lead dioxide with the rutile structure (b-PbO2)
are measured by the NMR method at temperatures down to 20 K. It is shown that the
values of the local fields and the character of their temperature dependence correspond to the
Knight mechanism for the shifts of the NMR spectra in metals. The band structure of
this compound is calculated with allowance for relativistic corrections. A conjecture is made as
to the nature of the metallic conductivity of this oxide on the basis of the results
obtained. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1511715#
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INTRODUCTION

This paper is devoted to basic research on the prope
of strongly correlated electron systems. The problems
strongly correlated electron systems are related to a num
of extremely important problems in modern low-temperat
condensed-matter physics, such as, for example, the me
nism of high-temperature superconductivity, the propertie
matter containing heavy fermions, and new materials of
fullerene class.

Of particular interest are the different nonuniform sta
of the electron subsystem in such substances as high-Tc su-
perconductors, perovskite crystals, and oxides of heavy
transition metals. The various manifestations of such st
have been widely discussed in the literature in recent ye
the appearance of a pseudogap phase in HTSCs, antif
magnetic correlations in the underdoped cuprates, lad
type charge structures in oxides doped with alkali met
etc.

However, it would be well to list the questions that st
remain unanswered in spite of their importance for the c
struction of a general theory of strongly correlated elect
systems. These are the nature of the formation of
pseudogap phase in HTSCs, the structure of antiferrom
netic formations in underdoped HTSCs, and the mechan
giving rise to nonuniform spin and charge states in s
stances which are in some sense model materials~for the
problem of high-temperature superconductivity!: oxides of
heavy and transition metals. A number of questions of a m
general nature also arise. For example, why are oxide
related metals in some cases metals and in others insula
6911063-777X/2002/28(8–9)/4/$22.00
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Why, within the limits of the same class of substances, d
the stoichiometric composition of one substance~niobium
stannide! correspond to a deep minimum of the potent
energy while for another substance~niobium germanide! it is
possible to achieve total correspondence of the synthes
material to the stoichiometric formula only in the presence
an aluminum dopant? These results were obtained bac
the early 1970s, including the use of shock-wave synthe
The mechanism of formation of a number of compoun
having close to the stoichiometric composition was propo
by Khomskii1 ~the so-called internal autodoping mech
nism!, but there is no clear answer to the question of w
such a mechanism is operative in some cases and in o
not.

The search for a solution to the problems listed requi
a comprehensive approach both to the choice of object
study and the selection of the optimal techniques. Howe
in one article we have space for only one particular proble
we shall focus our attention on the properties of oxides. I
known that the dioxides of a number of transition met
(VO2, NbO2, MoO2, WO2, TcO2, ReO2) are characterized
by metallic properties.2–8 In accordance with the model o
Ref. 1, the high conductivity of those compounds is to
certain extent due to the partial contribution of the 2p elec-
trons of O22 to the density of states at the Fermi level. It
also known that a metal–insulator phase transition is
served with decreasing temperature in transition metal
ides; this transition is accompanied by distortion of the cr
tal lattice and the onset of a nonuniform cation char
density distribution.9

It is known that, of the higher oxides ofp elements, only
the oxides of thep elements of group VI of the periodic tabl
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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~Tl, Pb, Bi!, including lead dioxide PbO2 ~plattnerite!, have
the potential to be metals~or semimetals!. As indirect evi-
dence of their metallic nature one can cite the character
brownish-black color of these oxides, their tendency to fo
nonstoichiometric compounds, and the ease with which o
gen is detached from them. However, data on the band s
ture and on the low-temperature electronic properties
plattnerite have not been obtained before now. In this pa
we present the results of an analysis of the electronic p
erties of PbO2 on the basis of the measurements of the NM
shifts of 207Pb at low temperatures and also the data o
band structure calculation forb-PbO2.

EXPERIMENT

The polycrystalline samples of PbO2 for the measure-
ments were synthesized by two different methods: oxida
of lead monoxide PbO~ChDA grade! by hypochlorite or by
the reaction of minium Pb3O4 ~KhCh grade! with concen-
trated nitric acid. The fine-crystalline samples we
brownish-black in color and according to x-ray phase ana
sis corresponded tob-PbO2 with the rutile structure~platt-
nerite!; no impurity phases were detected.

The b-PbO2 samples are characterized by a relative
high electrical conductivity. To increase the Q factor of the
circuit for making the radio spectroscopic measurements,
samples were flooded with melted paraffin, which grea
reduced the electrical contacts between crystallites. It sho
be noted that the parameters of the samples studied did
depend substantially on the method of synthesis. Prelimin
results of a study of the NMR spectra were publish
previously.10 It was found that there is a nonuniform distr
bution of oxygen-ion vacancies in the samples, which le
to the presence of a number of oxides with a composit
close to the stoichiometric dioxide but not equal to it.

The NMR spectra of207Pb were recorded on a Bruke
spectrometer with a superconducting solenoid at temp
tures of 290 and 20 K in a fieldB059.1 T. Each spectrum
was a sum of 15 subspectra obtained at equally spaced
quencies~with a step of 80 kHz!. Each of the the subspectr
is the Fourier transform of the spin echo half signal. The ti
delay between the two pulses forming the echo signal wa

FIG. 1. NMR spectra of207Pb in PbO2 at different temperatures.
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ms, the number of integrations was 20000, and the repeti
time of the train was 10 ms. Typical NMR spectra of207Pb in
b-PbO2 are presented in Fig. 1.

As can be seen in Fig. 1, the NMR spectra of207Pb in
b-PbO2 are shifted to lower magnetic fieldsB relative to the
field valueB0 at which the NMR signal of207Pb is observed
in solid lead nitrate Pb(NO3)2 , which was chosen as a re
erence standard. The value of the shift (B2B0) corresponds
to a certain additional magnetic field induced at the207Pb
nuclei in the sample under study. The local magnetic fi
varies in proportion to the applied external fieldB, and it can
therefore be characterized by the value of the relative shif
the peak of the NMR signal:s5(B2B0)/B0 . As a result of
the measurements of the NMR spectra we obtained the
ues s52(0.85060.002)% at 290 K, ands52(0.904
60.002)% at 20 K. We note that the calculated values of
shifts s for b-PbO2 are clearly found outside the limits o
the scale of chemical shifts of the NMR spectra of207Pb
for the Pb41 ions in lead~IV ! compounds, including the
insulating oxides Pb3O4 (s520.240%), Ba2PbO4 (s
520.215%), and Sr2PbO4 (s520.235%), for which, be-
sides, no temperature dependence of the shiftss has been
observed outside the measurement error.11,12

On the other hand, the values ofs obtained forb-PbO2

are close to the values520.82% measured previousl
for the metallic perovskite BaPbO3 and also to the value
s521.345% ~at 100 K! measured for the perovskitelik
superconductor Ba(Pb0.85,Bi0.15)O3 , with a superconducting
transition temperature ofTc57 K.13 Thus, judging from the
value of the shifts, the binary dioxide of leadb-PbO2 also
belongs to the class of oxides with pronounced meta
properties, for which the formation of induced local ma
netic fields and the resulting shifts of the NMR spectra
due to the Knight mechanism.13,14Particular attention should
be paid to the pronounced temperature dependence o
Knight shift in b-PbO2, which is apparently due to the cha
acteristic growth of the conductivity with decreasing tem
perature in metals.

BAND STRUCTURE CALCULATIONS

The band structure calculation forb-PbO2 was done us-
ing the software ADF-Band~Scientific Computing and Mod-
elling, Vrije University, The Netherlands!, based on the use
of the density-functional theory.12,15 The exchange and cor
relation interactions in the calculations were approxima
by the VWN functional proposed in Ref. 16. Relativistic e
fects~the scalar and spin–orbit interactions! were taken into
account in the zero-order regular approximation~ZORA!.17

As the basis wave functions we used Slater-type orbi
~relativistic and nonrelativistic!: the Pb atom was represente
by the 5d, 6s, 6p, and 6d orbitals, and the O atom by th
2s and 2p orbitals.

The calculations in which the nonrelativistic orbita
were used gave a band structure typical of an insulator, w
a band gap of 2.72 eV. When the relativistic corrections w
taken into account~in the ZORA! the Fermi level turned ou
to be located inside the filled band formed mainly by thep
states of O22 ~Fig. 2!. Here the density of states at the Ferm
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level, which is responsible for the appearance of the Kni
shift, is created mainly by the 2p states of the O22 anions, in
complete agreement with the model of Ref. 1. Thus the
sults of a band structure calculation for plattnerite can
reconciled with the measured shifts of the NMR spectra
207Pb only when relativistic corrections are taken into a
count in the zeroth approximation!.

Analysis of the results can clarify the physical mech
nism for the appearance of metallic properties in PbO2 on
account of the relativistic corrections. The main contributi
is from relativistic effects that lower the energy of the 6s
state of the Pb41 ion ~by 2.93 eV! and raise the energy of th
levels of the spin–orbit doublet of the 5d states: by 2.33 eV
for 5d3/2 and by 5.14 eV for 5d5/2. Consequently, the rela
tivistic corrections lead to a decrease~by 8 eV! of the split-
ting between the filled 5d10 state of the Pb41 ions and the
nearest unfilled 6s state of this ion. As a result, a weak ove
lap of the 5d and 6s bands arises in the PbO2 crystal, mak-
ing the mechanism for the appearance of metallic proper
in this system~characterized by an even number of electro
in the unit cell! close to the mechanism for the appearance
such properties in the alkaline-earth metals.

CONCLUSION

Turning to the experimental results, we note that
large value of the NMR shift of207Pb in PbO2 and its sub-
stantial temperature dependence can apparently be expla
in terms of a model of strong electron–nuclear coupling
the 207Pb nuclei with the conduction electrons in compoun
with a metallic character of the bonding,14,18 a fact which
confirms the results of the band structure calculation
PbO2. The values found for the shifts are comparable
order of magnitude with the Knight shifts of the NM
of 207Pb in metallic lead:19 sK521.465% ~290 K! andsK

521.400% ~extrapolation of the data obtained in Refs.
to 20 K!. We note that the metallic lead and lead dioxi
PbO2 are characterized by opposite signs of the coefficie
of the temperature dependence of their Knight shifts: in
the Knight shift decreases with decreasing temperat
while in PbO2 it increases. The difference in the character

FIG. 2. Partial density of states in PbO2 ~per formula unit!: the heavy line is
for Pb (5d, 6s, 6p); the fine line is for O (2s, 2p). Inset: The density of
states of PbO2 near the Fermi energy.
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the temperature dependence of the Knight shifts of Pb
PbO2 is explained by the presence of two terms of oppos
sign in them.18,20,21The first of these terms is the direct co
tact contribution due to the Fermi electrons in thes states.
The second~polarization! contribution is due to the exchang
interaction of the electrons of the unfilledp shells with the
electrons of the inner~filled! s shells and their partial polar
ization, which gives rise to an additional hyperfine conta
field at the nucleus~with the opposite sign!.

We note that in the case of PbO2 the polarization contri-
bution can be neglected in a rough approximation, since
Pb41 and O22 ions are characterized by closed shells, a
the observed Knight shift is determined by the contact int
action of the207Pb nuclei with the conduction electrons an
by the nonzero density of 2p states of the O22 ions at Fermi
level. In this case the increase of the Knight shift of t
NMR of 207Pb in PbO2 at low temperatures can be attribute
to a decrease in the Pb-O distances and to an increase i
direct contact contribution of the 2p electrons of oxygen to
the density of states at the Fermi level, in agreement with
band calculations and the model of Ref. 1. On the ot
hand, for metallic lead, with its unfilled 6p shells, it is nec-
essary to take into account both the contact and the pola
tion contributions, which are characterized by extrem
complicated temperature dependences,20,21 the calculation of
which is an independent problem.

As to the nature of the metallic conduction in lead dio
ide, it is apparently appropos to make the following obs
vations. Back in the 1960s, in developing a theory of itin
ant magnetism of metals, J. Friedel introduced the concep
virtual levels arising in the conduction band in a fluctuation
manner.22 The features of the band structure, like the nonu
form distribution of the charge density in the material, ma
it quite probable for such levels to arise in the unoccup
conduction band of lead dioxide. The resonant smearing
the levels into a narrow band makes for an additional c
ductivity in the case of a normal metal~for lead dioxide,
however, this would be the main contribution!. We also note
that analysis of the experimental data permits the conclus
that not only the 6p but also the 5d electrons from the filled
shell of lead can take part in the formation of the virtu
electronic levels. Fluctuation effects of similar sort are n
infrequently encountered in nature. For example, we mi
mention the existence of fluctuating antiferromagnetic cor
lations in underdoped high-Tc superconductors.23,24 Al-
though that effect pertains to a different area of conden
matter physics, the commonality of the mechanisms can
be doubted.

The authors are grateful to S. V. Verkhovski� and A. I.
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the authors~L. A. B.! wishes to express his deep gratitude
Viktor Valentinovich Eremenko for his steadfast and we
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DEFECTS IN CRYSTALS

Instability zones and short-lived defects in the physics of crystals
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A review is given of the role played in the problems of solid-state physics by the various
manifestations of instability zones for interacting defects and the presence of equilibrium and
radiation-induced unstable vacancy–interstitial-atom pairs. The unstable pairs determine
the features of the diffusion process and of a number of thermal properties of metals,
semiconductors, and insulators, including superionic crystals, and also determine the radiation
stability of solids. © 2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1511716#
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1. INTRODUCTION

This article presents a review of various processes in
physics of crystals from the standpoint of a model of sho
lived unstable defect pairs consisting of a vacancy and in
stitial atom. These processes result from the presenc
zones of absolute instability of the interacting defects and
turn, govern many of the equilibrium and radiation propert
of metals, insulators, and semiconductors.

Equilibrium unstable pairs~UPs! are manifested mainly
at temperatures quite close to the melting point but, gener
speaking, can be observed at any temperatures.

The kinetics of the accumulation and healing of radiat
defects, especially in pure substances, is governed by
instability zones~IZs!, in particular, in low-temperature irra
diation by low-energy particles, with energies only sligh
above the Seitz threshold. In this paper we discuss the or
of the IZs and their role in the thermodynamics of the UP
which are a third type of equilibrium defect in crystals,
addition to Schottky defects~SDs! and Frenkel pairs~FPs!.
Equilibrium UPs, together with SDs and FPs, determine
thermal properties and diffusion in solids. We consider
role of IZs in the accumulation of nonequilibrium~radiation-
induced! defects. In particular, a crystallographic criterion
radiation stability is presented, along with a large numbe
experimental data for materials with extremely high radiat
stability. The technical applications of radiation-stable m
als, insulators, and semiconductors are discussed.

2. INTERACTING DEFECTS: ZONES OF ABSOLUTE
RECOMBINATION AND ABSOLUTE SQUEEZING

2.1. The classic paper by Gibson, Goland, Milgram a
Vineyard,1 in which the methods of molecular dynamic
were first applied to the study of radiation phenomena
metals, revealed an unusual phenomenon. It was found th
an interstitial atomi is located in the vicinity of a vacancyv,
theni recombines withv without activation at any arbitrarily
low temperature. In Ref. 1 these regions aroundv were
called zones of spontaneous recombination or zones of in
bility of i with respect tov. The possibility of such an insta
6951063-777X/2002/28(8–9)/11/$22.00
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bility of defects was predicted by Frenkel some twenty ye
before, in 1943, but only by a single phrase in his famo
book.2 After the publication of Ref. 1 many authors reporte
both experiments and computer simulations confirming
existence of recombination instability zones~RIZs! in met-
als, semiconductors, and insulators, which appear during
radiation by high-energy particles. The characteristic radi
the IZs range from a few angstroms to tens of angstroms~see
Refs. 3–5!. The cause of these zones of absolute instabi
was elucidated in Refs. 3 and 6 and is as follows. The p
odic potential of the lattice for an interstitial atom has
amplitudeUm which is the activation energy for the migra
tion of i . Low-temperature experiments show that in the m
jority of crystals of the most diverse natures the values ofUm

for an intrinsic i is of the order of 1021– 1022 eV, e.g., in
copper it is 0.0560.02 eV, in germanium 0.0260.02 eV, in
KBr and KCl from 0.03 0.06 eV for chargedi to 0.1 eV for
neutrali ~see Refs. 3 and 5!.

Vacancies are considerably less mobile, and the act
tion energies for their displacements are.1 eV in the ma-
jority of crystals. Now leti and v interact with each other
and superpose their interaction potential on the periodic
gration potential of interstitials. It is easy to show that ne
est energy minimum for an interstitial atom to a vacancy
found, generally speaking, not in the nearest interstitial
sition to v but far away from it: the interaction potentia
‘‘cuts off’’ the nearest extrema up to a distancer 0 from v. In
this region there are no extrema, and the interstitial atom~or
ion! ‘‘slides down’’ toward the vacancy in an activationles
manner. This is a recombination instability zone.

In the case of a Coulomb interaction

r 0
es5a~qiqva/«Um!1/2, ~1!

whereqi and qv are the charges ofi and v, a is the inter-
atomic distance,« is the dielectric constant, anda is a factor
of order unity which depends on the choice of the perio
potential.

A Coulomb IZ arises in insulators and semiconducto
but not in metals, where the electrostatic interaction
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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screened and only an elastic interaction, with a poten
Uiv5GDViDVv /r 3, is possible.7 The radius of the IZ in that
case is

r 0
el5a1/2~3GDViDVva/Um!1/4, ~2!

where G is the shear modulus, andDVi and DVv are the
changes in the volume of the crystal upon the introduction
an isolatedi or v. Interstitial atoms always expand the la
tice, and vacancies almost always draw the matrix in tow
them. The different signs of the displacements near the
fects creates their attraction.

We should emphasize that while Eq.~1! is suitable for
quantitative calculations, Eq.~2! is only good for estimates
unless the radii of the elastic IZs are not more than 2
interatomic distances, but in most metals the IZs are la
than that.

Calculations according to Eqs.~1! and ~2! describe the
experimental data on IZs quite well.3,5 Of course, everything
is determined by small quantities—the migration energies
interstitial atoms or ions.

Let us estimate the lifetime of an ion found at the boun
ary of an IZ of radiusr 0

es in the presence of a Coulombi –v
interaction.3,8 The time required fori to return to its site is
easily determined from the difference of the Coulomb pot
tials at the pointr and in the initial positionr 0

es, knowing the
charges (qi5qv) and the massM of the the ion, if it is
assumed that within the IZ the ion moves as a free part
(W(r ) is the velocity of the particle!:

T5E
r 0

0

W21~r !dr5
p

2&

AM

q
r 0

3/2. ~3!

Estimates according to Eq.~3! for r 520 Å and a mass
of 60 amu give;10211 s, which is only one or two orders o
magnitude greater than the characteristic time for lattice
brations. The calculations by Oksengendler9 with allowance
for the scattering of the moving particle on atoms inside
IZ give practically the same estimate for the lifetime ofi .

2.2.The interaction of any defects will give rise to IZs.
should be noted that in the presence of repulsion betw
defects a zone of absolute squeezing~SIZ! arises in which, as
in an RIZ, a mobile defect cannot be localized.10,11 Of
course, expressions~1! and ~2! also describe SIZs aroun
defects.

Instability zones also arise around dislocations. They
course, have a cylindrical shape.

In the case of charged dislocationsD and defectsd one
has

r Dd
es 5a2~2e2as/«Um!, ~4!

where e is the charge of an electron andes is the linear
charge density at the dislocation. In the case of an ela
interaction ofD and d a somewhat more awkward expre
sion is obtained.3,12

Instability zones also arise in the interaction of disloc
tions with each other, only instead of the energies of mig
tion of i the relevant quantity is the height of the Peie
barrier, which for plastic solids, metals and many ionic cr
tals, is of the order of 0.05–0.1 eV.3
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Estimates show that IZs around dislocations can ext
for several tens of angstroms, and so the formulas can
used for quantitative calculations.

Below we shall trace the role of IZs in the physics
crystals.

3. THERMODYNAMICS OF UNSTABLE PAIRS AND THEIR
PLACE AMONG OTHER EQUILIBRIUM DEFECTS

3.1. In spite of their very short lifetimes, there exists a
equilibrium concentration ofv – i pairs. If a thermally ex-
cited atom does not leave the RIZ of its vacancy, then it w
return to its place in an activationless manner within its li
time. The birth event of an UP is the same as for a Fren
pair ~FP!, but, unlike the latter, when thev and i that are
created become independent, in an UP the interstitial rec
bines with the same vacancy with which it is corrected
birth. The UPs die at the same point where they were bo
Therefore, unlike the free energy of equilibrium FPs, in t
partition function of a system with UPs it is necessary to ta
into account this strict correlation, viz: the number of statef
of the interstitial in the IZ.3,8,13 In the zeroth approximation
at low temperature~i.e., for a small concentration of equilib
rium defects! and small RIZs, the concentration of Frenk
defects and UPs are independent and are expressed as

CPF5b1/2exp~2EPF/2kT!, ~5!

CUP5 f exp~2EUP /kT!, ~6!

respectively, whereEPF andEUP are the energies of forma
tion of a Frenkel pair and an unstable pair, andb is the ratio
of the number of lattice sites to the number of interstit
positions.

In the next approximation3,8 it becomes obvious that FP
and UPs compete, and for large IZs the UPs prevail, p
vided, of course, thatEUP is not too much larger thanEPF :

CPF5b1/2@12 f exp~2EUP /kT!#exp~2EPF/2kT!. ~7!

The energy of formation of an equilibrium FP is equal
the sum of the energies of formation of the independenti and
v. The energy of formation of an unstable pair is the sum
the same energies, but in view of the short distances betw
the interstitial atom and vacancy in an unstable pair, it
smaller by the amount of the interaction energy betwe
them. Estimates of the lifetime of a UP~3! show that the
relaxation of the lattice occurs before recombination, and
can therefore introduce an average energy of formationEUP .
In the case of the Coulomb interaction one hasEUP5EPF

2e2/«r iv (r iv is the averagei –v distance in the UP!.
Then the concentration ratio is

CUP

CPF
5 f expF 1

2kT S 2e2

r iv
2EPFD G . ~8!

Estimates show that for sufficiently large RIZs the co
petition of FPs and UPs is won by the latter. It is this thi
type of defect~additional to Schottky and Frenkel defect!
that turns out to be the predominant type of equilibrium d
fect in many crystals at high temperatures, where by ‘‘hig
temperatures we mean temperatures not very far from
melting point of the substance. This can be a temperatur
the order of a thousand~e.g., for copper or silicon! or tens of
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kelvins ~for frozen gases!. A computer model for the inves
tigating thermal excitations in metals, which was created
cently by Nordlund and Averbak,14 showed that UPs are in
fact significant in copper at premelting temperatures.

3.2. What place do UPs occupy among the other eq
librium lattice defects~see Refs. 3, 4, and 7!? The lowest-
energy defect is a lattice vibration: the excited atom execu
small harmonic vibrations about its site. At a larger amp
tude the vibration becomes anharmonic. When a very h
energy is localized in the vicinity of a given site on accou
of fluctuations, the atom can go out to a distance of the or
of the interatomic distance or more. If the atom rema
within the RIZ and returns to the vacancy that it has left, th
this excitation is similar to a vibration about the site, but
amplitude is so large that it would be senseless to desc
the motion of such an interstitial atom in terms of an anh
monic correction. If the energy of the local excitation e
ceeds the threshold for formation of an unstable pair bu
less than that necessary to leave the boundaries of the
and form a Frenkel pair with independenti and v, then a
short-lived unstable pair arises. Thus the UP is a special
of lattice defect intermediate between a harmonic vibrat
and the Frenkel pair.

Below we discuss the consequences of the presenc
unstable pairs and the experimental data confirming their
termining role in many equilibrium properties of crystals.

4. EQUILIBRIUM UNSTABLE PAIRS AND THE PHYSICAL
PROPERTIES OF CRYSTALS

4.1. One of the fundamental differences between u
stable pairs and other equilibrium defects~Frenkel pairs or
Schottky vacancies! is that an unstable pair cannot b
quenched. Indeed, unlike FPs and Schottky defects~SDs!,
the lifetime of an unstable pair is very short and is indep
dent of temperature, and the interstitial atom and vacanc
a given unstable pair recombine specifically with each oth
Therefore, in crystals where the predominant type of de
is unstable pairs, a rapid quenching should leave all the p
erties unchanged. This has been demonstrated for the
ample of the semiconductors In2Te3 and Ga2Te3 with a
loose-packed crystal lattice,3,15 where it was shown by inves
tigations of the most diverse physical properties~see below!
that UPs were the main type of equilibrium defects. In R
15 careful estimations were made of the possibilities of
fects escaping to sinks, and it was shown that at the que
ing rates used~not less than 100 K/s! less than 1% of the
defects would manage to escape to sinks if they were lo
lived. Control experiments on the quenching of other se
conductors~Ge, CdTe, ZnSe!, in which the predominan
equilibrium defects are SDs, were done under the sa
conditions,15 and it was found that the quenching of the
other substances led to radical changes of all their meas
parameters, in complete agreement with the known p
lished data.

Kraftmakher16 called attention to the fact that th
quenching of the majority of metals, which, as we kno
leads to the freezing of defects, reveals a paradoxical f
the concentration of frozen defects turns out to be sev
orders of magnitude lower than the equilibrium concent
tion for the high temperature from which the quenching to
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place. Kraftmakher developed a unique modulation te
nique for determining the concentration of equilibrium d
fects at premelting temperatures and reliably showed that
aforementioned difference is a general effect for metals. A
presented in Ref. 16 were data on the large disagreeme
the heat capacity and the stored enthalpy on quenching.
is the same effect.

It seems that the unquenchability of defects is a dir
consequence of the fact that a significant fraction of the eq
librium defects consists of unstable pairs~see the detailed
analysis in Refs. 17 and 18!.

4.2. It is known that in the temperature region where t
equilibrium concentrations of any point defect~FP, SD, or
UP! is rather large, the contribution of their formation to th
heat capacity becomes substantial.16,19 Using the model of
Refs. 3, 4, 8, and 13, which describes the coexistence o
three types of defects, it is possible to interpret this effe
keeping in mind that at high temperatures UPs and FPs c
into play, with energies of formation that are larger than th
of SDs, which are prevalent in metals at lower temperatu
Tere is another paradox in the thermal properties of met
noted in Refs. 16 and 19: the concentrations of defects
termined from dilatometric measurements and from the h
capacity under equilibrium conditions at a high temperat
come out different. Kraftmakher showed16 that these differ-
ences are indicative of the presence of interstitials. As
have seen above, in spite of the short lifetimes of UPs,
relaxation of the lattice aroundv and i does have time to
take place, and therefore in the x-ray diffraction experime
the lattice constant is determined by the difference of
effects ofi andv. Thus the UP model can also eliminate th
paradox in the high-temperature physics of metals.17,18

4.3. Finally, diffusion. Of course, UPs cannot contribu
directly to the mass transfer, since they die at the same p
where they were born. Nevertheless, their participation i
diffusion event can play an important role. An elementa
diffusion event in the case of a long-lived SD, for examp
consists in the following. A marked atom ‘‘waits’’ until an
already formed vacancy migrates into a position adjacen
it and then, with a certain probability, hops over into
Therefore the activation energy for diffusion by the vacan
mechanism consists of two components: the formation
ergy of v and its migration energy. In the case of an UP, t
situation is different. The marked atom ‘‘waits’’ until an un
stable pair is formed near it, within a distance less than
size of the RIZ of this atom and vacancy. Then in compe
tion with the interstitial atomi belonging to this vacancy, the
atom gets a chance to hop over into the vacancy. This me
nism of diffusion, which was proposed in 1974,20 eliminates
the migration, and the activation energy for diffusion in cry
tals in which UPs are predominant should therefore be eq
to the energy of their formation and should not depend on
jump energy of the diffusing atom. Studies of semicondu
tors of the In2Te3 type, where UPs are the predominant ty
of equilibrium defect, have shown that the activation ene
for self-diffusion and heterodiffusion in them is always th
same.21 Later, similar diffusion mechanisms were propos
in Refs. 22 and 23, the authors of which also were forced
propose an instability of Frenkel pairs.

The anomalies in the temperature dependences of
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coefficients of self-diffusion in metals were also discussed
the brilliant review by Kraftmakher.16 It turns out that in
many metals at high temperature the activation energy
diffusion increases sharply without any phase transitions,
this activation energy can exceed the enthalpy of forma
of defects, determined from the temperature coefficient
the heat capacity, by a factor of two or even three times

This surprising fact can also be interpreted consiste
on the basis of the UP model. Indeed, as the tempera
increases, so do the concentrations of both SDs and U
and, consequently, the probability of an encounter, which
proportional to the product of their concentrations, increa
as well. If an encounter does occur, then the interstitial a
belonging to the UP can hop over into the Schottky vacan
The diffusion coefficient in this case will be

D;exp@2~ESch1EUP!/kT#, ~9!

i.e., the activation energy for diffusion at high temperature
the sum of the energies of formation of a Schottky vaca
and an unstable pair. A joint processing of the data on
temperature dependences of the heat capacity and of the
fusion coefficients shows quite satisfactory agreement.17,18

Thus the UP model can be used successfully to desc
many phenomena corrected with the equilibrium concen
tion of defects in crystals.

5. UNSTABLE DEFECTS IN THE RADIATION PHYSICS OF
CRYSTALS

5.1.As we have seen, all three types of point defects
Schottky vacancies, Frenkel pairs, and unstable pairs—
manifested in the equilibrium properties of crystals. The lo
est energy of formation of all equilibrium defects is that
the SDs, and we need to demonstrate that the FPs and
can be predominant under certain conditions. In the cas
radiation damage of a solid, everything is quite the contra
The primary defects are now FPs and UPs, which are rel
in their origins. Indeed, the attacking high-energy particle
transferring energy and momentum to an atom of the lat
and knocking it out of its site, of necessity createsv andi in
equal numbers~see Ref. 24!. Even if the formation of defects
is a secondary result of the decay of optical excitation of
atom ~so-called subthreshold effects!, which takes place
mainly in ionic and cryocrystals, again it isi –v pairs that are
created.25 The IZs turn out to govern the kinetics of the a
cumulation of radiation defects: the RIZ is the cross sect
for their recombination.3,5,24

One of the basic parameters in the radiation physics
crystals is the Seitz thresholdES , which has a value of the
order of 20–30 eV. This is the energy that the prima
knock-on atom~PKA! must acquire in order to occupy
stable position in an interstitial site. For a long time it w
assumed that this would be a position in the nearest coo
nation sphere of the vacancy created. The discovery of
made it necessary to modify the interpretation ofES : it is the
energy of a PKA necessary for the latter to leave the per
eter of the RIZ, since otherwisei would recombine withv in
an activationless manner.3,24

The simplest kinetic equation describing the process
accumulation of point defects under the action of ionizi
radiation with allowance for the number of positionsf of the
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interstitials within the RIZ and the fact that the concentrati
of radiation-producedi andv are equal24 has the form

dCd /dF5x@12w0Cd#, ~10!

wherew0 is the volume of the RIZ andx is the number of
defects introduced by a unit fluenceF of defect-forming par-
ticles.

The solution to equation~10!,

Cd5w0
21@12exp~2w0xF!#, ~11!

shows that with increasingw0 both the rate of accumulation
of defects and their limiting concentration

Csat51/w0 ~12!

fall off. ~In Eqs.~10!–~14! the concentration is the number o
particles per unit volume.!

This is how things stand with the irradiation by particl
of small mass and/or at not very high energies, when
PKA acquires an energy only slightly in excess ofES . In this
case only point defects form, and the meaning of Eq.~10! is
that the rate of accumulation of defects is proportional to t
volume of the crystal which remains free of the RIZs
those vacancies which have already accumulated by
given time. Saturation sets in when the RIZs of the accum
lated v cover the entire volume of the crystal.~Below we
shall recall the situation when the UPs initiated by irradiati
can become stabilized at significantly higher concentratio!

5.2. One of the main ways of determining the RIZ vo
umes experimentally involves the processing of data with
use of Eqs.~10! and~11!. A great number of data have bee
accumulated on the sizes of the IZs. The characteristic r
of RIZs in metals are often of the order of ten or even fifte
times larger than the atomic radii.3,5,27,28At the same time, as
have seen, the RIZs in metals are determined exclusively
elasticv – i interactions, and such large sizes of the IZs ca
not be described by means of Eq.~2!. They can be inter-
preted quantitatively if not only the elastic attraction ofv and
i is taken into account but also the elastic repulsion poten
of like defects, i – i and v –v.10,11 The zones of absolute
squeezing~SIZs! must be taken into account in order to e
plain the circumstance that the effective volume of a crys
available for localization of defects generated by the rad
tion should be decreased by that fraction of the volume
which the defects cannot coexist, not only because of rec
bination but also on account of expulsion. Two interstitia
for example, crowd each other out from the SIZ into t
RIZs of vacancies, the attraction of which leads to mut
annihilation of two partnersv and i . And the interstitial that
has expelled its partner remains alive until another one
pels it. Thus, there is a severe ultraspecific struggle.

Generalization of the linear Thompson equation~10!
with allowance for the repulsion of like defects gives a sa
ration concentration

Csat51/~w01w1!, ~13!

wherew1 is the volume of the EIZ of the interstitials.
Since an interstitiali usually carries considerably large

elastic stresses than a vacancyv, the contribution of thei – i
interactions exceeds the direct effect of the RIZ10

Thompson24 showed that the general form of the dependen
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of the concentration of accumulated defects on the fluenc
irradiation remains formally the same as in the case
scribed even when the crystal is irradiated by heavy parti
at high energies~fast neutrons, protons, ions, highly relati
istic electrons!, which form not only isolatedv – i pairs but
also cascades of atomic collisions with the multiple creat
of such pairs. Generally speaking, expressions~10!–~13! de-
scribe an extremely perfect crystal containing such a sm
number of dislocations, grain boundaries, and blocks that
escape of point defects to those sinks can be neglec
Strictly speaking, this is the low-temperature limit, when t
thermally stimulated migration~diffusion! of defects is not
taken into account, but when it is taken into account it
obvious that the larger the RIZ and SIZ, the lower the sa
ration concentrationCsat, which characterizes the radiatio
stability of the structure. The larger the values ofw0 andw1 ,
which take into account both the RIZ and SIZ, the sma
the value ofCsat, and the fewer the lattice defects that ma
age to survive after the action of the ionizing radiation.

A most important characteristic of crystals, their rad
tion stability, is largely determined by the sizes of the ins
bility zones of defects—the RIZs and SIZs.

6. RADIATION STABILITY: EXPERIMENTS AND CRITERIA

The radiation stability of materials is extremely impo
tant in the age of atomic energy and space flight. It is nec
sary to create materials which, when subjected to enorm
fluxes of ionizing radiation, maintain their operational p
rameters, both functional and protective. Is this possible
principle? It is necessary only to find a way to ensure
self-healing of defects.

6.1. As we have seen, the radiation stability is det
mined by the sizes of the IZs. How will the radiation res
tance change if vacancies are introduced in the crystal p
to irradiation, with each vacancy forming its RIZ for inte
stitials i? The kinetic equation~10! for the concentration of
radiation defects takes the form29

dCd /dF5x@12w0~Cv01Cd!#, ~14!

whereCv0 is the preirradiation vacancy.
It is clear from Eq.~14! that with increasingCv0 the

value ofCsat decreases. This is a consequence of the rec
bination of i from the radiation-excited pairs with the prev
ously existing vacancies. The physical meaning of Eq.~14! is
that the i introduced by the radiation can recombine w
structural vacanciesv present in the sample, leading to th
annihilation of these particles, so that a vacancy introdu
by irradiation replaces the vacancy initially present, and th
total concentration remains the same: the vacancies sim
exchange places.

There are several classes of metallic alloys in which
concentration of vacancies is determined by the composi
of the alloy, e.g., Hume-Rothery alloys in which the conce
tration of equilibrium vacanciesCv0 is determined by the
relationship between the electron concentrations and the
ing of the states in the Brillouin zones in the correspond
alloy ~alloys in the systems Ni–Al, Ni–In, Ni–Sn, etc.!. In
these alloys the concentrationCv0 does not depend on tem
perature influences and therefore these alloys can serve
basis for radiation-stable metal structures: it would seem
of
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the coalescence of defects and radiation swelling could
eliminated if the RIZs of the existing structural vacanci
covered the entire volume of the crystal: recombination p
cess occur immeasurably faster than diffusion processes
timates show that pre-irradiation vacancies in the amoun
0.1% would be sufficient to completely prevent the accum
lation of radiation defects—their self-healing is practica
complete.29

Equation ~14! describes processes occurring upon
spatially uniform introduction of point radiation defects: th
cascade damage by heavy particles lessens the attractiv
of this idea. However, this seems like a promising way
developing structural metals, particularly since the RIZs
substantial even in damage cascades~see below!.

Let us mention an exceedingly important point conce
ing all radiation damage effects in crystals. Equations~10!–
~14! describe the accumulation of thosei which after excita-
tion have overcome the Seitz threshold, i.e., have escape
beyond an RIZ. In fact, a very large fraction of the PKAs th
have acquired an energy less thanES remain within an RIZ
and, with a probability of unity, recombine with the vaca
cies they have left behind in a time of the order of 10210 s.
The fraction that these made up depends on the energy o
PKA and the size of the RIZs. Under any circumstances,
larger the RIZs, the higher the radiation stability of the cry
tal, both on account of instantaneous recombination and
account of the slower processes described by equation
the type~10! and~14!, e.g., the behavior of those PKAs th
have escaped to beyond the RIZ.

The destiny of the PKAs remaining within the RIZ
which recombine with their vacanciesv and return the en-
ergy they have acquired back to the crystal, was investiga
in Ref. 30 on the basis of the UP model:3,13 Indenbom30

assumed that the energy released in the recombinationi
andv becomes a source of short-wavelength phonons, wh
stimulate the annealing of radiation defects.

Can radiation stability be ensured for semiconduct
and insulators, whose properties are immeasurably more
sitive to the effects of radiation? In contrast to the met
considered above, in which the initialv are disordered, in
nonmetallic compounds the exchange of places between
ferent atoms or ions is ruled out altogether or it creates
fects that radically alter all the physical characteristics.
would seem that the problem of finding radiation-stab
semiconductors is hopeless.

6.2.Meanwhile, back in 1969~the first open publications
were Refs. 13 and 31–33! it was revealed that semiconduc
tors of the In2Te3 type have extremely high radiation stabilit
both against to gamma radiation, which creates only po
radiation defects, and to the action of fast neutron fluxes~in
a nuclear reactor! and highly relativistic electrons with ener
gies of up to 300 MeV. In recent years this phenomenon
been comprehensively investigated. It has been shown
the electrical conductivity of such semiconductors, its te
perature dependence, the optical absorption in the ultravio
visible, and infrared regions, the the photoconductivity sp
tra, the lifetimes of photoexcited charge carriers, the th
mopower, the thermally stimulated conductivity, and the m
chanical properties suffer practically no changes a
irradiation by fluxes of fast neutrons to fluences
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1018 cm22 and of electrons with energy up to 300 MeV
fluences of up to 1017 cm22. ~The fluxes indicated were
those that were achieved in the experiments and by no m
represent the limiting fluences for radiation stability of the
semiconductors!! Both the irradiation and the measuremen
were done at temperatures ranging from 80 to 300 K. M
surements have also been made directly in the channel
nuclear reactor. The stability of all the parameters of se
conductors of the In2Te3 type has been confirmed in all th
experiments: radiation defects hardly accumulate, if at
during irradiation.

‘‘Effects of absence’’ require special experimental ‘‘h
giene.’’ Therefore in all the experiments with the crysta
mentioned, samples of the classic semiconductors C
ZnTe, and Ge were irradiated and investigated under
same conditions. The data obtained, which are in splen
agreement with published sources, confirmed that the cla
semiconductors are not radiation stable and are degra
when irradiated even by low fluences.

A detailed review of the data on radiation stability can
found in Refs. 3, 4, and 26.

6.3.What is the reason for such unusual radiation sta
ity of the semiconductors In2Te3 , Ga2Te3 , and Ga2Se3? It
lies in the crystal structure of these substances. They all h
the sphalerite lattice, the same as for II–VI and III–V sem
conductors, but with a fundamentally important structu
feature: one-third of the sites of the cation sublattice of
compounds III2– VI3 are vacant. Even without delving int
the quantum chemistry of these compounds~see Ref. 3!, it is
easy to see that for the same sphalerite structure, the nu
of cations and the number of anions in II–VI and III–V a
equal, while in II2– VI3 there are three anions for every tw
cations. The presence of stoichiometric vacancies~SVs! is
determined by the valence relations and is independen
temperature. It would seem that if there is an enormous c
centration of vacancies, everything will reduce to the pro
lem of metals with inherent vacancies, which was conside
in paragraph 6.1. But let us not be hasty with conclusions
fact, it is likely that a cation knocked out of its site will fa
into a SV and set up a chemical bond, while the vacancy
a radiation origin left behind will become stoichiometri
This would amount to only disordering of the SVs and t
cations in the cation sublattice of III2– VI3 . This apparently
is what happens in experimental reality; there is indirect e
dence of it. But what happens in the anion sublattice? T
mechanism considered in paragraph 6.1 cannot be use
interpret the anomalously high radiation resistance of th
semiconductor compounds. It has a different physics~see
below!.

6.4. Concerning the accumulation of radiation defe
and radiation resistance under irradiation by heavy partic
Of course a very large fraction of the radiation defects c
ated are annihilated immediately after creation, as is c
firmed by the results of Ref. 34, in which the damage to
lattice under irradiation by heavy ions was simulated and
the same time, from the data of diffuse x-ray scattering,
perimental evidence was found of a very large UP fracti
whose annihilation time is independent of temperature. If
are talking only about the SVs of III2– VI3 in relation to
irradiation by gamma rays or electrons with energies of
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order of a few MeV, when the energy transferred to the P
is only slightly larger thanES and only point radiation de-
fects form, the high radiation resistance could be comple
explained by the large sizes of the RIZs and instability
FPs, both cationic and anionic, which is in fact observed
these loose-packed crystal structures~see Sec. 4! by virtue of
the rather large IZs in these crystals. However, the radia
resistance against fast heavy particles, neutrons in partic
requires a completely different interpretation, of course,
ing the presence of RIZs.

The collision of a fast neutron with the nucleus of
lattice atom transfers to the atom an energyE many time
larger than ES . The simplest estimate, according
Kinchin–Pease~see Ref. 24!, shows that the number of de
fects formed in this case isE/ES . As was shown in the
classic papers of Lindhard,24 the average distance betwee
the vacancyv formed and the PKAi , because of multiple
scattering on the surrounding atoms of the lattice, is
large; in copper crystals, e.g., it is not more than 3–5 Å. T
value is considerably smaller than the radius of a RIZ, an
would seem that all of the radiation defects could recomb
at the time of creation. If this were the case, then there wo
be no problem of the radiation stability of materials
nuclear power technologies. In actuality the situation is d
ferent. There is the Silsbee effect: a focusing of atomic c
lisions ~see Ref. 24!. This is a classical effect that goes ba
to the billiard rules formalized by Coriolis and Sommerfel
If a chain of billiard balls is arranged in a line and is stru
by another ball strictly along the line, then the whole row
shifted by one interball distance and~almost!! all of the en-
ergy and momentum is acquired by the last ball in the cha
It will go far, in accordance with the force of the impac
Silsbee discovered the same thing in atomic chains: a
advances, losing energy, the PKA can initiate an intersti
atom far from the place where it initiated the focusing, lea
ing a vacancy at that point. The mean free pathL @hkl# of
such an excitation~crowdion! can amount to tens of inter
atomic distances (h, k, andl are the Miller indices denoting
the crystallographic direction of propagation of the cro
dion!. Torrens and Chadderton35 showed that focusing can
also occur along chains of different atoms if the mass of
atoms is not too different. Thompson and Nelson show
that the Silsbee effect is enhanced substantially in a lattice
account of the focusing ‘‘atomic lenses’’ consisting of sym
metric atomic triangles and~more rarely! squares surround
ing a given crystallographic direction. These lenses do
allow the advancing crowdion to deviate from its line
travel, restoring deviating atoms to the correct path. This
the so-called ‘‘additional focusing’’ effect, which is muc
more effective than the simple focusing effect: an intersti
atom can end up at a distance of several tens of atomic
tances from the place where the vacancy due to its creatio
located. There is no hope that defects so far apart will
within a RIZ and recombine with each other.

It would seem that radiation stability is unachievable.
But nature has also provided the inverse effect, the p

sibility of asymmetric, defocusing atomic lenses.4,3,36 Such
lenses occur in crystal structures where there is asymm
of the local environment—not of a given atom, but of
given crystallographic direction in the lattice. It is therefo
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clear that crystallographically anisotropic crystals are m
radiation stable than are isotropic crystals, and this has b
confirmed experimentally.37 The asymmetry of the lenses
strongest in crystal structure, which, even macroscopic
isotropic, have local asymmetry in the short-range ‘‘coor
nation cylinders’’ of a given crystallograpic direction~cylin-
ders and not spheres, since we are talking about the pr
gation of crowdions!. In crystals with stoichiometric
vacancies the latter create an exceedingly strong asymm
of the lenses, which instead of three identical atoms i
given lens have one of the atoms missing. Such a len
defocusing: at such a place the advancing crowdion bre
up, and a classical interstitiali is formed. Such lenses sup
press focusing. This was demonstrated in Ref. 36 with
aid of a very simplified modification of the molecular d
namics method. The criteria of radiation stability of an in
tially defect-free single crystal is9,3,36

L ^hkl&,r 0^hkl& , ~15!

where L ^hkl& is the mean free path of the crowdion, an
r 0^hkl& is the size of the RIZ for thei –v interaction in the
crystallographic direction̂hkl&. In the presence of defocus
ing lenses the maximum distance betweeni and v is the
distance between these lenses. In crystals of the In2Te3 type,
as a result of the presence of SVs, the defocusing len
along the principal focusing direction̂111& are located at
distances not exceeding two interatomic distances. It is c
that in III2– VI3 , even a focused interstitiali will remain
within the RIZ of the vacancy it has left. In such lattice
defocusing lenses are present for all directions with l
Miller indices, i.e., the directions for which focusing is eve
possible. There are three-component semiconductors,
ZnIn2Te4 and Hg3In2Te6 , which also have lattices close t
the sphalerite lattice but with a lower concentration of S
~1/4 and 1/6 of all the cation sites, respectively!. It was
shown in Ref. 38 that the radiation resistance of such crys
is also substantially higher than for classic semiconduc
without SVs.

Of course, the class of crystals with a loose-packed
tice does not exhaust all semiconductors with SVs. In p
ticular, there is an enormous number of oxides whose st
tures have the same defocusing lenses. If the dista
between these lenses is smaller than the radius of the RI
any of the possible focusing directions, then those crys
should also have very high radiation resistance, especial
view of the fact that the dielectric permittivity in oxides
lower than in covalent semiconductors, and this@see Eq.~1!#
will tend to increase the size of the RIZs. Experimental d
on the irradiation of a number of substances in a reactor h
shown that the radiation resistance is in fact high in su
crystals~e.g., Y2O3 and In2O3).36 Criterion ~15! can be used
to propose a classification of crystals according to radia
resistance: if defocusing lenses are present at distances o
more than 3–4 interatomic distance in all crystallograp
directions~for cubic crystals there are three of them!, then
the radiation stability will be especially high; if defocusing
absent in one of the three directions, then the radiation
bility is lower; if absent in two directions, it is lower still
Crystals in which focusing is not suppressed at all have
lowest radiation resistance. Such a classification and a
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merical radiation resistance scale were introduced in Ref.
On the basis of this classification one can choose substa
for applications in radiation technologies.

Thus the radiation stability of crystals is determined
IZs and UPs.

7. COLLECTIVE EFFECTS WITH THE PARTICIPATION
OF UNSTABLE PAIRS

7.1. Let us begin with phenomena in radiation physic
At very high intensities of the defect-forming radiatio
short-lived UPs, by interacting with each other, can cre
long-lived defects. Indeed, if the spatial density of the U
excitations is so high that the RIZs overlap, then a situat
can arise in which the interstitiali from one UP is simulta-
neously located in the RIZ of another. Then thisi can anni-
hilate with the vacancy from another UP, and thei from the
latter, together with thev from the former, find themselves a
a distance greater than the size of the RIZ. In this cas
long-lived FP has been created from two UPs. However,
FPs that have arisen also interact with other raditation
fects. As a result, with increasing concentration of noneq
librium PKAs introduced by radiation per unit time~in the
case of a uniform distribution of them, which is realized, f
example, in the case of intense gamma irradiation!, the over-
all concentration of FPs nevertheless decreases, and the
centration of UPs, which are not preserved on quench
increases, reaching a nearly constant value at extremely
intensities.40 This is rather unexpected: with increasing inte
sity of the introduction of radiation defects, the probability
accumulation of stable radiation defects can decrease. Su
scenario is also observed in cascades of radiation def
created by heavy particles, when the local concentration
radiation defects in a volume of the order of several hund
atomic volumes is huge, and collective effects arise; by
way, some aspects of the physics of these collective eff
find agreement with the above-described features of the
netics of the accumulation of radiation defects at a large
uniformly distributed concentration of them.

As was shown 40 years ago~see Ref. 24! and is con-
firmed by present-day studies,34 the lattice damage after th
impact of a heavy particle when the energy of the PKA
many times greater thanES leads to a nonuniform distribu
tion of defects: at the center of a cascade there are pred
nantly vacanciesv, and at the periphery there are exce
interstialsi . If i andv in a radiation defect are charged, the
the higher concentration ofv at the center of the cascade w
create an excess charge, so that thei on the periphery are
found in an electrostatic field created by the excessv at the
center, the total chargeZ of which is the difference of the
charges ofv and i inside a sphere of any radius centered
the center of the cascade. It is easy to see that the RIZ of
i in such a field increases, according to~1!, by a factor of
AZ. This is the size of an instability macrozone.41 It is clear
that recombination of radiation defects in cascades is sti
lated by this distribution of the defects. The overall picture
the same for cascade damage occurring in metals or in c
lent semiconductors like Ge and Si, in which case the to
elastic stress field around the core of the cascade crea
corresponding macro RIZ by analogy with~2!. It is clear that
this mechanism acts the more strongly the larger the ordin
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RIZs ~1! and~2!. We note that such a distribution ofi andv
in the cascades for which the distance betweeni andv in the
central regions is substantially smaller than the RIZ does
however, lead to complete annihilation, partly because
numbers ofi and v are not equal. This limits the radiatio
resistance even for those crystals which meet criterion~15!.
A much stronger limitation is the probability of formation
the center of the cascade of amorphous regions or new c
talline phases that may have equilibrium analogs or may
particularly nonequilibrium.42,43 As was shown by Bakai,44

even the state diagrams of multicomponent alloys un
steady defect-forming irradiation acquire different topolo
cal forms. This is apparently equivalent to the introduction
an additional quasi-thermodynamic degree of freedom,
responding to the steady-state concentration ofi andv.

We have discussed the possibilities of the annihilation
radiation defects. It must be kept in mind, however, that th
are mechanisms that act to stabilize the unstable radia
defects. These are the aforementioned overlap of the R
the formation of metastable states of electrons with the p
ticipation of UPs, and also the formation of complexes
components of the UP with impurities.27,34,40

The formation of metastable phases and the amorph
tion at the center of cascades, as well as the phenom
listed above which stabilize the unstable radiation defe
spoil radiation stability, so that any euphoria as to the pr
pects for radiation-stable materials, even for those mate
whose crystal structure is favorable for radiation stabil
must be tempered by these factors. Nevertheless, there
quite definite way of creating and selecting materials w
enhanced radiation stablility.

7.2. Collective interactions of UPs determine effects
superionic~SI! crystals. The phenomenon of SI conducti
consists in the fact that in a number of nonmetallic crysta
a wide class of substances called solid electrolytes or s
rionic crystals, a phase transition occurs in which the io
conduction increases in a jump by several orders of ma
tude, sometimes reaching values of up to 1V21 cm21, and
the activation energy for conduction decreases sharply.
fundamental review45 discusses both the experimental phy
ics and theoretical models of SI crystals. In the final analy
any model of ionic conduction rests on the concepts of m
bile interstitials originating from FPs. However, theori
based on the idea of an interaction of FPs and explain
many effects in SI crystals~in particular, the preservation o
one of two sublattices nearly unchanged, while the other
dergoes disordering! encounter substantial contradictions. I
deed, the FPs and their interactions are fundamentally iso
pic. Meanwhile experiments show that the defe
responsible for the SI phase transition have a spatial orie
tion. It is found, in particular, that the temperature of t
phase transition depends strongly on the external ele
field, and in a number of SI crystals there is not only a ph
transition to a SI state but also a phase transition to a fe
electric state. SI domains have been detected~see Refs. 45–
49!. Unlike the Frenkel pairs, the UPs are invariably anis
tropic, and in ionic crystals this is expressed in the format
of short-lived dipoles. The observed domains are short-liv
with a lifetime of 10211 s, which agrees with the estimate
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the lifetime of UPs in ionic crystals which we made at t
beginning of this paper.

Anisotropy of the excitations is observed, in particula
in the study of NMR and neutron scattering: ions very rar
go far from their regular positions in the lattice; the major
of them execute very large-amplitude oscillations but arou
‘‘their own’’ site. In Refs. 50 and 51 the microwave absor
tion of a number of SI crystals was studied, and it was sho
that ‘‘the ions jump out and immediately jump back,’’ an
the lifetime of these lattice excitations is of the order of
310211 s, a value which also agrees exactly with the lif
time of UPs estimated in paragraph 2.1@Eq. ~3!#.

Skipping a little ahead, let us point out that the theory
the SI state presented below, which is based on the
model, successfully describes not only the lifetime but a
the features of the absorption spectra of SI crystals in the
infrared and microwave regions.52 We should mention an
interesting paper53 in which the dielectric features of SI crys
tals were described successfully, but a number of other
fects could not be described without taking the IZs into a
count.

Here is the basic idea of the theory of SI crystals ba
on the UP model.52 Unstable pairs in an ionic crystal ar
short-lived dipoles. These dipoles are born independe
and are oriented randomly in the lattice. Fluctuations
which there arises a certain local predominance of a para
orientation of short-lived dipoles are probable. In such a
gion an average electric field arises which stimulates the
mation of new UPs with the same orientation of the dipol
It is easy to see that it is sufficient to have a predominanc
only the projections of the dipole moments of the UPs
some direction, so that a one-dimensional model is adequ
The mean field approximation gives the following express
for the energy of formation of an individual UP in the co
lective field of all the other UPs, which comprise dynam
~and not static! dipoles:

E5~x11x2!EUP2w~x12x2!2. ~16!

It is clear that, depending on the value of the seco
term in ~16!, the formation energy of an unstable pair can
decreased substantially. In Eq.~16! w is the total field that
would arise if all the dipoles formed and were oriented
each cell of the lattice;x1 andx2 are the relative number o
projections of the dynamic dipoles oriented in opposite
rections; (x11x2) is the total concentration of UPs; (x1

2x2) characterizes the predominance of one of the two
entations, which is what causes a nonzero total field of all
existing UP dipoles and lowers the energy of formation
each UP in the traditional orientation—along the total fie
The origin of the nonlinear term in~16! of a given UP is as
follows: the value of the self-consistent field increases w
increasing fraction of the the UPs which are oriented,
even the birth of a ‘‘correctly’’ oriented UP has been stim
lated by this collectively determined field. In a collectiv
interaction the traditional orientation, as expected, is therm
dynamically more favorable, even if the pairs are unstab
Z5(x12x2)/(x11x2) is a dimensionless orientational ord
parameter of the unstable dipoles, and it characterizes
predominance of the parallel orientation. Minimizing the fr
energy with respect to the total concentration of UPs and a
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with respect toZ gives equations for determining the equ
librium values of the UP concentration andZ. The main
parameter of the joint solution of these equations,g
52w/EUP , gives a relation between the energy of the U
dipoles in the self-consistent field and the energy of th
formation in the absence of this field. In the region 0,g
,2 the theory predicts two possible phase transitions, on
which must invariably be second-order. The high
temperature transition may not actually be realized if
crystal melts before reaching it. The general regularities
the phase transitions in SI crystals demonstrate just such
havior ~see Ref. 45!. One rather unusual result:52 at low tem-
peratures the order parameterZ50 ~reflecting the absence o
the objects of the ordering, since their concentration is th
mally activated!, and as the temperature is raised and
concentration of interacting particles increases, their orde
occurs due to the predominance of the potential energy
interaction over the kinetic energy (Z.0), but at still higher
temperature, when the average energy of the lattice vi
tions becomes larger than the average interaction energy
ordering is suppressed and againZ50. A result with a simi-
lar physical meaning was obtained by Freimanet al.54 in a
study of the orientational degrees of freedom in molecu
cryocrystals. The theory of Ref. 52 also permits interpre
tion of the superionic–ferroelectric phase transition: suc
transition occurs when the interaction of the UPs in th
self-consistent field is sufficiently strong in comparison w
the energy of formation of the UPs (g.2). Then the UPs
become stable ordered dipoles. In Ref. 52 the state diag
was constructed for systems in which both insulato
superionic-crystal transitions~one or two phase transition
are possible! and superionic-crystal–ferroelectric transitio
occur. Thus the phase transition to the SI state is determ
by the UPs and their interaction.

However, the high ionic conductivity, the most distin
tive property of SI crystals, is governed by the transfer
only of charge but also of mass, and it cannot be due to U
since, as we have seen, the UPs die at the same point w
they were born, and are unable to migrate during their sh
lifetimes.

The charge carriers in a SI crystal are free interstitia
i.e., components of FPs which, as we have seen, coexi
low concentrations but compete statistically with UPs.
large concentrations of UPs these short-lived dipoles in
field of isolatedi and v turn out to be oriented, and the
lower the energy of an isolated interstitial and vacancy. T
is a sort of solvation, as, for example, for ions in water. Th
the growth of the concentration of UPs leads to a decreas
the activation energy for FP formation, i.e., to growth of t
concentration of FPs, which is one of the main distinct
features of SI crystals.45,52

Let us discuss the mobility of interstitial ions in a S
crystal. The mean free path ofi is determined by their anni
hilation on encounteringv belonging to either FPs or UPs. I
either case the cross section of the process is the same
sizes of the RIZ~Eq. ~1!!. The classic Drude model with th
use of the above considerations not only is capable of
scribing the temperature dependence of the conductivity
SI crystals but can also be used to calculate the abso
value of the highest conductivity observed in SI crystals
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perimentally, which is actually close to the theoretical lim
~of the order of 1V21 cm21). The model can also be refine
by taking into account the interaction of the interstitials w
each other, with a scattering cross section equal to the siz
the SIZ.

Thus the UP model can give a consistent and quan
tive interpretation of many collective phenomena in t
physics of cyrstals.

8. UNSTABLE DEFECTS AND MATERIALS FOR
TECHNOLOGY

8.1. In paragraph 6.1 it was shown that UP conce
permit one to propose a criterion for choosing metallic allo
which would have exceptionally high radiation stability—
these are alloys with inherent structural vacancies. Of cou
it must be kept in mind that their plastic parameters are m
inferior; they are more brittle than the construction materi
used in today’s nuclear reactors. However, their advantag
that their operating characteristics should be less affected
particle fluxes than those of contemporary structural allo
It appears that the use of the method developed by Bak44

for constructing state diagrams of multicomponent syste
under ionizing irradiation can give a realistic prognosis
the use of such alloys with allowance for the sharp decre
in the generation of stable FPs. It is quite probable that th
alloys with structural vacancies will be the construction m
terials for nuclear reactors of the future. It can be hoped t
taking the IZs associated with dislocations into account w
provide the prerequisites for a microscopic theory of po
defect sinks.

8.2. In paragraphs 6.2–6.4 we stated a criterion
choosing semiconductors and insulators with a high radia
stability. These are loose-packed crystal structures w
rather large RIZs and with suppressed focusing of ato
collisions. The crystallographic criterion~15! now enables
one without any special calculations to make a selection
crystalline materials having a high radiation stability. F
insulators everything is clear (Y2O3, In2O3 , etc.!, with the
restrictions mentioned in paragraph 7.1, of course.

It has been shown that semiconductors of the In2Te3

type, whose crystal structure, as we have seen, satisfies
terion ~15! and whose exceptionally high radiation stabili
has been subjected to comprehensive experimental veri
tion, can be used as detectors of extremely high intens
and fluences of high-energy particle radiation,3 where the use
of classic semiconductors is completely ruled out. Can o
create a radiation-stable electronics based on In2Te3 and
structurally related semiconductor compounds? It turns
that it is not a simple task. The problem is that semicond
tors of the In2Te3 type have one more unusual property: th
electronic parameters, unlike those of other semiconduct
are practically independent of impurity concentration. This
also a consequence of the presence of structural vacanci
has been found that the impurities are localized at struct
vacancies, which they remain in an un-ionized, atomic sta3

Therefore it is almost impossible to influence the electro
properties of such semiconductors by doping: they rem
intrinsic at any doping level. How can one make active e
ments of electronics~diodes and transistors! with a high ra-
diation resistance? In Ref. 55 it was shown theoretically t
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heterostructures based on two intrinsic semiconductors h
a pronounced nonlinearity of the current–voltage charac
istic, and with the aid of some physical and constructio
contrivances one can even create a transistor. Estim
shown55 that both the rectifying coefficient and the signa
amplifying capabilities in heterostructures based on intrin
semiconductors of the In2Te3 type are inferior to those of al
such devices based on classic semiconductors. They
only one advantage: devices made from them can ope
stably even in a nuclear reactor, in storage units for radio
tive wastes, and on long missions in outer space.
radiation-stable electronics will be cruder but ultimate
more reliable.

8.3. In the previous paragraphs of this Section we ha
discussed the technical capabilities of unconventional c
talline materials selected solely on the basis of their exc
tionally high radiation resistance. At the same time, there
another technical problem: to look for radiation-resista
crystals among those which have already proven their p
tical value. Their radiation resistance might not have rec
values, but it would be high enough for specific applicatio
Some very efficient scintillators based on ZnSe isovalen
doped with tellurium, which substitutes for Se in the ani
sublattice, were described in Ref. 56. It was shown that
centers responsible for the luminescence are complexes
in a substitutional position with a zinc vacancy in the near
coordination sphere~a doublet! and a doublet with an inter
stitial Zn ion attached to it~a triplet!. The excitonic lumines-
cence in pure form was immeasurably weaker than the e
sion on the impurity complexes, in complete agreement w
what Broude, Eremenko, and Rashba showed back in
1950s.57 Of course, today it is possible to determine in det
what defects and defect complexes are responsible for
luminescence,56 how to increase the equilibrium concentr
tion of triplets, which are the most advantageous in respec
the scintillation parameters,56,58and to establish which II–VI
compounds are better than others at maintaining their par
eters under ionizing irradiation in accordance with the g
eral concepts of the UP model.11 In one way or another, the
ideas of the 1950s are still relevant today.

The author is happy to be able to emphasize this poin
connection with the jubilee of Prof. V. V. Eremenko.

9. SUMMARY

—Unstable pairs consisting of a vacancy and intersti
atom are present in crystals, representing a third type of e
librium defect in solids along with Schottky defects a
Frenkel pairs. The unstable pairs are responsible for feat
of the heat capacity and diffusion and for anomalies in re
tion to the concentrations of defects in equilibrium and up
quenching, especially at pre-melting temperatures. In e
librium the UPs are manifested mainly at temperatures c
to the melting point.

—The equilibrium concentration of UPs is determin
by instability zones of interacting defects. The instabil
zones exist in all solids, without exception, from cryocryst
to refractor metals, and are important not only in the int
action of point defects but of any other interacting latti
defects.
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—The instability zones govern the behavior of crysta
under high-energy irradiation: the larger the instability zon
the higher the radiation stability of the material. We ha
formulated a crystallographic criterion of radiation stabili
and stated the limits of its applicability.

—We have indicated some possible uses for the con
quences of the instability zone and unstable pair model
physics and engineering.
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Influence of structural inhomogeneity on the luminescence properties of silicon
nanocrystallites

I. V. Blonski ,* M. S. Brodyn, A. Yu. Vakhnin, A. Ya. Zhugayevych, V. M. Kadan,
and A. K. Kadashchuk
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The features of the photoluminescence and the manifestation of thermally stimulated and
tunneling luminescence due to the separation of nonequilibrium charge carriers between the
photoexcited silicon core of a nanocrystallite and its peripheral layers of SiOx and SiO2

are investigated for different forms of nanostructured silicon. A model is proposed wherein a ‘‘two-
stroke charge piston’’ acts in turn on the electron and hole components by means of an
Auger process which occurs under restricted volume conditions and brings about a spatial
separation of the charge carriers. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

An unsolved mystery of porous silicon~por-Si! is the
nature of its bright luminescence in the visible region of t
spectrum, which is observed at room temperature and u
various means of excitation. In the many papers devote
this phenomenon a number of different factors, each
which ~or in combination with others! can explain only indi-
vidual properties of this luminescence. Among the main f
tors considered responsible for the formation of lumin
cence channels are the quantum size effect in the nanom
sized silicon wires and the luminescence of the etch
products on their surface. The advantages and disadvan
of these two approaches are discussed in detail not onl
original papers but also in monographs~e.g., in Refs. 1 and
2!. A unified explanation of the entire complex of observ
properties of the emission from por-Si and of the differe
forms of nanostructured silicon obtained by different me
ods ~enhanced oxidation of por-Si, the implantation of SiO2

layers with Si1 ions, followed by high-temperature annea
ing, the thermally stimulated phase separation of films
nonstoichiometric SiOx into silicon nanoparticles and SiO2)
has not yet been achieved. Our approach to the solutio
this problem is to take into account the influence of the str
tural inhomogeneities of the silicon nanoparticles on the f
mation of the luminescence properties of porous silicon.

For the majority of nanostructured silicon samples o
can distinguish three levels of their structural inhomogene
The first level has to do with the inhomogeneity over t
thickness. As is seen in Fig. 1a, even in the simplest case

FIG. 1. Illustration of the different levels of structural inhomogeneity
porous silicon: inhomogeneity over thickness~a!; variance of sizes~b!;
multilayer structure of individual nanocrystallites~c!.
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samples of this material must be treated as a two-layer
dium. It is obvious that the fundamental properties of t
substrate material and the layer deposited on it are subs
tially different. A typical example of this type of object is
layer of por-Si in natural contact with monolithic silicon. I
Ref. 3, in particular, it was shown that the thermal propert
of por-Si layers depend on their porosityr; for example, at
r>70% the thermal diffusivity of por-Si layers decreases
a value equal to that of SiO2 . This means that the therma
conditions under which the por-Si layers emit depend onr.
The difference in the degree of heating of the por-Si lay
can affect, for example, the degree of thermal activation
the trap states responsible for the properties of the recom
nation radiation.

The second level of structural inhomogeneity has to
with the variance of the sizes of the silicon nanopartic
~Fig. 1b!, which depends on the technological condition
Because the band gapDEg of a nanoparticle depends on i
average dimensionL (DEg}L22), for an ensemble of nano
particles there is typically an inhomogeneous broadening
the electronic states, and the amount of broadening, whic
thus dependent on the conditions under which the sam
were prepared, is reflected in the spectral composition of
radiation, its polarization, and damping kinetics.1,2,4–6

Finally, the third level of the structural inhomogenei
has to do with the inhomogeneity of an individual silico
nanoparticle. As is seen in Fig. 1c, each nanocrysta
should be treated as a three-layer structure with a sili
core, a transition layer of SiOx (x,2) with a gradient in
terms ofx, and an outer layer of SiO2 . The parameters o
each of these three layers can vary over wide limits and a
depend on the technology used to prepare the samples.
ensemble-averaged energy diagram of a silicon nanocry
lite with allowance for the quantum size effect, the varian
of the size of the nanoparticles, the variable-gap nature of
SiOx layer, and the numerous defect states in the SiOx and
SiO2 layers is shown schematically in Fig. 2. The problem
determining those structural components of a multicom
nent medium which are responsible for the absorption
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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light and luminescence has to do with the third level of
homogeneity. Very often the absorption of light occurs in o
of the components and the emission in another. In that c
there is also the problem of adequately describing the me
nism of transport of the charge carriers from the photoex
tation region to the secondary-emission region. Here i
important to search for signs of spatial separation of
charge carriers taking part in the radiative recombination
the multicomponent medium. In this paper we solve t
problem on the basis of a comparison of the properties of
photo-, thermo-, and tunneling components of the lumin
cence of nanostructured silicon. A model is proposed
which the whole set of data obtained can be explained fr
a unified point of view.

2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The basic objects of study were samples of highly o
dized por-Si and nanoparticles of silicon in SiO2 , obtained
by the ion implantation. The por-Si samples were prepa
by the conventional technology of electrochemical etchi1

of p-type silicon wafers having a resistivity of abo
10V/cm and a crystallographic orientation~111! at anodiz-
ing current densities of 5 – 80 mA/cm2 and etching times of
15 to 90 min. The samples of the second type were obta
by the implantation of SiO2 layers of the order of 500 nm
thick with Si1 ions at an irradiation dose of 631016 cm22,
followed by annealing for 30 min in a nitrogen atmosphere
Tann51150 °C.6

The photoluminescence~PL! was excited by radiation
from a mercury lamp or a pulsed nitrogen laser with a wa
length of 337 nm. The luminescence was detected wit
diffraction spectrometer with a CCD-array detector. The te
perature was controlled and stabilized to 1 K or better.

The thermally stimulated luminescence~TSL! and the
tunneling luminescence~TL! were measured in the temper

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of the energy states of a silicon nanocrys
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ture range 4.2–300 K on an automated device for therm
activated spectroscopic research. The TL and TSL sign
were registered by a cooled photomultiplier operating in
photon-counting mode. The sample was placed in
controlled-temperature optical helium cryostat, and af
cooling was irradiated by a high-pressure mercury lamp
10–60 s at a steady temperature, which was stabilized to
K in the range 5–250 K. The kinetics of the TL were me
sured directly after the excitation was turned off, with a d
lay of 1 to 1000 s, and the signal integration time was 1
The technique used to measure the TL was analogous to
described previously,7 and the details may be found in Ref.
The TSL was measured starting 7–15 min after excitati
when the intensity of the TL had decreased to the dark~back-
ground! signal level. The TSL was measured in two differe
modes: a linear heating mode, with the sample heated
constant rate of 0.15 K/s, and a fractional thermolumin
cence~FTL! mode. The fractional heating mode is a sup
position of a slow linear heating of the sample and relativ
low-amplitude ~up to 10 K! temperature oscillations. Th
FTL mode, which is a modification of the initial-segme
method, makes it possible to determine the activation ene
for detrapping of a charge carrier to a higher accuracy
thus has a higher resolving power than the linear hea
mode. This is the main advantage of using the FTL mo
since the usual methods of processing the TSL curves
extremely imprecise or altogether inapplicable in the case
a continuous or quasi-continuous distribution of the tra
over energy and also when there is a discrete set of traps
very close activation energies. The details of the FTL meth
and the data processing are described in Refs. 9 and 10.
main difference of our implementation of the FTL metho9

from that proposed earlier10 is the extension of the tempera
ture interval of the measurements from liquid-nitrogen te
perature down to 4.2 K, making it possible to study shall
carrier traps.

The effective average activation energyEa is determined
in each cycle of temperature oscillation by the expressio

Ea52
d ln I TSL~T!

d~1/kBT!
, ~1!

whereI TSL is the TSL intensity,T is the temperature, andkB

is Boltzmann’s constant. In accordance with the techniq
developed in Ref. 10, the distribution function of the fille
trapsh(E) can be calculated to within a normalizing fact
as

h~E!}
I TSL~E!

dEa /dT
, ~2!

where I TSL(E) is the TSL intensity after conversion of th
temperature scale to an energy scale with the use of
Ea(T) dependence obtained experimentally.

The TSL and TL signals, as a rule, were rather we
ruling out the use of a monochromator for studying th
spectral composition. Therefore the spectral distribution
the radiation was estimated using a set of light filters pla
between the window of the cryostat and the photomultipl

l.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Photoluminescence

Let us consider those properties of the photo-, therm
and tunneling luminescence of nanostructured silicon
can be explained in the framework of radiation recombi
tion of spatially separated charge carriers. Several result
particular the temperature dependence and lux–inten
characteristic of the photoluminescence, were obtained
viously in Ref. 11. Since the study of the PL of por-Si h
been the subject of many papers and reviews~see, e.g. Ref.
1!, we will mention only those properties of the PL which a
common to samples of nanostructured silicon obtained
different technological processes. We are talking about
complex of properties of the red–orange emission band w
a maximum of around 680 nm for oxidized por-Si and 7
nm for silicon nanoparticles obtained by ion implantatio
We note three features of the PL of nanostructured silico

1. A nonmonotonic temperature dependence of the in
grated photoluminescence intensityI PL of the red–orange
band and a dependence of the point of inversion of the s
of dIPL /dT on the excitation density. As we see in Fig.
with increasing temperature one initially observes a grow
of the integrated intensity, which gives way at high tempe
tures to the typical Arrhenius quenching. With increasi
density of excitation the point of inversion of the sign
dIPL is shifted to higher temperatures.

2. Nonlinearity of the lux–intensity characteristic of th
same band, which is especially pronounced at excitation d
sitiesP above 2 kW/cm2 ~see Fig. 4!.

3. Long-term degradation of the PL~the ‘‘fatigue ef-
fect’’ ! with an approach to a stationary value~Fig. 5!. This
effect displays temperature and spectral sensitivity and
most strongly expressed at the short-wavelength edge o
red–orange band at helium temperature. After the sam
were heated to room temperature the emission spectrum
restored.

To explain the nonmonotonic behavior ofI PL(T) and the
dependence of the position of the point of inversion of
sign ofdIPL /dT on the excitation density and the technolo
used to prepare the samples, in Ref. 11 a model was
posed based on the assumption of a thermal detrappin

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the integrated PL intensity. The de
of excitation is 1 kW/cm2 ~circles, dashed curve! and 20 kW/cm2 ~squares,
solid curve!.
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charge carriers and their subsequent localization in st
from which recombination accompanied by radiation in t
red–orange PL band occurs. To check this model we m
sured the TSL and TL of these same samples.

Thermally stimulated luminescence

TSL measurements can elucidate the role of the t
states~which are assumed to be associated structurally w
the SiOx and SiO2 layers! in the luminescence properties o
nanostructured silicon. For this it is important to study t
spectral properties of the TSL. We investigated por
samples for which a nonmonotonic dependence ofI PL(T) is
observed. Here it should be noted that in some papers
por-Si ~see the literature cited in Ref. 11! a monotonic
I PL(T) dependence of the Arrhenius type was also observ
It was shown in Ref. 11 that the cause of that behavior is t
the red–orange PL band contains a contribution from ot
oscillators, most likely involving residual etching produc
This was confirmed by the fact that a gradual cleaning of
por-Si surface by laser ablation was accompanied by a t
sition from the simple Arrhenius behavior to a nonmonoto
I PL(T) characteristic.

Figure 6 shows typical TSL curves measured in differe
spectral ranges of the PL. It is known that the total PL sp

ityFIG. 4. Typical dependence of the integrated PL intensity of por-Si on
excitation density.

FIG. 5. Spectral dependence of the degree of degradation of the PL of p
at T56 K, an excitation density of 30 kW/cm2, and irradiation timest
@min#: 15 ~1! and 60~2!.
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trum consists of a main red–orange band with a maximum
around 680 nm and a less intense blue band with a maxim
at around 440 nm, the origin of which has been linked to
energy levels of defect states in the peripheral SiO2 layer.1

As we see in Fig. 6, the components of the emission sp
trum of por-Si consist of two components of the TSL sign
a narrow low-temperature doublet near 25 K, and a wi
structureless band extending all the way to 200 K. One a
notices the following features of the TSL in por-Si.

1. There is a clear correlation between the lo
temperature doublet in the TSL and the blue PL band.
view of the nature of the blue PL band, the origin of t
low-temperature doublet is also naturally associated with
crete trap states of a defect nature in the SiO2 layer. This
conclusion is supported by the data of Ref. 12, in which, i
study of the damping kinetics of the blue PL band in por-
it was observed that, in addition to the main nanosec
damping component, as the temperature is lowered f
room to helium temperature, a millisecond damping com
nent arises in a threshold manner at about 30 K, i.e.,
temperature of its onset is practically equal to the position
the low-temperature component of the TSL. In Ref. 12
appearance of the slow component of the PL kinetics is
tributed to a manifestation of trap states in the emission fr
the peripheral SiO2 layer. The narrowness of the low
temperature doublet in the TSL signal indicates the follow
features of the PL: a small variance of the energy inter
between the emitting and trapping states~the blue PL band!,
and a narrow width of the trap level, which is more chara
teristic of defect states in SiO2 than in the silicon core or the
SiOx layer, since the latter are typified by an inhomogene
broadening of the electronic levels.

2. A comparison of the curves in Fig. 6 shows that t
broad high-temperature component of the TSL signal co
sponds to the red–orange PL band. Using light filters to
out different parts of the main emission band, we found t
there was no shifting or deforming of the contour of the T
band, only a decrease in the total signal. This fact sugg
that ~for por-Si samples cleansed of residual etching pr
ucts! the main emission band is structureless, i.e., it is no
superposition of bands of various natures.

3. The FTL technique was used to obtain the tempera

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the TSL signal for por-Si in diffe
spectral ranges: total signal~detection regionl.800 nm) ~1!, l.640 nm
~2!, l.690 nm~3!, l.730 nm~4!, l.580 nm~5!.
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dependence of the thermal activation energyEa for the de-
trapping of carriers~the points in Fig. 7!, which is described
well by the empirical expression

Ea50.0028T20.12@eV#. ~3!

The energy spectrum of the trapped states respons
for the formation of the red–orange PL band can be cal
lated by starting from the TSL curve~curve2 in Fig. 6! and
expressions~2! and ~3!. It follows from the results obtained
that the distribution of the traps over energy is continuo
and quite wide~lying at a depth of up to 0.3 eV!, its width
being close to the half-width of the main PL band.

One reason why the TSL curve is so wide is the app
ciable scatter of the trap states with respect to energy, ap
ently because of their localization in a layer of variable co
position SiOx . Another reason is the variance of the sizes
the silicon nanocrystallites, which leads to significant var
tion of the energy interval between the trap levels in Six

and the bottom of the conduction band of the silicon co
~Fig. 2!.

Tunneling luminescence

It is known that the detrapping of charge carriers usua
occurs in a thermally activated process, but tunneling~sub-
barrier! transitions can also occur,8 and they are particularly
important at low temperature. The light emitted at these tr
sitions is called tunneling luminescence. It is known that
is an ordinary phenomenon in glasses, alkali–halide crys
and heavily doped semiconductors,13–15 and its damping ki-
netics, as a rule, obeys a Becquerel distribution law of
form I}t2b, wheret is the time andb>1 is the Becquerel
index. Thus the tunneling luminescence is the longest-liv
emission component.

The curves of the damping kinetics of the integrated
intensity measured in the temperature interval 5–250 K fo
samples of oxidized por-Si are shown in Fig. 8. We see t
the damping of the TL has a Becquerel character with
exponentb'1, whereb has an explicit nonmonotonic tem
perature dependence~Fig. 9!. As far as we know, this is the
first time that such a nonmonotonicb(T) dependence ha
been observed in semiconductor materials.

To describe the damping kinetics of the tunneling co
ponent of the PL we consider a model based on the hopp
transport of a charge carrier between localized states in

t
FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the average activation energyEa .
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disordered SiOx layer. The intensity, or the probability pe
unit time of a tunneling/thermally activated hop from o
localized state~site! with energy« i to an adjacent state with
energy« f , is described by the well-known expression16

n5G i f expS 2
Ei f

kBTD , ~4!

where Ei f 5H 0, « f<« i

« f2« i , « f.« i
,

Ei f is the activation energy of a hop,G i f is the activationless
component of the hopping probability, which is determin
mainly by the overlap of the wave functions of the states

Because of the disorder in the SiOx layer, the values of
« i , « f , andG i f on going from one site to another vary in
random manner. The problem confronted by a theoret
description of the phenomenon under discussion is that
spatial distributions of these quantities and the depende
~density! of states over energy are unknown. Moreover, th
can be different for different samples and even for differ
nanocrystallites,1 and that also makes it difficult to do exa
calculations on the basis of expression~4!. Therefore, in this
situation it is advisable to use the effective medium appro

FIG. 8. Damping kinetics of the TL at different temperaturesT @K#, for each
of which the Becquerel indexb was calculated~excitation wavelength
lexc5405 nm).

FIG. 9. Temperature dependence of the Becquerel indexb.
al
e

ce
y
t
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mation~see, e.g., the review17!. Thus we replace the spatiall
nonuniform quantitiesEi f and G i f in Eq. ~4! by spatially
uniform effective quantitiesE andG, which actually describe
a process in which an electron and a hole are transporte
the same site, where their recombination can occur i
single hop with a probability

n5G expS 2
E

kBTD , ~5!

whereG andE are random variabes with a certain effecti
distribution. Such an approximation is justified in the ca
when the distance between the electron and hole is s
~within a few hops!. The admissibility of this approximation
for the system under study is ensured by the small thickn
of the SiOx layer and the small size of the silicon nanocry
tallite as a whole. In such an approach one can also take
account the possible transitions of the carriers from the Sx

layer to the silicon core and back, by considering the core
be an individual trap with state energy«5Eg .

Taking into account that the probability per unit time f
the recombination of an electron–hole pair localized on
same site is much larger than the average hopping rate
time dependence of the luminescence intensityI can be writ-
ten as

I ~ t !5q^ve2vt&E,G , ~6!

where the factorq takes into account the quantum yield
radiative recombination, and the angle brackets denote a
aging over the effective distributions ofG andE. Since we
are interested in the temperature dependence of the
querel index, we shall replace the nearly temperatu
independent quantityG by its average value. We then obta
the following expression for the damping kinetics of the T

I ~ t !5qGE
0

`

expF2
E

kBT
2Gt expS 2

E

kBTD G f ~E!dE.

~7!

Expression~7! can be converted to a form more conv
nient for analysis by taking the integral by the method
steepest descent. Such a simplification is justified for
case of the long-time asymptotic behavior that we are in
ested in, primarily because it is at long times that the dam
ing has a Becquerel character. Here the saddle-point valuE0

is determined from the equation

kBTc~E0!512Gt expS 2
E

kBTD , ~8!

where c~E0![
d ln f ~E0!

dE0
.

The physical interpretation of the method of steepest
scent is rather transparent: in the course of a certain t
interval from time t to t1Dt the charge carriers that tak
part in emission are predominantly those which are held
traps with an activation energy close toE0(t,T). The longer
the observation timet or the higher the temperatureT, the
larger the value ofE0(t,T). For this reason, by studying th
long-time asymptotics one can ‘‘probe’’ the distribution fun
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tion f (E) of the effective activation energy, much as this
done by increasingT in TSL measurements. The dampin
exponent is given by the formula

b~ t !52
d ln I ~ t !

d ln t
5~12kBTc!

3F12
~kBT!2c81~kBT!3c9

2~12kBTc2~kBT!2c8!2G . ~9!

Since the TL is measured mainly at low temperatu
when the conditionkBT!DE holds, whereDE is the effec-
tive width of the distributionf (E) ~in practice this condition
means thatb'1, as is observed in experiment!, this allows
us to make a simplification in expression~9!, whereupon the
relation between the Becquerel index and the energy di
bution of the traps takes the simple form

E05kBT ln~Gt !, ~10!

c~E0!5@12b~ t,T!#/kBT. ~11!

Equation~10! establishes the relation between the ene
scale, on the one hand, and the temperature and time~on a
logarithmic scale! on the other. Equation~11! relatesb and
c(E) @and, hence,f (E), according to Eq.~8!#.

From the experimental data on the TL damping kinet
~Fig. 8! we calculated the functionc(E) using expressions
~10! and ~11!. The value 1/G'0.2 s was obtained from th
condition of consistency of the kinetic curves measured
different temperatures. This value characterizes the m

FIG. 10. Distribution function of the trapped-carrier activation ener
f (E), recovered from the TL damping kinetics.
,

ri-

y

s

t
an

time between successive activationless hops. Then, using
~8!, we recovered the functionf (E). The result of the calcu-
lation is presented in Fig. 10.

Thus the results of TSL and TL measurements
complementary and to a certain degree are in mutual ag
ment. The TSL gives an estimate for the width of the activ
tion energy distribution:DE>0.3 eV. The TL measurement
indicate a monotonic growth of the functionf (E) at low
energiesE<0.1 eV. This sort of behavior can be explaine
by the fact that the charge carriers execute several hops
to recombination.

4. DISCUSSION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The results of the previous Section attest to the fact t
a portion of the photogenerated charge carriers leave the
con core, becoming localized in the peripheral layers of Sx

and SiO2 . The experimental data can be explained from
unified point of view in an approach which we call the ‘‘two
stroke charge piston’’ model. It is assumed that the abso
tion of light with the generation of an electron–hole (e–h)
pair occurs in the silicon core of the nanocrystallite~Fig.
11a!. After this their radiative recombination can occur, wi
the production of a photon of secondary emission. Howe
the characteristic recombination time is rather long~up to
several milliseconds!, and therefore at the excitation dens
ties usually used it is quite probable that prior to recombi
tion the firste–h pair will generate a second pair~Fig. 11b!.
As has been noted in a number of papers~see, e.g., Ref. 6!,
in the presence of more than two pairs of charge carriers
nanosize silicon core a radiationless Auger recombina
process becomes probable, in which the energy of recom
nation of onee–h pair is expended on the ejection of one
the carriers of the othere–h pair into the outer layer of the
nanocrystallite. As a result, the nanoparticle undergoe
transition to a state in which, e.g., an electron is localized
the SiOx layer and a hole remains in the silicon core~Fig.
11c!, or vice versa. The rate of recombination of such a s
tially separatede–h pair is quite low because of the sma
probability of a tunneling transition. Therefore, when yet a
othere–h pair is generated in a silicon core in such a st
~Fig. 11d!, the radiationless Auger process is again the m
probable, and the result is that now a hole is ejected into
SiOx layer ~Fig. 11e!. Thus the silicon core of the nanocrys
tallite is free of charges, which are now localized in t
peripheral layers, and the core has returned to a potent
radiative state. This cyclic return of the sample to a radiat
state can account for the experimentally observed ‘‘lumin
cence fatigue’’ effect, when the intensity of the PL does n
go to zero but to a finite value of the saturation signal~Fig.

,

FIG. 11. Schematic illustration of the operation of the ‘‘two-stroke charge piston’’ in nanocrystalline silicon.
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5!. Here the efficiency of the expulsion of charge carriers
the two-cycle process described can in general be diffe
for electrons and holes because of the difference of the
ergy distributions of their traps.

The model set forth above is based on the assumptio
a high efficiency of the electronic Auger process, which
the motive force of the ‘‘two-stroke charge piston,’’ alte
nately ejecting electrons and holes from the silicon core o
nanocrystallite into its peripheral layers. This is in fact
justifiable assumption. It is known the the rate of the Aug
process for free charge carriers is proportional to the squ
of their concentration. At a distance between interacting p
ticles of the order of 10 nm~which corresponds to a volum
density of around 1018 cm213) the cross section for Auge
scattering is comparable to the cross section of the crysta
cell (;10215 cm2), i.e., it is even greater than cross secti
of the electron–phonon interaction.6 Auger scattering is
therefore the main dynamical process governing the lifet
of the e–h pairs, the radiationless recombination time, a
the other kinetic parameters of the system.

The high efficiency of the Auger process should resul
efficient population of the trap states~including those of a
defect nature! localized in the peripheral layers, and that c
cumstance is manifested in the aforementioned feature
the PL spectra and of the TSL and TL signals and also t
dependence on the technological conditions under which
nanostructured silicon samples were prepared. We note
the efficiency of the Auger process is higher for smaller si
of the nanocrystallite. Therefore, the more intense TSL
TL signals are observed for samples with the smaller~on
average! nanocrystallites.

Let us conclude by noting the differences between
model and that proposed in Ref. 6. The process considere
Ref. 6 ends with the transition of the nanocrystallite to
nonradiative state~corresponding to Fig. 11c!, and the in-
complete degradation of the PL is explained by the pa
thermally activated detrapping of electrons in the periphe
layers. However, it follows from our TSL results that th
majority of the trapped charge carriers are detrapped aT
.50 K. Therefore, to explain the quantitative degradat
indices of the PL spectrum~especially near helium tempera
ture! it is not enough to take into account only the therm
restoration of the trapped carriers: the maximum degree
degradation of the PL does not exceed a factor of three e
at T54.2 K. We have therefore refined the model propos
in Ref. 6, extending the effect of the Auger process to
hole component of the electronic subsystem of the silic
core and proposing the possibility of multiple repetition
the process within a single nanocrystallite. As a result, bo
charge carriers accumulate in the outer layer of the crys
lite, and their recombination is manifested as features of
TSL and TL.

CONCLUSION

The luminescence properties of a system of silicon na
particles depends substantially on their average size
structural inhomogeneity. The influence of the size facto
manifested not only in a variation of the spectral composit
of the emission due to the variation in the band gap of
nanocrystallite but also in the efficiency of the Auger pr
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cess, the cross section of which is inversely proportiona
the size of the crystallite. A ‘‘two-stroke charge piston
model is proposed, the motive force of which is the Aug
process, which brings about the expulsion of charge carr
from the photoexcited silicon core of the crystallite to
peripheral oxide layers and the subsequent localization of
carriers in them. A feature of the model is the extension
the action of the Auger process successively to the elec
and hole components of the silicon core. The propo
model can explain from a unified point of view a who
complex of experimental results: the nonmonotonic tempe
ture dependence of the integrated PL intensity and the s
of the position of the extremum of this dependence on va
tion of the excitation density, saturation of the lux–intens
characteristic of the main PL band, the ‘‘emission fatigu
effect in the PL spectra, the features of the TSL signal,
presence of a tunneling component of the luminescence,
the higher intensity of TSL and TL for samples with small
sizes of the nanocrystallites. The proposed model is o
general nature and can be invoked to explain the feature
the luminescence in ensembles of nanoparticles of o
semiconductors.
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